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Dr. Jennifer Doyle and Dr. James Tobias, Co-Chairpersons 
 
 

 
 

“Hypermaterial Language Art” is a digital humanities project that engages artworks 

experimenting with the materiality of language, to investigate how this experimentation 

performs an anti-racist poetics. Applying theories that describe digital materiality and 

informatics to artworks that, through formal experiments with language, critique 

contemporary systems of identity-based oppression, I re-frame them as, and thereby 

formally and politically develop, what I call “hypermaterial language art.” The specific 

artworks through which this project develops include video installations by Natalie 

Bookchin and Jenny Holzer, interactive digital narratives by Erik Loyer, photo-texts by 

Lorna Simpson, textual paintings by Glenn Ligon, and language-oriented poetry by Susan 

Howe and Harryette Mullen.  

Read through the interpretive framework signaled by their categorization as 

hypermaterial language art, these artworks perform an anti-racist poetics that disrupts and 

refuses the public rhetoric enforcing so-called “colorblindness.” As scholars exploring 



 

 ix 

 

the politics of post-Civil Rights’ racial discourse, like Eduardo Bonilla-Silva and Jennifer 

González, explain, colorblind ideologies emerge from rhetorical systems that process 

structural racism through logics of disappearance and denial. In this rhetorical move, 

colorblind ideologies render that racism immaterial and invisible; as a result, racism in 

this environment is materially visible only as moments of individualized bigotry. 

Bringing the work of these and other critical theorists like Fred Moten and Stuart Hall, in 

line with the work of digital scholars, like N. Katherine Hayles and Alexander Galloway, 

I re-imagine this rhetorical semiotic system as an informatic system of ideological “code 

processing.”  

The term “code processing” describes the process by which signals of external 

input flicker through layers of hardware circuitry and software coding to produce a 

corresponding output on a digital computer screen. As in the digital informatics system, 

in the colorblind ideological system, the semiotic information of structural racism is 

rendered invisible, inaccessible, and illegible to the “colorblind” public. Thus, throughout 

this project I use the insight provided by digital discourses as an interpretive method that 

merges structures of semiotic meaning with structures of informatic meaning, a process 

that provides access to the politics of the above-named artists’ formal practices, insofar as 

they track racism’s flicker between visibility and invisibility.   
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INTRODUCTION 

 

“Hypermaterial Language Art” is an interdisciplinary, theoretical digital humanities 

project that engages artworks experimenting with the materiality of language. I name 

these artworks “hypermaterial language art.” The core of this investigation focuses on the 

ways this artistic experimentation performs an anti-racist poetics when read through 

critical frameworks provided by discourses of digitality and digital materiality. The 

specific works of hypermaterial language art examined in this project include language-

oriented poetry by Susan Howe and Harryette Mullen, photo-texts by Lorna Simpson, 

textual paintings by Glenn Ligon, video-graphic site specific installations by Jenny 

Holzer and Natalie Bookchin, and new media interactive narratives by Erik Loyer. Each 

of these works of art explicitly leverages a political critique of ideological structures that 

inform cultural life in the United States today. For many of these artists, this critique is 

leveraged against those specific ideological structures that form systems of identity-based 

oppression, with a particular focus on those systems that play a role in defining, 

determining, and upholding semiotic structures of embodied difference — that is, 

semiotic structures of race and gender. This semiotic critique emerges, in works of 

hypermaterial language art, through an intense formal engagement with the materiality of 

language – itself a semiotic structure – which requires that their audience grapple with the 

visual and sonic material elements of the linguistic signifier as such, rather than engage 

signs of language exclusively for the signified information. In this move, these artworks 
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share a formal and political commitment to highlighting the materiality of cultural signs 

and semiotic systems as such.  

By drawing attention to the visual, oral, or sonic materiality of the linguistic sign, 

these artworks effectively disrupt what has become a naturalized system of processing 

information through language: the erasure of the signifier, in favor of the signified. 

Consider, for example, that the mark of a “good book” is that the material book and text 

seem to dematerialize as the reader is engulfed by the virtual reality created by these 

semiotic materials; similarly, consider that “good typography,” is that which fades quietly 

to the background so that the content it signifies can be highlighted at the foreground. As 

these instances demonstrate, the naturalized cultural value of language is its very ability 

to dematerialize, to erase itself from presence as such, in order to virtually render an 

imagined world(view). Thus, as hypermaterial language artists disrupt this naturalized 

system of information processing, they simultaneously disrupt other naturalized systems 

through which we process information in the world, and from which we construct our 

world(view)s. This is a political project that is mirrored in historical iterations of self-

reflexive artwork like meta-narrative, L=A=N-G=U=A=G=E poetry, and site-specific art 

installation. Building on this historical trajectory, my political interest, here, lies in 

exploring these works of hypermaterial language art as they disrupt naturalized 

information structures that signal race within the post-Civil Rights United States.  

In the post-Civil Rights United States, race operates through an ideological 

system of “post-raciality,” what Eduardo Bonilla-Silva describes as a system of implicit, 

“colorblind” racism that is in contrast to the explicit racism of the pre-Civil Rights Era 
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(evident in the Jim Crow Laws, for example, following the illegalization of slavery). As 

he opens his 2014 edition of Racism Without Racists, “Nowadays, except for members of 

white supremacist organizations, few whites in the United States claim to be ‘racist.’ 

Most whites assert they ‘don’t see color, just people,’” a seemingly progressive ideal that, 

Bonilla-Silva notes, stems directly from and imagines itself as a realization of Dr. Martin 

Luther King Jr.’s dream “to live in a society where ‘people are judged by the content of 

their character, not by the color of their skin’” (1). Of course, the realization of the end to 

systemic and ideological racism within the United States that colorblindness imagines is 

purely imaginary, a virtual reality that emerges from what I read as an ideology that 

dematerializes the semiotic information of “race” precisely to uphold and strengthen this 

virtual world(view). As such, the processes by which colorblind and post-racial 

ideologies function in the United States mirror those that take place in naturalized 

linguistic information processing. That is, if, as Stuart Hall has argued, the ideological 

system of race is essentially a discourse of language and thought that relies on the 

perception of visual difference through skin color (that is, the recognition of visual, 

embodied materiality as a semiotic system signifying race) to uphold institutional 

oppression, then colorblindness and post-raciality rely on the virtual “erasure” of that 

visual material that would signify “race” (hence, colorblindness). By extension, 

colorblindness similarly erases the racism that continues to inform social, political, 

economic, and legislative institutions in the United States. In this view, the post-Civil 

Rights United States is also a “post-racial” United States.  
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Importantly, then, the informational processes through which both language and 

colorblind ideology operate, function through a culturally naturalized system that 

dematerializes the signifying body as such — the linguistic signifier or the raced body — 

in favor of the immaterial, imagined, “virtual” information signified (at times, 

ideologically) by these bodies. Despite this apparent operation, in neither case is there an 

actual dematerialization of information; the linguistic sign remains on the page, whether 

or not the reader “sees” it, and the raced body continues to perform signs of race, even if 

a cultural body ideologically refuses to see it. That is, black bodies are still black even if 

we should be (color)blind to this visual, semiotic information, and the systemic 

perpetuation of economic, political, and social disenfranchisement toward people of color 

continues, despite a black president and post-Civil Rights legislation. Given this shared 

process of dematerialization, the formal practice of hyper-materializing language — that 

is, rendering language in such a way that its materiality is in seeming excess — is a core 

element of the politics and poetics of hypermaterial language art, both as a form of 

artistic production, and as a critical term for cultural studies discourse.  

As it defines an interpretive category of artwork, the term “hypermaterial 

language art” both describes formal elements of these works of art, and signals core 

tenants of this category of artwork as it constitutes a critical, interpretive lens. In addition 

to signaling the material excess of language, the prefix “hyper-“ explicitly cites the 

vocabulary of terms like hypermedia, hypertext, or hyperlink that make up the discourse 

of digitality. In what effectively becomes a discursive citation, the “hyper-” of 

hypermaterial language art does two key things. First, “hyper” signals the infinite 
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networks of language evoked by these works that are, themselves, imagined as informatic 

structures of data — a point that I demonstratively explore more fully in chapter one’s 

treatment of Erik Loyer’s interactive iOS narrative, Strange Rain. Second, the 

citationality of “hyper-“ effectively locates this interpretive category of artwork within 

the discourse of digitality, aligning it, in particular with elements of that discursive field 

that articulate the materiality of digital, informatic structures. This latter alliance is, of 

course, further signaled by the “-material” that follows “hyper-.” Finally, the inclusion of 

“language,” like “hypermaterial” signals both a formal characteristic of these artworks — 

they all, as stated, share a politically charged commitment to the sonic and visual 

materiality of language — and a theoretical intervention that this interpretive category 

provides. As each chapter will show, this category of artwork reveals various ways that 

language functions as an information technology to structure the world, both generally 

and ideologically. Again, this is something that, though explored throughout, receives 

particular attention in the first chapter. As evident in the multiple layers of signification at 

work in the term “hypermaterial language art,” discourses of informatics and digitality 

are integral to this project. So, before turning to descriptive introductions of each chapter, 

it is worth spending some time describing the role digital technologies, informatics, and 

new media platforms play. 

Like structural racism in a colorblind ideological environment, digital information 

housed and processed in computational machines is invisible; that is, we are blind to it. 

Because of its invisibility, digital information is incorrectly, yet frequently, conflated 

with immateriality, a phenomenon that is evident (for example) in the ease with which 
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the metaphor of “the cloud” has replaced popular awareness of servers. N. Katherine 

Hayles, a new media scholar whose writing on digital and informatic materiality is 

fundamental to this project, describes the phenomenon in How We Became Posthuman as 

the cultural belief that, as we have shifted from analog information systems to digital 

informatics systems, “information has lost its body,” and become an entirely virtual 

construction. Notably, the very condition of virtuality relies on a duality between 

information and materiality (14), such that, in a virtual world(view), the two are 

(mis)understood as separable from one another. Information seems to have become 

dematerialized in the shift from analog information technologies based on evident, visible 

continuity, and digital information technologies based in the virtual, invisibility of 

encoded discreteness.  

This difference is perhaps more clearly demonstrated through one of Hayles’ own 

examples: the comparison of the typewriter (an analog technology) with the word 

processor (a digital technology). When using a typewriter, there is a clear continuity 

between pushing a key and watching the corresponding inked typebar rise to print a letter 

on the paper. Here, the mechanism by which the user’s input becomes “information” that 

produces a textual output is clear, continuous, and based in evident materiality. By 

contrast, when using a word processor, there is no continuity or clear mechanism by 

which pushing a letter on the computer’s keyboard will produce the corresponding letter 

on the screen. There is an apparently immaterial gap between the user’s input and the 

word processor’s output, such that the digital word processor seems to have 

dematerialized that information the user put into the system as it has been rendered 
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virtual. The conflation of dematerialization and virtualization here is evident in the 

information’s output form as a word or letter on the screen with no apparent, 

corresponding material presence. Unlike the word or letter that the typewriter materially 

inks onto paper and from which it becomes nearly impossible to remove, the word or 

letter produced by the word processor simply appears on the screen, immaterial and 

virtual, particularly evident in the ease with which it can disappear from the screen. The 

virtual word or letter produced through the discreteness of the digital informatic system, 

then, appears as entirely disembodied and immaterial.  

Of course, the apparent disembodiment and immateriality of digital information is 

just that — a phenomenon that occurs by appearance only. As Hayles describes 

throughout her critical oeuvre, digital information appears to be dematerialized because 

its materiality exists within a paradigm that must account for hardware alongside 

software, circuitry alongside algorithms, and programmed (and programmable) codes 

alongside their executed processes. In other words, the cultural understanding of digital 

materiality exists within a paradigm that cannot yet account for “the duality at the heart 

of the condition of virtuality” (14), so continues to view digital information as both 

separable and separated from its material body. What is important to note, here, is that as 

far as popular discourses that describe digital information are concerned, when 

information is processed through a digital machinic system, it follows the same trajectory 

of dematerialization toward virtualization through which both linguistic and colorblind 

ideological systems process information. That is, these three information technologies — 

language, colorblind racism, and digital machines — share an ideologically- inflected 
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method of information processing that (apparently) renders the signs of information 

immaterial.  

Though all three of these systems find themselves in this zone of mis-

understanding due to culturally naturalized structures of information processing, for the 

digital information system specifically, this naturalization is combined with a 

fundamental shift in information technologies. That is, where language is dematerialized 

by historically-dictated convention, and race is dematerialized by ideologically-dictated 

colorblindness, digital information is dematerialized by a technological shift away from 

the cultural familiarity of analog systems. Given this shift and its attendant 

misunderstanding, there is a great deal of writing that exists, both within popular and 

academic presses, that describes digital information through a focus on its materiality 

precisely to dispel the cultural belief in its immateriality. Thus, the importance of 

discourses of digitality to this project are, not just as they offers a third cultural arena in 

which a tendency towards the dematerialization of information exists, but also as this 

discourse offers critical insight by which to dispel these tendencies. As such, the insights 

of new media scholars that describe the materiality of digital information provide a 

primary zone of criticism from which I pull in the description and theorization of the anti-

racist poetics and politics of hypermaterial language art.  

One such new media scholar, (in addition to N. Katherine Hayles) is Alexander 

Galloway, whose description of the shared functional processes between ideology and 

software, where, in his words, “software is ideology turned machinic” (69), is incredibly 

influential throughout this project (though his writing only explicitly appears in the first 
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and final chapters). What I have been describing as the shared process of information’s 

dematerialization toward virtualization, Galloway describes as a shared process of 

information’s reflection and obfuscation. In some ways, his phrasing is more useful than 

that of “dematerialization and virtualization,” because it is based in the actual rather than 

the metaphorical. As he describes, “[c]ode is never viewed as it is. Instead code must be 

compiled, interpreted, parsed, and otherwise driven into hiding by still larger globs of 

code. Hence the principle of obfuscation. But at the same time, it is the exceedingly high 

degree of reflexivity in software that allows it to operate effectively as source or 

algorithmic essence…. And hence the principle of reflection” (69). The rhetorical codes 

of colorblind ideology function in a similar way: in one moment, race is revealed or 

reflected as proof of “diversity” or “multiculturalism,” while in the next, it is immediately 

obfuscated, as diversity and multiculturalism reflect or reveal the proof of colorblindness, 

of racial obfuscation. Thus, the process of dematerialization toward virtualization is, in 

both technological and ideological actuality, the complex operations of obfuscation and 

reflection. In other words, just as it is through the operations of reflection and obfuscation 

that code (which is to say, information) is processed by the digital, computational 

machine, so too is it through these operations that code (which is to say, ideology) is 

processed through the cultural “machine” that is Louis Althusser’s “state apparatus.” 

As Hayles and Galloway provide necessary descriptions and explanations of 

informatics and digital systems, Louis Althusser, Roland Barthes, and Stuart Hall provide 

the theoretical basis from which I understand ideology and ideological systems. 

Following Althusser, throughout this project I understand the ideological system to be a 
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system of information perpetuated through various cultural modalities (what Althusser 

calls “ideological state apparatuses”) that are inflected by a value system that maintains 

the structural power dynamics within a society. Though Althusser does not describe 

ideology in these terms, following Chela Sandoval, I understand this “value system” to be 

based in and ultimately emerge from a cultural narrative that aligns with what Roland 

Barthes calls “mythology,’ another term that frequents this project. For Barthes, a cultural 

mythology is an (apparently) omnipotent narrative through which a culture understands 

itself, and that is maintained and disseminated through “the materials of mythical speech” 

which can include “language itself, photography, painting, posters, rituals, [and] objects” 

(223). In its dissemination of these media artifacts, a culture builds a mythology that, in 

many ways, distorts the information of history and the world (as such), encoding it within 

the language of myth in order to strengthen and perpetuate the ideological value system 

that is cultural mythology. As Stuart Hall has explained, mythical or ideological 

information only functions as such, to the extent that it is “decoded” by those who access 

it — the society or populace — along hegemonic lines. Decoding this information in a 

way that either negotiates or opposes cultural hegemony (in Hall’s verbiage), can reveal 

that which was obfuscated by ideological or mythological encoding. Thus, as I refer to 

ideological systems or cultural mythologies that hypermaterial language art disruptively 

decodes I rely heavily on these theorists’ previous work describing such systems. 

Because hypermaterial language art mobilizes its systemic disruption through the logic of 

informatics tied to the vehicle of semiotics, of particular use to this project are those 
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moments where these theorists use vocabulary that, today, belongs to discourses of 

informatics and digitality.  

“Hypermaterial Language Art” opens with a chapter that focuses on the first of 

two works by Erik Loyer: his 2010 interactive narrative, playable on iOS devices, 

Strange Rain. Alongside the second of Loyer’s works that this project addresses in the 

final chapter, The Knotted Line, Strange Rain provides a kind of theoretical book-end. 

The only work of hypermaterial language art in this project that is not explicitly 

concerned with the politics of identity and difference, Strange Rain tells the story of 

Alphonse, a man who has recently stepped out into the rain to collect his thoughts during 

a tense family dinner. This story emerges as the reader taps on the touch-screen of her 

iOS device to produce lines of text that represent Alphonse’s thoughts and memories. 

Alphonse’s stream of consciousness, following the modernist tradition in texts like James 

Joyce’s Ulysses and William Faulkner’s The Sound and the Fury, eventually coheres into 

a narrative. Because this stream of consciousness narrative is told through an iOS device, 

the memory from which Alphonse’s stream of conscious thought emanates is also the 

data-based memory of the iOS device itself, and Alphonse’s stream of thought is also a 

stream of computational data. Through these shared structures of memory that, together, 

produce a data-based narrative, Strange Rain describes a core theoretical concern of 

hypermaterial language art as such: the complex, intertwined processes by which human 

language and digital informatics, through the media platforms on which they function, 

process information into systems of narrative. This chapter, then, describes a work of new 

media art that leverages hypermaterial language toward the production of a narrative 
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system. To the extent that cultural mythology is effectively a system of narrative, this 

chapter provides a basis from which to begin exploring the politics that emerge from this 

artistic production. 

Expanding from the first chapter’s theoretical base, chapter two focuses on 

language-oriented poetry by Susan Howe and Harryette Mullen, focusing on the ways 

these poets disrupt linguistic structures of information processing to mobilize a political 

project that similarly disrupts cultural structures of embodied information processing. In 

other words, if chapter one provided a basis from which to articulate hypermaterial 

language art’s formal and theoretical project, this chapter provides a basis from which to 

articulate its political project. Both Howe and Mullen are known for their poetics that 

rupture naturalized structures by which language conveys meaningful information. In this 

rupture, their poetics require that their readers attend to the material constructedness of 

language itself. For Howe, this rupture is marked by a resistance to the editorial and 

typographical standardization that takes place printed book pages. For her, these 

processes of standardization are the same processes by which the female voice is erased 

from American history and culture. As such, her poetry is marked by upside down text, 

lines that extend across the page in different (sometimes conflicting) directions, words 

that appear as though their letters have been scattered across the page to land where they 

may, and text that has been printed on top of other text, so obscures that which is below 

it.  

Howe’s explosive disruption finds its counterpart in Mullen’s poetics, which 

ruptures language by confining it, almost as if to force a structural implosion, as the sonic 
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valences of language reveal an intensity of meaning that cannot be contained by the 

visual sign alone. Taking, as her subject, the complex, overdetermined, double-bound 

structures by which race operates in the US, Mullen’s work is marked by strict formal 

constraints, that can include insistent alphabetical order, anagrammatic phrasing, or the 

Oulipian N+7 technique. Though they may appear (that is, visually) to produce 

nonsensical poems — a critique in itself that exposes the non-sense of culturally 

oppressive structures like race or gender — these strict constraints both condense 

multiplicities of meaning into a single textual sign and expose hidden information that, 

nevertheless, structurally (in)forms both language and the culture in which it operates. 

Casting both Mullen’s and Howe’s poetry as hypermaterial language art, I show how 

their language-oriented poetics stylistically reflect the disruption of information systems 

in the cultural shift from analog to digital technologies, a reflection that expands their 

poetics’ political reach to include the colorblind or “post-identity subject.” Just as 

colorblind ideologies process information in a way that is analogous to that by which 

digital informatics process information, the post-identity subject aligns with the post-

human subject, where both are ideologically dematerialized to become virtual, “digital” 

informatic subjects. In light of these connective reflections, I posit that, as Howe’s and 

Mullen’s poetry requires their reader to process linguistic information as a computer 

processes digital information, it simultaneously models an informatic method for 

“reading” raced and gendered bodies that resists their erasure by colorblind, post-identity 

ideologies.   
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If chapter two casts language-oriented poetry as hypermaterial language art in 

order develop an alternative system by which to “read,” and therefore process the 

embodied information of the informatic post-identity subject, then the third chapter 

zooms in on this system to explore the semiotics through which it is structured. Through 

Lorna Simpson’s photo-texts and Glenn Ligon’s textual paintings, there is a particular 

focus on the potential for using cultural semiotics against themselves; that is, there is a 

focus on the mobilization of signs toward the disruption or reformation of oppressive 

systems of language and thought. The first half of the chapter focuses on photo-texts by 

Lorna Simpson that challenge the naturalized systems of meaning by which the black 

woman has been (and continues to be) “known” or “defined” in the United States. 

Through photo-texts that build a relationship between photographic image and poetic 

text, where the two sign systems never quite refer to one another, Simpson creates a 

system of meaningful multiplicity, where ambiguity reigns and determinate definition is 

an impossibility. When cast as hypermaterial language art, Simpson’s artwork becomes 

an informational system of visual and textual signs that mobilize the floating signifier — 

the ambiguous signifier that can mean anything and, as such, has been described as the 

cultural signifier of race —  as a force of noise. As noise, the floating signifiers of 

Simpson’s photo-texts act as insertions of ambiguity that, in an informatic system, will 

either force its reformation to a higher level of complexity, or collapse the system 

entirely.  

Despite the disruptive force with which Simpson mobilizes the noise of floating 

signifiers, at a certain point, the informatic system will reorganize and “settle,” the noise 
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having become information. Responding to the specter of this settled system, where the 

noise of floating signifiers no longer functions as such, Glenn Ligon’s textual paintings 

provide a revision of the floating signifier, particularly that of race, so that it might 

continue to function in the settled, informatic system for which, ultimately, the floating 

signifier as an informational structure is impossible. That is, though the system must be 

able to tolerate noise and ambiguity, the floating signifier as it operates through cultural 

semiotic systems is ultimately impossible, so requires a revision to become operable in 

the digital informatic system. Indeed, if the colorblind ideological system functions like a 

digital informatic system, then so too does race require a semiotic revision, as the floating 

signifier of race is no longer tolerable within this system. Ligon’s textual paintings 

provide just such a revision as hypermaterial language art. Following Hayles’ revision of 

the floating signifier into the flickering signifier for the digital informatic system, Ligon’s 

textual paintings similarly revise the sign of race from a floating to a flickering signifier. 

As such, race can signify throughout the colorblind ideological system, thereby providing 

resistance to the very notion of colorblindness.  

If chapters two and three explore cultural ideologies as they are performed and 

maintained in the intertwined relationship of informatics and semiotics through the 

primary lens of the semiotic, then chapter four marks a critical turning point, as this lens 

shifts to the informatic. That is, in this chapter ideological signs become discursively 

intertwined with, and subsequently explored as, technological codes through site-specific 

videographic installation art by Jenny Holzer and Natalie Bookchin. In this chapter’s 

focus on site-specific installations of hypermaterial language art, there is an additional 
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shift from focusing on the space of the artwork (the text) as such, to focusing on the 

artwork as it functions in space, both physical and cyber. More specifically, this chapter 

focuses on the ways physical and cyber spaces function through encoded rules that 

determine and define “the social,” or the act of “being social.” Indeed, it is precisely as a 

function of the social that colorblind ideology and other systems of oppression persist 

within a culture, encoded into that ideological system. By approaching Jenny Holzer’s 

Projections series, in which she projects provocative text materialized as light onto 

cityscapes around the world, and Natalie Bookchin’s Testament series, in which she cuts 

together disparate vlogs from YouTube into a composite narrative as videographic 

installation, as works of hypermaterial language art, I posit that these artworks highlight, 

and thereby disrupt, the technologically and ideologically coded structures that determine 

the rules of “the social” in both physical and cyber-spaces. As such, their work reveals 

these coded structures as what I call “techno-ideological,” a term that signals the 

functional inseparability of technology from ideology, as it operates within and thereby 

regulates a social system. Because this revelation is also a disruption, I show how the 

artworks mobilize techno-ideological codes in such a way that they seem to hack into 

them, breaking and reforming the coded structures into what I call the “alt-social,” an 

alternative social network that operates in both physical and cyberspace through reformed 

techno-ideological coding.  

In the final chapter, I return to Erik Loyer’s work, this time focusing on his 2012 

The Knotted Line, an interactive narrative, produced with Evan Bissell that tells what 

seems to be “alternative history” of the United States. Operating on the Scalar platform 
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produced by and housed at USC, this narrative seems “alternative” because it does not 

narratively reiterate a cultural mythology imagining the United States as a country of 

guaranteed freedoms to all citizens. Instead, it performatively details the systems of 

oppression that have expressly limited freedoms of raced and gendered populations 

through the United States’ history, ultimately leading to what, today, is described as mass 

incarceration of persons of color through the prison industrial complex. Functioning as 

the closing bookend to Strange Rain’s opening, this chapter ties the various theoretical 

threads of each of the previous chapters together to demonstrate how the anti-racist 

politics of hypermaterial language art become an anti-racist poetics.  

Picking up where chapter one left off, chapter five explores the techno-ideological 

coding of intertwined informatic and semiotic systems, as they perform, not just a 

narrative, but a cultural mythology stemming from the shared memory, the “database,” of 

the United States’ history. The Knotted Line makes this critical transition from narrative 

to mythology as much through the content of the narrative it tells — the “alternative” 

history of structural oppression in the United States — as through the interactive 

performativity of the new media platform that tells this narrative. Specifically, the 

programmed interactivity by which the user/reader must navigate the Knotted Line’s 

narrative system is one based in reflection and obfuscation: as the user rips open the 

anxious timeline, she reveals or reflects information about the United States’ history that 

was previously obscured by the techno-ideological force of cultural mythology and the 

interface’s programming. Notably, not only is this the same process by which information 

functions in an ideological system and by which data is processed through a digital 
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informatic system (as described previously), but this is also the method by which 

colorblind ideology specifically functions, reflecting race as diversity, only to 

immediately obscure it as “proof” of colorblindness. Thus, it is in this chapter that the 

nexus of anti-racist politics, technological informatics, and ideological semiotics that 

describes hypermaterial language art meets in a single iteration of the anti-racist poetics 

specific to this interpretive category of artwork.  
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CHAPTER 1 

 

Where The Familiar Becomes Strange: Hypermaterializing Data-Based Narrative 

Systems in Erik Loyer’s Strange Rain 

 

“Hypermaterial Language Art” begins with an intense, critical exploration of Erik 

Loyer’s 2011 Strange Rain, an interactive narrative playable through the touch-screen 

interface of an iOS device. As a work of new media art that performs a stream of 

consciousness narrative that, through its digital materiality, is simultaneously a stream of 

machinic data, Strange Rain provides a productive locus from which to begin the 

theoretical development of hypermaterial language art. Indeed, it highlights the roles that 

human language, digital materiality, and systems of information will play in this 

interpretive category of artwork. In its interactive performativity, Strange Rain proposes 

that the construction of a narrative system through human language shares a functional 

similarity with the construction of a database through digital informatics. That is, given 

the platform and narrative specificity of this text, Strange Rain challenges the assumed 

separation of these different information systems, performing their inseparable 

relationship with one another. In this critical challenge, the text fulfills its promise to the 

user that, “[b]efore your eyes and beneath your fingers, the familiar becomes strange, and 

the strange, familiar.”  

  Perhaps the most “familiar” construction that will become strange is the widely 

held critical understanding that databases and narratives are utterly oppositional systems 
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of information. This understanding stems from Lev Manovich’s 2001, Language of New 

Media, a text that works as a kind of introductory primer to new media by explaining it 

largely in terms of its differentiation from old, familiar media. One such explanation is 

that of the new media database as it relates to the old media narrative. This relationship, 

Manovich expressly argues, is one of fundamental opposition, where “the database 

represents the world as a list of items” that it “refuses to order,” while the “narrative 

creates a cause-and-effect trajectory of seemingly unordered items” (225). Due to this 

contrast, Manovich argues that the two cultural systems of information are “natural 

enemies…competing for the same territory” of cultural expression (225), eventually 

summarizing their relationship as one where “there is nothing in logic of the [database] 

itself that would foster [narrative’s] generation” (228). Though the difference in the 

logical ordering of information between the narrative and the database is certainly a 

compelling one that supports Manovich’s claim, the inseparability of Strange Rain’s 

narrative from its data-based platform (the iOS device), articulates a limitation to 

Manovich’s argument. Indeed, as I show in this chapter, this limitation stems, not from 

Manovich’s mis-articulation of new media objects-as-databases,1 but from his reliance on 

a theory of narrative that is entirely conditioned by specificities of print – a particular 

“old media” platform for narrative systems that informs much of the ways we understand 

narrative as such. This understanding of narrative is, thus, one of the primary elements of 

                                                 
1 In his words: “from the point of view of the user’s experience, a large proportion of [new media objects] 

are databases in a…basic sense. They appear as collection of items on which the user can perform various 

operations – view, navigate, search” (219). 
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literary and cultural study that hypermaterial language art challenges; it is a familiarity 

that this category of artistic production makes strange.  

By a similar token, as narrative and database become irrevocably intertwined with 

one another in the hypermaterial language art of Strange Rain, that which was once 

strange becomes increasingly familiar. Specifically, as these informational structures 

become inter-related with one another, so too do their semiotic and informatic vehicles of 

expression. Where the widespread influence of thinkers like Ferdinand de Saussure, 

Charles Sanders Peirce, and Roland Barthes has resulted in a kind of familiarity with the 

semiotic as a system of cultural information processing and dissemination, the relative 

newness of the informatic marks it as a system of information processing that is utterly 

strange, a phenomenon that is evident in the frequency with which cultural theorists of 

digitality like N. Katherine Hayles, and George Landow aim to describe the informatic in 

terms of the (revised) semiotic.2 Describing the informatic in terms of the semiotic is not 

a phenomenon limited to academic, cultural criticism, but appears in popular discourse as 

well, evident in the use of visual icons (a form of Peircian semiotics) in the graphical user 

interface of the personal computer. These icons function as metaphors that familiarize the 

otherwise strange, utterly unfamiliar, informatic system. It is through a similar 

performative logic that the hypermaterialized semiotic system of linguistic signs operates 

in Strange Rain to familiarize the otherwise strange informatic as both a system of 

meaningful information processing, and a data-based system of narrative. 

                                                 
2 Both Hayles 1999 How We Became Posthuman and her 2005 My Mother Was a Computer explicitly 

describe informatic systems as they relate to semiotic systems, while Landow’s series of Hypertext 

publications explain the informatic hypertext in terms of the pos t-structuralist semiotic.  
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As in the use of Peircian icons, this semiotic familiarization of the informatic 

strange takes place “before your eyes and beneath your fingers” at the user-accessible 

interface. As a new media object, Strange Rain is made up of an interface connected to a 

database, where the interface operates to connect the user to the information contained in 

the database. Rendering this information meaningful, the interface effectively, “translates 

the underlying database” for the user (Manovich 226), a process that could be described 

as rendering semiotic that which is materially informatic. The interface is, thus, an 

important element to any new media object, but is particularly important for the case of 

Strange Rain. At its interface, Strange Rain translates the raw data or thoughts of its 

narrator, Alphonse, by taking this information out of his memory and rendering it as 

legible, linguistic signs that will eventually cohere into a  narrative. Importantly, 

Alphonse’s thoughts are also the raw data that is stored and processed through the iOS 

device on which Strange Rain runs, an element of the text that becomes evident as each 

line of textual information responds to the application’s programmed interactivity, 

appearing with each of the user’s taps. In other words, Alphonse and the iOS share a 

memory, a database where information is stored and processed through a simultaneity of 

semiotic and informatic structures. In the complexity of this simultaneity, Strange Rain 

becomes a critical locus upon which to begin exploring the processes of building 

narratives through data-based systems of memory that are both entirely human and 

structurally machinic.  

Given the importance of the interface to Strange Rain’s critical, interactive 

performance of the informatic and/as the semiotic, this chapter begins with a discussion 
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of this connective surface. This discussion focuses on the interface as, recalling 

Manovich, the vehicle that translates the information of the database (the informatic) into 

a human-accessible form (the semiotic). In this translation, the interface acts very much 

like (a) language, rendering accessible that information which might otherwise have 

remained inaccessible. As such, this first section critically articulates the relationality 

between language and interface, imagining the two structures as semiotic and informatic 

analogues of each other. Following this theoretical development, I turn to a discussion of 

Strange Rain itself, examining the mechanics by which it challenges the assumed 

opposition between narrative, present here as the interactive interface, and database, the 

narrative’s programmed, structural support system without which the narrative would 

(literally) not work. Though Strange Rain focuses on a single, personal narrative, its ethic 

of making familiar that which was strange and making strange that which was familiar 

extends to shared, cultural narrative systems – precisely those systems which can become 

naturalized as cultural mythology and through which ideology functions. It is here, then, 

that Strange Rain’s primary intervention becomes a basis for accessing the politics of 

hypermaterial language art, an element which the subsequent chapters will explore. To 

begin, then, I turn to a discussion of semiotic language as a functional analogue of the 

informatic interface. 
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LINGUISTIC FUNCTIONALITY: Language as an Interactive Interface to the World 

 

At first glance, the statement that language functions like an interface to the information 

of the world may seem incredibly obvious. In the first place, we know that language is a 

semiotic system that defines — and thereby provides meaningful access to — the world 

around us; this is not unlike the way that a user interface, such as the desktop of a 

personal computer, grants us access to the informatic “world” of the computer (the 

software of its operating system). We know, as well, that in language, the word is not the 

thing, but rather an agreed-upon way of expressing the thing, a relationship encapsulated 

by the linguistic sign, which dictates that every time I say or write “dog” (for instance), I 

always refer to, and thereby provide my listener or reader access to, a certain type of 

animal.3 It is perhaps, somewhat intuitive, then, to liken this process to that where every 

time I double-click on a certain icon on my computer’s desktop interface (the trash can, 

for instance), the software running the operating system — the agreed-upon code — 

grants me access to the contents of that metaphorical “trash can.” Finally, just as we 

know that language is processed and made meaningful through a certain set of rules 

called “syntax” and “grammar,” we also know that double-clicking an icon on a computer 

is processed and made meaningful to the machine through a set of rules and protocols 

governing the relationship between user input and machinic output; these rules and 

protocols are, of course, what we collectively and generally call “code.” Though 

admittedly oversimplified, all of this can be summarized as an analogy of connection — 

                                                 
3 This summary comes from language as described by Ferdinand de Saussure in his Course of General 

Linguistics. 
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where just as the computer’s interface connects the user to the software coding of 

machinic processes, so too does the linguistic interface connect its user(s) to things in the 

world. Despite this apparently intuitive alignment of language with interactive interfaces, 

it is worth examining if this alignment holds up when taken out of this over-simplified 

zone. When read alongside the definitions, histories, descriptions, and uses of interfaces, 

computational systems, and programmed interactions, does this analogy stand? And if 

this analogy stands, can it provide a lens through which to investigate the semiotic and/as 

the informatic?  

This extended examination begins, then, with the definition for interface, a 

definition that allows for an investigation of this analogy in terms of interfacial structure 

and function. In its earliest articulation, which the Oxford English Dictionary (OED) 

traces to James Thomson Bottomley’s 1882 Hydrostatics; or, Theoretical Mechanics, the 

word interface refers to “a surface lying between two portions of matter or space, and 

forming their common boundary” (OED online, “interface”). Highlighting this original 

definition as a delineating zone of connection, Matthew Fuller and Florian Cramer 

explain that today, “[i]n computing, interfaces link software and hardware to each other 

and to their human users or other sources of data” (149). Offering a typology of 

computing interfaces, Fuller and Cramer note five: “hardware that connects users to 

hardware” as in screens, keyboards, or other input/output devices; “hardware that 

connects hardware to hardware,” as in “network interconnection points and bus systems; 

“software, or hardware-embedded logic, that connects hardware to software,” an example 

of which would be “the instruction set of a processor or device drivers”; “specifications 
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and protocols that determine relations between software and software, that is, application 

programing interfaces (APIs); and “symbolic handles, which, in conjunctions with [the 

hardware of type one], make software accessible to users,” as in the graphical user 

interface” (GUI) (149). This final type is both the type described as intuitively similar to 

language in the opening example and, as Fuller and Cramer note, is often the type that 

media studies and popular media cultures refer to as interface in general. Of course, it is 

also the type of interface that uses Peircian semiotics (icons) to connect the user to (and 

familiarize her with) the informatics of the machine. Looking forward, this is the specific 

type of interface that, in the first place, I refer to when describing Strange Rain. In the 

second place, because it is located at the level of the symbolic and semiotic (“symbolic 

handles”) and functions as the mode of connection between the user and software, it is 

this type that most clearly aligns with language as it is used both as semiotic, 

communicative medium, and as a vehicle for ideology. Thus, it is this type that emerges 

as a productive starting point for investigating the extent to which language functions as 

an interface.  

Likening language to the user interface that uses “symbolic handles” to “make 

software accessible to users,” is perhaps more clearly articulated with a slight revision to 

— or more accurately, a revisionary expansion of — this definition. When interfaces use 

symbolic handles to make it possible for users to access software, they are effectively 

forming a bridge between the user and the information that makes up the software. This 

information is, of course, machine-readable, and contains various data object as well as 

the programming codes, protocols, and logics that dictate how the software should run. 
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At the interface, this machine-readable information, or “code,” gets “translated” (to 

borrow Dene Grigar’s language4) into information that is meaningful and accessible to 

the human-user. To rephrase this in the familiar terms of linguistic textuality, this 

translation is one that makes machine-readable information legible for the human user. In 

this formulation, where the interface translates a machine-readable code into human-

legible signs and symbols, the interface becomes both a system of and a vehicle for 

information transmission.  

This process is effectively that of the semiotic system, which (to re-phrase 

Charles Peirce’s formulation) is a chain of signs that translates information about the 

world into a symbolic, semiotic vehicle that we can understand. Though a distinct 

semiotic theory, Peircian semiotics is not unrelated to Saussurean linguistics, which 

explain language as a semiotic system, where each sign is made up of a signifier (also 

called referent) and the signified (or referred) real-world object.5 A notable hallmark of 

both of Saussure’s and Pearce’s distinct formulations, is their focus on the sign as 

culturally constructed, and therefore un-inherent. On the one hand, the linguistic semiotic 

system functions very much as an interface, in that it can form a connection between (or 

among) people — or between person(s) and text(s) — by expressing the world as signs 

that, as in the symbolic handles of the GUI, are entirely culturally determined, 

meaningful only because we culturally “agree” that they are. On the other hand, though 

the GUI can connect people to each other (and to texts), it primarily functions to connect 

                                                 
4 The term translation to describe the process of representing information from one medium in another is  

taken from Grigar’s presentation, alongside John Barber, at the Digital Arts and Culture Conference, 2003. 
5 All information about Charles Peirce’s semiotics comes from Philosophical Writings of Peirce, while 

information on Saussurean linguistics comes from his Course in General Linguistics. Full citations for each 

text can be found in the bibliography.  
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the user to the information — effectively the “world” — within the computer. Notably, 

this is a world that, without the interface, is effectively inaccessible, and meaningless to 

the user. This raises the question of whether or not the same can the same be said about 

language. Does language function as an interface between us and the information of the 

world such that, without it, this information might be essentially inaccessible, or 

meaningless? 

In order to address this question, it will be useful to spend some more time 

unpacking the relationship between the interface and its software. In many ways, the user 

interface determines both how we access information, and what information we can 

access from the software. The software, however, ultimately supports the interface, such 

that without it, the interface fails to function or operate at all. This relationship is 

reflected in software’s tendency to precede the interface in the production of a new media 

object or digital system. Indeed, the information that the interface can make available to 

the user is always only that which has been actualized through the encoded programming 

of the software. Given software’s primacy in the order of production and the strictness of 

computational code, it may be tempting to assign software and coding a level of 

prescriptive control over the interface. However, the relationship between the interactive 

“front-end” interface and the encoded “back-end” database (the software) is more 

complex than one of predetermination or prescription. This complexity stems directly 

from the effects of dynamic coding. A point that will receive much more attention both 

later in this section in my discussion of interactivity, and in chapter four, dynamic coding 

is a form of software development that allows users to generate informationa l 
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possibilities, in Hayles’ terms, “on the fly” (My Mother, 53). The effects of dynamic 

coding result in a new media system where the interface and the user’s manipulation of it 

can affect processes within the system; in other words, the interface is not entirely 

subservient to the software database. As such, the claim that the interface connects the 

user to the information that exists within the software’s database is not equivalent to the 

claim that the user’s interaction with the interface and the information rendered 

accessible is always already predetermined or pre-conditioned by the system’s 

programming. Rather, this claim articulates the ways the interface does not just connect 

the user to the information contained in the database, but also the ways its symbolic 

handles can both reflect and construct, for the user, the world of the computer as it is 

generated “on the fly” by her interactions.  

The efficacy with which the interface can render the computational world for the 

user can make it seem as if the two structures are one and the same, rather than two 

separate, integrally connected structures within a single new media object. Despite this 

seeming connection, what Alexander Galloway calls “the interface effect,” the interface 

is not the computational world, but is its mode of expression (Galloway viii). Mapping 

the relationship between the interface and the computational world defined by software, 

onto the relationship between what we call “culture,” and “the truth of social life,” 

Galloway argues that both relationships are based on an incompatibility with expression. 

That is, just culture emerges from the incompatibility between the truth of social life and 

its expression, so too does the interface emerge from an incompatibility between the 

computational world and its expression. If the interface is the computational world’s 
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mode of expression, then it effectively “is this incompatibility” (viii, original italics). 

Thus, just as culture both reflects and constructs the world of social life, so too does the 

interface both reflect and construct the computational world — at least for its user. As 

modes of expression, however, there are always already zones of limitation, inaccuracy, 

and incompatibility between culture/the interface and the worlds they express. On the one 

hand, Galloway’s explanation of the interface (effect) provides another area in which the 

analogy between language and interface holds true: that just as the interface is the 

computational world’s mode of expression, so too is the linguistic signifier a mode of 

expression for its signified thing in the world. Similarly, as a mode of expression, 

language, too, contains zones of limitation, inaccuracy, and incompatibility with the 

world it seeks to express. On the other hand, this articulation of the interface as both the 

expression of this incompatibility and the incompatibility itself raises the question of the 

degrees to which language shares this dual functionality. This question in turn brings us 

back to the original question of language’s ability to render information in the world 

meaningful that would otherwise be meaningless. Is there a degree to which language 

functions, in other words, to not simply express, but also to determine or condition the 

world it expresses, even if that world is one of expressive incompatibility?  

Within the field of linguistics this is an oft-debated question, which, has produced 

various theories of linguistic relativity that attempt to describe and articulate the extent to 

which language is not simply a reflective mode of expression, but also a constructive one. 

Perhaps the most well known of these theories is the Sapir-Whorf Hypothesis, 

(sometimes also referred to as the Whorfian Hypothesis), developed by Edward Sapir and 
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his student, Benjamin Whorf. This linguistic hypothesis argues that the language through 

which we learn to understand the world — our native language — does not simply 

reflect, but actually determines that understanding. Rejecting the world as either an 

objective or socially constructed system that we learn to navigate, Sapir argues that 

humans “are very much at the mercy of the particular language which has become the 

medium of expression for their society […]The fact of the matter is that the ‘real world’ 

is to a large extent unconsciously built up on the language habits of the group…We see 

and hear and otherwise experience very largely as we do because the language habits of 

our community predispose certain choices of interpretation” (Sapir, qtd. Whorf 173). 

Whorf expands on Sapir’s claim through his studies of indigenous languages of the 

Americas. In particular, he focuses on the differences in understanding “time, space, 

substance, and matter” (178) as concepts that are articulated in the Hopi language and 

what he calls “Standard Average European” language (SAE).6 In this comparison, Whorf 

attempts to show that the view of the world that the Hopi people carry — the world as 

determined, for instance, by temporal or seasonal shifts, or the world as made up of 

various substances like water or air — is fundamentally different than that carried by 

SAE speakers. As Whorf is careful to clarify, the world itself is not different; however, 

the microcosmic worldview that language speakers carry in their heads as a reflection of 

the macrocosmic world outside (189), is substantially and essentially different. This 

                                                 
6 SAE is a group of European languages that share structures of syntax, grammar, and linguistic history. As 

such, Whorf lumps them together in order to articulate primary differences between this language “group” 

and the Hopi language.  
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difference, Whorf hypothesizes, is the result of the different linguistic system each group 

uses to process, organize, and otherwise structure the information of the world (174).  

Though due to its incredibly deterministic view, this hypothesis remains just that, 

it does provide an interesting point through which to access the relationship between 

language and worldview. Indeed, placing this hypothesis in conversation with theories of 

computational interfaces (and their effects), it is difficult not to hear the echoes and 

points of similarity between the two. Consider the ways Galloway’s own articulation of 

the interface as emerging from and constituting the incompatibility between “the truth of 

social life” and “its expression” echoes Sapir’s statement we “are very much at the mercy 

of the particular language which has become the medium of expression for [our] society.” 

Further, if we rephrase Sapir’s statement in the terms of this section’s primary analogy, 

replacing “language” with “interface,” and “society” with “software,” we are left with a 

statement that few could argue with: “we are very much at the mercy of the particular 

interface which has become the medium of expression for [our] software.” Finally, to the 

extent that we can equate “software” with “computational worldview” (as I have been 

doing throughout this analogy), just as “society” equates with “the real world” for Sapir 

and “the truth of social life” equates with “the world” for Galloway, this revised 

statement becomes even more analogously sound.  

At this point, the analogy likening language to an interface seems to hold up. As I 

have shown, both language and interfaces connect people to their worlds — whether 

actual or virtual, analog or digital — by expressing and organizing the information of 

these worlds through systems of meaningful signs. These systems of expression and 
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organization, though they may not determine the actual world — that is, the interface 

does not determine the software, just as language does not determine the world as such — 

do describe (and may determine) how we meaningfully access or navigate these worlds; 

they may determine, in other words, our worldviews. However, the question of degree of 

determination on either side of the analogy has yet to be sufficiently answered, because 

there is one key element to language and interfaces that I have not fully discussed. Thus 

far, I have examined the question of determinism through conditions of access, asking 

how language and/as interface(s) allows us to access information about the 

(computational, social, actual) world. What I have not examined is determinism through 

conditions of effect, asking how language and/as interface(s) allows us to affect 

information within the (computational, social, actual) world. It is to this question, then, 

that I now turn, beginning with an examination of a final shared element between 

language and interface — interactivity.  

In his entry on “Interaction” for the Software Studies Lexicon, Michael Murtaugh 

begins (much as Fuller and Cramer did in their entry on “interface”) by describing types 

and traditions of interaction. Noting that, within discourses of media studies and 

computing, terms like interaction and interactivity have become so overused that some 

scholars, like Lev Manovich, argue that they share a tautological relationship with 

computing, Murtaugh nevertheless describes interaction as based in values of user choice 

and dynamic coding. Interaction “rips computation out of the clean room of the algorithm 

and thrusts it into the tainted and unpredictable space of dynamic and shared 

environment”; it “requires the programmer or designer to break open the black boxes of 
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algorithmic processes and acknowledge the incompleteness of what they create in the 

pursuit of experiences that are playful, insightful, and potentially surprising” (148). 

Locating this ethic — a term I borrow from Alexander Galloway and to which I will 

return shortly — of interaction as beginning in the 1960s, when it “represented a reaction 

against, and liberation from, the mainframe batch-processing computer center” and 

“proposed a radical usage of computers [by] giving (untrained) groups of users ‘live’ 

contact with the machine” (143), Murtaugh, following JCR Licklider, identifies 

interaction as mobilizing “a crucial shift from computer as problem-solver to computer as 

problem-finder or problem-explorer” (144). In terms of system requirements for true 

interactivity, Murtaugh identifies certain consistent themes that occur throughout writings 

on interactivity: liveness, which is the sense of things happening “on the fly” as the user 

interacts with the system, and that is achieved by avoiding default or preset pathways; 

plasticity and accretion, which requires a dynamic or moldable medium that “can be 

contributed to and experimented with by all” (146), and that requires the system to be 

built so that “the participant can push without breaking [it]” (146); and interruption and 

incompleteness, which is the sense that there is an infinite database for exploration (145). 

All of these themes together, as well as the ethic through which interaction originated, 

produce a system that, as Murtaugh explains, “supports a sense of playing or performing” 

(146).  

Murtaugh’s description of interaction, despite not being explicitly bound to the 

concept of the interface, is notable for the (interactive) interface/language analogy for 

two primary reasons. First, his description of interaction suggests that an interface — 
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perhaps even a user interface, specifically — can be used to determine the information 

within the software (refigured here as the database), a point gestured to above. We can 

locate evidence of this suggestion in his insistence that interaction requires comfort with 

incompleteness, with a lack of informational control, and with rebellion outside of or 

beyond the strict rules of algorithmic computing. This, combined with his use of terms 

like “unpredictable,” “potentially surprising,” or “playful” to describe interaction, 

suggests that interaction and determinism are incompatible with one another. Murtagh’s 

explanation of interaction, therefore, can be summarized as a form of programming or 

coding that is resolutely not determinist, but that is instead dynamic; that embraces the 

kinds of changes or opportunities that may emerge in the software database from the 

user’s interaction with the interface. Second, though he is describing an informational 

system that is based in computing (informatics), he could just as well be describing a 

computational system that is based in language (semiotics). Indeed, as far as tools are 

concerned, language has often been used in various humanities disciplines as a tool for 

“problem-finding” or “problem-exploring,” rather than simply for “problem-solving;” it 

is also a tool that is based in liveness, plasticity, and moldability. It has an infinite 

database for possibilities that “can be contributed to and experimented with by all,” and 

encourages playfulness and performance in a system that cannot be broken. Despite these 

clear indications that language functions as an interactive information system, however, 

we must still ask how, or to what degree, interacting with language can result in a change, 

or otherwise directly affect, the database of meaning — the software — of the (social) 

world in which it functions. 
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Though the field of cognitive linguistics and the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis have 

been unable to determine the extent to which language can determine the world(view) of 

its users, other fields of study, such as political philosophy, may offer an alternative 

viewpoint, given the difference with which these fields approach the information 

technology of language. As the works of hypermaterial language art throughout the 

subsequent chapters will demonstrate, language functions as an information technology 

— a tool that is also a system of information transmission — that can be split artificially, 

yet with critical usefulness, into two types. The first of these types is material language, 

or language as it is mobilized within an explicit, semiotic system of communication, 

which may be likened to a cognitive or machinic technology; this is language as it is 

understood and analyzed by linguists, Saussure, Sapir, and Whorf. The second of these 

types is language used to communicate within ideological, mythological, or discursive 

systems; this is a more implicit semiotic system of communication, which may be likened 

to a ideological or mythological technology, and is language-as-semiotics as it is 

described by philosophers, Barthes, Althusser, and Foucault. Understood as this second 

type, language can function as an interactive interface that can affect — and therefore, to 

a degree, determine — the software or worldview of social life.  

Evidence of language’s ability to determine the worldview of social life can be 

found in histories of and public campaigns for the reclamation of various words or 

phrases so that they no longer function in service of oppressive ideologies. Consider, for 

instance, the reclamation (in many ways, still in progress) of the words “black” or 

“queer,” from terms of exclusion that signaled difference-as-wrongness, to terms of 
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inclusion that signal difference-as-resistance.7 In these two instances, the interface (the 

linguistic signifier of each word, as manipulated or interacted with by the language user) 

determined a change in the software system (the signified content, and its coded value) of 

social life. This change, in turn, effected or conditioned a change in the interface, where 

more and more frequently, these words were used in their newly defined capacity. This 

process of feedback and feed-forward loops — where the interaction with the interface of 

language (the use of the word through a changed definition) effects a change in the 

software of social life (the word’s social/ideological meaning), which further strengthens 

the change in the interactive interface (the public use of the word) — though hardly an 

entire system-overhaul, demonstrates two notable qualities about language-as- interactive-

interface within an ideological system and the software of its attendant worldview. First, 

it demonstrates that language-as- interface can determine or condition the actual 

information of its software, through feedback and feed-forward loops between software 

(ideology/social life) and interface (language); language-as-interface can, in other words, 

effect a process that results in systemic, informational change. This suggests the second 

quality: that language can be used as a system of rules that are processed to effect, rather 

than exclusively as object. It suggests, that is, that language can be used as a processual 

ethic, rather than simply a descriptive ontology, an important note as it is this difference 

that Galloway points to as separating human from machinic language. 

In The Interface Effect, Alexander Galloway sets up an oppositional paradigm 

between processual ethics and descriptive ontologies, arguing that the computer, because 

                                                 
7 The history of reclamation and changing the meanings of these words is described in the OED entries on 

each term. 
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it “instantiates a practice, not a presence, an effect, not an object,” is a processual ethic. 

This is in contrast to cinema, which is “in general, an ontology” (22). From this claim 

Galloway suggests that the difference between the two may be more easily articulated by 

contrasting a language to a calculus. In his formulation, language aligns with cinema as it 

“operates at the level of description and reference,” its primary goal being “to encode the 

world” (22). A calculus, on the other hand, aligns with the computer as it “operates at the 

level of computation and process,” and has the primary goal “to do something in the 

world” (22). Finally, a calculus, unlike a language, “implies a method” (22). Bringing all 

of this together, Galloway ultimately argues that, “the [computational] machine is an 

ethic because it is premised on the notion that objects are subject to definition and 

manipulation according to a set of principles for action. The matter at hand is not that of 

coming to know a world, but rather that of how specific, abstract definitions are executed 

from a world” (23, my italics). Though Galloway’s contrasting description is accurate for 

thinking language as mobilized toward explicit, denotative communication — the 

linguistics view sketched above — it is insufficient for thinking language as mobilized 

toward ideological, discursive communication — the philosophical view sketched above. 

As the meaningful changes in the words “black” and “queer” demonstrate, when 

language operates as an interactive interface within ideological systems, it can function 

beyond a process of simply knowing the world; it can function, instead, like a calculus to 

execute or manipulate abstract definitions from or in the world. That, in these particular 

cases, this execution was based in rules and principles for action — that action being 

discursively cast as inclusionary political activism — further solidifies the shared ethical 
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functionality of a calculus with language-as-interface to and through an ideological 

system. 

At this point, the analogy likening language to an interface seems to hold its 

strength. As I have shown, language shares both a structure and functionality with the 

interface, connecting people not just to each other, but also to their world(s). Further, like 

the interactive interface that both provides access to and effects change within a 

dynamically coded software environment, language can be mobilized through feedback 

and feed-forward loops to effect change in the ideological systems that structure and 

inform a user’s world-view. Taking this as a starting point, then, I turn now to Erik 

Loyer’s Strange Rain, an interactive interface that encourages the user to tap, touch, or 

stroke the touch-screen hardware in order to affect direct change in the “worldview” 

provided and created by the application. Notably, this world view is modeled both as the 

user’s literal view of the diegetic world presented on screen, and as the internalized, 

psychological worldview by which the narrative’s main character constructs, 

understands, and accesses his world. The text brings together a rich layering of hardware, 

software, visual, sonic, and linguistic interfaces in a technological environment of 

dynamic coding, thereby inviting the user to haptically affect, if not the precise 

technological/hard-wired system by which this application runs, certainly the narrative 

system that houses these disrupted (and disrupting) worldviews. In other words, this 

interfacial layering provides the user an access point through which to construct a 

narrative system that is data-based. 
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THE STRANGE FAMILIARITY OF INFORMATIC NARRATIVE: Erik Loyer’s 

Strange Rain and the iOS Device 

 

Erik Loyer’s Strange Rain is an experiment in digital storytelling through a touch-screen 

device. An interactive, narrative application available for Apple’s iOS devices (and more 

recently for Apple TV), Loyer’s text turns that device “into a skylight on a rainy day. 

Raindrops fall and splatter on your screen, shifting perspective in 3D as you tilt your 

device like a handheld camera” (App-store description). The user is prompted to “touch 

the screen and guide the path of the raindrops,” while with each touch and tap, she 

simultaneously plays “the notes of an eerie melody.” At once “a relaxing, intriguing 

experience that feels as if you’re holding a living window in your hands,” and a 

vertiginous experience in reading a narrative unbound in an infinite database, Strange 

Rain insists that its user grapple with informatic narrative’s eventualities, where “the 

familiar becomes strange, and the strange familiar.” In each play mode, this process of 

defamiliarization is directly tied to the user’s movements, as “the more you touch…the 

more strange the rain becomes.” My primary interest in this application lies in its mode of 

interactive, informatic narrative experimentation, which I investigate in what follows. 

First, I discuss the application in general, highlighting its modes of interactivity that, 

besides clarifying its material and technological specificities, demonstrates its narrative 

“strangeness.” I then turn to an in-depth discussion and analysis of its narrative in 

particular, investigating the ways Strange Rain provides an experimental lens through 

which to reimagine the relationship between semiotic narrative and informatic database, 
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showing how Manovich’s 2001 claim that the two structures are “natural enemies,” 

utterly opposed to one another, describes an oversimplified relationship between the two 

structures, due to a theoretical approach to narrative that is bound to traditions of print. 

Strange Rain offers four modes of interactivity, or, in the vocabulary of the text, 

“play modes”: Wordless, Whispers, Story, and Feeds. As the name suggests, in the 

Wordless mode, the player’s living window features images and sound, entirely devoid of 

linguistic text. These images are of raindrops and cloudy skies that react to the player’s 

touch. Each tap draws the falling rain to that spot, and the player can affect the frequency 

of rainfall by pinching or opening her fingers across the screen (the same action that will 

zoom in or out on a touch device). Besides having the visual effect of changing the 

pattern of rainfall, each tap has the sonic effect of playing the next note of the app’s 

programmed melody. The default melody is Erik Loyer’s “Convertible Waltz,” but the 

player has the option of resetting the app’s soundtrack to the freely downloadable 

“Possibility in Amnesia” (Chris Schlarb) or “Cumulus Effect” (Michael Gordon Shapiro). 

Through the visual and sonic effects of the user’s tap, playing this game becomes 

simultaneous with playing music or an instrument.8 Indeed, Loyer encourages his player 

to experiment musically, to tap out different rhythms and thereby manipulate, not only 

the landscape — or, more accurately, the skyscape — but the soundscape as well. Slow, 

even, tapping will produce a calming soundtrack and a calming skyscape, as the player 

softly glides through the storm. Fast, erratic tapping, on the other hand, will cause the sky 

                                                 
8 In this way, the text becomes a kind of literalization of what Noah Wardrip-Fruin calls “textual 

instruments,” a description of electronic literature that John Cayley’s earlier description of them as 

“playable media.” 
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and rain to become increasingly strange, ultimately culminating in a “cataclysmic event,” 

where the player “falls” through the sky, an effect achieved as layers of clouds flash 

across the screen, rushing up to meet the player in changing colors — pink, green, blue, 

yellow, purple. The user is simultaneously drenched in the accompanying wave of 

cacophonous sound — airplanes, heavy rainfall, and discordant musical tones.  

The sky- and sound-scapes that make up the diegetic world’s-view — and the 

user’s ability to manipulate them — are consistent across each of the four modes of play. 

In the other three play modes, however — Whispers, Story, and Feeds — there is an 

added element of text. Whispers mode is the most similar to Wordless, in that the only 

addition are words that fall out of the sky in time with the raindrops. These words all 

culturally signify something related to water, and range from “fall,” “drop,” “cloud,” 

“storm,” or “squall,” to “wash,” “nourish,” “absolve,” or “liberate,” to “flood,” “drown,” 

or “erode.” Indeed, with each cataclysmic event, it is as if the text’s relationship to rain 

changes, as the words shift from signifying material properties of water, to signifying 

positive or negative connotations of rain. In this way, the text prompts the reader/player 

to meditate on her own relationship with rain, as well as her own experience of linguistic 

text as such.   

The Story and Feed modes add additional (hyper)textual elements to the raining 

words in Whispers. These (hyper)textual elements are strings of words, often full 

syntactical sentences, that emerge on the screen as fully formed thoughts in Story mode, 

and as tweets in Feeds mode. Unlike the words in Whispers, which fall down and stream 

away in time with the rain drops, these strings of words appear with each tap of the 
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finger, and remain on the screen only until the next tap, when it is replaced with another 

line of text. In these modes, the user’s taps construct a narrative as each tap pulls a bit of 

textual data out of the available stream and, through the apparent liveness of interactive, 

dynamic coding, sequences these bits into a coherent narrative. The source of the data 

stream from which this narrative can be sequenced varies, depending on the play mode. 

In Story mode, this stream comes from the database of memory containing all of the 

narrator’s thoughts; in Feeds mode, this stream comes from tweets as they occur on 

Twitter in real time. In Story mode specifically, it is this element that, as I will show 

below, marks Strange Rain as a poignant intervention into experimental styles of 

narration, particularly those constructed through dynamically programmed, interactive 

media based in data. Another integral part of the text’s narrative experimentation is its 

interfacial connectivity with the iOS Game Center. This connectivity prompts a 

reconceptualization of the relationship between games and play in a work of interactive, 

informatic literature.   

One way to reconceptualize this relationship is to approach Strange Rain as a 

literary game, a specific form of digital production that seams the literary with the ludic. 

In her book-length study, Literary Gaming, Astrid Enslinn describes the literary game as 

“a subgroup of creative media that has both readerly and playerly characteristics,” that 

might also be understood as “the creative interface between digital books that can be 

played and digital games that can be read” (1 original italics). As Enslinn notes, the 

literary game is, itself, not a new phenomenon; rather, it is a genre that, since the mid-

1990s, has been identified by various other names, including cybertexts or ergodic 
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literature, interactive fiction, electronic literature, kinetic poetry, and digital 

performances.9 What is at stake for Enslinn in identifying the genre as literary games is 

that each of these previous iterations of the literary game has focused on approaching the 

genre through the lens of the literary, rather than the ludic (3). As a result of this focus, 

Enslinn argues that the notions of “play” and “game” have become inaccurately 

intertwined with one another, often being mobilized as synonymous concepts. In 

reference to a 2004 typology of games and play produced by Eric Zimmerman, Enslinn 

shows how this synonymy obscures the levels of formality that games and play have. 

Games, she and Zimmerman suggest, are highly formalized, based on sets of strict rules, 

regulations, structures, and desired outcomes. Play, on the other hand is more accurately 

understood through a lens of informality as “a much broader, looser concept that can 

relate to games but more often than not refers to nongame activities which are open, 

unstructured, and spontaneous” (8). Thus, Enslinn notes that what Peter Hutchinson calls 

the “games authors play” – those references to literary games that populate experimental 

print literature – are more accurately understood as “playful activities on the part of 

literary communication” (9). The born-digital literary game — the game that is designed 

through the kinds of dynamic protocols for interaction that Murtagh describes (and 

indeed, described specifically as “play”) — may contain elements of playfulness, but is 

ultimately tied to the formality of rules, regulations, and structures that, if broken, can 

have serious consequences for the reader/player. 

                                                 
9 Cybertexts or ergodic literature are Espen Aarseth’s terms (1997); interactive fiction is Nick Montfort’s 

term (2003); electronic literature is Hayles’ term (2008); kinetic poetry is Morris and Swiss’s term (2006); 

and digital performance is Wardrip-Fruin and Harrigan’s term (2004).  
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As becomes evident in Enslinn’s description of play and games in digital literary 

games, Strange Rain occupies precisely this tension between formal game and informal 

play. As an experimental, interactive narrative that encourages the user to play with 

tapping or touching the screen, Strange Rain certainly inspires this kind of unstructured, 

spontaneous play, even as in its experimentality, it may be a “game authors play.” Of 

course, it is actually and formally a “game,” as evidenced both in its technical 

specificities as a digital application and in its interfacial connection with the iOS device’s 

Game Center, where the reader/player can track her narrative “achievements.” As a 

digital application playable through Apple’s iOS, Strange Rain is quite literally, 

materially, and physically a rule-bound text, accessible by the user through computational 

rules that, however dynamically structured, ultimately regulate how the application may 

be played or read at all. The Game Center’s achievements, besides giving the user a clear 

goal to work or play towards, remind the user of the material fact of the text’s 

programmatic functionality through the cultural significance of quantification. In other 

words, as signs of quantified (inter)action, the achievements mobilize an ethic of self-

reflexivity (an ethic similar to that of postmodern meta-narrative that features throughout 

hypermaterial language art) that makes it impossible for the user to forget or escape the 

fact that, in the first place, her play is materially and programmatically structured through 

a game-system of rules and regulations that, in the second place, are made available to 

her through their own encoding within a digital system that contains its own rules and 

regulations, logics and protocols. 
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Besides their explicitly signified presence as such, the types of achievements in 

the Game Center contribute to Strange Rain’s mobilization of post-modernist narrative 

experimentation through hyper-textual material forms, in the ways they are tied to the 

narrative and the construction of its world(view). Some of these achievements include 

things like Melody I (an achievement indicating the player has completed one play-

through of the melody), 20 Airplanes (an achievement indicating the player has witnessed 

20 airplanes flying overhead during a single play session), and Vertigo (an achievement 

indicating the player has fallen through twenty skies). These achievements are directly 

tied to the user’s ability to manipulate the land-, sound-, and sky-scapes of the text — in 

other words, the diegetic world(view). Further, because these achievements highlight the 

multiple meanings of “play” that are at work in Strange Rain — where the player plays 

both the game and the musical instrument — they simultaneously mark the point of 

tension between game and play in the text. On the one hand, the production of the 

melody, triggering multiple airplanes, or falling through the rainy sky, are playful 

activities that emerge as the user informally plays and explores the effects that tapping 

may produce within the program. On the other hand, the quantification at the heart of 

these achievements reminds the user that they are predicated on the rules, regulations, 

and formalized structure of the digital application. Finally, the vast majority of Strange 

Rain’s achievements are directly tied to the reader-player’s successful ability to access 

and produce the narrative in Story Mode; thus, it is exactly in its boundedness to rules 

and regulations of digital and gamic functionality that Strange Rain is realized as 

simultaneously a “game authors play” and a literary game that readers play.    
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Of the nineteen achievements available to Strange Rain’s reader-player, thirteen 

are directly related to Story Mode and indicate that the reader has unlocked certain 

sequences of narrative thought. Many of these achievements give the reader-player clues 

about the narrative itself and about the possible games she and the author will be playing 

in this diegetic world. Were this not an electronic text, these clues would generally be 

found in the paratextual elements like the table of contents, blurbs and summaries, or 

page numbers; as such, this structural design choice highlights and contributes to Strange 

Rain’s thematic focus of not only “making the familiar strange,” as familiar processes of 

reading are called into question, but also its claim to “make the strange familiar,” as the 

achievements provide the reader clues or cues for how, what, or to what end she should 

read/play. These clues mark a distinct intervention into hypertextual narrative, which, as 

a form, has often been celebrated for its requirement that the reader explore the text 

entirely on her own.10 Achievements like Agitation and Distress, for example, indicate 

that this story will feature an emotionally vulnerable, anxious protagonist, while 

prompting the reader to expect a certain narrative tone that, in other media, might have 

been associated with genre. Similarly, achievements like Big Sister and Favorite Uncle 

show that the story will include elements of a family drama, while providing some clues 

as to the plot and cast of characters the reader can expect to meet. Finally, achievements 

like The end(s) and Saturation Point suggest that this will be an open-ended story with 

many possible outcomes, preparing the reader to read for open patterns of information, 

rather than for definitive, conclusive mastery and narrative closure.   

                                                 
10 See, George Landow’s Hypertext 2.0.  
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As these achievements indicate, in Story Mode, Strange Rain achieves its claim to 

not only make the familiar strange, but also to make the strange familiar in terms of 

processes of reading and processes of narrative construction. In particular, these moments 

of estranged familiarity and familiarized strangeness emerge from the shift away from 

practices of reading and narrative construction based in the materials and traditions of 

print, toward those based in the materials and traditions of digitality and informatics. In 

short, these moments ask that the user attend to the practice of reading as a form of 

information processing that takes place between a human and a machine, as they interact 

with each other through the hard- and soft-ware interfaces of the iOS touch-screen 

device. It asks, as well, that the reader/player recognize these interfaces as providing her, 

not just access to a literary narrative, but access to a database that houses the information 

from which this narrative is constructed. In other words, it asks her to recognize an 

integral, dynamic relationship between the (front-end) narrative presented in “Story 

Mode” and the (back-end) database of human and machinic memory from which this 

narrative emerges. In what follows, I explore precisely these elements of familiarized 

strangeness that surface through the playful touches and taps of the reader/player who 

eventually finds herself in a cybernetic feedback loop of thought, memory, and affect 

with the story’s main character, Alphonse. 

To briefly recap, in Story mode the reader/player’s touch-screen taps produce 

lines of text that eventually cohere into a narrative. As the only mode in which Strange 

Rain offers a clear goal, it is in this mode that a great deal of the application’s specific 

strangeness dissipates, dissolving with each text-producing tap. Each line of text 
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corresponds to a thought from the main character (and narrator), Alphonse, who we meet 

just after he has stepped away from a tense family dinner in an attempt to collect his 

thoughts in the rain. Considering, for a moment, the narrative’s medium specificity as a 

digital, data-based text, this is a provocative place from which to begin the story since, as 

far as the hypertextual application is concerned, every one of Alphonse’s thoughts has 

already been collected; they are all stored in the application’s software and database. The 

database on which the application’s narrative depends, therefore, not only contains all 

possible outcomes for each of the reader’s taps (an element that is necessary for all 

hypertextual narrative), but also analogously corresponds with Alphonse’s brain — his 

own, personal memory-based data bank. This is a point to which I will return, in order to 

more fully explore the tension and structural simultaneity between human and machinic 

memory(-as-database). For now, what is important to recognize is the tension between 

collection and access, where with each of the player-reader’s taps, a line of textual 

thought becomes accessible, brought to the interfacial surface and “collected” in terms of 

Alphonse’s story-based emotional state, even as, with each subsequent tap, it visually 

disappears into the rain storm, becoming, for the user at the interface, inaccessible, lost, 

“un-collected.” It is each of these subsequent taps, however, and its production of a 

sequential relationship of one line of textual thought to the other, that ultimately coheres 

in a story, one version of which, is summarized below.  
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Our main character, Alphonse, finds himself at family dinner at what is probably 

his aunt’s house. His wife has been hospitalized following a car accident,11 and Alphonse 

is left to care for their two children, his in-laws, and the endless stream of well-wishing 

friends bringing food in “alien Tupperware” in an effort to comfort and support him. The 

sense of overwhelming strangeness is too much for Alphonse and, while outside, he 

continuously cycles through memories, past conversations, and momentary thoughts, as 

he tries to make sense of his newly de-familiarized life, and disrupted world(view). As 

his stream of consciousness unwinds in the rain, memories of his own experience of the 

accident emerge. Because he wasn’t involved in the accident, these memories range from 

the phone call he received, to the first time he saw his wife in the hospital, to 

conversations with doctors and nurses about surgery and rehabilitation possibilities. 

There is an overwhelming sense of Alphonse’s own helplessness, as his memories are 

frequently interspersed with grateful sentiments that “thank goodness the kids weren’t in 

the car with her,” to the frustrating unfairness that “the other guy walked away without a 

scratch.” As is so recognizable in any moment of trauma, these memories and emotions 

mix seamlessly with practical thoughts for dealing with this new life. He wonders, for 

example, if he should take the kids to the airport with him to pick up his parents, despite 

it being past their bedtimes. He struggles with the fact that, though he understands why 

                                                 

11 As Stuart Moulthrop has argued, car crashes are a frequent trope of electronic literature because 

“hypertexts and car crashes share the same kind of ‘hyperkinetic hurdle’ and ‘disintegrating sensory whirl” 

(Moulthrop 8). Mark Sample, however, argues that Strange Rain features a car crash specifically to turn 

this trope on its head, as its slow, meditative pace, is anything but a “disintegrating sensory whirl” (Sample 

2012). 
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people would bring food, the strange Tupperware holding this strange food only serves to 

increase the sense of defamiliarization of his life in the moment of his wife’s 

hospitalization. Eventually, his anxiety and agitation turn to the question of how he will 

explain his absence and his wetness to his family when he rejoins them for dinner. As 

much worried about upsetting his aunt by tracking water through her kitchen and house, 

as scaring his children by letting them see his emotional state reflected in his physical, 

sopping wet state, he entertains the idea that he might be able to sneak past the dinner to 

get a change of clothes, or that he might be able to avoid the dinner completely and go 

home.  

Interspersed within these memories, observations, questions, and concerns, is a 

distinctly philosophical line of thought that is based in the semiotic systems by which the 

world becomes meaningful. He asks himself, for instance, if the rain is meaningful, 

imagining that it may be “purposeful rain, cleansing rain, liberating rain, absolving rain,” 

but that regardless, “it’s all got to mean something” even if “[he wishes] this was 

meaningless rain.” This exploration into semiotic systems of making meaning within the 

world extends to himself, as he often wonders if people around him recognize his pain. 

He asks at what point the performance of trauma — a performance that features “Mouth 

open, cheeks tight, teeth bared for the ugly cry” — will be understood as a sign, not to 

rush to his side, but to leave him alone. Alphonse’s description of emotional pain and 

affect as performative, semiotic structures that (in)form interpersonal meaning is 

interesting, as it aligns him with the digital machine, an alignment that, in turn, likens the 

semiotic to the informatic. Like the encoded structures of data based within the digital 
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machine’s memory, Alphonse’s emotional responses processed through and housed 

within his own memory remain inaccessible, meaningless to the people around him, until 

they are performed through visible or audible signs at the interface of his physical body. 

It is only through this semiotic, embodied performance that people around him may come 

to understand, connect with, or respond (however accurately or inaccurately) to him. 

More interestingly, taking this comparison beyond the diegesis and into the space where 

the user plays the text, the space where she is interacting with the hard- and software 

interfaces of her iOS device to connect with Alphonse, reveals that, for the user, he is not 

just like the digital machine, but effectively is the digital machine, an ontology 

constructed through a shared (data-)base of memory. 

As if his observation of the performative semiotics of emotion were a meta-fictive 

“game authors play,” the simultaneity of Alphonse and the iOS device becomes 

particularly evident in Alphonse’s reactions — reactions based in his memory and 

headspace — to the user’s taps and touches on the iOS device. As she taps onto the 

screen to tap into the narrative, the user soon learns that the act of tapping does not 

simply provide access to Alphonse’s memory, but that the speed and rhythm with which 

she taps can manipulate his thoughts and ultimately change his emotional state. Because 

this is a story that is integrally bound to Alphonse’s thoughts and emotions – he has, after 

all, found himself in need of collecting his thoughts because he is overwhelmed with 

trauma-induced anxiety – the user’s ability to manipulate Alphonse’s headspace is also an 

ability to affect the plot. The longer she agitates him by tapping in erratic, irregular, 

hurried rhythms, the longer he will stay outside, cycling through his thoughts. Though 
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this cycling may bring up thoughts the user has already seen, they appear in a different 

sequence, as the thoughts immediately preceding and following each other are different 

in each play-through. With each new sequence, there is also the revelation of greater 

nuance, possibility, and meaning within the narrative system. Tapping a calm, melodic 

rhythm will similarly allow him to cycle through these thoughts, but eventually, he will 

calm down enough to go back inside, thus ending the story. The user even has the ability 

to trigger Alphonse to make a decision about going inside or staying outside — 

regardless of his diegetic calmness. By quickly tapping with three or four fingers at once 

onto the screen, the user can trigger a “cataclysmic event,” where she seems to fall 

through the sky which is no longer grey and stormy, but is instead green, blue, orange, 

pink, red, yellow, or purple; this sky is also filled with rain, text, and airplanes. This 

defamiliarized sky seems to rush up at the user, and she falls down through it, until the 

world suddenly re-coheres, stabilizing with the particular clarity of “Not yet,” or “That’s 

enough. I think I’ll go inside now.”  

In a paper delivered at the 2012 MLA convention, Mark Sample notes that, in 

Strange Rain, the “tension between slow tapping and fast tapping,” what he calls “haptic 

density,” “reveals the outer edges of the interface of the system.” As he explains, “four 

fingers tell the iPad you want to swipe to another application, the Windows equivalent of 

ALT-TAB.” Triggering a cataclysmic event by tapping with four fingers onto Strange 

Rain’s interface can, at times, take the user entirely out of this app-based world and into 

another application as “the multi-touch interface of the iPad trumps the touch interface of 

Strange Rain.” The cataclysmic event, in other words, extends beyond the limits of 
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Alphonse’s diegetic world and into the user’s own, where she is forced to make a similar 

decision about her willingness to continue playing: “Has she (like Alphonse) had 

enough?” asks the iOS. Is it time to refamiliarize herself with a different application, a 

different interfacial world?  Or is she not yet done with the text, and wishes to return to 

its newly defamiliarized interfacial surface? In its cataclysmic, glitch- like delimitation of 

Strange Rain’s interface, this moment of interfacial tension that Sample describes marks 

one of the many moments where, by virtue of the touch-screen, the user finds herself 

cybernetically connected with Alphonse, joined to him through feedback loops of shared 

affect and emotion. Indeed, it is precisely the player performing her own agitation onto 

the touch-screen — embodied through the signs of quick, erratic, anxious tapping — that 

triggers an event where both she and Alphonse are forced into a (cataclysmic) moment of 

affective clarity. More importantly, this connection is not only facilitated by, but also 

functionally determined by, the very digital machine that, through its memory-based, core 

data processors, constitutes both Alphonse, and his stream-of consciousness narration of 

recursive memory.  

 

SEQUENCING STREAMS OF SHARED MEMORY: Strange Rain and the Database as 

a Narrative Form 

 

As if in our own recursive memory loop, it is here that we come back around to my 

original interest in engaging Strange Rain as an experiment in digital narrative — 

specifically, an experiment in postmodern stream of consciousness narrative systems, 
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“translated” for and through the digital, computational system. Though the trope of 

translation has often been invoked to describe moving an object of print textuality into a 

digital environment of electronic textuality,12 a narrative process that is certainly not 

happening in Strange Rain, I use the term here specifically to highlight the ways Strange 

Rain is a clear instance of translating (or perhaps, more accurately, transmediating) an 

experimental, narrative style into a new media, informatic system. In many ways, this is 

to be expected, as much of electronic literature — particularly early electronic literature 

— has sought to mobilize the affordances of new media technologies to finally realize or 

expand the kinds of experiments with narrative, textuality, or aesthetics that populate the 

avant-garde margins of 20th century’s literary landscapes. As Adelaide Morris describes 

throughout her introduction to New Media Poetics, a great deal of new media poetics 

“reconfigure the familiar field of poetry by bringing back into view vital but marginalized 

lineages of print and sound poetics, procedural writing, gestural abstraction and 

conceptual art, and activist and/or utopian communities formed by emergent poetics” (5). 

Similarly, Jay David Bolter and Richard Grusin’s seminal text, Remediation demonstrates 

that this desire to use new media technologies to realize experimental limitations in old 

media is not specific to literature or avant-garde aesthetics, but is an integral element of 

both aesthetic and technological histories. Finally, George Landow celebrates the arrival 

of the electronic hypertext as a textual form that realizes post-structuralist critical 

theories, such as those put forth by thinkers like Jacques Derrida and Roland Barthes in 

Of Grammatology and S/Z, respectively.  

                                                 
12 In addition to Dene Grigar and John Barber’s description cited previously, N. Katherine Hayles similarly 

uses the concept of translation to description the shifts in textuality from print to digital. 
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Building on this tradition of using electronic, new media technologies to expand 

the aesthetic limits of print technologies, the simultaneity of shared memory between 

Alphonse and the iOS application — the latter present as both the touch-screen interface 

and software database that technologically defines and delimits Strange Rain — sets the 

stage for a particular intervention into narrative practices through new media that I am 

interested in making here. In particular, the processes and effects of Strange Rain’s 

narrative system, a system wherein a stream of consciousness narrative is presented as 

and through a stream of digital data, provide a productive node through which to explore 

the extent to which human and machinic processes of memory storage are both embedded 

within and representative of one another. In these shared structures, or “streams,” of 

memory, the text offers, more importantly, a zone from which to investigate the 

interconnectedness between narrative and computational systems. My interest in Strange 

Rain, then, is to use the memory structures shared between Alphonse and the digital 

application to begin articulating the points of connective tension between the 

computational system and the narrative system, the informatic and the semiotic. In other 

words, my interest in this text is not so much in the ways that it, like much of electronic 

poetry and hypertextual literature, “relies as much on print predecessors as on electronic 

textuality to create meaning,” or that it “marshals language and code to produce the text 

in a literal sense and also to produce discourse about the text” (Hayles 167). Rather, it is 

how this simultaneity of textual and discursive production in the electronic text of 

Strange Rain opens a space from which to examine the narrative systems of human 
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memory as they get stored, processed, and performed materially through and discursively 

as computational system.  

This investigation is largely based in an articulation of the ways Strange Rain 

exposes the limitations of Lev Manovich’s early claim that narrative is inherently and 

fundamentally opposed to the electronic database. As I show in what follows, this claim 

relies on the understanding that narratives are systems of information organization 

exclusive to print. In other words, if a narrative (as Manovich notes) is made up of three 

distinct levels — the text, the story, and the fabula — then it is opposed to the database 

only if the narrative’s text is confined to print. In Strange Rain, where Alphonse’s stream 

of consciousness narrative is inextricably intertwined with the informational stream 

contained within the computational database, it is clear that the easy separation between 

narrative and database must be revised to account for narratives performed through 

electronic textualities. It is this revision — and by extension, the complication of the 

relationship between semiotic narrative and informatic database — that marks my 

primary goal here.  

In his 2001 Language of New Media, Lev Manovich argues that the database is 

the computer age’s correlative form of cultural expression to cinema or the novel (218). 

Citing “the death of God (Nietzsche), the end of grand Narratives of Enlightenment 

(Lyotard), and the arrival of the Web (Tim Berners-Lee),” Manovich suggests that, “the 

world appears to us as an endless and unstructured collection of images, texts, and other 

data records” (219, my italics). Thus, for Manovich, the database marks the “symbolic 

form of the computer age” (219), precisely because, as an endless and unstructured 
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collection of data, it is the “natural enemy” to narrative. As stated, narrative insists upon 

coherence, completion, and “a cause-and-effect trajectory of seemingly unordered items” 

(225, my italics). Though he acknowledges that databases can be paired with an interface 

that presents the data as a narrative, he is careful to insist that “there is nothing in the 

logic of the [database] medium itself that would foster [narrative’s] generation” (228). 

However, given the source by which he defines narrative, this claim is one that is 

oversimplified, as it relies on a theory of narrative that is determined by print — Mieke 

Bal’s 1997 Narratology: Introduction to the Study of Narrative. Relying on Bal’s work, 

Manovich defines narrative as containing beginnings and endings in a closed system of 

cause-and-effect. More specifically, narrative refers to a cultural object containing “both 

an actor and a narrator,” and “three distinct levels consisting of the text, the story, and the 

fabula” (Manovich 227). Bal further defines these three levels as, respectively, the 

narrative object, medium, or artifact that forms a finite structural whole; an organization 

of the events that happen in a particular place over a particular period of time to actors or 

characters; and the raw material, events, or content that get organized into a logical or 

chronological series (5-7). Examining this definition of narrative through both the 

specific example offered by Strange Rain and N. Katherine Hayles’ work articulating the 

key areas where electronic textualities diverge from those of print, in what follows I 

expose Bal’s and Manovich’s shared reliance on the ideologies and discourses 

conditioned by the “old media” traditions of print in their explanation of narrative (in 

Bal’s case) in opposition to database (in Manovich’s case). 
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Consider each of the elements that make up Bal’s definition of narrative, 

beginning with the outermost level of the text. For Bal, the text is the artifact, medium, or 

media object that contains the narrative, “a finite, structured whole composed of language 

signs. The finite ensemble of signs does not mean that the text itself is finite, for its 

meanings, effects, functions, and background are not. It only means that there is a first 

and last word to be identified; a first and last image of a film; a frame of a painting” (5, 

my italics). As these descriptors convey, for Bal, a text is an object, ordered in a way that 

is bound, complete, and closed; it is a finite system that based in semiotic structures. In 

direct contrast with the “infinite database” of an interactive, informatic system that 

Murtagh describes, it is not difficult to see the apparent logic of Manovich’s claim: that 

the narrative opposes the database. However, the more specific elements of the text that 

bind it in complete finitude — the first and last words, images, frames — both fail to 

exist in Strange Rain (where even the delineating frame of the application and its infinite 

database can be disrupted by the cataclysm of four fingers), and mark precisely those 

elements that Hayles cites to contrast electronic textualities with those of print. As she 

explains, where the print text is unitary, the electronic text is dispersed; where the print 

text is an object, the electronic text is a processual event; where the print text relies on 

durable inscriptions, the electronic text is made up of flickering signifiers; and, where the 

print text consistently reproduces itself as a stable entity, the electronic text is always 

differing from itself (Time of Digital Poetry 186). Indeed, so at odds are claims of 

boundedness, durability, closure, and ordered finitude to electronic texts that Hayles 

questions if they should even be considered artifacts, or objects at all. As she suggests "it 
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would be more accurate to call an electronic text a process than an object" (My Mother 

101); she will later revise “process” into “event,” further signifying the processual 

performance at the structural heart of an electronic, new media text and, by extension, the 

narratives produced through these textualities (Time of Digital Poetry). 

Complementing the “text” are narrative’s two other levels: “story” and “fabula,” 

which Bal artificially separates to clarify their differing purpose for the narrative, even as 

she defines them in terms of one another. If the fabula is the raw information, “material 

or content that is worked into a story,” then the story is the organization of these 

elements, arranged “in relation to one another…such that they can produce the effect 

desired, be this convincing, moving, disgusting, or aesthetic” (7). Essentially, then, the 

story is an organizational schema that allows the informational elements of the fabula to 

be meaningfully processed by the story’s audience. Notably, because this schema is 

designed to achieve “the effect desired,” it implies a desiring body that is separate from 

the audience that has the power exert a desire over the narrative’s raw information – its 

fabula. Though Bal allows for a storyteller to be an entity other than the narrative’s 

author — citing oral traditions of storytelling to demonstrate this difference — the 

storyteller is nevertheless granted a level of authority over the narrative, enacted through 

her ability to arrange the raw information constituting the fabula. If this raw information 

may be the narrative’s “events, actors, time, and location,” then it is also the story(teller) 

that dictates which of these elements constitutes the “first and last” word, image, or 

frame; as such, it is also this organizational schema that determines the spatio-temporal 
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boundedness of the fabula — the fixed, complete unity of its elements that form a finite 

narrative.  

Because the fabula is essentially raw information, its conceptualization changes 

very little in the discursive shift from print to electronic textualities; both textual cultures 

allow for, indeed require, information, and it is essentially a collection of information that 

constitutes both a database and a narrative. What does change, however, is the story — 

the organizational schema by which the fabula becomes meaningful and affective to the 

narrative’s receiver. It is largely the change in the information’s organization that informs 

Manovich’s claim that narrative is opposed to database. As he says, the database is 

“endless, unstructured,” unorganized information; it is fabula without a story. As such, it 

cannot be (and in his words, “is the natural enemy of”) a narrative. However, this 

opposition on the basis of information organization ultimately relies on the assumption 

that, much like the desiring storyteller, the affected story-receiver is human. That is, the 

organizational schema of the fabula must be meaningful to a human processor if it is to 

constitute a “story,” and by extension, a narrative. The database, by contrast, follows an 

organizational schema that is meaningful to a machinic or computational processor. It is 

this difference in meaningful organization that, for Manovich, ultimately separates the 

database from the narrative, as this alternative mode of organization appears unstructured 

and disorganized, an anti-narrative, to the human receiver. What this specificity means, 

then, is that the database is not a fabula lacking a story; but a fabula lacking an 

organizational schema that is recognizable or meaningful to a human information 

processor. It is certainly possible that a story must follow a human-legible organizational 
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schema in order to be constituted as such, and to become a narrative. However, taking a 

closer look at the differences in information organization between a human and machinic 

processor, the differences in information storage in human and computational memory, in 

terms of experiments in narrative form and organization, reveals that this may not be the 

case.  

In her study of Shelley Jackson’s Patchwork Girl, a hypertextual revision of 

Frankenstein, N. Katherine Hayles offers an explanation through which to conceptualize 

the differences in information processing between humans and computational machines. 

More specifically, she examines the changes in narrative temporalities, what she calls 

“chronotopes,” “when the print book becomes unbound in electronic media” (162). 

Noting that “the chronotopes of electronic fictions function in profoundly different ways 

than the chronotopes of literary works conceived as books,” this examination is one that 

(though Hayles does not use these words) circulates around the spatio-temporal 

organizational schema of information into a meaningful structure of literary narrative. In 

other words, her examination of the electronic fiction’s chronotopes, as they compare to 

print, is an examination of stories — or story models — that can be executed in electronic 

fictions, as they differ from those that are executable in print. She names these differing 

chronotopes simultaneity and sequence, where simultaneity refers to a model of machinic 

information processing and sequence refers to a model of human information processing. 

As she explains, simultaneity describes “the non-Cartesian space of computer memory 

[the informatic database, where] all addresses are equidistant (within near and far 

memory)” (162). It is a stream of constant information that is always present, always 
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close, and always accessible. Sequence, on the other hand, “is constructed by 

accumulating a string of present moments” from the informational stream (of 

simultaneity) contained in memory, and arranging them to create a chronology (162-3). 

This is an organizational schema that orders informational elements into a spatio-

temporal structure of (chrono)logical cause-and-effect relationships; it is this schema, in 

other words, that both Bal and Manovich rely on in their definition of story models that 

can become narratives.  

Though the simultaneity of the informational stream is a model of organization 

rightfully attributed to the database, Manovich’s assumption that the informational stream 

cannot form a narrative is oddly shortsighted. Indeed, he describes this unstructured 

stream that rejects narrative as the symbolic form of the computational age, following the 

fall of the grand or master narratives of postmodernism. Yet, it is precisely in this cultural 

era that, alongside its precursor, modernism, saw a particular kind of narrative style that 

mobilized this very schema: the stream of consciousness narrative. In their Glossary of 

Literary Terms, M. H. Abrams and Geoffrey Galt Harpham describe stream of 

consciousness as a specific “mode of narration that undertakes to reproduce the full 

spectrum and continuous flow of a character’s mental processes,” with the effect that 

“sense perceptions mingle with conscious and half-conscious thoughts, memories, 

expectations, feelings, and random associations” (345, my italics). To achieve this effect, 

the author of a stream of consciousness narrative — or to be even more specific, the 

“interior monologue” — limits his/her intervention “as a describer, guide, or 

commentator, and does not tidy the vagaries of the mental process into grammatical 
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sentences or into a logical or coherent order” (345). By limiting this kind of authorial 

intervention, the narrative appears as a continuous stream of information that flows 

through the narrator, to the reader. Of course, as Abrams and Harpham note, because 

things like “sense perceptions, mental images, feelings, and some aspects of thought itself 

are nonverbal” (345), the author must intervene, at least somewhat, to textually render 

these elements of the psyche, to bind them to the materiality of written language. Stream 

of consciousness styles of narration, then, emerge from a particular mobilization of the 

materiality and media specificities of language and syntax to tell a story so that its 

receiver seems to enter the very, seemingly infinite, headspace of the narrating character 

in the live moments of his/her narrative experience.  

As a narrative style that embraces the apparent liveness and the seeming infinity 

of human information processing, a style that effectively produces an unfiltered stream of 

information processed “on the fly,” the stream of consciousness style is essentially a story 

organized as a computational database. As such, it is no surprise that Strange Rain’s 

Story Mode performs exactly this story mode(l), translating the effects of similar 

narratives produced through print textualities — William Faulkner’s The Sound and the 

Fury, Virginia Woolf’s Mrs. Dalloway, and James Joyce’s Ulysses, for instance — for the 

iOS device, the informatic (touch-)screen. The print tradition of stream of consciousness 

narratives, however, demonstrates a key element of Hayles’ theorization of informational 

sequence as it contrasts with the simultaneous stream — that sequence continues to exist, 

even in the most unfiltered stream of information, because sequentiality is an inherent 

part of a narrative’s textuality. In the print tradition, Hayles describes sequentiality as it is 
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based in the reader’s spatio-temporal experience of turning book pages. Borrowing from 

the narrator of Patchwork Girl, Hayles explains, “When I open a book, I know where I 

am, which is restful. My reading is spatial, even volumetric. I tell myself, I am a third of 

the way down through a rectangular solid, I am a quarter of the way down the page, I am 

here on the page, here on this line, here, here, here” (Jackson “body of text/this writing,” 

qtd. Hayles 162). Though Hayles is more interested in the spatio-temporalities of print 

texts as they allow us to define and conceptualize our subjectivit ies (modeled by 

Patchwork Girl’s narrator), what this explanation demonstrates in terms of narrative 

theory is that processing information through a sequence is not based in the assumed 

finitude and boundedness of the story, but of the assumed finitude and boundedness of 

the text — the material medium of book pages, printed with language, that are turned and 

processed in sequence, one word, line, or page after the other. In Strange Rain, where the 

textual material is no longer a print object, but an electronic process (or event), this 

sequential effect is achieved through the acts of tapping, as each tap produces another line 

of textual thought.   

Within Bal’s formulation of narrative, the alignment of sequential information 

processing with the materiality of the text is notable precisely because it suggests that the 

meaningfulness of a narrative is based in its material medium, its textuality. It is not, in 

other words, based in its organizational schema, or story. Thus, when the text becomes 

unbound by print, to be processed through the electronic textuality of digital computation, 

the sequential organization of the fabula into a story (an organization of information on 

which narrative apparently relies) may become similarly unbound. That is, the story may 
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be re-processed as a stream of information if the material text in which the story is based 

allows for this kind of information processing. It is precisely this re-processing that 

Strange Rain effects, through its translation of a stream of consciousness narrative from a 

textuality bound in print, to one performed through electronic platform of the iOS touch-

screen device. Indeed, by considering the specific effects of this material, textual 

translation in more detail, it becomes clear that, though the text is only one level by 

which narrative is defined, much of what constitutes narrative for Bal and Manovich is 

ultimately reliant on this level. Besides the apparent meaningfulness of a story’s 

organizational schema, narrative’s reliance on both fixed finitude and an author-itative 

teller who is separate from its receiver are entirely bound to the level of its text, 

conceived through discourses of print. I turn, now, to a comparison of Strange Rain with 

a specific example of print stream of consciousness, William Faulkner’s The Sound and 

the Fury, to illustrate the changing effects of this narrative style of story organization 

when it undergoes a textual translation from print to electronic media, from (in other 

words) semiotics to informatics.   

Like its print predecessors, Strange Rain creates the effect of a narrative told 

through a live stream of the narrator’s consciousness by rendering snippets of thought 

from Alphonse’s (and the iOS’s) memory as lines of written language. Though the 

reader’s taps, like her turning of book pages, creates a sequentiality to this stream, the 

logic of sequentiality is entirely confined to the reader’s time of reading; it is not, in other 

words, part of the temporality of the narrative’s diegesis, as there is no guarantee that 

each subsequent line of thought will (chrono)logically connect to its predecessor. A 
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thought like “The moment just before impact; I can’t imagine how horrific it must have 

felt,” is just as likely to be followed by thoughts similarly related to the accident or his 

wife’s hospital stay and recovery time — “I hate thinking of her alone in that room”; “I 

wonder how long she’ll be in physical therapy”; “Thank god the hip surgery went well”; 

— as to be followed by thoughts related to his present situation, outside in the rain — 

“I’m going to need an explanation”; “Now I’m shivering”; “Can’t I just stay out here 

forever?” It may also be followed by thoughts that may be read as philosophical musings 

or as Alphonse’s attempts to empathize with this wife, depending on what previous 

streams of thought frame them — “I wonder what amnesia feels like”; “This doesn’t have 

to mean anything”; “The strange becomes familiar, And the familiar strange.” Reading 

Strange Rain, then, requires a certain level of active flexibility, as the reader is charged 

with organizing the text into an order that makes narrative or (chrono)logical sense. She 

must, in other words, take on the role of the storyteller, meaningfully organizing and 

making sense out of the “live” text that emerges in the space and time of reading.  

This form of active, readerly intervention, where the reader must take on some of 

the roles of the storyteller, is an element of stream of consciousness narratives that is 

shared between electronic and print textualities. Because both print and electronic texts 

that perform this style of narrative do so by seeming to disconnect and un-order the 

narrative’s information (the material of its fabula) as such, the reader must always 

perform a certain amount of active engagement, piecing together or sequencing the 

disjointed stream into a cohesive and coherent narrative whole. The logic of this process 

relies, at the very least, on the reader’s ability to mentally process moments when the 
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narrator gets distracted by something in the present, when his/her mind wanders to think 

about the future, when s/he replays a memory or moment from the past, or when s/he 

actively does something related to the text’s plot. Unsurprisingly, the core processing 

here, is the reader’s ability to understand and differentiate the multiple temporalities 

(Hayles’ chronotopes) that appear as if in simultaneity through the stream of information. 

Though stream of consciousness narratives in both electronic and print textualities 

require an actively sequencing reader, the material specificities, requirements, and 

protocols for the act of reading are markedly different. As such, the amount by which the 

reader’s interventions can determine, change, or affect the story — and by extension, the 

narrative — contains a large degree of difference. This difference is bound, of course, to 

the fixity of print as it compares to the dynamism of electronic textuality.  

Consider the first chapter of Faulkner’s The Sound and the Fury. In order to 

reflect the narrator, Benjy’s, own temporally unbound, stream of consciousness, Faulkner 

writes so that the reader slips in and out of various memories of Benjy’s past, as they 

blend seamlessly with his present. Though understanding and making sense from these 

temporal slips certainly requires quite a bit of active work from the reader, there is a 

fixity to the narrative due to its being bound in print. This fixity ultimately limits the 

amount of story-organization and narrative intervention the reader can effect. 

Chronologically, Benjy’s temporal slips will always occur in the same order with each 

reading. Diegetically, this order emerges as the same psychic triggers are presented in the 

same order with each reading; textually this order remains the same due to the fixity of 

print. Luster’s exasperated “You snagged on that nail again. Cant you never crawl 
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through here without snagging on that nail” as Benjy, once again, snags his clothing on 

an old nail while trying to crawl through a hole in the fence, will always trigger, and be 

directly followed by Benjy’s recollection of a time when “Caddy uncaught me and we 

crawled through” (4, original italics). Similarly, Luster’s admonition a few pages later 

that Benjy stop watching “Miss Quentin and her beau in the swing yonder” because “You 

know Miss Quentin going to get mad” (46), is always, thanks to the trigger of the swing, 

followed by “It was two now, and then one in the swing. Caddy came fast, white in the 

darkness” (47).  

As these lines demonstrate, the material conditions of a stream of consciousness 

narrative bound to the textuality of print maintains a fixity, an imposed order that no 

amount of readerly activity — short of cutting up or dismantling the book — can disrupt 

or re-determine. While this fixedness implies, on the one hand, the promise of a key or 

code that the reader can use to figure out and thereby master the finite narrative, it also 

limits the reader’s textual intervention as a kind of story-telling author-ity. The reader of 

Faulkner’s text can never change the order of the story or outcome of the narrative, 

because its fabula always already exists in the organization bound by the print text. This 

text, then, demonstrates Bal’s claim that the finitude of a narrative is based, not in its 

meanings or interpretations, but in the physicality of its information contained within the 

textual material. Here, then, is where the electronic textuality of Strange Rain reveals a 

fundamental change in the theory of narrative that Bal proposes, and that Manovich uses 

to oppose database. This revelation comes, as I describe below, by way of the dynamism 

of the electronic database that fundamentally contrasts with the fixity of the print text.  
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In contrast to the fixity and finitude that, bound in the print text of Sound and the 

Fury, limits the reader’s ability to effect change in the narrative, the electronic dynamism 

of Strange Rain’s textuality expands the possibilities by which the reader may disrupt, 

determine, or otherwise affect the narrative through its story. Though Alphonse’s 

narration, like Benjy’s, slips between temporalities as he (in an apparent stream of 

simultaneous information) remembers the accident, acknowledges his present, and 

worries about his future, each play- or read-through of the narrative produces a different 

order of thought, a different sequence of information. One play- or read-through might 

produce the following sequence: 

I hate thinking of her alone in that room. /  

She’ll pull out of it ok. /  
I can think out here. /  
The other guy walked away without a scratch, of course. / 

 Hard to believe it’s only been three days. /  
Those kids are missing their mom. /  

Too many thoughts in there; too many concerns….  
 

Another read- or play-through, however, might produce something more like:  

Nice of Auntie to come by today and make dinner. /  
Too many thoughts in there; too many concerns. / 
 Hoping for minimal complications. /  

Those kids are missing their mom. /  
Recovery could be tough. /  

The other guy walked away without a scratch, of course. /  
I hate thinking of her alone in that room…. 
 

Indeed, no matter how many times the reader-player taps through these lines, she 

is unlikely to ever produce the same sequence. As such, she is unlikely to ever produce 

the same story, even as the narrative system remains the same. This change is not unlike 
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that which Bal attributes to oral traditions of storytelling, where the narrative remains the 

same, even as each new storyteller may rearrange the elements of the fabula to produce a 

new story. Like the oral storyteller, Strange Rain’s reader/player may perform Alphonse’s 

thoughts in different orders to produce different stories, but she may not change the 

database in which this text is contained. In other words, she may not change the fabula, 

only the sequence in which it appears — the story that coheres this information into a 

narrative. A marked difference between these two modes of narrative textuality, however, 

is that an oral text maintains the separation between storyteller and story-receiver, while 

this separation is entirely collapsed in the electronic, data-based text. Though this 

collapse is most clearly evident in Strange Rain through the reader’s ability to trigger a 

cataclysmic event and thereby change the course of the narrative, this collapse is actually 

an integral element of electronic textuality; in other words, it is not specific to a narrative 

system like Strange Rain that diegetically allows for this possibility, but is specific to the 

textuality of the dynamic database.  

As Hayles has described, among the differences between print and electronic 

textuality noted above, are the differing roles of the reader figure. Indeed, the reader’s 

role changes precisely because, as noted above, the electronic text is dispersed, 

processual, flickering, and therefore, “always differing from itself rather than reproducing 

itself as a stable entity” (Time 186, my italics). Moreover, where “the printed lines [of a 

book] exist as such before the book is opened, read, or understood [, a] digital text does 

not have this kind of prior existence. It does not exist anywhere in the computer or in the 

networked system in the precise form it acquires when displayed on screen” (185). 
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Further, in an electronic text where the computer produces the text as an event, “the 

reader interacts with that event in ways that significantly modify and even determine its 

progress; these readerly interventions feed back into the machine to change its behavior, 

which further inflects the course of the performance” (187, my italics). In the electronic 

text, then, the reader can intervene beyond the role of the storyteller that simply reorders 

the narrative’s fabula; she can intervene into the production of the narrative system at all. 

She can do more than just make Alphonse think his thoughts in a different order; she can 

affect the emotion associated with these thoughts and, by extension, the outcome or result 

of his thought process. That is, she can produce changes to the plot, a fundamental 

element of the narrative as such. These effects of the dynamism of electronic textuality 

further require a reconceptualization of the reader’s taps; they no longer simply align 

with the turning of book pages to reveal the information of print text that was always 

already there, but align more appropriately with the writing that produces this 

information, determining its performed presence as much as its meaning in sequence.  

Given this reconceptualization of the reader’s taps, it may be tempting to claim 

that the reader becomes, not the storyteller, but the author-figure — the person, separate 

from the story-teller who, as Bal explains, designs the narrative system as such. However, 

as Hayles and other critics of electronic literature like John Cayley have noted the author-

figure of a narrative produced through print textuality is more analogous to the digital 

coder, the programmer that builds and designs the database(s) in which the electronic text 

is housed. They propose this analogy precisely in order to account for both the power and 

limitations the reader has to affect or determine the electronic textual narrative. Though 
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the reader may produce the electronic text, affecting and determining the narrative in a 

more profound way than Bal’s storyteller can affect the narrative of a print or an oral text, 

the options for her narrative production are limited to those that have already been 

programmed into, actualized within, the electronic text. As described previously, this is a 

fundamental element of the new media object, where nothing can appear at the interface 

that has not already been rendered possible in the software’s code. Though this limitation 

of the reader’s authority may limit the profundity of her intervention into the narrative 

system, denying her a level of programmatic authority, it simultaneously reveals the core 

limitation at the heart of Manovich’s argument — the database is not opposed to or “the 

natural enemy of” narrative; it is a level of narrative, a form of electronic textuality that 

disrupts the assumed finitude, order, information, and readerly intervention of narrative, 

when it is conceptualized exclusively through textual cultures of print.  

Though this limitation is one that could be extended to narratives and databases in 

general, and to most (if not all) forms of electronic literature that produce a narrative by 

incorporating an interactive interface with a dynamic database, it is particularly poignant 

when conceptualized through Strange Rain because of the combination of the semiotic, 

diegetic stream (of consciousness) and the informatic, material stream of information that 

(in)forms the shared memory between Alphonse and the iOS. Through this shared 

memory, Strange Rain performs, not just the effects of the dynamic database as a form of 

electronic textuality, but also the way this particular informatic system can effect the 

construction and performance of narrative in general. As a stream of human 

consciousness that is also a stream of electronic information, Strange Rain asks us to 
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consider the construction of personal narrative through memory as a process that is not 

just analogous to, but virtually is, that by which information streams through an 

electronic textual system to create a narrative. As such, it provides the basis from which 

to begin investigating the processual logic of narrative production through systems of 

memory, when these systems become cultural or ideological. In other words, it provides 

the basis from to explore this process, when the informatic database of memory becomes 

“history,” and the semiotic narrative becomes “cultural mythology.” It is toward this 

investigation that the subsequent chapters turn, beginning with a focused examination 

Susan Howe’s and Harryette Mullen’s language-oriented poetry, as it performs the 

linguistic semiotic as the data-based informatic to effect an anti-racist politics, operative 

in the face of colorblind racism.  
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CHAPTER 2 

 

Hypermaterializing Posthuman Poetics: Informatic Semiotics in Susan Howe’s and 

Harryette Mullen’s Hypermaterial Language Poetry 

 

 

If chapter one cast Erik Loyer’s Strange Rain as hypermaterial language art in order to 

demonstrate its production of a narrative system through the intertwined structures of 

textual semiotics and digital informatics, then this chapter turns to the language-oriented 

poetries of Susan Howe and Harryette Mullen to investigate the anti-racist politics that 

may emerge from poetry that, though bound to print, similarly challenges the discursive 

separation of the semiotic from the informatic. Specifically, through a close, critical 

engagement with Howe’s and Mullen’s poetics, I show how the formal stylistics of their 

poetry effectively require that their reader process information conveyed by textual 

semiotic structures of language as if they were digital informatic structures of data. That 

is, rather than access the information of their poetry as linguistic virtuality that has a kind 

of presence and so can be possessed, the reader of Howe’s and Mullen’s poetry must 

access this information as linguistic materiality that forms patterns of meaning that 

remain only ever accessible as moments of pattern recognition. These dialectic struggles 

between virtuality and materiality, presence and pattern, and possession and access that 

play out in Howe’s poetry are precisely those shifts that Hayles identifies as taking place 
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in the shift from the semiotic to the informatic, the analog to the digital, and the human to 

the post-human.  

This final shift in the human to the post-human is particularly notable, as it 

implies an additional shift that will (in)form the crux of this chapter: from identity to 

post-identity. As I posit throughout, if the liberal human subject, constructed through a 

culture bound to analog technologies, performs an ideologically- inflected identity 

through semiotic structures, then the post-human revision of this subject, constructed 

through a culture dispersed in digital technologies, performs an ideologically-inflected 

“post-identity” through informatic structures.13 In each cultural system, the axis of 

“identity” is, importantly, determined by cultural ideology that circulates through 

structures of either sign-based (semiotic) or information-based (informatic) meaning. 

Thus, as Howe’s and Mullen’s language-oriented poetics mobilize the semiotic 

(language) as if it were the informatic, they mobilize a feminist, anti-racist political 

critique that is operative against both the systems supporting ideologies of identity in the 

liberal humanist tradition, and the systems supporting ideologies of post-identity in the 

post-humanist tradition. Building on the literary critical tradition that describes these 

poets’ work as extensions of postmodernist, L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E poetry and that, as 

such, allows us to access their language-oriented, semiotic critique against ideologies that 

support the oppression of (certain) human identities, in this chapter I cast their poetry as 

hypermaterial language art in order to access their language-oriented informatic critique 

                                                 
13 This summary of the posthuman comes from the first chapter of Hayles’ How We Became Posthuman 

(full citation in bibliography). 
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against ideologies that support certain (post-)human post-identities. Cast in this light, 

their language-oriented poetics politically transform into what I call “posthuman poetics.”  

This chapter’s process of hypermaterializing Howe’s and Mullen’s posthuman 

poetics takes place over the following trajectory. I begin with a more detailed 

development of the chapter’s over-arching political analogy: that, just as the liberal 

human aligns with the semiotics of identity discourse, so too does the post-human align 

with the informatics of post-identity discourse. Following this development, I turn to a 

focused discussion of the poetries themselves. This discussion begins with the three 

poems that make up Susan Howe’s 1990 collection Singularities, notably named for the 

turning point in algebra where a positive becomes a negative, where order is present only 

through chaos and disorder; the singularity is a point, in other words, of radical rupture. 

Throughout this collection, Howe destroys and ruptures language in order to reform and 

rewrite American history, recovering lost, erased, and silenced voices from a discursive 

field that, for Howe, is inseparable from both colonial Puritan patriarchy, and literary 

fiction. Each of the poems in the collection disorders language, text, and the American 

literary and historical archive, in order to re-order, re-vise, and re-form the narratives and 

discourses that structure contemporary American ideologies. That these ideologies have 

grown out of a white-European, Patriarchal-Puritan ethic that Howe identifies throughout 

American textual history as the ordering hand of the editor, leads her to materialize her 

own political, poetic critique by resisting standardized spelling, syntax, grammar, and 

page layouts. In her intensely feminist poetics, then, Howe revises American ideologies 

that have led to and continue to support gendered oppression by rupturing the 
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(patriarchal) signs through which we process the information of American history and 

literature.   

Allowing Howe’s poetics to set the scene for the political efficacy of 

hypermaterial language poetics to reform patriarchal traditions toward a more inclusive 

feminist model, I turn to a selection of poems from Harryette Mullen’s 2002 collection 

Sleeping With the Dictionary. As in Howe’s Singularities, the poems collected in 

Sleeping With the Dictionary engage with the material elasticity of language to question 

and reject the assumed fixity of semiotic structures – both those that provide language’s 

communicative functionality, and those that provide ideology’s cultural functionality. For 

Mullen, this engagement stems from a poetics of linguistic play that capitalizes on the 

ignored or neglected associational fragments that hide in the (charged) white spaces 

behind words or letters in the everyday semiotic production of language. If Howe’s 

project focuses on recovering the lost or vilified female voices throughout American 

history, then Mullen’s work is complementary in that it focuses on recovering and 

recasting the erased and vilified voices of raced subjects in contemporary America.14  

Further complementing Howe’s poetics of critical linguistic explosion, Mullen’s poetics 

follow a stylistic logic of critical linguistic constraint. In other words, where Howe’s 

project of narrative recovery is perpetuated by loosening the ideological chains governing 

                                                 
14 In “European Folk Tale Variant,” for example, Mullen re-writes the fairy tale of “Goldilocks and the 

Three Bears” through the discourse of the contemporary criminal justice system and the style of 

mainstream news media outlets. In this version, “a trespassing towheaded pre-teen barged into the rustic 

country cottage of a nuclear family of anthropomorphic bruins …[and] perpetrated a ‘B and E,’ a felony 

punishable by law” (24). Reframing the fairy tale through this contemporary discourse, “European Folk 

Tale Variant” recasts the three bears as the victims of an unmotivated hate-crime that, given the repetition 

of racial markers for Goldilocks — “tow-headed preteen,” “flaxen-haired vixen,” “platinum blonde 

delinquent”— carries subtle but unmistakable racial undertones. 
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language production, Mullen’s emerges by tightening these associational chains until 

they collapse in on themselves.  

Following my treatment of each poet and her work on their own terms, I turn to 

an explanation of their work as they transform into the poetics of the posthuman. More 

than just a political critique of post-identity ideologies, as these poetics mobilize the 

semiotic as the informatic, they offer a counter-method for surviving in our contemporary 

cultural system that operates through an ideological insistence that we are both post-

racially “colorblind,” and post-identity politics. In both cases, this is an ideology that 

imagines itself as achieving (or moving towards) the progressive ideals of anti-racism and 

anti-sexism; in reality, they simply create a culture that is supported by implicit structures 

of racism and sexism. The implicitness of these structures is what, as described, 

effectively dematerializes systems of sexist and racist oppression, in order to virtualize 

and ideologically actualize an imaginary world(view). As such, the success of these 

ideologies can be argued to stem from problems of cultural information processing and/as 

“sign reading,” a problem that, as Hayles describes, is similarly prevalent in the post-

human dream of casting away the material body to exist as “pure” information. In both 

cases, the problem stems from a mistaken belief in the dematerialization of information 

from its body. This is a mistake that, in turn, leads to information being mis-processed. 

Hayles further explains that this mistake and its attendant mis-processed information are 

ultimately based in the cultural shift from analog information technologies where 

information was legible through semiotic structures, to digital information technologies 

where information is (il)legible as informatic structures.  
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Effectively, Hayles’ explanation suggests that both the post-identity and the post-

human subjects – the subjects, in other words, constructed through this mistaken 

understanding of the informatic – require alternative modes of reading and interpreting 

the information of material, human identity, that can account for its structural shift. This, 

then, marks the focal point at which these posthuman poetics intervene in cultural 

production and ideology. Through poetic production that hypermaterializes language, 

thereby allowing the semiotic to function as if it were informatic, these works offer new 

models by which process the information conveyed by cultural signs. Further, these 

models of information processing are specifically calibrated to work in the face of post-

identity rhetoric and colorblind ideologies. To begin, then, I turn to a more detailed 

articulation of the ways the post-identity subject aligns with the post-human subject.  

 

POST-IDENTIFYING  (POST-)HUMANS: Contemporary Politics and the Ideological 

Construction of Virtual Embodiment 

 

The contemporary United States can be characterized as a culture and society operating 

through a political ideology that has been termed “post-identity” or “colorblind.” In the 

introduction to her book, Seeing Differently, Amelia Jones describes post-identity 

ideology as a rhetorical position that claims, following the Feminist, Civil, and Queer 

Rights’ Movements in the 1960s, 70s, and 80s, that the identity politics that fueled these 

Movements are no longer necessary. In other words, it is a position that claims “our 

culture is somehow ‘beyond identity’” (Jones xx); that we have progressively evolved to 
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a political moment where gender, race, sexuality, and other visual markers of identity are 

no longer a source of structural oppression. Of course, discourses of identity and 

processes of identification continue to maintain systems through which unjust, 

oppressive, violent structures function. “All over the world,” she writes, “people are still 

dying, being stoned, mutilated, raped, crippled, their opportunities stifled, treated like 

second-class citizens, and/or suffering in prisons or isolated ghettos, with substandard 

living conditions because of how they are ‘identified’” (xx). The scare quotes that Jones 

puts around “identified,” here, are worth noting, as they recall another important element 

of identity: it is, itself an ideological discourse that operates through the modality of 

vision. That is, people are identified based on how they look or how others see them. As 

such, the very discourse of identity is based on the ability to process visual information, 

to make meaning from the visual signs that mark embodiment, particularly along lines of 

gender, race, or sexuality.  

By contrast, post-identity discourse is perpetuated through what can be described 

as ideologically-enforced blindness to what, under a cultural ideology of “identity,” 

would constitute these visual signs of embodiment. Though the blindness of post-identity 

ideology certainly extends to include blindness against signs of gender or sexuality (or 

class or ability), perhaps its most salient iteration is in what has been called 

“colorblindness.” A specific mode of post-identity discourse, colorblindness describes 

race and racism in the post-identity United States, insisting that, following the success of 

the Civil Rights Movement, “racism is a thing of the past and that race and racism do not 

play an important role in current social and economic realities” (Nilsen and Turner 4). 
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Nilsen and Turner go on to explain, however, that the discourse of colorblindness is 

actually a damaging political tool that serves “to reify and legitimize racism and protect 

certain privileges by denying and minimizing the effects of systematic and 

institutionalized racism on racial and ethnic minorities” (4). Given this reality, Eduardo 

Bonilla-Silva describes colorblindness as a form of racism, specific to the post-Civil 

Rights United States, that finds its expression in whites’ claims that they “don’t see any 

color, just people,” and that “if blacks and other minorities would just stop thinking about 

the past, work hard, and complain less (particularly about racial discrimination), then 

Americans of all hues could ‘all get along’” (1).  

In contrast to the explicit racism that structured the United States in the form of 

Jim Crow Laws (following the abolition of slavery), colorblindness is a kind of implicit 

racism that, blinded by an imagined progressivism at the heart of claims to “not see 

color” and (more recently) that “#AllLivesMatter,” fails to recognize patterns of 

oppression against people of color. Given their strength and frequency, these patterns are 

more accurately described as “systems.” Indeed, this failure in pattern recognition is a 

primary force behind the #BlackLivesMatter movement, which attempts to correct what 

is a cultural inability to process the information of structural racism and oppression 

correctly. In other words, though colorblind America may recognize racist violence, the 

information of this violence is no longer processed as structural or systemic; instead, it is 

processed as the “exception” that disrupts the pattern, isolated moments enacted by 
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individual bigots and misogynists.15 This inability to process information and correctly 

identify the pattern describes the core danger of these post-identity ideologies: unable to 

correctly process this information due to an enforced (color)blindness, these oppressive 

institutions are able to continue unchecked, “denying and minimizing [their] effects…on 

racial and ethnic minorities” (Nilsen and Turner 4). What Nilsen and Turner identify as 

“denying and minimizing” the effects of systemic racism, I would like to suggest can be 

understood as dematerializing and virtualizing the information that signals, not just 

systemic racism and identity-based oppression as such, but also race and visual markers 

of identity themselves.    

These ideological processes that dematerialize and virtualize the embodied 

information of certain people effectively create a subject position that can be understood 

as the “post-identity subject.” The production of this subject position follows the same 

processes that Judith Butler describes in the first chapter of Gender Trouble. As she 

describes “subjects regulated by [juridical power] structures are, by virtue of being 

subjected to them, formed, defined, and reproduced in accordance with the requirement 

of those structures” (4). Following Michel Foucault, Butler clarifies that those juridical 

power structures are largely discursive, constituted by language and rhetoric that, in turn, 

produce and support an ideological atmosphere in which that power thrives. The post-

identity subject, then, emerges as the subject that has been subjected to the 

dematerialization of their (visible markers of embodied) identity by the discursive force 

                                                 
15 A fantastic and particularly timely example of this lies in the trials following and media coverage of 

Michael Brown’s and Eric Garner’s deaths. The message conveyed in these moments is that the police 

officers that killed these two black men are individual racists, not that the justice and police systems are 

themselves structured on racist thought and discourse.  
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of post-identity rhetoric and ideology. Because these ideological structures also 

dematerialize systems and institutions of suffering, rendering such systems merely 

“virtual,” the post-identity subject finds herself in a similar position of virtualization. 

That is, her identity, once determined through visual materiality, becomes a virtual 

construction. Indeed, it is precisely the virtualization of the raced or gendered body that 

allows post-identity and colorblind ideologies to recast identity-based oppression as the 

fault of its victims, (to recall Bonilla-Silva’s point). The virtualized post-identity subject 

inhabits the cultural blind-spots produced by post-identity rhetoric, slipping by, unseen, 

into a system of identity-based oppression while remaining (like this very system) 

unidentifiable as such. Of course, the paradox of post-identity and colorblind rhetoric is 

that this move to virtualize and dematerialize both those persons that signal information 

of embodied difference and the systems of violence and oppression that are based on 

these identifiable differences, only serves to strengthen the material realities of difference 

and oppression that the rhetoric claims to work against. In other words, though we may 

be blind to the signs of these systems, and to the signs of embodied difference, these 

systems continue to function, to process the very information of embodied difference that 

we “no longer see.”   

Providing a useful foil to the post-identity subject is the post-human subject. This 

subject is one whose prefix “post-” signifies its positionality as the logical extension 

beyond the liberal human subject through the development of digital informatic 

technologies. That is, if the liberal human subject is a construction based in the 

enlightenment ideals of Cartesian dualism, then the post-human subject, with the help of 
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digital informatics, is one that can ultimately achieve this duality by separating the 

informational patterns of his mind from the material limitations of his body. As N. 

Katherine Hayles describes, the post-human subject exists in a state of “embodied 

virtuality,” wherein there are “no essential differences or absolute demarcations between 

embodied existence and computer simulation, cybernetic mechanism and biological 

organism, robot teleology and human goals” (Posthuman 3). A “collection of 

heterogeneous components,” the post-human is essentially “a material- informational 

entity whose boundaries undergo continuous construction and reconstruction” (3). 

Combining the promise of Cartesian dualism with “cultural conditions that make 

physicality seem a better state to be from than to inhabit” (36), the post-human subject 

dreams of achieving his own dematerialization, of virtualizing himself as “pure” 

information. As Hayles explains throughout, this subject-position and the dream 

associated with it, is based in an inherent misunderstanding of digital information. 

Specifically, the post-human dream of dematerialized, virtual existence is based on a 

cultural assumption that, when information became digital, it also “lost its body” (2). 

That is, when technologies of information processing shifted from analog to digital, and 

meaningful information no longer operated through semiotic systems but through 

informatic systems, there was a simultaneous shift in the way we understand the 

materiality of information. Indeed, this shift in understanding produced seductive 

“fantasies of unlimited power and disembodied immortality,” as we failed to recognize 

that “human life is embedded in a material world of great complexity” (5). 
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Though Hayles does not describe the post-human subject as related to the post-

identity subject, there are striking similarities between the two that may align them more 

closely with one another, particularly in terms of their construction. In the first place, 

both the post-human and the post-identity subject are the result of an intense desire to 

dematerialize the information of certain bodies. For the post-human, this is the human 

body as such; for the post-identity subject (that person subjected to the logic of post-

identity ideology), this is the visual information that marks the embodied difference of 

race or gender. In the second place, the dematerialization of both the post-human and the 

post-identity subjects’ bodies takes place through a misguided, ideologically- inflected 

effort to achieve a (virtual) reality that is imagined to be less dangerous or violent than 

this one. That this reality is also seen, in both cases, as the actualization of progressive 

politics and philosophies further ties these two subjects to one another. Finally, as the 

process of information’s dematerialization toward virtualization is the process that 

information undergoes within a digital, informatic system in contrast to a similar process 

within an analog, semiotic system, that same process applied to the post-human and post-

identity subjects’ bodies suggests that they are, as well, the result of a shift from the 

semiotic to the informatic. Indeed, the sign of blackness maintains its material presence 

on the body of the raced subject, even as through the logic of post-identity and colorblind 

ideology, this sign is no longer processed as information signaling, or identifiable as, 

“race.” By a similar token, the body of the post-human remains materially present, even 

as it is no longer identified as necessary to the information that constitutes the human self 

as such.  
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Thus, this ideological process of embodied dematerialization – for both the post-

human and the post-identity subjects – is one that is reliant on a general inability to 

process the materiality of the informatic as such, due to its differentiation from the 

semiotic. Capitalizing on this inability, post-identity discourse and colorblind ideologies 

effectively render the difference signified by raced and gendered bodies as informatic, 

thereby allowing this difference to appear as though dematerialized. In the apparent 

dematerialization of embodied difference, the ideologies simultaneously disrupt the 

ability to recognize patterns or systems of oppression against people whose bodies 

(apparently no longer) signify race or gender. It is here, then, that Howe and Mullen’s 

poetics mobilize a political critique against post-identity ideological structures. In their 

radical rupture of language that is insistent upon its recognition as a material entity – a 

recognition that, as described, disrupts naturalized systems by which we process 

information through the linguistic sign – they both reject the ideological 

dematerialization of race and gender, and mobilize the semiotic structure of language as 

if it were an informatic structure. In this mobilization, they prompt a shift in reading 

practices that effectively models a similar shift that could work against the power source 

of post-identity and colorblind ideologies. I turn, now, to a close discussion of Howe’s 

and Mullen’s poetic projects.  
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THE PATTERN IN APPARENT RANDOMNESS: On Susan Howe’s Singularities 

 

“If history is a record of survivors,” Susan Howe writes in The Birth-Mark, then “poetry 

shelters other voices” (47). This statement summarizes much of what drives Howe’s 

poetic project – the recovery and safety of those of people who did not survive, those 

who were left out of history. Of particular interest to her project are those voices that 

have been left out of the record of American history, and this drives one of the central 

foci of her collection, Singularities. This collection contains three of what are considered 

her American poems: “Articulations of Sound Forms in Time,” “Thorow,” and 

“Scattering as Behavior Towards Risk.” In “The Articulations of Sound Forms in Time,” 

Howe fragments the language and narrative of American colonization by recovering and 

adopting the persona of the enigmatic character Hope Atherton, a man with a name that 

not only belongs to a woman, but that also signifies “desire, trust, [and] promise” (3). In 

“Thorow,” Howe de-forms and re-forms the persona and transcendentalist ideas of Henry 

David Thoreau by recon-textualizing the wilderness surrounding Walden Pond into 

textual landscapes that, as in natural landscapes, resist being fixed into a frozen 

permanence. In the final poem of the collection, “Scattering as Behavior Towards Risk,” 

Howe brings the work of Herman Melville and the biblical book of Deuteronomy 

together, only to separate and scatter their texts across the remaining pages to complete 

the algebraic singularity referenced in the collection’s title. Using “Thorow” and 

“Scattering” as illustrations of Howe’s poetic paradigm, I will primarily focus on the 
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three parts that make up her long, semi-narrative poem, “Articulations of Sound Forms in 

Time.” 

In each of these poems, Howe engages with language and text as a material, 

physical construct that turns each poem from a two-dimensional page-bound structure 

into a three-dimensional (cyber)space. As “Thorow” demonstrates, at Howe’s 

revisionary, poetic hand, text becomes an entirely physical object to be scattered about 

the page. Words collide with one another, falling and spilling every which way across the 

page-turned-canvas in a textual reenactment of Walden Pond’s post-Winter thaw.16 In 

“Thorow,” Howe mobilizes textual materiality as a key tactic to her thorough revision of 

Henry David Thoreau and his textual legacy. This revision stems from her appropriation 

of Deleuze and Guattari’s claim that “The proper name is the instantaneous apprehension 

of a multiplicity” (Howe 41). Embracing the multiplicity, Howe produces a sonic 

triptych: Thorow-thorough-Thoreau. Engaging with the multiple possibilities and 

potentialities that open up when proper names become multi-significant and visual 

language becomes a physical medium is a key feature of Howe’s poetic stylistics and 

politics. For Howe, cultural texts, languages, and narratives become exclusionary in their 

production of a Canon, a History, or an Ideology. As “Thorow” demonstrates, her poetic 

project is concerned with using the raw materials of linguistic signs, disrupting their 

order, breaking their structures apart, forcibly scattering their components into seemingly 

random arrangements in order to revise and reform American history, culture, and 

                                                 
16 This reading is taken from Rachel Back’s excellent analysis of Howe’s “Articulation of Sound Forms in 

Time” and “Thorow.” In both of these poems, Back argues that text populates the page like trees, ponds, 

rivers, and mountains populate the New England landscape. If a major part of Howe’s project is disrupting 

the assumed fixity of the American historical narrative, then Back reads that same disruption in the thawing 

of the previously frozen, textual pond that is Thoreau’s Walden. 
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ideology. The final page of both the collection and its final poem, “Scattering as Behavior 

Towards Risk,” provides the source of this claim, first, as it recasts the authority of the 

“[authoritative] human” into brackets, rendering this authority modular and removable, 

and second, in the heroic casting of THE REVISER, the figure that gets the last word, 

only to endlessly defer this word in the act of revising.  

As words are thrown across the pages of Howe’s oeuvre, only to be broken apart 

and shattered at random, there is a noticeable rejection of conventional margins or textual 

alignment. Instead, the reader is left to wander through the text on her own terms, to 

“follow words where they lead” (“Keller Interview” 31). Language and book pages 

become three-dimensional (cyber)spaces that figure Howe and her reader as explorers 

encountering the un-charted, un-scripted, dis-organized territory of the English language 

and the American wilderness. This critical, material engagement with language as 

wilderness marks two major sites of Howe’s political-poetic project. Like many 

language-oriented women writers,17 she rejects the conventions of written language — 

spelling, formatting, page layout — in a move that simultaneously rejects the patriarchal 

ideologies upholding these (and other) cultural conventions. It is no surprise, then, that 

complimenting their radical linguistic stance, “Thorow” and “Scattering” also revise 

canonical, masculine texts – Henry David Thoreau’s Walden, the biblical book of 

Deuteronomy, and Herman Melville’s “Billy Budd.” Additionally, for Howe, American 

history is inseparable from American literature, and our access to the information 

                                                 
17 This term comes from Megan Simpson’s Poetic Epistemologies, a study of women’s language-focused 

poetry. Though it is clunky, it is useful for describing language poetry produced by poets (like Howe or 

Mullen) with fraught relationship to L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E poetry, the institutional movement. 
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contained within both textual canons has been “tamed for aesthetic consumption” (Birth-

Mark 4), by editorial “distortions, exaggerations, modifications, corrections and 

emendations [that] may endow a text with meanings it never formed” (97). That is, within 

Howe’s political-poetic paradigm, editing is an act that can predetermine, disrupt, or 

otherwise mis-process the information of America’s literary, cultural, even environmental 

systems. Indeed, she explicitly likens editing the language and texts of American 

settlement, to the settling, ordering, and taming of the American wilderness. As she 

writes in the final section of “Articulations of Sound Forms in Time: “Alone in the 

deserts of Parchment / Theoreticians of the Modern // —emending annotating inventing / 

World as rigorously related System” (Singularities 35). Her own poems, then, stylized by 

scattered, misaligned lines and fragments of texts that create a linguistic wilderness, a 

chaotic system of seemingly unordered information, enact a critical resistance against this 

power-struggling, editorial hand.  

Besides seeking to unsettle the conventions of literary and historical production, 

Howe’s second site of political intervention relates to the textual voices of women that 

haunt the American archive. Indeed, as she explains throughout The Birth-Mark, these 

“famous editorial interferences” (1), are primarily the work of men on the texts, and 

textual information, of women.18 As such, Howe’s project of rupture and recovery is an 

expressly feminist one. Though Howe has been primarily interested in the work of Emily 

                                                 
18 Of particular notoriety for Howe are R.W. Franklin, the editor of Emily Dickenson’s oeuvre, Rev. Joseph 

Rowlandson, the editor of Mary Rowlandson’s Narrative that tells the story of her captivity, Cotton 

Mather, whose history of New England features no women’s voices, and David D. Hall, who edited the 

Antinomian Controversy that blamed the majority of the colony’s theological fall on Anne Hutchinson. 
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Dickinson,19 other texts that have inspired her own work include the captivity narrative(s) 

of Mary Rowlandson and the antinomian sermons of Anne Hutchinson. All of these 

women, but particularly the latter two, Howe argues, are microcosmic figures of the 

macrocosm of how women’s writing, voices, and value have been treated in American 

history and culture. In the introduction to The Birth-Mark, Howe sets up this paradigm, 

wherein “The issue of editorial control is directly connected to the attempted erasure of 

antinomianism in our culture. Lawlessness seen as negligence is at first feminized and 

then restricted or banished” (1). Howe reads this banishment and restriction in the 

editorial handling of Mary Rowlandson’s and Emily Dickinson’s texts, which served to 

eliminate the threats to “canonical social power” that each text represented (1). Thus, for 

Howe, the historical banishment of women aligns with the literary and textual 

marginalization of them; the historical vilification of women aligns with the literary and 

textual (editorial) destruction of their work; and the socio-political project of feminism 

aligns with the poetic project of archival recovery and textual experimentation.  

“Articulations of Sound Forms in Time” enacts a significant project of archival 

recovery and linguistic experimentation. In this poem, Howe mobilizes a poetic praxis 

committed “to articulating the inarticulate through a counter-method of singularities” (Ma 

137).20 In other words, her use of radically fragmented language and syntax throughout 

the poem disorders language into a system of sonic and visual chaos, precisely the place 

                                                 
19 And even she adds the caveat that her access to Dickinson’s work has actually been to the edited and 

compiled editions of her work. 
20 Ma further characterizes this as a rejection of Cartesian rationality, which, “represents a form of reason 

directed toward rational control of the unruly linguistic machine that generates its illusory worlds” (136). In 

this claim, Ma aligns Howe with other language poets and the praxes of Language poetry, which “aims at 

deconstructing language as the Cartesian construct of the real” (137). 
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where that which has been silenced or erased — rendered invisible — can be recovered, 

revocalized, represented. It is no surprise, then, that Rachel Back has identified the 

“figures and voices” — the images and sounds — “of the Puritan women, Mary 

Rowlandson and Anne Hutchinson [as] crucial to our understanding of [the poem], as 

their stories seem to generate the content and influence the poetic praxis of the work” 

(38). Indeed, Rowlandson and Hutchinson haunt the poem, figuring only as referential 

fragments that guide the reader through Howe’s linguistic landscape of sounds and 

visions. Allowing Hutchinson and Rowlandson to linger in the margins, the place that 

“shelter[s] the inapprehensible Imaginary of poetry” (Birth-Mark 29), Howe’s poetic 

speaker instead channels the voice and experiences of Hope Atherton, the poem’s 

enigmatic central figure. Like Rowlandson and Hutchinson, Atherton is a historical figure 

that Howe actually uncovered in an archive. As she describes it, “The lights are off. In 

silence and semidarkness, it’s mysterious. I was turning the pages of a history of Hadley, 

and Hope’s name just caught me. It was the emblematical name. Here was this person. A 

man with a woman’s name. He had this borderline, half-wilderness, half-Indian, insanity-

sanity experience” (167).  

These experiences, Hope Atherton’s own and Howe’s discovery of him, reappear 

throughout “Articulations,” which begins with, part one “The Falls Fight,” a reference to 

a battle between native American peoples and European colonial settlers that took place 

in May1667. The battle ended in the loss of 300 Native Americans, including women and 

children, and one white man. However, “[w]hat the historian doesn’t say, is that most of 

the dead were women and children” (Singularities 3). In this fight, “‘The Reverend Hope 
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Atherton, minister of the gospel, at Hatfield, a gentleman of publick spirit, accompanied 

the army’” (3), until he “was unhorsed and separated from the company, wandered the 

woods some days and then got to Hadley, which is on the east side of the Connecticut 

River” (5). The report of Atherton’s separation is extracted from a letter, dated June 8, 

1781, from Stephen Williams to President Styles. The letter notes that no one in his 

community believed Atherton’s account of wandering through the wilderness and 

attempting to surrender himself to the natives, a crucial detail that positions Atherton 

alongside other colonial Puritans who were banished into the wilderness, interacted with 

natives, and were disbelieved by their communities; in particular, these experience align 

him with Mary Rowlandson and Anne Hutchinson. Williams’ letter, and part one of the 

poem, ends with the possibility that Atherton was telling the truth, recounting a story in 

which “the Indians told him [Jonathan Wells, Esq.] that after the falls fight, a little man 

with a black coat and without any hat, came toward them, but they were afraid and ran 

from him, thinking it was the Englishman’s God, etc., etc.” (5, Howe’s italics).  

Though the text that makes up section one generally follows standard conventions 

of spelling, syntax, and paragraph formation and layout, Howe creates a poetic 

atmosphere that requires an active, suspicious, investigative reader-listener. Each 

narrative referenced in part one is based in textual or vocal hear-say, and thus is bound to 

contradictions, as each reiteration produces some stretching, bending, or distorting of the 

tale. As the multiple voices — Hope Atherton, Mary Rowlandson, Anne Hutchinson, 

Stephen Williams, Susan Howe, “the Indians,” Jonathan Wells, Esq., “the historian” — 

form and inform the narratives of Falls Fight, the notion of a static, fixed historical truth 
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is exposed as myth.21 Extending from the multiplicity of voices telling a multiplicity of 

narratives, in this poetic world, even the material that makes up narratives – the vocal and 

textual words – are unstable. Hope, for example, signifies more than just woman; it also 

signifies “desire, trust, promise,” and “Pre-revolution Americans viewed America as the 

land of Hope” (3). Though the word continues to multiply signify in the person and 

narrative of Hope Atherton, Hope enacts precisely the opposite of what it signifies. He 

becomes unbelievable, insane, unpredictable, wild, chaotic, just as the American 

wilderness and language are transformed into unstructured, disordered, violent material 

spaces that resist their apparent alliance with print, textual convention. In other words, 

even in the most ordered and conventional of Howe’s poetic moments, chaos and 

disorder guide the discovery of meaning.   

Section two, “Hope Atherton’s Wanderings,” engages the possibility that 

Atherton was telling the truth. Adopting his voice, Howe and her reader follow Atherton 

through the woods, into a wilderness that leads him deep into insanity and chaos, 

culminating in his return home to (what is no longer) his community. Although Howe 

adopts Atherton’s persona and voice throughout this section, she does not foreclose on 

the possibility that the entire experience is, for him as well as his community, a narrative 

construction. The first stanza of this section closes with the lines “Redy to faint slaughter 

story so / Gone and signal through deep water / Mr. Atherton’s story Hope Atherton” (6). 

The repetition of “story,” held together with the connective “signal” that leads to a 

                                                 
21 Simpson makes the productive note that, though Howe unsettles history as discourse, she does not insist 

that history is exclusively discourse. Instead, Simpson reminds us that  Howe is cognizant of the real 

violences and injustices in the world and in its histories.  
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doubled (yet different) appearance of Hope Atherton and Mr. Atherton, suggests that just 

as the reader learns of his experience through decoding the informative sign(al)s of his 

narrative — decoding that is required due to, as these lines show, a lack of standard 

grammar, syntax, and spelling — so too does Hope Atherton rely on situating himself 

within and alongside “Mr. Atherton’s story.” Thus, the significant multiplicity of his 

name — hope — expands here to become the significant multiplicity of his narrative and 

experiential persona. Once again, the stability of convention and definition are upset, and 

this stability will continue to be rejected throughout this section, as Atherton speaks 

through fragmented signs that, in their fragmentation, signal information far beyond “Mr. 

Atherton’s story.” As such, these informational signs resist the fixity of a definitive 

version of events. 

“Hope Atherton’s Wanderings” is the most radical section of Articulations in 

terms of poetic structure and form. Besides the resistance to standard spelling described 

above – a resistance that becomes even stronger as the poem goes on and “ask[s] to be 

read both as the wild rantings of a madman and as language being remade to reflect the 

particularities of place and experience” (Back 40) — the section employs poetic tactics 

that range from recognizable and comfortable structures, to chaotic, seemingly 

nonsensical, illegible structures that barely (if ever) signify. I read this section as a textual 

reenactment of Atherton’s experience in the American wilderness. As the reader joins 

Hope Atherton in wandering, she is led through the first section made up of seven stanzas 

of semi-recognizable words depicting and narrating Atherton’s movements through the 

wilderness. As they venture further into the forest, the natural and poetic landscapes 
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become unrecognizable, and unstructured, until a series of short poems in the middle of 

that section that are nearly illegible in their resistance to standard signs of language. 

“Rest chondriacal lunacy // velc cello viable toil // quench conch uncannunc // drumm 

amonoosuck ythian” begins this series, which showcases Howe’s use of sonic and visual 

associations as a model for uncovering sense. This section requires that Atherton and the 

reader explore opportunities for meaning making within a series of word fragments that 

always resist singular, definitive meanings. In this section, all the reader can do is wander 

through the dense thickets of information, conveyed textual sound and image that are 

made only denser by the visual mass of blank, white, unmarked page space. All she can 

do is trust that she will come out the other side.  

Though the reader must wander alongside Atherton in these sections of the poem, 

she has not been entirely abandoned or left to fend for herself. Instead, Howe invites and 

encourages her reader to embrace the physical activity and tactility of wandering through 

the wilderness, and to transfer that activity to her textual reading.22 As she explores the 

poetic, linguistic landscape, the reader “listens to the words and their musical patterns,” 

“looks at the page’s design as one would look at a painting,” and “tactually [engages] 

with the physicality of the book—turning it upside-down and around” (Back 7). The act 

of reading, then, becomes an act of simultaneous material experimentation and virtual 

exploration of that information conveyed by ruptured language. Following the reader’s 

experiments with listening, seeing, and tactilely engaging with the language, she is given 

                                                 
22 Rachel Back suggests that these methods of reading as exploring and resisting the desire for de finitive, 

possessive understanding mirrors the archival method of discovery and recovery that Howe and her poetics 

follow. She adds that Howe’s poetry is difficult to access because the archival recovery process is similarly 

difficult to access. 
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options for engaging with the semantic or narrative quality of the poetry. Though the 

reader may follow these options, there is no guarantee that the narrative she produces will 

be The Narrative of the poem because, of course, Howe’s poems resist fixity and 

definition, to embrace, instead, the multiplicities of meaning and textual possibilities that 

emerge from the elasticity of language. Taking Howe’s resistance to fixity to heart, the 

poetic forms, line arrangements, syntactical placements, and spelling methods that make 

up this section of the poem become a model for the reader’s navigational options. In other 

words, rather than read them strictly as Howe’s experiments with form, I equally read 

them as the reader’s experiments with navigating, making sense of, and processing the 

information of Howe’s poetry and the linguistic landscape. In this reading, we see the 

reader pushing brambles of words together and branches of text away from one another; 

or perhaps this reader creates rows, grids, or other structures out of associational 

linguistic refuse. Finding her way through the textual wilderness, then, becomes more 

than just a process of staying the course to emerge on the other side. It becomes a process  

“of breaking up all the ordered surfaces and all the planes with which we are accustomed 

to tame the wild profusion of existing things” (Foucault xv), a process of uncovering and 

creating alternative ways of ordering linguistic chaos that is also a process of semiotic 

and informatic REVISION. 

Even as she experiments with linguistic form, engaging with order and chaos, the 

relentless turning of book pages does eventually lead the reader, with Atherton, out the 

other side, to the final poem which, doubling as Atherton’s homecoming sermon, returns 

the linguistic explorers to the legibility of pre-ordered, structured language. But, this 
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return is to a place recognizable now as both “the old home trees,” and “More than 

language can express” (16). Rachel Back’s reading of this moment is that “just as Hope 

Atherton is transformed by his wanderings in the American wilderness, away from his 

known identity and away from the ‘beaten track’—so too will the ‘American artist’ be 

transformed and reborn by her willingness to stray from the wide community of 

conventional language use” (42). Expanding on Back’s understanding this transformation 

occurs for the reader as well. Returning to her linguistic home becomes a return to the 

hegemony of semiotically structured language that is no longer comforting in its 

legibility, but is instead oppressive and stifling in its fixity. In other words, this is a return 

to the power structures of editorial normativity that silence, erase, and reform textual 

narratives into culturally consumable signs that are also transmissions of dominant 

ideology. In the return, then, “home” becomes a threatening paradox of simultaneous 

refuge and captivity.  The threat that hangs over the readers’ and Atherton’s return leads 

into the third and final section of the poem, “Taking the Forest.” 

In the final section of Articulations, Atherton’s own story merges into those of 

Mary Rowlandson and Anne Hutchinson, as each historical character individually joins 

the reader in ordering and disordering, constructing and deconstructing, the unsettled 

American wilderness. The process of taking the forest is not unlike the process of 

reordering the wilderness that took place in “Hope Atherton’s Wanderings.” However, in 

this final section, the virtuality of the language — its signified meaning — tells of this 

reordering, a move that compliments the material showing that took place in 

“Wanderings.” From the opening page where, “Consciousness grasps its subject / 
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Stumbling phenomenology // infinite miscalculation of history // Great men thicker than 

their stories / sitting and standing // to mark suns rising and setting” (17), to the exposure 

of “—Hegelian becoming / —Hugolian memory / Patriarchal prophesy at the heels of 

hope” as no more than “Lore and the like” (22), to the “Original inventors off Stray // 

Alone in deserts of Parchment // Theoreticians of the Modern / —emending annotating 

inventing / World as rigorously related System” (35), this section consistently reminds us 

that our understanding and ordering of the information contained in the (natural) world 

has been produced through the editorial, theoretical, cultural work of a few “Great men.” 

It is at the hands and voices of these men that Hutchinson, Rowlandson, Atherton, and the 

reader have been cast into the forest. No longer captive to this naturalized thought, 

“taking the forest” becomes less a reference to possession based on imposed order, and 

more a reference to moving through and alongside the newly accessible, open, yet still 

wild, untamable forest. The poems ends with “Crumbled masonry windswept hickory,” 

all that is left of imposed order, conceptual truths, possessively, definitively edited 

narratives, and the informational sign structures that governed them.  

 

THE DYNAMISM OF SOUND “ON THE FLY”: On Harryette Mullen’s Sleeping With 

the Dictionary 

 

As if echoing Atherton, Rowlandson, and Hutchinson, Harryette Mullen writes that 

“Every anguish is arbitrary but no one is neuter” (52). This line, which opens her poem 

“Natural Anguish” sonically bends into new shapes, so that anguish is both arbitrary and 
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not neutral, a position that is occupied by every language, including English. Indeed, the 

title itself similarly bends, as if “Natural Anguish” is also “Natural Language” or 

“Natural English.” In its very flexibility, this title suggests that the “naturalness” of any 

language is entirely constructed, manufactured, and of course, un- neutral. This poem is 

one of the fifty-seven poems that, arranged alphabetically, make up Mullen’s 2002 

collection, Sleeping With the Dictionary. Every letter of the English alphabet is present in 

the lineup, except for I, U and Y. These missing letters find their expression in a poem 

entitled “Why You and I,” which is made up of a series of questions all engaging with the 

loss of these letters recast as persons. “Who knows why you and I fell off the roster?” 

asks the poem. “Can anyone see why you and I, no longer intact, pulled a disappearing 

act and left with scratch?” “Could anyone guess, does anyone know or even care why you 

and I can’t be found, as hard as we look?” “Who can stand to reason why you and I let 

our union dissolve to strike the orderly alphabet?” The questions, one coming after the 

other in quick succession, all sit on the page, unanswered, signifying that from as early as 

the table of contents, Mullen’s collection is concerned with unanswered questions 

provoked by unexplained absences, gaps, and silences. Like Susan Howe, Mullen’s 

poetics work to draw our attention to these blind- and deaf-spots that populate 

institutionalized structures, engaging with the materiality and flexibility of language to 

uncover the voices that are present only by their absence.  

Unlike Howe, Mullen’s work does not focus on recovering archivally silent 

female voices, but instead aims to create a linguistic space where today’s silenced, 

racialized voices can come speak while resisting “enclosure within the dominant culture’s 
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commodity fetishism” (Robbins 105). In other words, they can come and speak without 

being consumed. Amy Moorman Robbins effectively clarifies this difference when she 

describes Mullen’s prose poetry as “revisionary constructions in which the African 

American body is simultaneously on view and concealed, a now-you-see-it-now-you-

don’t figure that appears and disappears in Mullen’s innovative language and forms” 

(105). This is precisely what occurs in “Why You and I.” The poem does not contain 

explicit references to racial ideologies and institutions that govern American culture 

today, however, given the prevalence of this theme throughout Mullen’s oeuvre, and 

taking into account Moorman Robbins’ explanation, it is nearly impossible not to hear the 

implicit answer: “You and I fell off the roster, can’t be found, disappeared, became 

invisible, illegible, unseen because you and I are black,”23 and in a colorblind world, 

blackness, as such, is invisible.   

Critics ranging from Franz Fanon to Hortense Spillers to Vorris Nunley have 

consistently demonstrated that in a white-washed, Western world, black subjects are 

illegible, unable to signify and therefore insignificant to the institutions that govern them. 

As stated, this illegibility has become compounded with the rise of colorblind, post-

identity rhetoric-turned- ideology, where institutionally enforced blindness, deafness, and 

illiteracy has produced a mass inability to see, not only raced subjects, but the institutions 

of racist violence that legalize their continued oppression. It is precisely this problem that 

                                                 
23 For references to race in Mullen’s oeuvre, see her 1995 Muse and Drudge, which explicitly engages with 

provoking and critiquing the history of African American women’s presence in western art production — 

as either muse or drudge. Similarly, Tree Tall Woman engages with the history of African American 

Women. Finally, the following poems from Sleeping With the Dictionary explicitly reference the issue of 

race in contemporary America: “Bilingual Instructions” “Black Nikes” “Coo/Slur” “Denigration” 

“Exploring the Dark Content” “We Are Not Responsible”  “Xenophobic Nightmare in a Foreign 

Language.” 
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Mullen’s poetry works against. Unlike Howe, whose critical poetics are mobilized 

through radical, chaotic rupture of language, Mullen’s poetry works on and against 

language as a majoritarian structure in a more subtle, playful way, evoking a “linguistic 

playfulness that never settles into realism” (113). This resistance to realism should be 

understood as a resistance to certain dominant, majoritarian, generic forms of realism, 

since Mullen’s poetry certainly creates counter-, sur-, or even cyber-realisms. Working 

on and against dominant linguistic forms, Mullen disidentifies with these structures of 

language and the dominant, majoritarian narratives that this language produces and 

upholds. Following queer performance theorist, Jose Muñoz, Mullen’s poetry “uses the 

majoritarian culture as raw material to make a new world,” through “acts of conjuring 

that deform and re-form the world” to establish “the groundwork for potential 

oppositional counterpublics” (196). Where Howe’s poetics completely deform language, 

blasting through its structures and letting the linguistic debris scatter where it will, 

Mullen relies on a de-formation and re-formation that is based on bending, twisting, or 

tweaking dominant language to jar the reader out of her expected reading habits.   

Where the reader of Howe’s poetry is forced to abandon her desire for closure, 

order, or structure and simply follow the words where they lead, Mullen’s reader is asked 

to look directly at and deeply into the ordering mechanisms that structure language and 

ideological narratives — conventions of syntax, spelling, grammar, semiotics — in order 

to see what, in turn, provides support from behind, below, alongside, or within these very 

structures. Often, looking directly and deeply into these mechanisms emerges through 

attention to the sonic and visual materiality of the words that make up the poem, an 
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attention that resists and deprivileges reading or listening only for the virtual, referential 

object that the words signify, or stand in for as textual signs. As poems like “Exploring 

the Dark Content” or “Resistance is Fertile,” illustrate, reading Mullen’s work often 

requires a double-take, a sleight-of-ear compliment to Robbins’ “now-you-see-it-now-

you-don’t” sleight-of-hand. On the first take, the reader reads the expected words — 

“continent”, “futile” — and it is only on the second, attentive take that she realizes the 

shift to “content” and “fertile.” In the readerly double-take, Mullen’s poetics enact a 

struggle between linguistic materiality — the sonic and visual slippage between “futile” 

and “fertile” — and linguistic virtuality — the referent that each word points to. This 

struggle takes place through the reader, as the difference resonates between the two 

words, creating a kind of echo-chamber as sonic ripples bounce off one another until 

fertility becomes futility becomes fertility. The words blend into one another and the 

reader is led down a trail of associational logic, wondering if it is the fertile that is futile 

or the futile that is fertile, a question that will remain unanswerable until the reader 

recognizes that it is both.  

“[P]uns, double entendres, taboo words, Freudian slips, jokes, riddles, proverbs, 

folk poetry, found poetry, idiomatic expressions, slang and jargon, coinages, neologisms, 

nonce words, portmanteaus, pidgins and creoles, nicknames, diminutives, baby talk, 

tongue twisters,” anagrams and other word games run rampant throughout Mullen’s 

poetry (Imagining 7). Where in Howe’s poetics language becomes a chaotic, unscripted 

wilderness, in Mullen’s work it becomes a playground, a space for explorative learning 

where blocks of text get reconstructed and discoveries that lead to a decoder’s key lie 
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behind every linguistic corner. This is not, however, to suggest that Mullen’s work insists 

on or provides a definitive reading, available to the reader if she can only discover this 

key. To the contrary, it is in these word games that language is exposed as a slippery, 

unbound medium that can and does mean multiply and simultaneously. It is somewhat 

paradoxical, then, that these same games are frequently based on some mode of 

language-based, poetic constraint: the anagram can only use a given set of letters (“O, 

‘Tis William”), the N+7 poem must replace all the nouns with a noun 7 steps away in a 

dictionary (“Wipe That Simile Off Your Aphasia”), a list must be alphabetical (“Blah-

Blah,” “Jingle-Jangle”). Rather than find this constraint stifling, as Howe’s poetics of 

scattering might, Mullen’s poetics embrace constraint, using it for a close, critical 

engagement with the depths of language as both a structure in itself and as a discourse 

outside itself. It is these depths, again, where the multiplicity of meaning can be found, 

and where ideological and discursive fixity can be unbound.  

 Although these politics and stylistics are present in all of Mullen’s poems that 

make up Sleeping With the Dictionary, I will be focusing on three: “Kirstenography,” 

“Denigration,” and “Coo/Slur.” These three poems work together to showcase the way 

that Mullen critically plays with language, allowing the visual and sonic materiality to 

play center page, even as the virtual, meaning-making signifying properties of language 

continue to work in the background. The struggle of material and virtual simultaneity that 

plays out through Mullen’s poetics recalls Robin Trembly-McGaw’s claim that Mullen 

practices a “fugitive poetics,” wherein there is “a productive tension between ‘enclosure’ 

and ‘run,’ between an archive of cultural, linguistic and historical references, images, and 
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information and the fugitivity that is both a thematics and formal strategy” (qtd. in 

Robbins 107). Trembly-McGaw’s “fugitive poetics” recalls Fred Moten’s work 

describing the fugue as “fugitive movement, in and out of the frame, bar, or whatever 

externally imposed social logic” (“Case of Blackness,” 179), and thereby integral to 

cultural blackness as such. Thinking linguistic order and logic as a form of “externally 

imposed social logic,” “Kirstenography” sets the scene for Mullen’s fugitive poetics. A 

blend of her sister’s name “Kristen” and “graphy” that signifies “writing Kristen/Kris ten 

writing,” “Kirstenography” tells the story of her sister’s life through the productive 

tension between sonic and visual linguistic materiality. Where the visual material — the 

word as written— is firmly contained by the page, the sonic material escapes this 

binding, emerging out of sonic slips and echoes that are dynamically produced “on the 

fly,” as one word leads to another. Visually, then, these echoes are present only in the 

white spaces between words and surrounding the letters on the page, that space that we 

do not read, yet that structures and enables the entire reading experience. As the reader 

slips and slides between linguistic visuality and aurality, Kristen’s story slips and slides 

in and out of narrative wonderland and mundanity, precisely that space of counter-, sur-

reality, cyber-reality. Allowing “Kirstenography” to provide a model for reading 

Mullen’s hypermaterial language poetry, “Denigration” and “Coo/Slur follow similar, if 

more subtly evoked, moments of sonic fugitivity. In “Denigration,” Mullen asks a series 

of questions that, as in those of “Why You and I,” probe the systems structuring and 

supporting (while simultaneously being structured and supported by) racial ideologies in 

contemporary America. As each question probes deeper into these oppressive systems, 
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the sonic ghost of <nig> emerges through the repetition of this sound, reminding the 

reader that America’s educational and governmental institutions exist within a cultural 

environment of structurally-supported — yet insistently phantom — racism. “Coo/Slur” 

materializes this phantom through a series of anagrams that critique the very system of 

categorizing people by colors, reminding us that words are never neutral, but fluctuate 

along a spectrum of coos and slurs.      

  “Kirstenography” is a prose poem that has two different narratives depending on 

which linguistic material we attend to — the visual or the aural. On the visual side of 

things, the words as they are written on the page, we encounter a fantastical story about 

“K” who “was burn at the bend of the ear in the mouth of Remember.” K has a “putty 

smoother, “a handsewn farther, and a yodeler cistern” and they lived “all to gather in a 

rosy horse on a piety sweet in Alligator Panorama” (46). K’s cistern thought that K was 

just “a girly heeded bawl” that “dank silk, booed, burgled, rabbled, fried, and tweed in 

wipers. This was not a bawl that swept in the joy blocks with her rather joys” (46). K was 

actually the cistern’s “grand blue piddle cistern that cold knot talc for a song time, but 

lonely fried and braid rather voices that the yodeler one cold knot rubberband” (46). 

Eventually the girls became friends who “cold talc to gather, tall yolks, shear sacreds, 

heave a conversion or a dish cushion” (46). As the story of K’s life continues, K “quirked 

for the slate of Texas Hysterical Remission” until she eventually “fond her Sanity” who 

was “A proof of reckoned comics” (47). The poem ends where K is now: “quirk[ing] at 

that muse, um, that’s in Chapped Apple Milling Sea,” where She and her Sanity have 

“becalmed the proud parentheses of Adenoid and Williwaw. They all loved shapely over 
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laughter” (47). Reading the poem out loud, attending to the sonic materiality produces an 

entirely different kind of story.  The oral blending of phrases together produces a 

narrative where K was born at the end of the year in the month of December to a pretty 

mother, a handsome father, and an older sister. Her sister first met her and thought she 

was a ball that just drank milk, burped, gurgled, babbled, cried, and peed in diapers. But 

this ball did not live with her other toys. Eventually they became friends who talked and 

shared secrets with one another. K married an economics professor (her Sanity) and they 

had two children. She currently works at a museum in Chapel Hill, NC and they all lived 

happily ever after. As Mullen has explained in an interview with Barbara Henning about 

this collection, this narrative is meant to read as a shorthand biography of her sister, 

Kristen.   

As a rich zone of linguistic materiality, “Kirstenography” provides frequent 

moments of critical engagement with language in the visual and aural substitutions 

evoked throughout. Of particular note are Mullen’s substitutions of “smoother” rather 

than “smother” for “mother,” and her younger self’s misrecognition of Kristen as a “girly 

heeded bawl” rather than a “curly headed ball,” for what they reveal about Mullen’s 

attitudes toward domestic, familial life. Similarly, her renaming of Chicago, Illinois and 

Fort Worth, Texas as “Cheap Cargo, Ill Annoy” and “Foreword Text” respectively, 

suggest a critique of physical and textual consumerism as part of the cultural landscape of 

America, just as her renaming of UT-Austin, Texas into “Cutie Ostentatious,” university 

into “looney varsity,” degree into “debris,” and Texas Historical Commission into “Taxes 

Hysterical Remission,” evokes a critique of cultural and educational institutions that 
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control knowledge dissemination.24 What is crucial to realize here, is that these critiques 

of American cultural institutions and ideologies emerge through the fugitive sound that 

escapes in the dynamic zones between the signs of visual words. To grasp the poem in its 

poetic, political entirety, the reader must engage through both the eye and the ear as the 

sonic and visual language systems collide into one another, blending and merging in a 

struggle to disperse beyond the binding of the page, syntax, and prescribed semiotic 

structures of meaning. The poetics of “Kirstenography” hinge on a strategic de-forming 

and re-forming of, first, the primacy of writing as a visual material, and second, the 

privilege of the written as the fixed and definitive.25 The poem denies both of these 

positions, rescuing sound from the margin or footnote and allowing it to speak from 

center-page in order to offset, loosen, and unbind this textual hierarchy. A shift of power 

dynamics occurs as the sonic fugitive plots a space to write Kristen, where she can be 

read and heard, yet, resist consumption as and reduction to a commoditized, fetishistic 

textual object. 

“Kirstenography” is one of many innovations in poetry that disrupt our accepted 

(and expected) modes of reading and accessing cultural texts. Within Mullen’s work, the 

fugitive move that disrupts the hierarchy of sound and vision within the poetic text 

functions as a model or reading guide for accessing the aesthetic and thematic disruptions 

in some of her other, more explicitly political and polemical poems. That model is based 

on first, the shift in centrality and peripherality that occurs in the play between visual and 

                                                 
24 The critiques leveled in these substitutions recall Howe’s suspicion of the editor who controls the 

dissemination of historical texts. 
25 Recall Phaedrus where Plato’s suspicion of written language is based entirely on its apparent fixity and 

resistance to the revisionary dialogue of philosophy .  
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sonic linguistic materiality, and second in the necessity of creating and utilizing a new 

mode of reading and writing due to the limitations of the existing modes. Within the 

poetics of these moves, there is a politics that resonates across theories and discourses of 

marginality. Perhaps most familiarly are its resonances with postcolonial studies, with 

Spivak’s provocative question of whether or not the subaltern can speak, and in 

gender/sexuality studies with Monique Wittig’s provocative quip that a lesbian is not a 

woman. At the beginning of Gender Trouble, Judith Butler explains that the text will 

necessarily be difficult to read because, if we are to recognize and change accepted 

ideological norms, we must create the language, the informational (sign) system, out of 

which to speak and read these changes. Like Butler, Mullen shifts language in order to 

shift thinking, using the “master’s tools” to de-form and re-form “the master’s house,” in 

the process of disidentification described by Muñoz. Building on the reading lessons in 

“Kirstenography,” “Denigration” enacts a similar stylistics wherein the sonic fugitive 

escapes from the bound, written, text, in order to expose the reliance of cultural 

institutions on racist ideologies that are hidden through semiotic systems of rhetorical 

misdirection. 

“Denigration” is a prose poem made up of a series of questions regarding the 

relationship that American people of color – specifically black Americans – have to 

education, information acquisition, and public political policy. Her questions range from 

“Did we surprise our teachers who had niggling doubts about the picayune brains of 

small black children who reminded them of clean pickaninnies on a box of laundry 

soap?” to “Though slaves, who were wealth, survived on niggardly provisions, should 
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inheritors of wealth fault the poor enigma for lacking a dictionary?” to “If I disagree with 

your beliefs, do you chalk it up to my negligible powers of discrimination, supposing I’m 

just trifling and not worth considering?” (19). Focusing on linguistic virtuality, the poem 

points towards a series of systemic problems that are exactly what colorblind ideology 

and post-racial rhetoric require that we ignore: the socio-political blind spots where 

systemic racism hides. Engaging with this poem through the audio-visual key provided 

by “Kirstenography” – allowing the sonic material to escape the written, visual text – the 

pervasiveness of racial codes in our culture emerge from their institutionally enforced 

colorblindness through the repeated sound of <nig> or <neg>. Reading through the 

“niggling doubts,” the “niggardly provisions,” the “poor enigma[s],” the “neglect”, the 

“negligible powers,” the “niggling concern[s],” and the “renegades,” it becomes 

impossible to escape the system of “nig” and “neg” sounds in our language. Though these 

words are not etymologically tied to the racial slurs they evoke, it is impossible to hear 

this refrain and detach it from its cultural linguistic association. The poem, then, works 

by forcing the reader to recognize precisely that which is rhetorically and discursively 

explained away, a recognition that occurs by resisting the discursive pull of language and 

focusing, instead, on its materiality. As in “Why You And I,” the questions that remain 

unanswered in the written course of the poem receive their response in the sonic echoes 

that escape their written container to evoke associational chains of information. These 

chains lead the reader to the realization that the pervasiveness of racist logic (the sound of 

“nig”) creates and supports a cultural structure that denies education, political 

representation, and economic security to those people deemed “raced.”  
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Extending her critique of racial institutions, in “Coo/Slur” Mullen turns her 

attention to disrupting “[t]he very concept that a body possesses or reveals a color,” itself 

a response to “the privileging of vision and its attendant systems of representation that 

measure and quantify the subtle differences of skin hue and tone” (González, 

“Morphologies” 380). The title, itself an anagram — a quantified subtle difference — of 

“Colours,” deforms a word referencing a purely visual phenomenon, and reforms it into 

words that reference sonic phenomena — the coo and the slur. Notably, the coo and the 

slur specifically signify oppositional modes of emotional speech. The poem that follows 

from this title is similarly made up of word phrases that anagrammatically and aurally 

evoke colors: “da red / yell ow / bro won’t / an orange you / bay jaun / pure people / blew 

hue/ a gree gree in / viol let / purepeople / be lack / why it / pee ink” (17). Each color 

follows, one after the other, line by line, adhering to no syntactical ordering mechanism 

beyond the list of “Coo/Slur[s].” Indeed, without the syntax, there is no guide or key to 

determine if the lines are coos, innocent sounds indicating fondness, value, or dearness 

(as to an infant), or slurs, indistinct sounds uttered through a lack of physical or 

emotional feeling. In itself, a list of colors that is unbound by syntax could be either a 

series of coos or a series of slurs. Upon the double-take, as the color words resolve into 

personal references — bro, you, people, purepeople — it becomes difficult to imagine 

reading this list as anything other than racial slurs, where colors become categorical 

imperatives for quantifying and measuring people within a cultural system based on the 

signs of their embodiment. That the colors emerge in each line by slurring the words 

together further solidifies that there is nothing dear, valuable, or innocent in this list of 
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coo/slurs. A particularly poignant moment in the poem are the three lines that read “be 

lack / why it / purepeople,” lines that remind us that within a linguistic system where 

coos can so easily slip into slurs, to be black is to be lack, and this is so because of an 

ideological structure that supports the concept of a “pure people.” Indeed, in this 

atmosphere the following and closing line, “pee ink,” recasts the cultural valences of pink 

into the result of a “viol let” assault on the kidneys, a de-purification of the body as it 

works to rid itself of waste. Thinking the cultural body as purification system, this poem 

uses linguistic materiality to expose the problematics of using the sign of color as a 

categorical tool of bodies, of using it, in other words, to “measure and quantify the subtle 

differences of skin hue and tone.” In this system, any measurable differences — pure 

people or purepeople — signify waste, ink, not to be written, but to be rid from the 

system. Once again then, Mullen mobilizes the sonic and visual materiality to provoke a 

recognition that the cultural, discursive, and ideological sign systems governing language 

as an meaningful information system need to be restructured, revised, and reformed.             

     

PROCESSING INFORMATION INTO MYTH: Processing Post-Identity and Colorblind 

Mythology 

 

In Susan Howe’s and Harryette Mullen’s poetics, language becomes hypermaterialized to 

enact critiques against damaging historical and contemporary American cultural 

ideologies. For Howe, these critiques are focused on the elision of and exertion of 

masculine control over women’s voices and narratives from the American historical and 
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literary textual archives. As discussed, her poetics radically break these narratives and 

their linguistic, semiotic material apart in order to recover these lost voices, a process that 

simultaneously enacts alternative models for reading through sonic, visual, and tactile 

engagement with the text as a (similarly) material, physical object. For Mullen, these 

critiques are focused on the marginalization and erasure of voices of people of color 

throughout America’s contemporary and historical institutions, exposing the way that 

racist logic continues to permeate and structure these very institutions. Like Howe, her 

critical poetics reform contemporary linguistic signs in order to reform cultural narratives 

supported by those signs. This semiotic reformation similarly enacts an alternative 

reading model that is based on listening for the sonic echoes that emerge from visual, 

page-bound text. Though their poetics have produced different models of reading, both 

new models rely on an attention to language as a physical, rather than primarily virtual, 

entity. Whether reading a poem by Howe or Mullen, the reader must remain aware of the 

physicality of the words as signs and objects in themselves populating the page; she 

cannot relegate these visual signs to their normative position as metaphors that are simply 

placeholders meant to fade quietly into the background, ceding the foreground to their 

virtual, conjured referential object. In other words, they are reading practices that 

privilege materiality over virtuality, denying the very possibility that textual information 

has “lost its body.” As they reinforce the materialization of the (textual) body, they 

produce precisely the kinds of reading practices necessary to develop in order to counter 

the rhetorical and ideological strength of post-identity and colorblind discourses which, 

as described, rely on a process of embodied dematerialization toward virtualization. 
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As explained above, post-identity and colorblind discourse work by disrupting our 

ability to process the information in the cultural signs surrounding us. Often described in 

terms of cultural language as “a rhetorical strategy,” “rhetorical stance,” (Nilsen and 

Turner 2, my italics), or “the collective text and talk of society in terms of issues of race” 

(Doane 16 my italics), colorblind and post-identity ideologies work by perpetuating a 

kind of mass illiteracy that perverts cultural and historical narratives. In her vehement 

rejection of the post-identity position, Amelia Jones argues that it “obscures 50 years of 

intense struggle on the part of civil rights, feminist, and other activists” (xx). Similarly, in 

their description of the colorblind stance, Nilsen and Turner claim that it “distort[s] the 

goals of the Civil Rights Movement by claiming that the Movement’s objective was the 

eradication of racial considerations” (Nilsen and Turner 3). In both cases, this perversion 

of history has led to an inability to see and recognize the information that signals “the 

continuing systematic violence perpetrated against a vast range of subjects across the 

world based on their presumed identities—largely based on visible cues—and the 

stereotypes attached to these” (Jones xx, my italics). The inability to process racial, 

gendered, or other identity-based violence as a systematic problem is where the danger of 

colorblindness and post-identity ideologies lie. “In a ‘colorblind’ world,” Ashley 

“Woody” Doane explains, “race is most often (but not always) defined as a characteristic 

of individuals in a world where racism is no longer a major factor and race plays no 

meaningful role in the distribution of resources” (17). What Doane and Jones are pointing 

to here, is what I identify as a problem of sign-reading perpetuated by an ideologically-

supported mass illiteracy, where racist, sexist, and other forms of identarian violence are 
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recognized, but the system that perpetuates this violence is misrecognized, remaining 

unseen, unread, and ultimately illegible. 

This misrecognition marks a grave danger because it allows the oppressive system 

to continue working. The system, then, must become recognizable and legible as 

perpetuating these unjust conditions, and for this to occur, we need a new mode of sign-

reading that can account for the informatic processes of apparently (and traditionally) 

semiotic structures. This informatic semiology must be able, not only, to render the 

system legible, its information accessible, as such, but also to counter, disrupt, and 

reconfigure this system into something new. Pulling from the work of Chela Sandoval 

and N. Katherine Hayles, in what follows I will demonstrate the ways Howe’s and 

Mullen’s hypermaterial language poetics enact a poetics of the posthuman, through their 

radical linguistic recovery projects and reading practices that disrupt cultural semiotic 

systems, institutions, and narratives, by rendering these semiotic structures as if they 

were informatic. This poetics, then, offers a counter-system of information processing by 

which to disrupt the rhetorical and discursive machines of post-identity and colorblind 

ideologies. Before going into this explanation, however, it is worth taking a closer look at 

how ideological, termed “mythological,” systems are formed and perpetuated within a 

culture. For this, I turn to Roland Barthes. 

In his essay, “Myth Today,” Roland Barthes describes the process by which 

linguistic systems are transformed, via the semiotic, into mythological systems. 

Mythological systems, clarified by Chela Sandoval as ideological systems (93), are 

second-order sign systems that parasitically attach to and take over the first-level sign 
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systems that Barthes identifies as languages (as such). Barthes illustrates this parasitic 

take over through a diagram that shows the way a mythological signifier is made from the 

entirety of the linguistic sign. When a linguistic sign becomes a mythological signifier, its 

original meaning becomes “suppressed” and “impoverished” (227), subject to the myth’s 

takeover, which refills the signifier by pairing it with other signified content and creating 

a new, mythological signification. Barthes explains this takeover through a sustained 

close reading of an image wherein a black French citizen, dressed in military garb, salutes 

the French flag. In the pre-mythical takeover of this image, it means just what I have 

described: a black Frenchman, in military garb, saluting the French flag. Though this 

meaning is fairly simple, Barthes clarifies that it still functions as part of a historical 

system that is based around the solider, his life, his family, his experiences, and so on. 

When this sign is transformed into myth however, its original meaning and personal 

history is taken over by the mythical systems of French imperialism and colonialism. In 

these systems, the image newly signifies the valuable factuality of French imperialism by 

saying, “look at this good Negro who salutes like one of our own boys” (234). As the 

image is taken up by the mythological, or ideological system, then, it is recast into a 

signification that serves to support and naturalize the myth. The only way to get outside 

of this naturalized system is to adopt the stance of the mythologist, the lone hero who can 

read the mythological system while simultaneously recognizing it as a naturalized system 

of myth. Though Barthes theorizes the figure of the mythologist, he theorizes it as a 

singular hero who is alone in his reading of signs. In his aloneness, the systems of 
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mythology prove too powerful, and the mythologist fails in his task exposing and 

denaturalizing oppressive mythological systems. 

In her book The Methodology of the Oppressed, Chela Sandoval recuperates 

Barthes’ lone, failed mythologist by drawing the through-lines connecting his 

mythologists’ methodology to what she calls the “methodology of the oppressed.” 

Sandoval’s methodology is one of differential consciousness that posits a subject position 

capable of “functioning within, yet beyond, the demands of dominant ideology” (44). 

Differential consciousness is achieved through a series of technologies for navigating 

within and beyond dominant ideology that together comprise the methodology of the 

oppressed. Sandoval summarizes these technologies as first, Barthesian semiology; 

second the deconstruction of dominant ideological forms; third appropriating and 

transforming dominant ideological forms (meta-ideologizing); fourth a process that 

locates the first three technologies towards egalitarian social relations; and fifth, a 

differential movement “through which…the others harmoniously maneuver” (82-3). 

Though Sandoval identifies these technologies as the specific processes by which US 

third world feminists negotiate a hostile dominant culture, she also clarifies that they 

align with the technologies by which Barthes’ mythologist could work in and outside of 

dominant mythologies. As she says, “both analyses are concerned with demonstrating 

forms of consciousness in opposition to dominant social hierarchy that can be effective 

under twenty-first-century and Euro-American cultural conditions” (135). She goes on to 

explain that these two figures and their methodologies meet in “a realm between and 

through meaning systems,” a realm that she calls “a decolonizing ‘cyberspace,’ in which 
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alternative realities provide individuals and communities increased and novel means of 

communication, creativity, productivity, mobility, and a different sense of ‘control’” 

(136).  

I would like to suggest that the cyberspace created by Howe’s poetic linguistic 

landscapes and the counter- sur- cyber-realities conjured in Mullen’s language poetics are 

specific realms that align with Sandoval’s “decolonizing cyberspace.” As demonstrated, 

in both of these poetic spaces, the reader is greeted with novel means of linguistic 

communication; these means of communication are so mobile (unfixed) and so strange, 

that the reader must embrace her own readerly control while simultaneously distancing 

herself from a desire or expectation of authorial control. Similarly, both poetics follow a 

method that deconstructs and meta-ideologizes linguistic sign-systems, unbinding them 

from their mythological semiotic meanings, in order to mobilize them towards egalitarian 

models. Their poems, thus, create a reader whose subjectivity (or readerly consciousness) 

both operates in opposition to dominant social hierarchies, and works against twenty-

first-century and Euro-American cultural conditions that silence, erase, or otherwise 

devalue female and black voices. In other words, this is a reader whose consciousness 

works against those cultural conditions that are perpetuated through systems of post-

identity and colorblind mythologies. Notably, these mythologies, as Barthes describes, 

function throughout society by mythologizing the semiotic structures of language and 

embodiment. It is in deconstructing and deforming language-as-semiotics, then, that these 

poems and their readers are able to, not only mobilize language toward egalitarian 

structures, but also deconstruct and reform these very mythological systems. This poetic 
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reformation, as I have suggested and will clarify further in the final section that follows, 

is one that treats the linguistic-semiotic as if it were a linguistic- informatic. That is, it is a 

posthuman poetics that requires a practice of reading linguistic signs that aligns with the 

computational practice of digital information processing.  

 

SEMIOTICS AND/AS INFORMATICS: The Poetics of the Posthuman  

 

Throughout How We Became Posthuman, N. Katherine Hayles describes the various 

ways that cognitive, ideological, and discursive changes brought on by radical shifts in 

information technologies have produced the posthuman subject. In my own description of 

Howe’s and Mullen’s posthuman poetics, I will be drawing from three explicit changes in 

information processing that Hayles describes as specific to the informatic paradigm 

which produces posthuman subjectivity. These include the changes in our ability to 

recognize and understand information in relation to its bodily medium, a change 

described above as a core practice of post-identity and colorblind ideologies; the change 

in conceptualizing information through a dialectic of presence and absence to a dialectic 

of pattern and randomness; and the change in our relationship with information from one 

of ownership to one of access. Though I have separated these three here, they are in fact 

all intertwined with one another in the informatic paradigm of posthuman subjectivity 

and cognition. Similarly, they are all intertwined in the stylistics of Howe’s and Mullen’s 

hypermaterial language poetics, marking the precise methodologies by which Howe and 
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Mullen both render the semiotic (language) as if it were informatic, and by which their 

reader re-learns how to process information by “reading” linguistic signs.   

In Howe’s and Mullen’s poetics, language is mobilized as an informational 

substrate, a medium that both is and holds the information that it conveys. Though we 

often do not think of language as separate from the message it contains, in Howe’s radical 

linguistic rupture and Mullen’s dynamic production of sound, we are forced to recognize 

and attend to the material, signifying body of language. This marks a critical shift in 

practices of reading – in other words, practices of linguistic information processing. As 

Hayles notes “even though information provides the basis for much of contemporary US 

society, it has been constructed never to be present in itself” (25). In hypermaterializing 

language to make it “present in itself,” Howe and Mullen work against the cultural 

construction of reading that desires words printed on a page to be visible, materially 

present, only so that they can fade away and become invisible, dematerialized to cede the 

informational focus to the real-world objects these words signify. Though Hayles does 

not couch the cultural construction of information in these terms, this description of the 

role that printed linguistic signs play in reading can be understood as an ideology or 

mythology for how information works, generally. As such, the very move to focus on the 

material presence of the information, on what Hayles calls “its body,” is a move to 

counter dominant cultural mythologies. Indeed, one of the key methods of exposing and 

recognizing myth as such is to focus on its material signifiers rather than on the contents 

signified; similarly one of the key methods by which to work against the specific myth of 

colorblindness it to refuse blindness to embodied information and the structures that 
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oppress it. Howe and Mullen both employ textual strategies that require us to focus on 

language at the level of its material signifier, a move that, given post-identity and 

colorblind ideologies’ dematerialization of cultural semiotic structures as such, already 

produces a reader who is reading through a differential consciousness, reading like a third 

world feminist mythologist. Finally, in its focus on the hypermateriality of the linguistic 

sign, this mode of reading is ultimately one that treats the linguistic as information itself, 

reading, in other words, the semiotic through and as the informatic.  

Notably, as Howe’s and Mullen’s poetry demonstrates, processing linguistic 

information in this way means recognizing patterns of sonic and visual materia lity, a 

recognition that signals the second characteristic of informatic reading. In the post-

human, informatic world, Hayles explains that information is “a pattern rather than a 

presence, defined by the probability distribution of the coding elements composing the 

message” (25). Complimenting and supplementing pattern is its dialectic opposite: 

randomness. Within informational systems “each helps define the other; each contributes 

to the flow of information through the system,” since, in some instances “an infusion of 

noise [randomness] into a system can cause it to reorganize at a higher level of 

complexity” (25). Though Hayles is specifically talking about computational systems, 

wherein “noise” signals a metaphor for randomness or non-information, if in Howe’s and 

Mullen’s poetics, language works as information, then noise as non-information fulfills a 

similar ordering function within the poetic system. Indeed, it is the dynamic emergence 

of noise that both disrupts yet ultimately reorders the visual written information to reveal 

its pattern, in Mullen’s “Kirstenography,” “Denigration,” and “Coo/Slur.” As 
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“Denigration” makes the most clear, it is this revealed pattern of sound – the repetition of 

<nig> and <neg> in otherwise unremarkable words and phrase – that mobilizes her 

critique and rejection of contemporary racial mythologies. Similarly, it is the apparent 

randomness (what I have been calling “chaos”) of Howe’s scattered texts and broken 

words populating Singularities that both allows the archival systems of American textual 

history to reorder into a more inclusive and undeniably complex system, and that reveals 

the pattern of marginalization, erasure, and neglect. Thus, as in Mullen’s poetics, it is 

Howe’s infusion of apparent randomness into the textual system of literary and historical 

production that both exposes the patterns of myth within the system, and works toward a 

reformation of this system. Notably, in both poetic cases, textual randomness and 

linguistic noise ultimately serve to re-form the system, yet never close it; the system, 

which in turn perpetuates alternative reading or navigational practices, remains ever open 

to new infusions of interpretative noise and readerly re-ordering, an openness that will, in 

turn, reveal more patterns of information amongst the textual signs. 

Finally, Hayles notes that as the economy of information transitions from a 

dialectic of presence/absence to one of pattern/randomness, there is an underlying shift 

from an emphasis on possession or ownership, to one of emphasis on access. She 

explains that, “[p]resence precedes and makes possible the ideas of possession, for one 

can possess something only if it already exists. By contrast, access implies pattern 

recognition” (39). In Howe’s and Mullen’s poetic systems, the complexity is such that the 

poems remain impossible to possess in their entirety. Instead, the reader is limited only to 

accessing various informational patterns within the poem – its politics, its stylistics, its 
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narrative, its argument – in momentary bits. Further, even in piecing these bits together, 

the concept of possessing a poem, of literally “getting it” (as anything other than a paper 

and ink object), is entirely absurd, a concept doubly rejected in the openness of the poetic 

systems that Howe and Mullen have created. Howe’s “Taking the Forest” enacts this shift 

from possession to access; in this poem, “taking the forest” means accessing, engaging 

with, and recognizing patterns within “the forest,” a shift that works against the Western 

idea that a forest could be owned, a landscape tamed or controlled. A similar absurdity 

lies in the notion of possessing language, which, as informational pattern of signs, is 

instead accessed at various points by various peoples. Despite this absurdity, it is 

precisely through a misrecognition of language as a semiotic system to be possessed, 

rather than an informatic system to be accessed, that mythology and ideology gain their 

power over language.26 In this aspect of the posthuman poetics, then, it is the informatic 

logic to approach language as an informational structure to be accessed rather than 

possessed – the logic itself being something that emerges from the hypermaterial 

language poetry – that works against and deconstructs the ideological mythic systems of 

post-identity politics and colorblindness.   

As poetics of the posthuman, Howe’s and Mullen’s hypermaterial language art 

counters, deconstructs, and reforms colorblind and post-identity ideologies by treating 

language, not as a semiotic system to be virtualized, but as an informatic system that has 

a material body. As information, language becomes a pattern to be accessed and 

                                                 
26 Though I will return to this process in greater detail in chapter 5, the possessive takeover of language by 

myth is one of Barthes’ most insistent explanations for how mythology both works within a culture and 

emerges from that culture. Indeed, this is precisely the “parasitic” characteristic of myth that I described 

above. 
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interpreted rather than a thing to be possessed and consumed. In shifting their treatment 

of language, Howe and Mullen recover lost or erased voices while producing a reader 

who must practice and produce alternative methods of informational sign-reading in 

order to navigate her way through the poems. These methods align with what Sandoval 

terms the methodology of the oppressed, and so move the reader into a position to 

counter and work against dominant ideologies of twenty-first century culture. In this way, 

the poetics of the posthuman provide the possibilities for recuperative methods of reading 

informatic signs that deconstruct the power of post-identity and colorblind ideologies, 

and reform the (racist, sexist, homophobic) systems that support and are supported by 

such ideologies. In the next chapter, I continue this investigation of hypermaterial 

language art that mobilizes the semiotic as if it were the informatic. This time, however, I 

focus in on the semiotic/informatic system to investigate the ways hypermaterial 

language art mobilizes its most basic, structural unit – the individual, informatic signifier.    
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CHAPTER 3 

 

Hypermaterializing Signs of Systemic Disruption: Lorna Simpson’s Photography, Glenn 

Ligon’s Paintings, and the Floating, Flickering Signifiers of Race 

 

If chapter two re-cast Susan Howe’s and Harryette Mullen’s feminist, anti-racist 

language-oriented poetry as works of hypermaterial language art to mine and investigate 

the poetics and politics of processing semiotic structures as if they were informatic, then 

this chapter expands on that investigation to explore the functional operations and formal 

states of signifiers when (re)cast as information to be digitally processed. In this 

expansive exploration of signifiers, this chapter continues to develop chapter two’s 

interventions into ideological systems of colorblind racism that, as I have argued, develop 

through a digital, informatic model of information processing that resists embodied 

materiality in favor of disembodied virtuality. As a similarly naturalized system of 

information processing, this is a model shared by language as it conveys information 

through reading, speaking, writing, and listening, and it is precisely this shared processual 

model that hypermaterial language art makes accessible.  

Where in language or computational code, this naturalized resistance to 

materiality occurs, respectively, as words (as such) seem to disappear from the material 

reality of the page to be replaced by the virtual “reality” of the content they signify, and 

code (as such) similarly seems to disappear within the computer to be present only as the 

virtual images or texts it conjures on the interfacial screen, in colorblind racism this 
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resistance occurs as largely visual information signaling race is rendered immaterial, 

virtualized through the ideological force of insistent colorblindness. That is, the signs of 

both race and structural racism, are disrupted, as their signifiers are mobilized in service 

of ideological desire. They thus fail to signify the material realities that Franz Fanon has 

called “the lived experience of the black man” (Fanon 89). This chapter, then, focuses on 

the signifier, particularly as it functions in digital (informatic) and non-digital (semiotic) 

environments. Even more specifically, because colorblind racism works through failed or 

ambiguous signification – signification, in other words, that has been described as 

“floating” or “empty” – this chapter focuses on works of hypermaterial language art that 

mobilize the floating signifier and its informatic double, the flickering signifier, toward 

their anti-racist politics and poetics. As will become evident, this disruptive tactic recalls 

the functionality of noise, randomness, and chaos in Susan Howe’s poetics. 

The chapter begins with a detailed investigation into the floating signifier, a term 

that refers to the signifier that is unbound from a consistent signified object, and, in its 

unboundedness, can mean anything in any moment. This mode of signification has 

historically been the basis by which cultural mythologies and ideologies maintain 

oppressive power structures without question, even in the face of apparent contradictions. 

In the post-Civil Rights United States, for example, a floating signifier like “equality” can 

be evoked as much to signal the necessity of colorblindness as to signal proof that we 

already are colorblind; in this duality, the term can hide or dematerialize racist systems 
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that perpetuate structures of inequality.27 It is tempting to imagine, then, that given the 

ways floating signifiers can uphold, naturalize, and hide systems of oppression, if human 

linguistic systems functioned more like digital, informatic systems, where each signifier 

(or more accurately, the informatic equivalent of a signifier) is tightly bound to its 

signified within a system that can tolerate very little ambiguity, these oppressive 

structures would fall and lead to new, liberatory structures. However, as N. Katherine 

Hayles describes, because digital systems – like human linguistic and cultural systems – 

are materially embodied, there is always the possibility for ambiguity (such as that 

encompassed within floating signifiers) to enter; indeed, it is often precisely this 

ambiguity, or “noise,” that allows the system to reorganize at a higher level of 

complexity, as described in the previous chapter. Like the cultural linguistic system, then, 

though noise, randomness, and ambiguity are utterly intolerable within the system, they 

are also necessary requirements for systemic evolution. Thus, the ambiguous floating 

signifier is a kind of paradoxical structure: on the one hand, it is a primary mode by 

which oppression is maintained within a cultural, ideological system; on the other hand, it 

is a technical necessity to disrupt, reorganize, or re-form an informatic system. To the 

extent that informatic and cultural systems can be read through each other — treated, that 

is, as critical analogues of each other (as I have been doing throughout) — this latter 

point suggests the potential for floating signifiers to be similarly mobilized toward the 

reformation of a cultural system; that is, they may be mobilized to function in a way that 

is directly counter to their historical, material functionality.  

                                                 
27 This specific floating signifier, and its effects within American cultural ideology, is something that I will 

return to in Chapter five’s discussion of Erik Loyer’s The Knotted Line.  
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To explore this potential, I turn to a series of photo-texts produced by this 

chapter’s first hypermaterial language artist: Lorna Simpson. Through images of black 

women’s bodies that are often paired with textual captions, Simpson’s photo-texts are 

known for their anti-racist, feminist politics that mine the relationship between text and 

image to disrupt ideological semiotic systems that simultaneously attribute meaning to, 

and in this attribution, naturalize the meaning of, black female embodiment. The 

relationship between text and image in Simpson’s work is an interesting one to consider 

here, as it often evokes a meaningful tension between the text and the image it never 

quite matches. The system of references a viewer might expect between a photograph and 

its textual caption, in other words, is entirely disrupted in Simpson’s work, which instead, 

creates a visual environment populated by floating, ambiguous, signifiers. As if 

literalized through textual captions (themselves linguistic signifiers) that seem to float in 

space within the image, the floating signifier in Simpson’s work is mobilized in direct 

opposition to its historical precedent: in her work, the floating signifier functions not to 

naturalize, but to reform, cultural systems of oppression. Through photographic 

hypermaterial language art that recalls Chela Sandoval’s methodology of the oppressed 

discussed in the previous chapter, Simpson provides a poetic zone from which to revise 

the floating signifier from a sign of oppression into a sign of liberation, an insertion of 

ambiguity and noise into a cultural, ideological system that forces its reformation.   

Though the floating signifier may effect change within a computational system, 

forcing it to reorganize and reform at a higher level of complexity, the potency by which 

noise may promote systemic change is limited. At a certain point, the system will 
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reorganize so that the noise is no longer ambiguity, but simply information; that is, the 

floating signifier no longer floats, but has become bound to some signified (or a system 

of signifieds). More specifically, within this stable, reorganized system, the floating 

signifier becomes the “flickering signifier,” N. Katherine Hayles’ proposed term for 

describing the materiality of the signifier within a digital, informatic system. Thus, 

complementing the political revision of the floating signifier that emerges in Simpson’s 

work, the second part of this chapter confronts the limits of this potential, to engage the 

flickering signifier. As Hayles describes throughout her critical oeuvre, within an 

electronic system, the signifier can no longer be understood as a single, durably inscribed 

mark; instead, it “exists as a flexible chain of markers bound together by arbitrary 

relations specified by relevant codes” (Posthuman 31). It is through this flexible chain 

that information travels through the system, where “a signifier on one level becomes a 

signified on the next-higher level” (31). As such, what appears as text on a computer 

screen is really “text-as-flickering- image” (26), the final output result of the chain of 

signals processed from the user’s external input. Once again, if a cultural, ideological 

system can operate as a critical analogue to a digital, informatic system, then the 

flickering signifier offers a liberatory mode of signification within the system where the 

floating signifier, as such, has stabilized. That is, the flickering signifier provides a 

liberatory mode of signification within a system where the floating signifier’s potency for 

change has been entirely absorbed, structurally diluted, systemically stabilized. 

To explore this potential of the flickering signifier, I turn to a series of 

hypermaterial language artworks by Glenn Ligon. Specifically focusing on the system of 
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related works made up of his 1988 painting Untitled (I Am a Man), the 1968 photograph 

by Ernest Withers on which this painting is based, and Ligon’s revision of the 1988 

painting in his 2000 print diptych, Condition Report, the latter half of this chapter 

imagines the phrase, “I Am a Man,” repeated and revised through each of these 

informational media environments, as constituting a non-digital “flickering signifier.” In 

other words, “I Am a Man” becomes a linguistic semiotic structure that, as in Howe’s and 

Mullen’s poetics, functions as if informatic. Indeed, like the digital flickering signifier, in 

Ligon’s work these texts operate, not as texts entire to themselves, but as texts-as-image, 

flickering through different levels of media and mediation. As in Simpson’s work, each 

iteration of “I Am a Man” signifies an anti-racist, anti-phobic politics. If, as I argue 

throughout, the colorblind ideological system (specifically) functions analogously to the 

digital informatic system, then the anti-racist flickering signifier of Ligon’s work is one 

that may signify even within such a system. Though it may not mobilize entire systemic 

reformation, it can reform the way race, and by extension, racism, signifies in the face of 

systemic colorblindness, thus potentially diminishing the structural efficacy of the 

colorblind system, itself. To begin, I turn to a discussion of the floating signifier, with 

particular focus on the ways this type of signification has historically operated as a 

method by which to naturalize ideological structures of oppression. 
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LINGUISTIC STRUCTURAL OPPRESSION: Floating Signifiers, Phonocentrism, and 

Western Ideologies 

 

The floating signifier is a phenomenon that describes ambiguity within a semiotic system. 

Specifically, the term refers to a signifier that is unbound from a fixed signified, and so 

seems to “float” along the semiotic chain of meaning described by Saussure. As it floats 

along this semiotic chain, the signifier effectively creates meaning within a semiotic 

structure, not by emitting or signifying it, but by absorbing it (Buchanan). Because the 

floating signifier is able to absorb meaning through its lack of a consistent structural 

boundary, the floating signifier can mean anything at any time. As such, it has 

historically been a tool through which cultural ideology functions to oppress certain 

populations. Though I will return to specific features and effects of the floating signifier 

in what follows, here it is worth recalling two primary elements of Saussure's semiotic 

theory of language that make the phenomenon possible: first the emergence of semiotic 

meaning, not in the specific presence of the sign as such, but in the recognition of the 

sign as differential from other signs; and second, the arbitrariness of the sign. To the first 

point, Saussure argues that semiotic meaning in language is bound to the differentiation 

between what he calls the syntagmatic and  paradigmatic vectors of language. The 

syntagmatic vector describes the linguistic signifier in its material presence as a spoken 

(or written) utterance, while the paradigmatic vector describes language as a virtual 

construction of possibility that could have been the syntagm, but ultimately does not get 

materialized in the utterance. Essentially, utterances are made meaningful always only as 
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they are recognized in relation to the paradigm; that is, meaning emerges from the play of 

difference between signs, a point that will be particularly important to Derridean 

grammatological theory and the development of the trace – the gap in linguistic meaning 

that is precisely located at the space where this “play of difference” occurs.  

To the second point, Saussurean arbitrariness is the principle that claims the 

relationship between the signifier and the signified is unnatural, un-inherent. As such, it is 

culturally determined, and meaningful signs function only because we "agree" that a 

certain signifier links to a certain signified, together forming a sign. Because the principle 

of arbitrariness reveals the convention on which semiotic meaning is based, implicit in 

this principle is the potential for the sign to be disrupted, for the signifier to be unbound 

from its signified as convention is rejected. Though arbitrariness is an important element 

to both Saussurean linguistics and its legacies, N. Katherine Hayles challenges this 

assertion in her discussion of the similarities and differences between computational 

codes and human language, a critical discussion that I will develop further later in this 

chapter. As Hayles points out, there are limits to the principles of arbitrariness that are 

based on material constraints of speech. As she asks, "Why…are there no words in 

English (and so far as I know, in any other language) that have one hundred or more 

syllables? Obviously we have no such words because they would take too long to 

pronounce" (My Mother 43). Notably, this limit is not considered in Saussure's theory, 

which explicitly discredits linguistic materiality — particularly of the voice — in favor of 

the idealized “sound image” of the word (44). Though, on the one hand, Saussure’s 

idealization allows him to develop and describe a theory of semiotic language that can 
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transcend the material specificities and particularities of pronunciation difference, what 

Hayles calls the “noise of the world” (44), on the other hand, this erasure of materiality in 

favor of linguistic virtuality ultimately reveals his reliance of Western modes of privilege 

and hierarchization. That is, this erasure points to the space within his semiotic theory of 

language where cultural ideologies intrude. 

That this erasure of materiality would point to the space where the structures of 

language reflect and contain hierarchical, and therefore, oppressive structures of cultural 

ideology is a claim that Jacques Derrida relies on in his development of grammatological 

writing. Notably, however, his claim toward the problematics of material hierarchization 

is not based in Saussure’s erasure of oral specificity that Hayles points to, but is instead 

based in the material privileging of Western ideology that highlight speech, as such, over 

writing in philosophies of language. Famously likening what he calls Western 

phonocentrism to regimes of Western ethnocentrism, Derrida deconstructs Levi-Strauss’ 

and Rousseau’s linguistic anthropology to demonstrate that the violence they ascribe the 

written word due to its materiality as visually differentiable marks upon a surface is 

actually an inherent feature of language as it is theorized by Saussure. That is, this 

violence is not specific to writing. Language, Derrida recalls, is always already based in 

differentiation, categorization, and hierarchization. As the syntagmatic and paradigmatic 

vectors demonstrate, we understand the spoken word, not by its purity of signifying 

sound that recalls the signified object, but by its aural differentiation from other 

signifying sounds. (That is, we do not recognize the word as such, but instead recognize 

the sounds as not those, which would have produced another word). This sonic 
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recognition of the syntagm through the negative difference of the paradigm is a feature of 

both spoken and written language; thus, for Derrida, the belief that spoken language 

somehow transcends its material differentiation while written language is trapped within 

it, is simply a privileging of Western modes of thought: phonocentrism and/as ethno- and 

logo-centrism. Derrida argues that this oppressive tradition of linguistic privileging is 

analogous to the oppressive traditions of cultural privileging. To privilege the spoken 

word over the written word is to privilege white over black, male over female, straight 

over queer. These hierarchical systems of cultural semiotics of embodiment are precisely 

what will be disrupted in Simpson's and Ligon's artworks as, challenging the 

reader/viewer's culturally determined expectations of text and image as semiotic systems 

of meaning, they simultaneously challenge the ideologically inflected “meaning” of raced 

and gendered bodies.  

That linguistic structures may be inherently oppressive is not something that 

Derrida is alone in recognizing. Monique Wittig, for example, uses the syntactical 

structures of French to describe the structural sexism contained within, and therefore 

naturalized through, that language. Focusing on the syntax by which French articulates 

something universal versus something particular – noting, as well, that the particular is 

already a concept related to differentiation and "othering" – Witting argues that the 

oppression of women (which she likens to racial oppression through slavery and its 

legacies), will not end until the particular case of the feminine can become a universal 
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case.28 In French, Wittig explains, the masculine ils is always used to indicate a universal 

group, while the feminine elles is used only to indicate a particular group of feminine 

items. Both the form and politics of Wittig's argument, which essentially calls for no less 

than the complete overhaul of the syntactical and grammatical structure of (French) 

language in order to effect change in oppressive ideological systems, align her work with 

that of both Glenn Ligon and Lorna Simpson (and, indeed, most of the hypermaterial 

language artists featured in this project). Though neither of these artists will completely 

overhaul the structures of English language and syntax, they both mobilize the structural 

assumptions contained within the linguistic semiotic system in order to disrupt the 

naturalization of these structures. For Ligon, this disruption is discursive, as his use of 

text as image forces a recalibration of the discursive systems through which we approach 

painting and writing, image and text. As I will show, by disrupting these discourses of 

text and image, he simultaneously disrupts the similarly constructed, precarious discourse 

of race; his paintings, in other words, overhaul the rules governing the ways we 

apprehend and "read" both the written and the racial sign when they are rendered visual. 

Simpson's photo-texts will force a similar disruption in the signs of language as race. 

Like Ligon, her systemic disruption comes, in part, from the use of text within, and 

therefore as, image. Unlike Ligon, whose visual text comes from the revision of a protest 

sign, Simpson's text is designed around one particular kind of linguistic oppression – that 

mobilized through the ambiguity of the floating signifier. As I will show, she uses this 

                                                 
28 Wittig’s insight here reflects a particular challenge to dismantling systemic colorblindness and racisms. 

As the current #BlackLivesMatter movement and its colorblind counterpart, #AllLivesMatter, demonstrate, 

the assumed progressivism of making the particular (black) the universal (all) is exactly what, first, 

strengthens the ideology of colorblindness and, second, articulates the challenge of access ing 

colorblindness as racism.  
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semiotic ambiguity in such a way that it over-runs the semiotic system, forcing it to 

reform, lest it collapse upon itself in meaningless instability.  

As Wittig and Derrida make clear, the systemic oppression through semiotics is 

very much based in the ideological conditions through which language(s) and signs 

function. Similarly for the floating signifier, it is its operative functionality within an 

ideological environment that renders its ambiguity problematic. That is, as an utterly 

ambiguous sign with no consistent, fixed meaning, the floating signifier may mean 

anything, or be made to mean anything. Highlighting this latter point, Ernesto LaClau 

identifies floating signifiers as integral to hegemonic domination precisely because they 

are “signifiers that are open to continual contestation and articulation to radically 

different political projects” (qtd. in Worsham and Olson 1-2). A term like “democracy” is 

a prime example of LaClau’s floating signifier, as, in the first place, it is a signifier whose 

“meaning [is] essentially ambiguous as a consequence of its history and widespread 

circulation” (2). In the second place, this ambiguity allows such a signifier to be taken 

over and used towards various political projects, even those that are opposed to one 

another.29 Though the floating signifier may seem to be, effectively, an “empty signifier” 

— it is, after all, empty of fixed meaning, which is what allows it to float — LaClau 

articulates a primary difference. Where the floating signifier is ambiguous such that 

“either an overdetermination or underdetermination of signifieds presents it from being 

fully fixed” (36), the empty signifier actually “emerge[s] if there is a structural 

                                                 
29 As with “equality” (note 27), democracy and other floating signifiers that strengthen American cultural 

ideology’s claim to support “freedom, equality, and justice for all,” will be given more direct attention in 

chapter five, through that chapter’s discussion of Erik Loyer’s The Knotted Line. 
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impossibility in signification as such, and only if this impossibility can signify itself as an 

interruption (subversion, distortion, etcetera) of the structure of the sign” (37). That is, 

where the floating signifier expresses the ambiguity inherent in semiotic systems due to 

the arbitrariness of the sign and its reliance on differentiation, the empty signifier betrays 

the limits of the semiotic system itself, exposing and eliciting its potential collapse. I 

make this point here because it is precisely this effect that Simpson’s photo-texts will 

produce through the proliferation of ambiguity — the noise of floating signifiers. That is, 

hers are floating signifiers mobilized not toward hegemonic dominance, but towards 

systemic reform; these are floating signifiers inserted into a semiotic system of meaning 

so that they are exposed as empty, and therefore become subversive.  

 Before moving on to Simpson’s photo-texts, it worth spending some time 

describing one particular floating signifier that her work both mobilizes and critiques. 

This is the floating signifier of race. Though I have been describing floating signifiers 

primarily in terms of language, they can, of course, emerge from any semiotic system that 

makes meaning within a culture. To this end, Stuart Hall has convincingly argued that 

race functions as a floating signifier that can (and does) refer to anything depending the 

historical or cultural contexts in which it operates. As he says, “there is nothing solid or 

permanent to the meaning of race. It changes all the time. It shifts and slide” (Race The 

Floating Signifier 2). Fred Moten, though he does not use these terms, demonstrates this 

effect of race — or more specifically, blackness as a signifier within the semiotic 

structure race — in his 2008 article, “A Case of Blackness.” As he argues, blackness has 

been criminalized and pathologized to become a cultural malady, or “case of blackness,” 
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through the signifier’s association with “a certain sense of decay, even when that decay is 

invoked in the name of a certain (fetishization of) vitality” (177). In other words, Moten 

demonstrates that race (configured here through the signifier of “blackness”), is able to 

simultaneously point to two signifieds that are in opposition to each other — vitality and 

decay. In addition to providing an example of Hall’s claim, Moten’s formulation also 

reminds us that race is a semiotic structure that specifically relies on vision to identify the 

signifier “blackness,” and its attendant signified “meaning.” Indeed, though race may be 

a floating signifier that is unbound from a stable definition and always subject to 

historical, cultural, and ideological tides, the ocular-centricity of Western culture and its 

attendant privileging of vision as an epistemological modality for discovering “truth,” has 

mobilized vision and its technologies as a primary mode by which racial difference can 

be known, understood, defined, and “proven.”30 As such, it is unsurprising that 

ideologically enforced colorblindness that denies visual access to racial difference would 

be able to so effectively “prove” a post-racial cultural world; if racial difference relies on 

vision as a source of truth, then the lack of racial difference would similarly rely on a lack 

of vision as its own source of truth.  

As a technology of vision that, itself, relies on automated, mechanical object-

ivity, photography has long been tied to the institution of race and racial difference. In the 

19th century for instance, photography was mobilized, through the supposed indexically 

produced “truth-value” of the photograph, in pseudo-scientific studies to objectively and 

                                                 
30 Notably, this is at odds with Derrida’s critique of phonocentrism, in systems linguistic philosophy, an 

opposition that, as such, highlights the constructedness and ideological influence of Western modes of 

making meaning and discovering truth.   
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visually ‘prove’ the subhuman otherness of raced peoples. In an essay accompanying 

Coco Fusco’s and Brian Wallis’s Only Skin Deep, a collection of over three hundred 

photographs that explicitly question racial ideologies, Jennifer González asserts that “a 

conceptual parallel exists between the ‘truth effects of photography and what might be 

called the ‘truth effects’ of race. Both kinds of ‘truth effects naturalize ideological 

systems by making them visible and, apparently, self-evident” (380).  Given the ties 

between photography and the scientificity of race, González argues that the very notion 

of a body possessing and revealing a color, of genotypes legible through phenotypes, has 

grown out of the photograph’s long-attributed truth-value. In other words, the assumption 

that a body can be reduced to genetically legible codes is directly tied to the indexical 

“truth-value” of the photograph, an oddly appropriate connection given that, today, 

photographs are largely produced through processes of digitally coding, rather than 

material indexicality. As Evelynn M. Hammonds has pointed out, computer codes are 

now being used to simulate the morphological future of race,31 and so effectively 

continue to carry out “the drama of miscegenation in cyberspace,” where “bits and bytes 

replace the flesh and blood that provoked the guilt, hatred and violence of our country’s 

racial [past]” (120). In other words, the anxieties of racial integration are just as strong 

now as they have ever been, regardless of our universal reducibility to code, and the 

photograph’s loss of material indexicality. Indeed, though the lack of vision may be 

                                                 
31 Here, Hammonds is specifically referencing the cover of Time magazine’s Nov. 18, 1993 issue, which 

featured a computer-generated image of a woman “from a mix of several races” to provide a visual source 

for “the new face of America,” as one that is pos t-racial due to the influx of immigrants. Nancy Burson’s 

2000 Human Race Machine similarly uses computer-based racial coding as a demonstration of the 

constructedness of race. In both instances, there is a practical reliance on race’s reducibility to code that, 

though computational, cannot be separated from its pseudo-scientific historical reducibility to biological 

code.   
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sufficient to ideologically enforce a belief in post-raciality,32 a lack of material 

indexicality in the photograph is not sufficient to disrupt the ideologically enforced belief 

in photography as a technology that produces objective truth, or proof of racial (and other 

signs of) difference. As such, it is appropriate that both Simpson’s and Ligon’s artistic 

disruptions of racial semiotics stem from a (literal) re-vision of photography as a 

discourse. It is to Simpson’s work in this arena, then, that I now turn.  

 

INDEFINITE FIGURES: Ambiguity and Meaningful Multiplicity in Lorna Simpson’s 

Photo-Texts  

 

Among the many artists who mobilize photography as a tool by which to draw attention 

to, and thereby disrupt the naturalized ideological processes informing race and racism is 

Lorna Simpson, a photographer who combines her documentary-style photographs with 

poetic texts in order to forcefully disrupt the naturalized semiotic structures that would 

render these photographs culturally legible and meaningful. Through the integration of 

photograph and text, her photo-texts embrace the assumed truth-value of the photograph 

alongside the ambiguity of the floating signifier to question and critique methodologies 

by which meaning is both made and accepted through visual and textual sign systems. 

Coming onto the professional arts scene in the mid-1980s, having completed her visual 

arts MFA in 1985, her work from this period through the early-1990s is characterized by 

                                                 
32 This is particularly interesting and note-worthy, given the effectiveness by which protests like 

#BlackLivesMatter have sought to make re-visible the reality of race-as-blackness in the US today, despite 

claims to post-raciality. 
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juxtapositions between portrait-style photographs and poetic texts that relate to one 

another, yet never quite align with or refer to each other. Through these not-quite-

referring, ambiguously floating images and texts, Simpson creates what Beryl J. Wright 

describes as “an imaginative, poetic system of visual signs” that “demands reflection 

upon how meaning is constructed” (19). Through this poetic system of image and text, 

Simpson asks her viewer/reader to come face to face with the power dynamics through 

which certain structures of meaning — particularly those of race, gender, and language 

— become not only constructed, but naturalized within a culture.  

Visually, her photography recalls documentary styles that rely on the indexicality 

and objectivity of the photograph to reveal “truths” about the world. These are not unlike 

those 19th century styles of photography, described above, that sought to use the 

photograph to objectively prove racist ideology. As these images question visual systems 

of meaning-making, they become critiques of the very institution of documentary 

photography. In Okwui Enwezor’s words, this critique reveals the camera “as a machine 

that spew[s] out all manner of conventions and clichés, stereotypes that [have] to be 

overcome if the camera [is] truly to become ‘a wholly philosophical product’ in the 

deconstructive mode” (109). In this way, the images force the viewer to confront 

photographic styles — and by extension the “truths” photography can reveal — as 

constructed systems of meaning that, rather than being natural, are culturally and 

ideologically naturalized. Through the texts that she places alongside the image, she 

draws attention to an authoritative voice, an editorial figure who can intervene in, and 

thereby direct the meaning of, the photograph. Like the explicit disruption of language in 
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Howe’s and Mullen’s poetics, Simpson’s photo-texts disrupt assumed structures of 

semiotic meaning-making through the juxtaposition of natural(ized) image with text. 

Notably, this text is not only “unnatural” to the image (in the sense that text would never 

just appear in a photographic documentation of nature), but is also specifically designed 

to highlight “language’s slipperiness” (Fusco 28). These are photo-texts, then, that 

simultaneously invite and deny the recognition of their “natural” meaning; they do not 

just “record reality,” but “investigate it,” “unravel it,” “interrogate it, and if possible…re-

envision” it, thereby aiming to “reinvent truth” (Enwezor 109), or at least the systems 

through which truth is determined. 

It is precisely the potential for Simpson’s photo-texts to create a poetic system of 

unstable, oscillating meaning that may reinvent so-called structures of “truth” that 

interests me here. In what follows, I turn to a selection of her photo-texts from the late 

1980s to early 1990s, investigating Untitled (2 Necklines), Necklines, Figure, 20 

Questions (A Sampler), Proofreading, and Easy For Who To Say, for the ways they 

create alternative systems of truth and meaning through re-vised signs of race, gender, 

and language. I focus in particular on the ways these photo-texts juxtapose images with 

texts so that they never quite refer directly or consistently to one another. In this 

apparently “broken” system of referentiality, these photo-texts embrace the ambiguity of 

the floating signifier as a semiotic tool towards empowerment rather than subjugation. In 

what Elvan Zabunyan calls “this very particular, ongoing back-and-forth” (35) between 

the text and image — the signifier and the (would be-)signified — these photo-texts 

create a sphere of empowering ambiguity for Simpson’s primary subject, the black 
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woman. As signs and references multiply, oscillating through polysemous meaning 

within the photo-text, they performatively re-vise this figure’s “signifying property plus” 

(Spillers 65, original italics), Hortense Spillers’ term for the cultural and historical 

overdetermination of meaning inscribed upon and incorporated within the figure of the 

black woman.33 In Simpson’s work, this overdetermination of signification functions to 

produce a system of meaning, a dynamics of power, where this property is no longer one 

of enforced subjugation. This revised, reorganized system of meaning is essentially one 

that emerges through the insertion of ambiguity through the floating signifier into an 

otherwise closed system of naturalized meaning. In the proliferation of ambiguity in the 

photo-texts, systems of meaning overload and are forced, as in the informatics system, to 

either reorganize and reform, or to collapse and break entirely.34 In this forced 

reorganization, the ambiguous noise of Simpson’s floating signifiers acts as LaClau’s 

“empty signifiers,” moving the system towards its limits and towards collapse. Following 

my treatment of these photo-texts to demonstrate this functionality, then, I turn to a 

discussion of this semiotic intervention as a potential zone for effecting change in a 

colorblind ideological system which, as described in the previous chapter, functions 

through processes of dematerialization and virtualization, much like a digital, informatic 

system. The first of Simpson’s photo-texts that I address is her 1989, Untitled (Two 

Necklines), a photo-text that acts as a kind of primer for understanding Simpson’s formal, 

political, and semiotic interventions. 

                                                 
33 Though I reference Spillers’ work briefly here because of its direct relation to Simpson’s photo-texts, I 

will return to Spillers’ argument in more detail in  my discussion of Ligon’s work in the second half of the 

chapter. 
34 This description of systemic collapse and reorganization due to noise comes from the first chapter of 

Hayles’ How We Became Posthuman. 
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Untitled (Two Necklines) (1989) features two images of the same black woman, 

each framed in a circle. The top half of each image contains parts of the woman’s body: 

her lips, her chin, her neck, and her clavicle. Just below her clavicle is the arc of her 

white shirt’s neckline, resting on her (entirely un-eroticized) chest, delineating the place 

where skin and fabric meet with a pattern of softly arced waves. The shirt’s neckline is a 

simple scoop neck, its angle mirroring that of the circular frame. The mirrored angles 

between the shirt and the frame produce the effect that the woman is now, not just framed 

by a circle, but encircled within a hoop. Through the framing and the black and white 

contrast of skin and fabric, the viewer’s eye is drawn directly to the model’s own 

neck(line), and it is as if this encircling hoop takes on an additional dimension, tilting 

back so as to sit around this woman’s neck. Between the twin images is a series of words, 

each rendered as white text on a black, rectangular background. Each rectangle contains a 

single word, and they are stacked, one on top of the other, in a vertical line that divides 

the two portraits. From top to bottom, the texts read: “ring,” “surround,” “lasso,” 

“noose,” “eye,” “areola,” “halo,” “cuffs,” “collar,” loop.” Noticeably, all of these words 

refer to something round, something circular. It is almost if they refer to the images they 

sit between and in this reference, create a conceptual frame through text. Yet, in the 

woman’s portrait, neither her eyes, nor her areolas – the only body parts in the list – are 

visible, a referential limitation that weakens this direct image-to-text semiotic system. 

Though for some of the real world referents — like areola, eye, or halo — their 

roundness is simply a quality of physical materiality, most of these are items that go 

around, that are not just circular but that encircle — ring, lasso, noose, cuffs, collar, loop. 
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Indeed, the activity implied by these terms is made explicit with the list’s only verb, 

“surround.”  

Below the final word in this list, “loop,” – itself an important word in the system, 

as it can float between noun and verb, and so contains its own modality of ambiguity – 

there is a red rectangle, larger than the rest, that contains a series of words in white: “feel 

the ground sliding from under you.” As Saidiya Hartman has observed, this final line is 

precisely what the viewer feels as, “in the apposition of words and necklines is the red 

horror of lynching. Words as innocent as ‘halo’ and ‘areola’ are transformed, by virtue of 

contiguity, into things that encircle, surround, and contain” (“Excisions” 58). In the 

transformation of these words into specters of lynching, this list recalls the visual poetics 

and emergent violence of Mullen’s “Coo/Slur,” where similarly “innocent” words or 

sounds become spectral traces of racial violence. This list creates a schematic of 

meaning, wherein “things round are metonyms of terror and each word is a dreadful 

invocation of the body’s suffering” (58). Beyond the words, the images are similarly 

implicated within this schematic, and the woman’s white shirt, the only visual signifier of 

an item that encircles and contains the black female body, similarly loses its innocence, 

its softness, becoming instead proof of her bodily containment, evidence of the risk that 

she, perhaps having become the person addressed, may soon “feel the ground sliding 

from under [her].” If, however, as Marta Gili suggests, it is through the text that 

Simpson’s pictured women speak, breaking the “enigmatic silence” and “social 
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invisibility of the black woman” (12),35 then this woman may not be the one addressed, 

but the one addressing. The “you,” in this case refers back to the viewer/reader, who as 

she feels the ground of meaning slip out from under her, becoming indefinite, unbound, 

multiplicitous, has no choice but to accept the pictured woman’s challenge to revise and 

reassign the systems of meaning through which she navigates the natural(ized) world. 

Thus, the violence of the “red horror of lynching” is turned back onto the viewer/reader 

as the violence of cultural semiotics that enforce black female subjugation. 

Complimenting Untitled (2 Necklines) is another photo-text produced in 1989 

entitled simply Necklines. Like Untitled (2 Necklines), this piece draws the viewer’s eye 

to a woman’s neck, one of the few visible parts of her body, which also include her lips, 

chin, hair, and the suggestion of a nose. Here, though, is where the similarities end. In 

Necklines, the viewer is confronted with three rectangular panels, which, from left to 

right, become increasingly taller, though they share a common ground at their base. As 

each rectangle rises, the viewer expects that it will reveal slightly more of the woman’s 

body, even as it is clear the viewer will never have access to the woman’s entire torso, 

face, clavicle or neckline. Instead, however, the left-most frame features the left side of 

the woman’s body — a shoulder covered by a white shirtsleeve, a line of neck, and a 

collection of black braids. In the middle frame, as expected, more of the woman is 

visually available, as her lips, chin, neck, clavicle, and the neckline of her shirt are 

revealed. Here, the pattern suggested as much by the first two frames, as by practices of 

reading from left to right that, literalized in this image sequence, determine these frames 

                                                 
35 Art critic Kellie Jones reads a similar empowerment in the text, that, like Gili, she attributes to the 

pictured woman as a form through which “she communicat[es] with us feverishly” (28). 
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as “the first two,” would lead the reader/viewer to expect that the frame furthest to the 

right would reveal the woman’s right shoulder, the mirror image of the left-most frame. 

Instead, however, this frame entirely subverts that expectation, revealing a photograph 

focused on the woman’s left clavicle and the neckline of the white shirt that sits just 

below it. This jarring moment of subverted expectations is echoed in the text that sits 

below the image in two rectangular black squares, each featuring four lines of white text. 

The left textual rectangle reads, from top to bottom, “necktie / neck & neck / neck-ed / 

neckless,” while the right reads, “necking / neckline / necklace / breakneck.” Though the 

reader/viewer may have anticipated the signifier, “neck” just as she anticipated and then 

was abruptly denied the right side of the woman’s torso, the text Simpson has included 

specifically highlights the ability of such a simple, seemingly straight-forward signifier to 

mean multiply, to float through a web of syntax in a cloud of ambiguity. As such, though 

the signifier may confirm the reader/viewer’s expectations, the signified to which it 

points does not; that is, the process of extracting information through the semiotic 

structure of language is disrupted. 

Where the text in Untitled (2 Necklines) forms a web of meaning through 

different signifiers with shared signifieds (things that are round or surround), the text here 

forms a web of meaning through shared signifiers with different signifieds. Each word 

contains “neck,” yet it refers differently in nearly every entry. The repetition of this 

material creates a poetic system of meaning, where the reader/viewer comes face to face 

with the polysemy of this one word, referenced in the images above. Neck, in this piece 

may refer to clothing with necktie, necklace and neckline; competition and its potential to 
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get out of control or dangerous with neck & neck, and breakneck; love or affection with 

necking; or even loss with neckless. Indeed, the polysemy of “neck” creates a categorical 

challenge, as the sonic echoes between neckless and necklace force a meaningful 

association, and necklace becomes (like halo or areola in Untitled (2 Necklines)), the 

suspect of violence upon this woman’s body – that which renders her neckless. Within 

this web of potential meaning, necking alongside neck & neck and breakneck, similarly 

become suspect as a form of competition. The question though, is what is this woman 

competing for? Love? Affection? Escape? With the single male referent, necktie, this 

competition becomes one that may be between genders — between the necklace and the 

necktie, as either may encircle a neckline. It may, however, also be a competition that, 

regardless of gender, one must participate in — as both the necklace and the necktie can 

render a body neckless. Focusing on this single male referent, Kellie Jones argues that 

“with this simple word-out-of-place [Simpson begins] creating a wedge between signifier 

and signified,” an action that “reveals the space of meaning as a large and complex 

terrain” (39). This terrain is precisely what I have been calling the work’s polysemous 

web, and if, as Jones further suggests, “each word is chosen not for what it discloses but 

neither is it meant to obfuscate” (40), then this polysemous web created as the space 

between signifiers and signifieds is opened so that meaning may multiply within the 

work, refusing to settle into any one meaningful schematic, is itself the point. The photo-

text challenges the reader/viewer, then, not to settle (or even try to settle) the polysemous 

web into a monolithic frame, but to allow the multiple meanings to sit together, like the 
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multiple images of a woman’s neckline, moving through associational chains by sonic 

and visual repetition.  

In her 1991 photo-text Figure, Simpson continues to produce polysemous systems 

of meaning by moving a single signifier through multiple syntactic zones to highlight the 

way this one signifier can mean multiply. In this photo-text, the viewer is confronted with 

a single woman, standing alone in a single black and white image. This woman has her 

back to the camera, her face apparently staring straight ahead in a point of view the 

reader/viewer cannot access. The black woman with her back to the viewer is a common 

trope in Simpson’s oeuvre, and as many critics have noted, places the model in a position 

of powerful self-determination. As Hartman articulates, “Simpson undermines the 

viewer’s mastery and disrupts the power of the normalizing gaze” through these back-

facing portraits (“Excisions” 56). As the woman turns away from the viewer, she denies 

“the vantage point or information to make a judgment or classify an image” so that “the 

viewer is not allowed to be a voyeur,” and her “curiosity about this woman is reflected 

back onto [her]” (56). At the same time, as Marta Gili describes, the woman with her 

back turned towards the viewer creates a “double conceptual link [as Simpson] connects 

the disappearance of the face in the image with the social invisibility of the black woman. 

Instead of the eloquence of the portrait, she opts for the enigmatic silence of a character 

present from behind” (12).  

Far from continuing to silence this woman, Simpson breaks this particular mode 

of subjugation with the “biting text” that frames either side of the female figure (Gili 12). 

This text is white, and is contained on eight black rectangles, four on each side of the 
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figure. The left side (from top to bottom) reads “figured the worst / figured on all the 

times there was no camera / he was disfigured / figured there would be no reaction.” On 

the right side, this text reads (from top to bottom) “figured legality had nothing to do with 

it / figured she was suspect / figured he was suspect / figured someone had been there 

because the door was wide open.” In the repetition of “figure,” the biting text alongside 

this photo mocks the reader/viewer, the would-be classifying voyeur, as it forces her to 

recognize that she cannot figure this woman (figure) out. Though the reader/viewer may 

figure the worst and suspect this woman of, as the texts suggest, resisting the law 

(figuring legality has nothing to do with), entering places she may or may not have been 

invited (figuring that she was the source of an opened door), expecting not to be 

surveilled (figuring on all the times there was no camera), her investigative “figuring” 

will never land on a definitive answer. Just as she will never figure this woman out, she 

will never figure the photo-text out; her speculations will simply multiply, producing 

infinite meanings that may or may not determine a thing. Importantly, though, this does 

not suggest that the reader/viewer should stop speculating, or stop figuring; indeed, the 

photo-text explicitly invites her and prompts her to do just that, to engage with the work 

in such a way that she multiplies meaningful possibility, creating an environment awash 

with the potentiality of polysemy and ambiguity that protects the figure of the black 

woman as both a shield and a sword, a protective covering and a critical, “biting” attack. 

Since even her earliest photo-texts, such as her 1986 20 Questions (A Sampler), 

Simpson’s work has embraced the ambiguity of polysemy as a method of resistance 
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against singular, closed, definitive structures of semiotic meaning.36 In this photo-text, 

the viewer/reader finds herself facing four identical portraits of the same woman, each in 

a circular frame, horizontally aligned with one another. Like the female figure in Figure, 

this black woman has her back to the viewer/reader, who can see only her head, covered 

in short, natural black hair,37 and her shoulders, covered in a plain white shift. Under each 

of the portraits sit five black panels, each featuring white text that, from left to right, 

reads “Is she pretty as a picture / Or clear as crystal / Or pure as a lily / Or black as coal / 

Or sharp as a razor.” As in Simpson’s other photo-texts, the lines of text here create 

meaningful possibility through the association of each panel to the others. Here, the 

questioner, ostensibly aiming to identify this woman, asks a series of clichéd analogies 

that, even if they did refer directly back to the woman pictured, would reveal nothing 

about her. Indeed, were this an actual game of 20 Questions, these questions would be 

useless.  

Though they reveal little about the women, these analogies do reveal what 

Hartman identifies as a “metadiscourse” that reflects the process by which judgments 

about women are made — “how women are evaluated and classified” (“Excisions” 56). 

Through this metadiscourse, the questions reveal cultural processes of meaning-making. 

In particular, they reveal this process, as it unfolds in various attempts to (visually) 

identify or assign an identity to someone through the questions that reflect both the 

questioner’s attempt to identify this woman, and the viewer’s attempt to make meaning 

                                                 
36 Though this is not her first photo-text, it is produced one year after the original, Gestures and 

Reenactments.   
37 Though I do not have time to discuss the importance of hair here, it is worth noting that many critics 

describe hair as an integral part of Simpson’s visual poetics and anti-racist politics. For more see: Kobena 

Mercer (full citation in bibliography).  
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from this reverted portrait. Crucial to the metadiscourse provided by these analogies are 

the racial implications that arise in the viewer/reader’s attempt to match the analogies to 

the woman in the picture. As she is pictured, this woman can only be definitively 

described as “black,” so through the logic of the analogy, must also be like coal. This 

description contrasts with her purity, which is defined through its analogous relationship 

with (a) lily-(whiteness). Though these two analogies may be confirmed and denied — 

assuming the reader/viewer continues to accept the naturalized meanings of portraiture 

and language — others are left open to ambiguity and possibility. The woman is in a 

picture, for example, so may be pretty; without access to her face, though, the 

referentiality of these words to the image is impossible to confirm. As in Simpson’s other 

photo-texts, the impossibility of definitive confirmation is to the woman’s empowerment, 

as she turns away from the camera to deny the use of herself as both the “answer” to the 

titular game, and as something to be categorically “known” through the power dynamics 

of racial logic and naturalized language structures.  

Games such as those invoked and denied in 20 Questions (A Sampler), Hartman 

argues, “are crucial to Simpsons’ explication of the violence of representation and the 

power of language” (“Excisions” 60). Recalling Astrid Enslinn’s explanation (described 

in chapter one) that games, in contrast to “play,” are marked by their adherence to a 

system of strict rules, regulations, and structure, Simpson’s use of games towards the 

political ends of disrupting a semiotic system that is similarly based on ideologically 

enforced “rules” and “regulations,” is incredibly effective. Of particular efficacy within 

Simpson’s oeuvre are games of wordplay, like punning or rhyming that prompt a 
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confrontation with the polysemous nature of cultural signs.38 She plays such a game in 

Proofreading (1989), a photo-text that, like 20 Questions (A Sampler) prompts its 

reader/viewer to question the regulated, rule-based structures through which “black 

women are perceived culturally as objects to be appraised and seduced” (Willis 10). 

Proofreading features four, square frames arranged in a 2 x 2 grid, each containing the 

same portrait of a black woman. Here, the woman faces the camera in what would be an 

expected pose of portraiture, were her eyes not covered by black rectangles containing 

white text, an effect that, like turning away from the camera in Figure and 20 Questions 

(A Sampler), allows her to retain mastery of her identity from the viewer/reader. 

Covering her eyes, Wright argues, the model is able to resist the gaze “not [just] of male 

pleasure but of public surveillance — a gaze that assumes the right to look for purposes 

of identification and control; a gaze that collects data for a public archive of the body” 

(Wright 14).  

Reading from left to right and top to bottom, these texts read “M—I” / “X—Y” // 

“R—U” / “B—Z.” If the reader/viewer accepts the hint to this wordplay as a denial of 

vision to allow for the possibility of speech — a hint that is modeled by the woman, 

whose mouth and ears are present, though her eyes are covered — she may read the 

letters aloud, where they morph into “Am I sexy? Are you busy?”39 In a play of 

homophony that is not unlike Mullen’s “Kirstenography,” Simpson activates both the 

visual and sonic modes of signification contained in language, keeping them separate and 

                                                 
38 Though this aligns with the kinds of “games that authors play,” that Enslinn notes as different from 

games as such (largely due to the lack of rules and structures in authorial games), it is a particularly  

poignant “game” as it highlights the entirely un-playful, rule-bound, gamic structures that define and 

determine race as such. 
39 In an interview with Deborah Willis, Simpson confirms these questions as those which the models ask.  
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misaligned from one another, and thereby prying loose the signifier/signified connection, 

opening that space for a multiplicity of meaning. Here, in Joan Simon’s words, “seeing is 

not necessarily believing, and what we might see is altered…critically, by what we might 

hear” (9). If the reader/viewer accepts these texts through their sonic valences as 

questions asked by (or about) the woman pictured, then once again the photo-text 

prompts a metadiscursive contemplation of identity and meaning-making, of how we read 

for “proof” and on what basis we accept “proof.” This time, however, the reader/viewer 

is not asking for proof of the woman pictured, but rather the woman pictured is asking for 

proof of the reader/viewer. This is not proof that the reader/viewer has however, since, as 

in 20 Questions (A Sampler), she is denied access to information that would provide 

mastery of the woman pictured, the woman referenced. Instead, it is the woman who has 

the answers, though she denies them to the reader/viewer, teasing her with these 

questions that force an awareness, through its reversal, of the power dynamics of 

signification. Is she sexy? Are you busy? The reader/viewer cannot know, as yes or no 

are equally plausible answers, and neither can be proven or defined. In this indefinability, 

proof itself becomes a multiplicitous, polysemous entity, as the reader/viewer has no 

choice but to accept both “yes” and “no” in response to the questions. 

Rendering proof and meaning indefinable by uprooting them from their place in 

the constructed power dynamics of semiotics, as demonstrated throughout, is a core 

concern of Simpson’s photo-texts. In the last of her texts that I describe here, Easy For 

Who To Say, this concern emerges from the shift in the textual eyes of Proofreading to 

textual faces. Produced in 1989, this photo-text features five, square-framed portraits of 
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the same black woman extending horizontally, one after the other. Where the woman’s 

face would be, Simpson has placed a white oval containing a single red letter, one for 

each vowel of the English alphabet in order: A, E, I, O, and U (from left to right). As 

Enwezor describes, here, as in Proofreading, the eye/gaze “may not be allied with vision, 

but it certainly is with prophesy” (119). Describing the text-covered eyes and faces as 

producing a “speaking gaze,” Enwezor further argues that, “these enigmatic images are 

not portrayals but ciphers” (119). They are, in other words, another tempting invitation to 

the reader/viewer to figure information out that simultaneously obscures or denies access 

to this information as a definitive entity. It is the reader/viewer for whom things are not 

easy to say, as the identifiable information of this woman, as in so many of Simpson’s 

photo-texts, is unknowable, unsayable. 

Though offering a cipheric enigma, Easy for Who To Say does provide the 

reader/viewer clues for what may or may not be meaningfully said. Each vowel-covered 

face corresponds with a word written in red, framed by a white rectangle that floats below 

the woman with the corresponding vowel: Amnesia, Error, Indifference, Omission, and 

Uncivil. Through a visual relationship between letter and word that reflects a mnemonic 

game of assigning signifiers to a signified in order to learn a language — A is for 

Amnesia, E is for Error, I is for Indifference, O is for Omission, and U is for Uncivil — 

Simpson effects a critical contemplation on the relationship between language and power. 

This contemplation unfolds through a critical investigation into who has the ease (the 

power) of saying or determining cultural modalities of language, and at whose expense 

this ease (and power) comes. As the image suggests, this ease cannot belong to those 
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deemed amnesiac, error-ridden, indifferent, omitted, or uncivil, as they have had their 

faculties of meaningful speech taken over by the power dynamics of the very language 

they would speak. Their mouths, like the woman’s in the portrait, have been covered, 

closed, or encompassed by those who have the power to assign meaning, to define what 

A is for, what E is for, what I is for, what O is for, and what U is for. What is unclear, is 

whether or not this meaning has been assigned to the woman pictured, or if she, as the 

one who bears the textual mark, is the one assigning the meaning. Is this woman 

“indifferent” or “uncivil?” Or has she defined another entity as such? Of course, the 

viewer/reader will never be able to easily say, define, “prove” or figure out the answers to 

the questions posed. Indeed, it is the fact of her contemplation through multiplying, 

unanswerable questions that forces her into a space from which to recognize that the 

meanings conveyed by and contained within cultural semiotic systems — such as 

language, race, and gender — are not only entirely unnatural, but entirely complicit in 

their own naturalization.  

Here, then, is the crux of Simpsons’ systemic critique. That the only definite 

element in this, and Simpson’s other, photo-texts is the precise indefinability of semiotic 

systems of (cultural) meaning reveals these seemingly sound, monolithic systems, to be 

completely precarious, unstable, and multiplicitous. Mobilizing this revelation, 

Simpson’s photo-texts ultimately disrupt these systems of meaning through the very 

means by which they maintain power — the dynamic ambiguity of the unbound, 

polysemous floating signifier. By performing the inherent instability of semiotic systems 

through images and texts that multiply the possibilities for meaning, interpretation, and 
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truth — particularly as these concepts are mobilized through signs to promote and 

maintain certain power dynamics within a culture — her photo-texts reinvent and reform 

the systems that structure cultural reality. Recasting systems into the discourse of digital 

computation and informatics, Simpsons’ methodology can be described as the insertion 

of noise (ambiguity) into a (seemingly) closed system. Within the informatic system, the 

insertion of noise forces a systemic reorganization, as the system, like Simpson’s 

reader/viewer, tries to make sense of the newly unbound, unstable, information. If, as I 

have described, the color-blind ideological system functions like a digital informatic 

system, then the potentials for systemic change may lie in the insertion of noise and 

ambiguity — in harnessing, in other words, the floating signifier to reform meaning 

within the system by exposing its limits, as Simpson has done in her photo-texts. It is to 

this potential that I now turn, beginning with a discussion of computational code as it 

relates to human language.  

 

FLOATING TOWARD COLLAPSE: Ambiguity, Noise, and Floating Signifiers as 

Systemic Reform 

 

In My Mother Was a Computer, N. Katherine Hayles describes the relationship between 

human language — theorized both through Saussure’s speech system and Derrida’s 

grammatological writing — and computational code. She focuses, in particular, on the 

ways the sign systems of human language, and code systems of computer language form 

an intermedial relationship with one another, even as they form different “worldviews” or 
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“systems of meaning.” Though these two worldviews may seem, in many ways, to be 

competing with one another, Hayles contends that these two systems of meaning inform 

and inflect one another. As she says, there are “exchanges, conflicts, and cooperations 

between the embedded assumptions of speech and writing in relation to code,” and to 

investigate one worldview outside of its relationship to the other would “tend to obscure 

ways in which the older worldviews engage in continuing negotiations and 

intermediations with the new” (45). Indeed, it is for this reason that she embarks on a 

critical project of understanding the process of making meaning through human language 

in relationship to that same process through computational code (and vice versa), rather 

than develop a completely new framework for understanding meaning produced through 

programmable media, as many theorists have done.40 I follow her in this embarkation for 

similar reasons, given that my project is one that engages ideological systems of making 

meaning in the world through semiotic systems embedded within language as it relates to 

informatic systems and processes for making meaning in a digital world(view).  

Perhaps the most important distinction that Hayles makes between computational 

code and human language is the importance of materiality to the production of meaning 

and information within the two systems, a core element of her critique of Saussure that I 

alluded to in my discussion of floating signifiers and ideological oppression. “In the 

worldview of code,” she writes, “materiality matters” (43). Indeed, “material constraints 

have historically been recognized as crucial in the development of computers, from John 

Van Neumann in the 1950s agonizing over how to dissipate heat produced by vacuum 

                                                 
40 See, for example, Espen Aarseth’s textonomy in Cybertext (full citation in bibliography). 
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tubes to present-day concerns that the limits of miniaturization are being approached with 

silicon-based chips” (43). Contrastingly, materiality has actively been rejected in the 

worldviews of human language produced through both Saussure’s and Derrida’s theories, 

though the latter leverages a critique that is based in linguistic materiality. For Saussure, 

the materiality of speech figured as sound was erased as part of the un-inherent nature of 

signs, a point Hayles explicitly challenges, as described, by noting that there are “no 

words in English…that have one hundred or more syllables” precisely because, within 

the material and physical constraints of speaking, “they would take too long too 

pronounce” (43). Erasing the materiality of sound, Saussure focused instead, on the 

“idealized version of the sound” (44), the ideal concept of the oral signifier that 

connected with a signified. Because this idealization allows him to ignore inconsistent 

signifiers produced through the oral materiality of pronunciation style or accent, Hayles 

argues that it is his “way of coping with the noise of the world” (44), where noise is 

figured both as the literal, material sound of speech, and the chaos that stems from 

ambiguous information. Since the idealization of sound was Saussure’s way of dealing 

with the chaos of ambiguous information, Hayles likens its functionality to that 

“performed by discreteness in digital systems” (44). In other words, she likens Saussure’s 

idealization to that which, in digital systems, makes impossible Derrida’s critical focus on 

language as a system that is meaningful only in its absence as trace through the endless 

deferral of signs. Indeed, Derrida’s theory of language relies on a gap between signifier 

and signified, which is the same gap that allows for the generation of ambiguity through 

the floating signifier, and so is widened in Simpson’s photo-texts. Discreteness in digital 
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computation resolutely closes this gap, thereby denying the possibility for floating 

signifiers of ambiguous information to function as such within the system. 

This impossibility is something Hayles describes in detail. As she notes, though 

the sign may still be arbitrary, as in the signs of human language, in code, this assumption 

“must be qualified by the material constraints that limit the ranges within which signs can 

operate meaningfully and acquire significance” (43). Defining the signifier as voltages 

and the signifieds as “the interpretations that other layers of code give these voltages” 

(45), she notes that, unlike in human language, where signifiers and signifieds can be 

understood or accessed outside of their relationship to one another, “in the worldview of 

code, it makes no sense to talk about signifiers without signifieds. Every voltage change 

must have a precise meaning in order to affect the behavior of the machine; without 

signifieds, code would have no efficacy” (47). At the same time, “because every change 

in voltage must be given an unambiguous interpretation” if the program is to run as 

expected (47), the concept of the floating signifier is impossible within the semiotic 

structures of a digitally coded machine. Indeed, it is because of this “unforgivingness of 

code” (48), that software engineer Ellen Ullman argues that the “entire meaning” of a 

computer program “is its function” (48), the way it operates and what it expresses.41 

These material specificities highlight an important caveat, then, to the analogous 

relationship between ideological and computational codes: where ideological coding, as 

described, requires the gap of ambiguity contained by the floating signifier in order to 

                                                 
41 This is an argument shared by Alexander Galloway, in his discussion of the computational ethic and/as 

calculus, referenced in chapter 1. 
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function or operate in the world, the computational system precisely cannot function as 

designed in the face of this gap. 

Despite the apparent opposition within this caveat, the relationship that each 

system has to ambiguity – that is, the information contained within the floating signifier – 

is ultimately based in shared protocols of control. For the ideological system, the floating 

signifier can only operate to sustain the system as such, if the system controls that 

ambiguity. That is, if the system can process or understand the ambiguity as information 

rather than noise (or emptiness), it can control the functionality of the floating signifier 

towards the sustenance of the system.  Similarly, the computational system cannot 

operate through the ambiguity of the floating signifier because it does not process this 

ambiguity as information; it is only meaningless noise. Thus, both ultimately rely on the 

system’s ability to process information as such; whether this information is controlled 

ambiguity, or fixed signification has no bearing, as long as the system knows it is not 

pure noise. I make this clarification to highlight a notable implication: that the ideological 

system and the computational system process ambiguity in the same way, by controlling 

it so that it becomes meaningful (as) information. Though controlling ambiguity is a 

structural element by which ideologically coded systems function (as described through 

the systemic use of floating signifiers like race), it is a dynamic that the computational 

system must learn to process precisely because of its materiality. That is, the very 

characteristic that would render floating signifiers impossible, is exactly that which 

renders it necessary for the system to learn to accommodate the ambiguity these signifiers 

contain. As Hayles describes, although “at the level of binary code, the system can 
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tolerate little if any ambiguity[,] for any physically embodied system, some noise, and 

therefore possible ambiguities are always present” (46). As such, the computational 

system must be built to withstand this intrusion of ambiguity as noise which may “enter 

the system (among other places) in…voltage trail-off errors” which are ultimately 

“rectified into unambiguous signals of ones and zeroes before they enter the bit stream” 

(46). Thus, “as the system builds up levels of programming languages such as compilers, 

interpreters, scripting languages, and so forth, they develop functionalities that permit 

increasingly greater ambiguities in the choices permitted or tolerated” (46). In other 

words, the system is able to withstand ambiguity by organizing at a higher level of 

meaningful and informatic complexity, represented by the build-up of “levels of 

programming languages,” that can allow for multiplicities of meaning to operate within 

one system. Like the ideological system, then, the computational system can operate 

through increasing levels of ambiguity as long as that ambiguity can be controlled — 

rendered as information — within the system, though this control may only come about if 

the system reorganizes or reforms toward greater complexity. 

If the ideological and computational systems' abilities to operate through 

ambiguity ultimately come down the mechanisms of informatic control within the 

system, then the possibility to disrupt the system lies in the possibility of controlling the 

insertion of noise into a system so that it continues to function within the system as noise. 

That is, systemic disruption lies in inserting noise in such a way that the system cannot 

process, compile, or parse it, except by reforming or reorganizing; it is this insertion of 

noise, then, that forces the system to reform, lest it break altogether. Though they do not 
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discuss the potentials for systemic disruption through noise in order to entirely change the 

system, this is a methodology that Finn Brunton and Helen Nissenbaum promote in their 

2015 book, Obfuscation: A User’s Guide for Privacy and Protest, as a method by which 

users oppressed or disempowered by a system can increase the safety through which they 

navigate such a system. Focusing, in particular on the production of user safety in the 

face of constant, yet unknowable, surveillance through data-mining in contemporary 

networked cultures, Brunton and Nissenbaum consistently refer to the efficacy by which 

noise inserted into a system as such can protect users who find themselves disempowered 

by their relationship with informatic technology. Indeed, the insertion of noise into a 

system is, effectively, synonymous with their definition of obfuscation: "the deliberate 

addition of ambiguous, confusing, or misleading information to interfere with 

surveillance and data collection" (1, my italics). This "deliberate addition" of noise 

ultimately goes into the "system" which will collect data on the user, such that the 

meaningfulness of the information in the system is disrupted. This process is 

demonstrated throughout their book in case studies that range from the insertion of chaff 

into a fly zone to disrupt radar systems in World War 2, and thereby cloak the planes 

flying through radar-surveilled zones, to the insertion of bots throughout the web that so 

effectively mimic the activity of the user, that the "actual user," as defined by the pattern 

of her online activities, is undifferentiable.  

Though the practice of obfuscation that Brunton and Nissenbaum describe is more 

concerned with systemic disruption towards evasion rather than towards reorganization 

or reformation, it is very much aligned with Simpson's photo-texts, as they are explicitly 
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concerned with empowering the black female by reducing the viewer/reader's ability to 

definitively collect data or information on her, and thereby categorically "know" her. 

Indeed, in addition to obfuscating the woman's eyes, faces, or bodies to resist her 

surveillance through the photograph, Simpson's texts alongside the photographs, 

specifically mine and mobilize the material and metaphorical noise of linguistic signs 

through the ambiguity of words repeated in different syntactical environments. However, 

in their unsettled, disruption of meaning-making structures, Simpson's photo-texts move 

the practice of obfuscation further, so that the insertion of noise may not protect solely by 

assisting evasion, but also by forcing systemic reformation and reorganization. In large 

part, her work is able to critically extend the effect of obfuscation because of its notable 

difference in temporality from obfuscation as Brunton and Nissenbaum imagine it. Where 

successful obfuscation in Nissenbaum's and Brunton's formulation need only obfuscate 

the differentiation between information and noise long enough to allow the obfuscator to 

evade whatever system or situation s/he is in, in Simpson's work the insertion of noise 

refuses to ever settle into definitive or determinable information. That is, her photo-texts, 

as shown, are so full of the noise and/as informational floating signifiers, that meaning 

never settles into a zone of definitive, closed, or absolute clarity. The floating signifiers 

never become fixed or bound to any one signified, and the noise and information never 

become identifiable (as distinct, differentiable entities) within the system. Indeed, as 

Hayles notes in How We Became Posthuman, and as I described in the previous chapter, 

like any other dialectic, noise (what she calls "randomness") can only be defined as such 

by its contrasting relationship to an informational norm (what she calls "pattern”) (33). 
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Thus, as both noise and information resist definition in Simpson's photo-texts, they 

create, as described, an oscillating, unsettled, chaotic zone of endlessly multiplying 

meaning; they create a system, in other words, where information and noise produce one 

another in endless cycles of disrupted meaning.  

Effectively, then, Simpson's photo-texts are systems that, through the proliferation 

of floating signifiers, contain so much ambiguity and noise that information that is 

definitively meaningful as such, does not exist. Using this noise to push the system of 

meaning to (and even beyond) its limits, she effectively empties the system of meaningful 

signification. That is, she has reorganized the cultural, semiotic system, into a system that 

no longer creates meaning through the fixity of the signifier with a signified, but that 

instead creates multiplicitous, ambiguous information that is precisely unfixed from any 

semiotic consistency. Notably, the disruption of the semiotic system as such stems from 

her photo-textual rupture of the textual and visual signs by which black womanhood is 

meaningfully defined. That it, this overall disruption occurs through an insertion of noise 

into the already ambiguous, noise-ridden, floating semiotic systems of race and gender so 

that the very systems collapse in on themselves, unable to withstand the force of their 

ambiguity at the system’s limits. This collapse takes the form of a challenge to the 

reader/viewer who, encountering the oscillations of meaning in the photo-textual system 

that never settles into fixity, is asked to reform her own reliance on ambiguous semiotics 

to process information meaningfully in the world. Because this reader/viewer operates 

through cultural semiotic systems of race, gender, and language, this challenge to her 
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becomes a challenge to the system of which she is a part, a call for systemic reformation 

and reorganization.  

Though this challenge is present in all of Simpson's photo-texts, there is a 

moment where, as in all systems processing the addition of ambiguity and noise, the very 

challenge within the oscillation of meaning becomes the force that settles the system. As 

Kellie Jones describes, "We all know a classic Lorna Simpson photograph when we see 

one: those elegant black female figures, their backs to us, rejecting any familiarity yet 

communicating with us feverishly in accompanying written messages located just beyond 

the borders of the image" (28). What Jones is effectively describing here is a settled 

system, a system wherein the proliferating ambiguity of ruptured signs becomes the 

expected, the norm, the informational pattern against which the noise of randomness is 

recognized. The noise of Simpson's photo-texts that challenges the reader/viewer has 

forced a systemic reorganization toward a higher level of complexity, and, as such, no 

longer functions ambiguously as noise. In this way, these photo-texts demonstrate both 

the potential for ambiguity to collapse a system of meaning, as well as the eventual 

stabilization of that system. In the case of Simpson’s artwork, this stabilization takes the 

form of the reader/viewer finding recognition, a comforting norm, in the unsettled 

meaning of destabilized signs and so, like the woman in the image, turns away from the 

desire to know, to define, and to determine. As the reader/viewer finds this norm, the 

noise has done its work — it has forced systemic reformation and, in this reformation, 

has lost its efficacy to function within such a system. In other words, the noise of 

ambiguously unbound, floating signifiers of race and gender finds its limits in the very 
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efficacy with which it functions. These limits are those of the floating signifier to empty 

the system of its structures of meaning, and thereby effect systemic change. In this new 

system, then, the floating signifier requires its own revision, its own reformation, into 

something that can continue to function, and through this functionality, disrupt and 

reform the system. It is this semiotic revision that Glenn Ligon’s textual paintings 

perform and on which I focus for the remainder of this chapter. 

 

FROM FLOAT TO FLICKER: Toward a Revision of Racial Semiotics  

 

As Lorna Simpson’s photo-texts show, the proliferation of ambiguity through floating 

signifiers can be used as a critical force of noise inserted into an informational system to 

force its collapse through its inability to sustain the indeterminate, multiplicities of 

meaning. Though this ideological systemic disruption essentially follows a model of 

informatic system disruption, where noise is inserted into the system to force it to 

reorganize at a higher level of complexity, further highlighting characteristics of 

information processing shared between the two systems, ultimately the floating signifier 

as such is an impossibility within the informatic, computational system. That is, though 

noise and ambiguity must always be present in a physically embodied system — 

including a computational, informatic system — the floating signifier understood as the 

signifier unbound from a specific or (in digital terminology) discrete signified that is 

endlessly deferred along a chain of signification, is conceptually impossible within the 

“the worldview of code.” Given this conceptual impossibility, Hayles proposes that, 
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within the worldview of code constructed by the informatic system, floating signifiers be 

understood as flickering signifiers. Recasting human language’s chain of signification 

along which the floating signifier is endlessly deferred as informatic layers of 

signification made up of voltages and charges, the flickering signifier describes the 

process by which meaningful sign(al)s of information travel through the system. By 

flickering up through the layers of the informatics system, from the database of shared 

memory to the user-accessible interface (as demonstrated in Strange Rain), signifiers at 

one level become signifieds at the next highest level, until they become visible, not as 

text, but as an image of text (Hayles Posthuman 26).   

In the second half of this chapter, I focus on the potential for this revised, 

flickering signifier, imagining it as a force that can function through, and thereby 

conceptually disrupt, the specific ideological system of colorblind racism. As I have been 

describing throughout, the cultural logic by which colorblind racism functions is not 

unlike that machinic logic by which a digital computer runs — material information is 

rendered immaterial and virtual, not through a shift in actual physicality, but through the 

force of insistent rhetoric and naturalized convention. In the computer, this produces the 

sense that “information has lost its body” in the transition from analog information to 

digital informatics systems; in racial ideology, following the shift from the explicit 

systemic racism of the pre-Civil Rights era, to contemporary implicit racism, this is the 

cultural logic that denies the materiality of the (black) body to signal racial information 

within the cultural, ideological, legislative and political system(s) of the United States. 

Mirroring the shift in signification that takes place in the computational system, in the 
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colorblind ideological system, race can no longer function as a “floating signifier,” to be 

filled with any kind of information, noise, or ambiguity, and force a collapse within the 

system. That is, though race may be read as evidence of systemic diversity or 

multiculturalism – or, as in the noise of #BlackLivesMatter protests, evidence of the 

continued violence of systemic racism – as it floats in this way, the signifier of race can 

move towards systemic revision, but only at the realization of its own limits as noise. The 

very logic of a colorblind ideological system exposes the limits of the noise of 

#BlackLivesMatter to effect systemic change, as is evident in the #AllLivesMatter 

response that (so far) leads the system into chaos-as-stability, instability-as-norm, 

randomness-as-pattern (as in Simpson’s texts). In a colorblind system, then, race must be 

understood to function as a flickering signifier, as it flickers in and out of meaningful 

legibility — signaling diversity at one level, the evidence of systemic oppression at 

another — in one context a signifier, while in another, a signified. 

In the latter half of this chapter, I theorize the flickering signifier of race in a 

colorblind system, using a series of textual paintings by Glenn Ligon, to examine both 

how this form of racial signification emerges, and how it functions as a form of systemic 

disruption of colorblind racial logic. In other words, I use these paintings by Ligon to 

develop an interventionist sign system for race, an alternative semiotics that disidentifies 

with post-racial discourse and colorblind ideology, to offer a mode of racial survival in a 

colorblind ideological system.42 This alternative semiotics of race provided by the 

flickering signifier is ultimately a mode, as Amelia Jones might put it, by which “to see 

                                                 
42 This description of the effects of the flickering signifier comes from Jose Muñoz’s Disidentification, a 

point that I return to in greater detail in what follows. 
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race differently” in a world that is ideologically blind to its material, visual presence at 

all. To explore race as a flickering signifier, I focus on three images that act as repetitions 

with difference of each other: Glenn Ligon’s 1988 Untitled (I Am a Man), his 2000 

Condition Report, a diptych print of his 1988 painting that presents the painting as if it 

has undergone an archival “condition report,” and Ernest Withers’ 1968 photograph of 

the Memphis Sanitation Workers’ Strike, the source material for Ligon’s 1988 painting. 

Each of these images features a visual rendering of the textual phrase “I Am a Man,” to 

form a network of ontological declaration that is also a performative protest against 

systemic racism. In Withers’ photograph, “I AM / A MAN” is visible on the protest signs 

the Memphis sanitation workers carry in their protest for the civil rights of safe working 

conditions. In Ligon’s 1988 painting, the text has been isolated so that it stands alone in a 

painterly field as a textual image, revised as “I AM / A / MAN.” In Ligon’s 2000 print, “I 

AM / A / MAN” is re-framed by surrounding annotations describing and documenting a 

system of damage that has ostensibly been rendered onto the body of the 1988 painting.  

In many ways, this image network shares both a political project and a 

methodology with Lorna Simpson’s work. As in Simpson’s work, Ligon’s I Am a Man 

series stems from a revisionary critique of the documentary photograph, and by 

extension, the role photography and its discourses have played in naturalizing racist 

ideologies. Where Ligon notably differs from Simpson, of course, is that, rather than re-

vise photographic discourse through the photographic image itself, as Simpson has done, 

he has removed the trace of photography entirely from his image, painting and re-

visioning only the selected textual image: “I Am / A / Man.” In other words, where 
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Simpson has broken the link between photographic and racial “truth” by inserting text to 

fragment the photographic body of meaning, Ligon has completely removed the 

photographed body from his painting, replacing it with the thickly rendered, oily letters 

of the physically embodied, vocal trace. Lest we imagine Ligon’s revision of 

photography into painting to be less engaged with oppressive or hegemonic ideologies, 

and their attendant politics of racial representation, Darby English has argued that 

Ligon’s choice to engage with oil painting is particularly loaded. Reading the position of 

the abstract oil painting, the “shamelessly sumptuous paint surfaces” throughout 

American art history (24), English argues that the pure painting of the abstract 

expressionist mode has “been aligned with some of the most restrictive hegemonies in art 

and art institutions, such as the museum and gallery system, history of art, and the related 

social practices in which alternative mediums and critical positions are validated and 

proscribed” (204). In other words, just as Simpson actively disrupts and intervenes in the 

discourse of photography as it has been used in the tradition of documentary to strengthen 

hegemonies of race, so too does Ligon intervene in the discourse of painting to disrupt 

and intervene in its hegemonic histories. 

Perhaps a more notable similarity between Ligon’s and Simpson’s work is their 

mobilization of the apparently floating signifier to disrupt visual, textual, and racial 

systems of meaning within the painting and photo-text, respectively. In Simpson’s photo-

texts, these floating signifiers take the form of the textual captions that, in the first place, 

never quite refer to the image, and in the second place, highlight the ambiguity of the 

linguistic sign that allows signifiers and signifieds to “float.” There is a similar effect that 
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takes place in Ligon’s Untitled (I Am a Man), which is, in large part, the result of his 

removal of the photographed bodies from the visual plane of his textual image. Indeed, as 

it is no longer bound to a visible or stable masculine body, and constantly slipping 

between speech and inscription, the canvas-bound phrase “I Am a Man” feels very much 

as if it is simply floating in space, a trace of signification unfixed from any stable object 

or body. Though it is bound to and sits upon the painterly canvas, the phrase neither 

points to, nor signifies this canvas; similarly, as a text that is also an image, the sign 

refuses to stabilize as either something to be seen or something to be read, insisting that it 

function simultaneously as both. As these aurally resonate word-images slip and slide 

between visibility and legibility, their decontextualized function as linguistic signifiers 

becomes similarly slippery: Who is the speaking “I”? Who is this “I” speaking to?  As 

English has noted, in such an unstable painterly field, the viewing reader can neither 

assume the “I” to be Ligon’s, nor the addressee to be his white viewer (210), and the 

inability for the text to consistently signify produces an anxiety that is not unlike that 

which occurs both to Simpson’s reader-viewer, and to Michel Foucault as he confront(s) 

Magritte’s pipe(s). Like both Simpson and Magritte, Ligon has created a network of 

images that are representation of representations, literally signs of signs, where the 

meaningfulness of semiotic systems within which these signs would function — systems 

of text, image, painting, masculinity, and race — evades stable ground. That is, Ligon 

exposes the proliferation of discourse throughout these systems of meaning, or, in 

Foucault’s words, “exemplifies the penetration of discourse into the form of things; 

[revealing] discourse’s ambiguous power to deny and redouble (37). Specific to Ligon’s 
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image network, however, is its creation of a hyper-visual, cross-temporal environment 

that is populated by signs that, though they declare a subject, are themselves traces of 

invisible subjects. That is, the speaking, protesting, black male bodies from Withers’ 

photograph are at once inscribed and erased throughout Ligon’s image network, present 

only as an image of text — the t/race of the flickering signifier. 

As I explore more fully in what follows, through the image of text that flickers 

through temporal and material layers of information, Ligon’s I Am a Man image network 

enacts a change in the functional semiotics of race and blackness that mirrors the 

functional semiotic change Hayles describes in the digital informatic system. That is, 

Ligon’s image network of signs that simultaneously declare humanness and masculinity, 

and that are indexically linked to the black male body, reconfigure race as a flickering 

signifier. In this reconfiguration, race re-signifies as both visible and present, an 

expressive rather than oppressive optical, discursive, embodied technology. At the same 

time, this reconfiguration creates an alternative semiotics of blackness that combats that 

violence and oppression of the post-racial, colorblind system. My exploration of this shift 

develops through three major rhetorical foci. First, I focus on the way that the protest 

signs, the paintings, and the utterance that proclaim “I Am a Man” establish and perform 

an unstable, declarative ontology for the black male subject.  This ontology is based on 

the subject’s awareness of himself as such, an awareness that is produced visibly, 

audibly, and vocally through the image network. In the second place, I mobilize the vocal 

aspect of this ontological ground to reframe the production as a performance of sounded 

text in recorded image. I read this performance as one that disidentifies with the 
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institutions of language, text, and painting to effect a survival strategy for the raced 

subject in a racist world. This disidentificatory performance creates a bridge to the third 

and final portion, which examines the performativity of the network through the 

discourses of technology and digitality. Building on Beth Coleman’s argument that we 

should think of race as technology that functions as “a mechanism of agency” rather than 

a “tool of terror” (180), I demonstrate how Ligon’s textual paintings provide a method for 

recalibrating what we might call the technology of blackness as race. This method is one 

that reconfigures the sign of racialized blackness, rendering it a flickering, rather than 

floating, signifier. This informatic, semiotic shift allows race to visibly and materially 

signify in the face of post-racial rhetoric, denying and protesting its insistent erasure, and 

thereby calling for and moving towards systemic reformation. I turn, now, to the image 

network, as it performs a declarative, yet unstable, ontology of black masculinity. 

 

I AM A MAN: Performing an Ontology of Instability 

 

This performance begins with the first image in the network: a photograph taken 

February 1968,43 in the midst of the Civil Rights Movement. A group of black male 

Sanitation Workers in Memphis, Tennessee has gone on strike, protesting years of 

discrimination, mistreatment, and unsafe labor conditions. The strikers insist that these 

                                                 
43 1968 is an important year in the Civil Rights Movements, as it saw not only the passing of the Civil 

Rights Act against racial discrimination as well as the assassination of Martin Luther King Jr., but also the 

rise of the black arts movement and the concerted efforts of American art museums to correct the years of 

African American artists’ exclusion. The Studio Museum in Harlem, for example, opened its show 

“Invisible Americans: Black Artists in the 30s” in that year, a show whose title echoes Ralph Ellis on’s, 

Invisible Man to expose the invisibility of blacks from the visuality of white American consciousness. 
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grievances are tied to institutionally supported racism. Ernest Withers has captured the 

striking workers and their protest signs proclaiming “I Am A Man” in what will become 

an iconic photograph of the Civil Rights Era. Captured in the black and white 

photograph, the striking workers stand shoulder to shoulder, lined up across a city street 

in an organized, fairly still group. This line of black, male bodies dominates the visual 

field, as the men extend across the image’s horizon. They stand, facing the viewer. The 

chill of February is evident in the stark landscape of bare trees that extend down the street 

to the vanishing point behind the workers. Most of the men are wearing long pants, coats, 

and hats – clothes that mark, not only the season, but also their commitment to 

respectable, formal, public styles of dress. Their gloveless hands hold their protest signs 

high above their heads, and this sea of signs splits the image in half – words along the 

top, bodies along the bottom. In capital black letters dominating a white background, the 

signs read “I AM / A MAN” and the sheer number of these identical signs is 

overwhelming. It is not long before the visual noise begins to feel audible, as the signs 

become a cacophony of chanting voices demanding recognition of this basic human fact: 

“I AM / A MAN” “I am a man.” At the same time, these lines recall, as if in a whisper, 

the haunting opening lines of Ralph Ellison’s novel — “I am an invisible man” (3). In 

this whispered recollection, an additional layer is added to the protest, as the workers 

refuse the cultural invisibility of blackness. At the front line, two men have been caught 

in motion. One on the far left organizes the protesters. The other walks across the line, 

staring directly at the photographer-turned-viewer, presumably on his way to add his 
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voice to the protesting ranks. His eyes question the process of documentation – why have 

we limited ourselves to watching, rather than joining, the protest?  

The next scene in this performance belongs to the network’s second image: a 

1988 painting of oil and enamel on canvas. As if in delayed response to this 

photographed man’s challenge, black, queer painter, Glenn Ligon adds his visual voice to 

these protest signs in this painting, Untitled (I Am a Man). The first of what will become 

his signature aesthetic, this textual painting represents a turning point, a moment of self-

expression and self-discovery, in Ligon’s own search to be seen and heard as an artist. 

Joining his visual and discursive voice to the protest, Ligon maintains almost all of the 

visual characteristics of the 1968 protest signs. The sounds and images of the protest 

resonate two decades later, carrying with it, at the end of the 1980s, the tides of Civil 

Rights, Feminist, and Gay Rights movements. Like the protest signs, the background of 

Ligon’s image is white, but the intentional smudges and cracks in the paint reveal that 

this is white paint supported by a black background. The words, still captured in black, 

capitalized, block letters, resiliently declare “I AM / A / MAN,” and this new spatial 

alignment of the letters marks the one change that Ligon has made. This change signals 

that Ligon is not taking a voice from the protest and isolating it, but rather adding his own 

individualized, personal, recently-discovered, yet slightly stammering voice to the 

chanting crowd.44 In this additive move, his voice refuses to be lost within the crowd, and 

the beat of his visual stammer becomes the rhythm of the chant. His “I AM / A / MAN” 

                                                 
44 English reads the diminished size of the letters and their near disappearance within the sea of white -wash 

as a weak declaration, arguing that “Conspicuously destitute of graphic confidence, this sign stammers out 

‘I am a man.’ As an assertion, it fails to convince” (208).  Though English is correct in identifying this 

change as a stammer, I am not convinced that the stammer is necessarily unassertive or weak.  Rather, I 

understand this stammer as mode of rhythmic speech that, like a chant, is impossible to ignore. 
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visually rings with particular audibility, reclaiming the protest twenty years later, and 

challenging it toward a redefinition of manhood that can include the queer voices that 

were excluded in 1968. As Maurice O. Wallace has argued, the protesting workers of 

1968 would have insisted on a kind of hyper-masculinity, due to a widely held belief that 

any perceptively weak or queer masculine performances would have diminished the force 

of their insistence on basic civil rights. In this historical light, Ligon’s appropriation of 

the protest sign is significant as it says, not only “I am STILL a man,” but also “I TOO 

am a man.”  Further, in setting “I AM” and “MAN” on visually equivalent planes, Ligon 

marks these words as not only visually, but also linguistically, and meaningfully 

synonymous. These words, held together by the weak, tenuous lines of “A,” expose the 

assumed equivalence of subjectivity and (human) being as indefinite, a point to which the 

history of blackness, of (enslaved) Africans in the Americas, can attest. Although his is 

the only visibly present voice in 1988, the urgency of his cause has not diminished. 

Instead, as the post-Civil Rights political tide turns to a denial of racist and racial 

structures in the US, the necessity of declaring and expanding black male subjectivity (as 

such) develops in urgency.  

In the third and final scene of the performance, we find ourselves at the turn of the 

millennium, the year 2000 in the crank of a rhetorical machine that insists race as a 

structure of cultural and political oppression has ended; it is a part of our painfully 

exploitative and violent past, that has been “solved” in the present. In this year, Ligon’s 

1988 painting has undergone a condition report that, enacted by the museum or gallery’s 

archival staff, reports the damages the painting has sustained over the last twelve years. 
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Here is a print of those results. Displayed in a comparative diptych, the left-hand panel 

contains a direct reproduction of the 1988 painting, while the right-hand panel features 

the words “I AM / A / MAN” surrounded by handwritten annotations pointing out 

various marks on the canvas. Hand drawn lines connect the annotations to their respective 

markings, and, as the handwritten frame draws the viewer’s attention, the sturdy block 

letters of Ligon’s declarative voice begin to waver. Reading around the margins produces 

a narrative of damage: “dark mark,” “blackspot,” “fingerprint,” “brown spot,” “hairline 

cracks,” “brown droplet,” “brown drips,” “loss at edge,” “smudge (artist?).” Something 

sits uneasily about this report, however, and it does not take long to notice the consistent 

references to damage due to “brownness,” “blackness,” “fingerprints,” or “dark marks.” 

Given the 1988 and 1968 resonances of this text, these words begin to sound less like the 

objective reporting on the painting’s condition, and more like racially charged epithets. It 

is as if the damage rendered to the canvas has come directly from the artist’s black body, 

as the blackness on the canvas no longer sits below the white paint to “support it,” but 

instead, insists on breaking through. It is no longer just the painting, but the voices and 

bodies of the artist and the protestors declaring their presence as black, raced, and visible 

subjects that are being picked apart, examined, reported upon – objectified as damage. As 

the annotations threaten to wrest the viewer’s attention from “I AM / A / MAN,” as the 

voices of the cultural institution – the museum curators, archivists, and art historians – 

nearly drown out the artist’s lone voice, the cacophony of chants of block-printed letters 

and murmurs of handwritten scrawls rises. We can only ask: whose optical voice will 
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continue to echo when the performance has finished — the institution’s, or the 

protestors’?  

In each scene of this performance, each image in the network that adds a layer of 

complexity, we see and hear the repetition of the protest chant: “I Am a Man,” “I AM / A 

MAN,” “I AM / A / MAN.”  With each iteration, the phrase looks and sounds different, 

as each change marks a painterly activity that slips, as between layers, into activism 

through improvisation. This insistence on activity becomes a resistance to the static, the 

still, and the quiet, such that the viewer herself is compelled to negotiate this sensorially 

shifting terrain. No longer just a viewer, she becomes an audience member, actively and 

directly hearing and seeing, as she reads and experiences what becomes a repeated, 

reproduced, ritualized performance. This performance is inextricably linked to the 

performative statement — “I am a man,” a sign of ontological declaration performed and 

produced along visual and audible axes.  In other words, it is a statement indicative of a 

speaking subject who knows himself—is in possession of himself—as such. This 

knowledge is gained through seeing and hearing, as he enters the world of signs and 

symbols. Though Lacanian psychoanalysis has demonstrated subjective self-possession, 

the precursor to entry into the linguistic and Symbolic, takes place through visible means 

in what he calls the “mirror stage,” Fred Moten has argued that this method of accessing 

the liberal humanist self-as-subject has traditionally been closed to the black, raced 

subject. As Moten demonstrates through a revisionary reading of Frederick Douglass, it is 

as much the visual scenes of enslavement as the audible moments of enslaved violence 
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and music that construct Douglass’ account of his own “mirror stage,” wherein he knows 

himself precisely not as a subject, but as a slave.  

I’ll return to this in greater detail momentarily, but for now it is worth noting the 

significance of Ligon’s textual painting as it operates on both visual and aural axes to 

perform a declaration of being: “I Am A Man,” which the reader-viewer both sees on the 

canvas and hears in the “voice” in her head. That Ligon has replaced the bodies with 

visual text in his revision of Withers’ photograph could disqualify this production from 

functioning as a kind of mirror stage for self-determination for the black man. However, 

by considering the visibility and audibility of Ligon’s textual signs through Kaja 

Silverman’s and Fred Moten’s descriptions of identifying with and as the raced “subject,” 

I argue for a suspension of this immediate disqualification. The ontological stability of 

this declaration is certainly unstable, to which the shifting experiential terrain of the 

pieces, as well as their networked resonances, attributes. Further, the stability of the 

ontological declarative’s instability in the work(s), is a quality that Ligon’s image 

network shares with Simpson’s photo-texts. As described, these works similarly expose 

the indeterminate, multiplicitous, and therefore unstable ontological definition of the 

black female. Echoing the effects of Simpson’s work, in Ligon’s image-network, this 

instability is more complicated than a binary construction of affirmation and negation, 

qualification and disqualification, suggests. As I will argue throughout, it is the network’s 

stable instability that will ultimately allow the phrase to perform throughout the network 

as a faltering, stammering, flickering signifier of raced masculinity. 
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A revision of Withers’ 1968 photograph, Ligon’s Untitled (I Am a Man) replaces 

the image of black men with that of their declarative, protest sign, I AM / A MAN. As 

stated, this removal of the black men from the image plane could be read in the first 

place, as disqualifying this image from definitive knowledge of the self as such, in that it 

does not allow the black man to visibly apprehend himself  — that is, to see himself — in 

the image plane. In the second place, this removal could be read as an act of erasure and 

marginalization, a move that denies the presence of raced persons, and so potentially 

contributes to perpetuating the institutional invisibility of the black man that Ellison 

describes. A third interpretive option, however, is to understand this removal through a 

similar ethics regarding the visual representation of black bodies that Saidiya Hartman 

and Elizabeth Alexander describe – that removing the black body, the body that is 

simultaneously a sign of vitality and decay and that, as such, marks a non-ideal subject, is 

an ethical move that protects the black body from its continued consumption by the white 

gaze. Considering Hartman’s and Alexander’s arguments alongside Kaja Silverman’s 

descriptions of identification with the non-idealized subject, I understand Ligon’s 

removal of the black bodies as operating through this third option. As such, Ligon’s re-

vision of the photograph takes on an ethics of discontinuing the objectification of the 

raced body, a pre-requisite for self-determination as such given the history of racially 

supported enslavement that has structured the black man’s existence in American 

society.45  

                                                 
45 In addition to the literal enslavement of Africans in the United States throughout the country’s early 

history, I use the word “enslavement” here to signal the effective enslavement that followed abolition as a 
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In Threshold of the Visible World, Kaja Silverman sets out to offer a 

psychoanalytic view for identifying with non-idealized (that is, non-normative, raced, 

black) bodies. A great deal of this study is built on Lacanian thought, so is concerned 

with the complex roles that seeing and being seen play in the ways we identify with an 

idealized other, and in the ways we understand our selves as identifiable subjects. 

Through Lacan’s writing on the mirror stage of development, western psychoanalysis has 

a rich history wherein knowing our selves as self-determining subjects is constituted 

through the recognition that we can be seen by others. Silverman reframes this as a 

process of “apprehend[ing] one’s own specularity” (165), theorizing this apprehension 

through Sartre’s claim that being seen is “to be stripped of mastery, and reduced to the 

condition of a slave” (165). A powerful claim for Sartre, his word choice becomes 

particularly poignant in light of Ligon’s textual paintings. Mirrored in the integration of 

black and white pigments in Untitled (I Am a Man), Ligon’s paintings integrate 

traditional abstract aesthetics with a “radical black aesthetic.” This latter mode, we must 

remember, has developed out of a history of actual enslavement wherein the possession 

of any form of subjectivity, aesthetic, self-determining, politically, or otherwise, was 

vehemently denied the black man. Saidiya Hartman reminds us that, in this historical 

moment, it was precisely the moments of recognizing the slave’s subjective humanity, in 

seeing the slave as a human, that “acted to tether, bind, and oppress” the enslaved person 

(5). Read alongside Sartre’s formulation, seeing the human in the raced self creates a 

double-bind, a doubly-enslaved subject. In this light, Ligon’s removal of the raced bodies 

                                                                                                                                                 
result of the failure of reconstruction and the continued disenfranchisement of black populations despite 

legislative “freedom.” 
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that signify historical, ancestral enslavement should be read as an act of resistance to this 

continued enslavement through spectacular, visual objectification. Indeed, if Withers' 

photograph can attest to anything, it is not that these protestors were able to claim their 

masculine subjectivity, but rather that in an unremarkable moment of everyday racial 

experience, these men were captured in an image, reduced to an object, and optically 

silenced.  

In light of Silverman’s argument and the material reality of the photograph-object, 

it seems that Ligon’s removal of the black male body must be one of ethical resistance, a 

move towards releasing these men from their photographic bonds, a drive toward 

freedom. Despite these ethics, the removal of bodies may still not be sufficiently marked 

as a moment wherein the self establishes knowledge of itself as a person. Can the written 

declaration “I Am a Man” function to establish subjective ontology? Is this visual content 

enough of a self-reflective “mirror”? In seeking to answer these deceptively simple 

questions, recall that Ligon’s painting is not an exclusively visual image of white paint 

over black paint over white canvas, with insignificant black marks on it. These marks on 

top of these layers of paint are quite literally significant — that is, signifying — word-

images proclaiming “I AM / A / MAN.” In its legibility, this image-text must also be 

heard.46 “I am a man,” echoes throughout this graphic recording, the sign and symbol, of 

an aural event performed in 1968 by the speaking, chanting laborers. Revising the image 

and/as words to be heard as much as seen amounts to a recalibration of the black subject 

                                                 
46 Here, I focus on the legibility of the word images in order to highlight that, when we read, we “hear the 

letter forms,” as D. F. Mackenzie would say, in our heads. Hayles, following Friedrich Kittler, class this 

process “subvocalization,” to refer to the phonic, vocalized quality of words recognizable as such in the act 

of reading. 
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who is, in the first place, no longer subjected to the exclusively visual coordinates of a 

colored body, and in the second place, is in possession of the vocal coordinates of a 

speaking body. In replacing silent bodies with vocal traces, Ligon insists that we attend to 

the noise produced by these audibly speaking, declaring, protesting men. It is a painting, 

in other words, that mobilizes an aural materiality that is, in turn, the optically reproduced 

vocal trace of the commodity who not only speaks, but speaks through signs.  

In developing and historicizing an ontology of the radical black aesthetic, Fred 

Moten argues that it is precisely this aural materiality, produced by the slave, the 

impossible yet historical commodity who speaks, that animates and constitutes the radical 

black aesthetic. As Moten demonstrates through his reading of Frederick Douglass’s 

Narrative, the enslaved black man knows himself, not through vision, but through sound. 

Douglass becomes aware of himself as a black, enslaved human – a human that is denied 

subjectivity – through his Aunt Hester’s shrieks and through the slaves’ songs.47 Moten 

hears these moments as improvisatory calls and responses between slave and master, 

enslavement and freedom, commodity and humanity. This audibility allows him to trace 

the phonic materiality through the history of black musical (re)production and “claim for 

this reproductivity the status of an ontological condition” (18). In songs from the “free 

jazz” movement, like Abbey Lincoln’s, Max Roach’s, and Oscar Brown Jr.’s “Protest,” 

that feature humming and shrieking over “insistently intense percussion” – sounds that 

resist reduction to words – “You cannot help but hear the echo of Aunt Hester’s scream 

                                                 
47 Though the word “human” feels clunky here, I use it consciously in light of Fred Moten’s point 

throughout In The Break  that the black slave embodies the lie that assumes human and subject (as one who 

is in possession of the self) to be synonymous. As Moten points out, the enslaved human, regardless of 

gender, is an object, a commodity. “Human,” in its very clunkiness, then, signals a continuing engagement 

with this disjuncture. 
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as it bears, at the moment of articulation, a sexual overtone, an invagination constantly 

reconstituting the whole of the voice, the whole of the story, redoubled and intensified by 

the mediation of years, recitations, auditions” (22, my emphasis). Though Ligon’s 

painting is not a musical performance, it is one that recites, echoes, and enacts a protest. 

We may not be able to hear Aunt Hester shriek, but we can certainly hear the protests of 

the Memphis Sanitation Workers, the commodities who continue to speak over one 

hundred years after the abolition of slavery. Ligon’s textual reproductions of the sign of 

protest are visual iterations, “graphic (re)productions” of “the radical materiality and 

syntax that animates black performances” (7). The signs are brandished with the goal of  

“emergence from political, economic, and sexual objection,” so express the “freedom 

drive” that, for Moten, ultimately animates black performance (7). In their mobility of a 

multi-sensory, visually audible narrative, Ligon’s network of signs, his series of images, 

becomes a repeated, ritualized performance of insistence and protest that establishes a 

self-possessive, self-determining and declaring black man.  

It is to this repetition that I now turn, as it translates the signs from simple 

performances to performatives, a discursive shift that works to collapse the gap between 

signifier and referent to effect material change in the world. In its performativity, the 

network of signs does not just remember an oppressive past, but imagines and signifies a 

progressive future. At the same time, if “a computer program only has one meaning: what 

it does” and “the entire meaning of code is its function” (Ullman qtd in Hayles 48, my 

italics), then the flickering signifier — the sign of the computer program and its code — 

is one that is necessarily performative. As such, it is as a performative that this repeated 
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phrase effects material change in the world, by acting as the flickering signifier that 

affects “change” within the computational world(view) of code. That is, it is in this light 

that the performative sign that is also an ontological declaration of race transitions the 

sign of race from one that floats to one that flickers so that it may disrupt and effect 

change within a colorblind ideological system — the ideological system that functions 

like a computational system.   

 

FROM PERFORMING A SIGN TO A PERFORMATIVE SIGN: Disidentificatory 

Speech-Acts in Ligon’s I Am a Man Image Network 

 

The repetition of the signs from Withers’ photograph, to Ligon’s 1988 painting, and to 

his 2000 print moves the declaration “I am a man” through different historical and 

contextual moments. As the visually audible phrase undertakes its journey through the 

historical contexts of the image network, the declaration echoes, resonates, and 

effectively becomes ritual. In its ritualization, the visual repetition of the protest 

grounding this graphically vocalized chant takes on the characteristics of Judith Butler’s 

gender performativity, a shift worth noting, particularly given the original protest’s use of 

“MAN” to signify the gendered specificity of “man,” as much as “human.” This gendered 

specificity should not be ignored, particularly given the slight changes to the sounded 

image that Ligon has rendered, which take on greater complexity with the shifts in 

defining masculinity that have occurred from 1968 to 1988 and 2000. Maurice O. 

Wallace notes that because the expression of sexual difference, of gendered particularity, 
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was denied the African slave, in the fight for Civil Rights this anxiety about gendered 

particularity becomes acute.48 As stated, to be considered other than a certain kind of 

straight, hyper-masculine, black man was to be considered outside of, and in opposition 

to, the black rights movement. Thus, Wallace reads the I AM / A MAN signs “like a 

thousand protestations by men made anxious, driven to the near-neurosis…at the idea of 

being misrepresented in their struggle as other than proper men, their worry unspoken, of 

course, but writ large all the same” (146). In writing large his own voice into the protest, 

revising the sign to read “I AM / A / MAN” Ligon queers the sign of black, racial 

masculinity, performing, declaring and visualizing how indefinite the 1968 mode is. 

That Ligon queers this sign of masculinity through the textual act of painting 

words, further grounds his activity in Butlerian performativity. Recall that Butler’s theory 

develops out of her own revision of a particular theory of the ways language and 

discourse works on and in society, on and in bodies — J.L. Austin’s theory of 

performative speech-acts. In developing his theory of speech-acts, Austin demonstrates 

that in certain utterances, the distance between linguistic signifier and signified object is 

absent. In other words, certain phrases – such as, “I promise” or “I apologize” – extend 

beyond lip service to constitute the very act that they declare. That is, saying “I promise,” 

is equivalent to actually promising, just as saying “I apologize” is equivalent to actually 

apologizing. The uttered signifier and the signified action are one and the same, 

connected to one another through semiotic discreteness. Notably, these statements 

                                                 
48 In “Mama’s Baby, Papa’s Maybe,” Hortense Spillers also notes the lack of gendered specificity given to 

West African’s during the slave trade.  Where Wallace uses this facet of enslavement to read the anxiety of 

black masculinity, Spillers’ uses this facet (as well as its presentation as masculine anxiety) to identify how, 

within what she calls “the American grammar,” the black female hyper-signifies as deviant other. 
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become speech-acts by resisting a reduction to truth or falseness; instead, they operate on 

an axis of happiness and unhappiness, where the “happy speech-act” is that which does 

what it says. Further, as Austin’s example of the marriage speech-act demonstrates — 

where saying particular words, followed by a pronouncement of marriage constitutes the 

act of getting married — it is through cultural repetition that becomes ritualization that a 

happy speech-act may become a performative utterance. Indeed, this is effectively 

Butler’s argument — that what makes a performative happy is its ritualized repetition, its 

repeated performance as such. Noting that, just as there is no such thing as a true or false 

apology or promise, there is no such thing as a true or false gender, Butler revises 

Austin’s theory into a theory of gender performativity, claiming that the marked, 

gendered, physical body is constructed and accessed as such through the ritualized 

performance of discourse. In turning the protest “I Am a Man” into, not only a 

performance of sounded images, but also a repeated ritual of declaration, Ligon’s 

painterly utterance potentially becomes a happy performative, a material fact. I say 

“potentially” here because, despite the linguistic and gendered performance of happiness, 

any evaluation of the “lived experience of the black man” will point to the continued 

socioeconomic and cultural disenfranchisement that the black subject experiences due to 

institutional racism. As Fanon would remind us, there is still a gap between the rhetoric 

of the phrase and the material condition it points to: the black man is not a man, he is a 

black man, and despite contemporary ideology, we are not (color)blind to this sign. 

Despite — or perhaps, because of — this gap, the resonant protest, “I am a man,” 

functions as a performative declaration of survival with each reiteration through Ligon’s 
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image network. Specifically, it is a declaration that performs what Jose Muñoz has 

theorized as a disidentificatory act. The process of disidentification, according to Muñoz, 

is “descriptive of the survival strategies the minoritarian subject practices in order to 

negotiate a phobic majoritarian public sphere that continuously elides or punishes the 

existence of subjects who do not conform to the phantasm of normative citizenship” (4, 

my emphasis). In both the explicit racism of pre-Civil Rights America, and the implicit 

“colorblind” racism of our contemporary post-Civil Rights moment, the raced, black 

subject is punished by just such a “phobic majoritarian public sphere” that Muñoz 

references. In the post-racial, colorblind world, however, this subject is punished 

explicitly through elision, as the “lived experience of the black man” is one of denied 

presence, erasure from visibility, and silencing from audibility through the ideologically 

enforced cultural blind- and deaf-ness to systems of racism. As a strategy of survival, 

disidentification entails neither assimilating to dominant ideology, nor reactively 

rejecting this dominant. Instead, it posits a third identificatory position that works “on 

and against dominant ideology,” in order “to transform a cultural logic from within” (11-

12, my emphasis). Specifically, acts of disidentification transform cultural logic by 

“slicing into” and “disassembl[ing]” the majoritarian public sphere, in order to use “the 

majoritarian culture as raw material to make a new world” (196). Through this lens, 

Ligon’s practice of maintaining the linguistic recognizability and meaningful 

signification of the painted words slices into and disassembles the hegemonic codes of 

linguistic oppression, reassembling them into alternative codes that are no longer 

oppressive, but rather, expressive. Leaving the words intact and significant, Ligon works 
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on and against the institutions of language and painting by requiring that his audience 

experience the visible as audible, the audible as visible, and the textual as painterly. 

Recalling Derrida’s claims that linguistic oppression is bound to cultural oppression, in 

disidentifying with the signifying institution of language, Ligon also disidentifies with the 

sign of blackness and signifying institution of race. The new world that emerges from 

these semiotic disidentificatory productions is one in which the sign and semiotics of race 

have changed, just as the signs and discursive semiotics of text and image have changed 

throughout this image network. That change combats post-raciality by rendering the 

invisible, visible, the inaudible, audible, and the absent, present.49 Just as the signs of 

ontologically declarative protest flicker across these modalities, so too does the sign, the 

informational inscription, of race.   

Before turning to a more robust discussion of the flickering signifier of race as it 

is performed through Ligon’s I Am a Man image network, it is worth spending some time 

discussing performativity, as such, in terms of the computational system. Indeed, though 

performative language is, much like computational code, a linguistic structure that 

functions to produce some kind of change in the world, the potentiality of Ligon’s 

ontologically declarative, happy performative utterance highlights what Hayles describes 

as the primary difference between performative speech-acts in human language, and 

performative code in a computer. Noting that performative (computer) code and 

performative (human) language tied together as “logical or formal system[s that] must 

                                                 
49 This move of producing new through old images and text recalls an earlier point in Threshold, where 

Silverman argues that, “it can only be through the creation and circulation of alternative images and words 

that [a person] can be given access to new identificatory coordinates” (81, emphasis added).  As 

disidentificatory performances, the words and/as images in Ligon’s paintings functio n as these alternative 

images and words that provide new, semiotic coordinates of identification. 
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run on some kind of platform to acquire meaning,” (49), for Hayles “code that runs on a 

machine is performative in a much stronger sense than that attributed to language” (50).  

As she describes, performative language causes “external changes [in the world] through 

complex chains of mediation” (50), that, simply put, are made up of human thought 

processes that produce a change in behavior that effects change in the world. That is, the 

actions that performative language produces exclusively “happen in the minds of 

humans” (50), which, though they “can and do result in behavioral effects” (50), requires 

significantly more levels of mediation than the changes code is able to perform within the 

computer. Indeed, code itself is able to cause “changes in machine behavior, and through 

networked ports and other interfaces, may initiate other changes” (50). The core 

difference, here, is in the number of platforms on which the code must run. For the 

computer, machinic behaviors are “implemented through transmission and execution of 

code” (50), as the same machinic platform reads, parses, and reacts to the code; in 

contrast, performative language can only effect change within the platform of human 

minds, which must be re-mediated and re-instantiated as behaviors or actions in the 

platform of the world.   

Though Hayles’ explanation is certainly true for language as such, as the critical 

lens provided by hypermaterial language art makes clear, ideologically- inflected 

language — that is, language as discourse — functions differently than human language 

as such. As the specific case of colorblind ideologies demonstrates, it functions 

informatically through the body politic, very much like a computational code functions 

through a machinic body. Though this is a claim that will get developed more fully in the 
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following chapter, it is worth noting here because of the weight of racial histories and 

ideologies that the image network of I am a Man carries. That is, the phrase is more than 

an utterance based in language as such; it is instead, an utterance mediated, in part, by the 

signs of language, that nevertheless carries the coded information of Civil Rights protests, 

and subsequent struggles for anti-racist cultural systems. As such, the phrase, re-iterated 

and re-performed in each mediating platform of the image network — the photograph, 

the painting, and the print — acts differently from the speech-act that either Hayles or 

Austin describe. This performative difference is precisely that of ideological language, as 

it constitutes a kind of cultural code that functions like a computational code. In addition 

to challenging majoritarian cultural codes of race, gender, painting, and text, the 

disidentification that Ligon’s text performs challenges the very distinction between 

computational code and human language, particularly as both constitute performative 

acts. As they mobilize our disidentification with this particular distinction, Ligon’s texts 

prompt us to consider the informatic, code-like qualities of racist ideologies, as they 

become instantiated through the medium of language across audio-visual modes. 

Accepting this prompt, I turn now to the final section of this chapter, in which I 

demonstrate the realization of racist ideology’s code-like qualities, through the 

performance of race as a flickering signifier that emerges from this image network. 
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RACE AS FLICKERING SIGNIFIER: Operating Race in a Colorblind System 

 

Up to this point, I have been interpreting Ligon’s paintings with a particular focus paid to 

the ways they performatively function through discourses of speech and vision. In 

particular, I’ve been focusing on the ways Ligon’s work, much like Simpson’s, 

destabilizes discourses of visual art and language in order to critique oppressive 

discourses of race that prescribe meaning(s) upon certain bodies based on the ideological 

understanding that those bodies perform and possess (the sign of) color. This reading has 

been largely based on the work of Stuart Hall, who has argued that these visual 

discourses are created by linguistic, rhetorical sign systems that produce the ideologies 

and institutions that work through culture to maintain the oppression and 

disenfranchisement of the visually marked, colored body. Equally subject to the opticality 

of skin and the whims of cultural discourse, Hall has also argued, as noted earlier, that 

race is an unstable signifier that floats, and as such, can be attached to any signified, and 

therefore mobilized as a sign to “mean” anything. This was precisely the operative 

discourse of race that Lorna Simpson’s photographs disrupted, as they mobilized the 

noise of ambiguity carried by the floating signifier to force a systemic reorganization (at 

the risk of systemic collapse). As in Simpson’s photo-texts, Ligon’s I Am a Man image 

network consciously manipulates the sign(s) of language and/as audio-visual text in order 

to simultaneously manipulate the sign of race. Indeed, his Untitled (I Am a Man) seems to 

participate in this project through a shared methodology with Simpson’s photo-texts: that 

of the overloaded, unbound floating signifier of visual text that apparently floats, 
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decontextualized, and unbound in a white field. The sign “I AM / A / MAN,” though it 

stands in for the raced bodies from Withers’ photograph, is decontextualized and 

disconnected; it has no visually binding or stabilizing content within its painterly field. 

Like the captions in Simpson’s photograph, the words simply float in space, oscillating 

amongst various meanings, recognizable and legible, yet utterly instable. 

This shifts in the Condition Report, however, wherein the floating sign becomes 

re-contextualized in the frame of annotations, a frame that I have suggested attempts to 

silence and objectify the voices and bodies from which these words originate. In my 

initial reading of the Condition Report, I suggested that this silencing occurred through 

the annotations’ effect of crowding the canvas, making too much visual noise that nearly 

drowns out the protesting declaration, and thus acting in a way similar to the linguistic 

and visual signs in Simpson’s photo-texts (though for the oppositional goal of collapsing 

the protest to maintain the system). Keeping this visual effect in mind, the institutional 

practice of reporting on the conditions of artworks provides an additional layer of 

complexity to Ligon’s I Am a Man revision. Condition Reports, such as this one, are 

often produced for an artwork in order to stabilize its discursive location within an 

archive, and to set up protocols for its preservation and valuation. In other words, 

Condition Reports resist the instability of objects, seeking to freeze the effects that time 

or culture can render on an art object, effects that can potentially lessen its monetary or 

artistic value. Though arguably a necessity of art historical and cultural conservation, we 

must recall that this Condition Report is also a revision of a Civil Rights protest and anti-

racist critique, so is a direct product of progress, of de-stabilized cultural institutions, and 
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of rejecting the application of monetary valuation to certain bodies. In other words, once 

again, Ligon has mobilized a hierarchical, institutional discourse, only to use it against 

itself, deconstructing, disidentifying, and destabilizing the cultural ground from which it 

gains power. Further, the annotations in his Condition Report expose the structure of 

blackness that breaks through the white paint, an exposure that denies the erasure and 

silencing inherent in the “cultural preservation” efforts of whitewashing and colorblind 

rhetorics. Though they mark the blackness as damage, the annotations expose that the 

sign of blackness is not just inscribed on the canvas but is incorporated into the very 

structure of the painterly — that is, the cultural — body. In what follows, I explore the 

simultaneity of incorporation and inscription as modes that work on and through the body 

of the painting to reconfigure the sign of blackness specifically and the sign of race 

generally, as a sign that does not just float, but flickers. 

As described throughout, Ligon’s painting, his declaration “I AM / A / MAN” is 

vocally and discursively tied to the raced body. As a revision of the striking workers from 

Withers’ photograph, the textual sign stands in for the raced body, resisting the damaging 

act of erasure because the words function as the vocal traces of these bodies.  By the 

Condition Report, race is not simply signified through the vocal, textual signs, but also 

through the non-white color that shows through the whitewash: the “dark marks” 

“blackspots” and “brown smudges.” Here Ligon uses color, the phenotypic performance 

of race, to demonstrate that race is not simply inscribed on the body, but is also 

incorporated into embodiment, the sense of the self as culturally legible. Hortense 

Spillers, similarly engaging with racial semiotics through developing what she calls “an 
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American grammar,” also makes a connection to the work of inscription and 

incorporation in the ancestrally enslaved and contemporarily raced body. Focusing on the 

problematic position of the gendered (female) black subject, a subject who embodies a 

“signifying property plus” (65, original italics), that very property which Simpson’s work 

is explicitly concerned with, Spillers demonstrates that this embodied position is the 

result of a violent history that has used the raced body as a surface for damaging 

inscription and non-human signification. Setting up a dialectic between the body and 

flesh, the person and the living material of that person, Spillers reminds us that “Even 

though European hegemonies stole bodies…out of West Africa…we regard this human 

and social irreparability as the high crimes against the flesh, as the person of African 

males and females registered the wounding. If we think of ‘flesh’ as the primary 

narrative, then we mean its seared, divided, ripped-apartness…” (67, original italics).  

These crimes against the flesh, scarred from being seared, divided, and ripped apart, form 

“a kind of hieroglyphics of the flesh whose severe disjunctures come to be hidden to the 

cultural seeing by skin color” (67). Spillers argues that these hieroglyphics, this violent 

history that is branded into the body, transfers from one generation to the next, becoming 

incorporated into, not only the individually rent body, but the cultural body politic of 

raced American subjects. As such, though her essay is primarily concerned with the black 

female body as separate from the black male body, the hieroglyphics of violence that 

become incorporated into the black body as such are shared amongst genders. This 

simultaneity of inscription and/as incorporation strengthens the theoretical bridge begun 

with the text’s code-like performativity to the informatic semiotics that function through 
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digital systems, as developed by N. Katherine Hayles, particularly in the 

incorporation/inscription dialectic that she imagines for the posthuman body.50 

Throughout How We Became Posthuman, N. Katherine Hayles dissects the 

discourses and ideologies of the informatically constructed, cybernetically produced 

posthuman subject. In particular, Hayles problematizes posthuman ideology’s 

assumptions that because information and informatic bodies have become virtual and 

digital, they have also become entirely immaterial. She argues throughout the text that 

this is not the case. Instead, the material body by which we recognized and constructed 

the liberal humanist subject has given way to a new mode of posthuman subjectivity that 

is “constituted by the crossing of the materiality of informatics with the immateriality of 

information” (193). The framework she develops for thinking about embodiment in the 

age of digitality is structured around both “an interplay between the body as a cultural 

construct and the experiences of embodiment that individual people within a culture feel 

and articulate,” and “a dance between inscribing and incorporating practices” (193). 

Within this framework, Hayles aligns the culturally constructed body with practices of 

inscription, arguing that both are “normalized and abstract,” sign systems “operating 

independently of any particular manifestation” (198). She contrasts the body and 

inscription with embodiment and incorporation. Unlike the abstracted inscribed practice, 

“an incorporating practice…cannot be separated [abstracted] from its embodied medium” 

(198). Though Hayles does not explicitly recall the black (raced) or female (gendered) 

body, she constantly reminds us that, despite this dialectic separation, inscription/the 

                                                 
50 Recall that, in the previous chapter, this body was aligned with the post -identity subject, through their 

shared ideological dematerialization and virtualization. 
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body and incorporation/embodiment are always intertwined with one another. This 

reminder echoes both Spillers’ theorization and Ligon’s enactment of this dialectic 

through its effects on the raced body. Further tying Spillers and Ligon to Hayles is their 

concern with developing sign systems through which we can apprehend what is 

apparently or ideologically invisible. For Ligon and Spillers, this includes the subject of 

race, erased and absented by post-racial rhetoric and colorblind ideologies; for Hayles, 

this is the computational process that produces the discourse that aligns digitality and 

virtuality with immateriality and disembodiment. To combat this discourse, Hayles 

develops the flickering signifier, and it is through this semiotic system that, I argue, 

Ligon’s art enacts its racial semiotic protest. In other words, his destabilization of still, 

silent, legible, and visible protest signs combats post-raciality by embracing the digitality 

of racial signs, not by reducing them to code, but by manipulating the noise of those 

floating signs through a chant that becomes a flicker. 

In an effort to recognize the materiality of digital computational processes that 

produce text as image, N. Katherine Hayles develops a semiotic system around what she 

calls the “flickering signifier.” She develops this term by recalibrating the Lacanian 

“floating signifier” for the discourses of digitality and informatics that structure a culture 

based in systems of digital computation. The flickering signifier describes the invisible 

processes that occur between the act of pressing a key on a keyboard and seeing the word 

or letter appear on the screen. In this process of coding, decoding, and recoding, a 

layering of signification produces the image of a word or letter. In other words, the 

screen-bound word or letter is not actually stable, material text, but is an unstable, virtual 
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image that looks like text. Further, though it appears by invisible processes, the flickering 

signifier of text does not simply emerge from and exist as an immaterial abstraction.51 

Similarly, Ligon’s paintings, though non-digital, are of images that look like text, images 

that flicker among sensory codes of visibility, legibility, and audibility, while just below 

the whitewashed surface, black paint flickers into and out of visibility. Following Hayles’ 

revision of Lacan for the post-human age, Ligon’s textual paintings model a way that we 

can revise racial signification for the post-racial age.  

Because Ligon’s textual paintings are directly linked to, and stand in for, the 

black body, their flickering layers of signification extend outward toward the inscribed 

and incorporated construct of racial blackness itself. Despite the insistence of the post-

racial institution that ideologically supported structures of racism no longer exist because 

race as blackness — that is, race as an ideological construct that is marked by a visible 

sign that signifies (simultaneously) decay and vitality (Moten) — is neither invisible nor 

absent. Instead, race in an ideological system is a signifier that can be (perhaps must be) 

encountered through flickering. Imagining race as a flickering signifier not only combats 

the rhetoric of post-raciality, but also revises Stuart Hall’s formulation that race is a 

floating signifier. As a floating signifier, race can mean anything according to the 

ideological context in which it is constructed and deployed. In the post-racial ideological 

climate, the signifier is filled with denial, erasure, and absence. Reconfiguring race as a 

                                                 
51 I highlight the conflation of immateriality and invisibility here to point, in the first p lace, to the long 

tradition of ocular privileging that structures Western modes of thought, and in the second place, to recall 

Hayles’ own explanation of the new materiality of the virtual.  Hayles contrasts the process of typing on a 

computer to typing on typewriter.  In the latter, we can see the process by which our action produces text 

on paper, while in the former, this visibility is missing.  She suggests that it is precisely this lack of 

visibility that creates the sense of immaterial processes in the virtual/digital realm. 
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flickering signifier, then, rejects this oppressive semiotic ambiguity, by insisting that 

blackness be seen, be heard, and be present — and that the structures that would define 

race and blackness, that would render them as meaningful “signs” by which to read a 

body, similarly become present. What Ligon’s flickering textual paintings give us is a 

model for recovering from this oppressive rhetoric by reclaiming and reconstructing the 

very cultural processes – silencing and erasing signs of black subjectivity – that allow 

post-racial rhetoric to function. To the extent that we can think of the reclamation of 

cultural processes as a reclamation of technological processes, conceptualizing race as a 

flickering signifier amounts to one method by which we can begin to answer Beth 

Coleman’s 2009 call to think race as a technology, and thereby turn it from a “tool of 

terror to [a] mechanism of agency” (180).   

In a 2009 article that appeared in a special issue of Camera Obscura focused on 

rethinking race in the age of digital technology and informatics, Beth Coleman proposed 

that we begin thinking of race as itself a technology. Although the ideology of race 

already works as a technology for oppression, Coleman argues that reframing race around 

the understanding of technology as techne, as tools that function as prosthetic self-

extensions, will allow us to liberate race from “an inherited position of abjection toward a 

greater expression of agency” (177). Coleman is careful to clarify that she is not 

supporting a biological determinist view that understands race as information bound in a 

sequence of code, a view that renders race technological by re-essentializing it as 

immaterial, genetically coded data. Instead, if race can be recuperated as techne, then it is 

released from this data-based essentialism and becomes a tool for creative production, a 
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tool that celebrates the “speed of change, [the] sliding value, [and the] apparent and 

invisible differences” that mark race as conceptually distinct (179). Notably, then, 

rethinking race as technology allows us to celebrate exactly what has been previously 

considered the most damaging cultural aspect of racial logic – the way it functions as an 

ungrounded, floating, ever-changing signifier. Such a cultural recalibration points to 

Coleman’s ultimate aim for thinking race as technology: that as “a disruptive technology” 

it will “[change] the terms of engagement with an all-too-familiar system of 

representation and power” (178).52  

As I have demonstrated throughout, Ligon’s I Am a Man image network turns 

race into a flickering, rather than merely floating, signifier to produce many of the same 

effects that Coleman imagines race re-conceptualized as technology can produce. Ligon’s 

recalibration of the sign of race develops through reclaiming speech and inscription, 

audibility and visibility, abstraction and painterly production so that it may operate 

informatically, and thereby become visible, audible, and legible within a colorblind, post-

racial ideological system. That is, if Simpson’s photo-texts imagined the insertion of 

noise into this system to force its collapse and (therefore) its reformation, then Ligon’s 

image network imagines a way for race to continue to function within this system, and 

through functional disidentification, effect a similarly reformed system. If Coleman is 

right that we can reclaim race as technology in such a way that turns it from “tool of 

                                                 
52 Throughout her essay Coleman returns to the example of Barack Obama’s successful presidency, in 

which he mobilized the rich rhetorical history of race-based, black aesthetics, to win the hearts and votes of 

the American populace. Coleman argues that this amounts to more than just a mobilization of an aesthetic 

tradition, but, because of the racially charged climate in which Obama’s campaign was run, this was a 

mobilization of his race, a recuperation of his already marked body in service of his own agency and rise to 

the presidency. 
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terror to mechanism of agency,” then these dual approaches to systemic disruption and 

reformation as such, reveal the potential for race to function informatically, whether as 

irreconcilable noise, or as a reconcilable flicker. 

In the flickering of Ligon’s work, a textual painting that may have started as a 

stammer mobilizes its own “noise” to combat the silencing, erasing, and denying power 

of the post-racial institution. In each of its iterations, “I AM A MAN” insists on being 

visible, audible, loud. It declares and performs an ontology of subjectivity, resisting both 

objectification and the denial of this subjective position. It reimagines visible images, 

graphic linguistic marks, bodily traces, and abstract, painterly inscription, all while 

creating the possibilities for a new reality. Our contemporary moment of institutional 

racism that takes its power from its own denial, attests to the fact that this new reality is 

not the one that we currently live in. But “I AM A MAN” slips, slides, and sounds 

through this reality, reclaiming its tools of oppression, and using them as tools for 

expression. In that expression, the protest in 1968, the lone, unsure voice in 1988, and the 

struggle to be heard in 2000 continue to be seen and heard, even as they also continue to 

be recalibrated, as the technologically and ideologically coded systems through which it 

operates become similarly recalibrated, reorganized, reformed. It is to this 

technologically and ideologically coded system that I turn in the following chapter, where 

I use Jenny Holzer’s and Natalie Bookchin’s site-specific, video-graphic hypermaterial 

language art to further describe the structures and codes that make up our cultural, 

“techno-ideological” system. 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

“Hypermaterializing Techno-Ideological Codes: Hacking Through Jenny Holzer’s and 

Natalie Bookchin’s Site-Specific Installations 

 

Hypermaterial language art, as I have been describing it throughout the previous three 

chapters, renders language physical in order to reorient our relationship to the linguistic 

sign system, and make us hyperaware of its multi-coded functionality as both a semiotic 

and informatic structure through which rhetorics, discourses, and ideologies get 

expressed. In forcing this disidentification in our relationship to and with language, 

artworks like Erik Loyer’s Strange Rain, Harryette Mullen’s Coo/Slur, or Glenn Ligon’s 

(Untitled) I Am a Man make us aware of the multiple layers of what Roland Barthes calls 

“myth” that are at work in our engagement with and use of language. In keeping with the 

previous chapters’ use of digital and informatic discourses to theorize the ways 

hypermaterial language art works on and against post-identity and colorblind ideologies, 

in this chapter I engage with hypermaterial language art as it works on and in the 

architecture of public, social (cyber) spaces, by focusing on site-based installation art by 

Jenny Holzer and Natalie Bookchin.  

Building on the previous chapter’s development of the flickering signifier of race 

as a method by which race can signify in – and thereby resist – the blindness and silence 

that post-identity ideologies produce and rely upon as their source of cultural power, this 

chapter confronts the power dynamics of the techno-ideological codes at the structural 
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heart of colorblind rhetoric and post-identity discourses. As I have argued, these 

ideologies virtualize and dematerialize people in a way that aligns the post-identity 

subject with the posthuman subject, thereby exposing threads of the informatic that 

function within the semiotic. Following this line of argument, this chapter’s confrontation 

into the coded power dynamics is based in artworks that examine contemporary anxieties 

developing around coded information and its accessibility. These anxieties are becoming 

increasingly acute as the omnipotent ubiquity of social media platforms actually 

virtualize people, rendering them informatic patterns of coded data, so they may be 

mined, manipulated, and rendered meaningful (and profitable) as such.53   

 In her Projections series, Jenny Holzer questions and disrupts our cultural 

conflation of transparency with information accessibility, a move ground in a disruption 

of the power dynamics governing both digital information access, and the transmission 

and dissemination of the discursive informatics of cultural ideology. In Testament, 

Natalie Bookchin will take Holzer’s disruption one step further by manipulating user-

generated video content that circulates on YouTube in such a way that it effectively 

breaks both the technological, informatic codes of YouTube’s data-governing algorithm, 

and the discursive codes governing colorblind and post-identity ideologies. Considering 

these two artists together, I argue that each effectively “hacks” into the contemporary 

technological and ideological codes that structure public space, social activity, and 

identity formation in our digital, informatic culture. Because these series engage with 

                                                 
53 This trend is perhaps most evident in the ease and frequency with which focused advertisements – ads 

that are “specific” to the user and her interests, according to the social data she produces – populate the 

social web.  
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public places and social, cyber-spaces in their site-specificity, Holzer and Bookchin must 

relinquish their own control over the installation’s “codes.”54 In this relinquishing, they 

create the conditions for their audience – the public, social media user that is subject to 

embodied virtuality – to participate in and continue this techno-ideological code hacking. 

 

DISCURSIVE LANGUAGE AND DIGITAL INFORMATICS: Structures and 

Formations of Techno-Ideological Codes  

 

In order to appropriately situate these artists’ technological and ideological “hacking,” it 

will be useful to characterize the power and structural dynamics of technological and 

ideological codes today. As I show in what follows, these codes come together to form 

what I call “techno-ideological codes.” As stated, these artists’ works hone in on and 

examine contemporary anxieties around coded information and its access, anxieties that 

are often echoed in calls for political, structural, or informatic transparency. If we can 

characterize our current moment as one in which we are increasingly subject to the 

discursive logic of post-humanism and post-identity ideologies, which, as thinkers like N. 

Katherine Hayles consistently remind us, have shifted (rather than erased) their 

materiality from the semiotic to the informatic, these anxieties are as much about issues 

of literal access to information as they are about accessing or identifying our selves as no 

                                                 
54 Though I will return to this in more detail, it is worth noting here that because the authority of the artist is 

granted through the culturally coded power dynamics of Art (where the reader is subordinate to the author, 

and the audience subordinate to the artist), in relinquishing the power of their installations, these artists also 

disrupt the cultural, discursive codes of Engaging with Art.  
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longer semiotic, but informatic patterns.55 Though this latter point may seem like 

something out of William Gibson’s Neuromancer, the increasing frequency with which 

public, social, political life gets conducted through online social media platforms leads 

me to argue that the translation of people into coded, informational patterns is no longer 

exclusively the purview of science fiction.  

Social media platforms like Facebook, Twitter, or YouTube hardly appear to 

reduce their users to informatic patterns. However, because digital, cyber-spatial 

platforms are built through what Espen Aarseth calls the “dual materiality of the 

cybernetic sign” (40), this appearance is accessible only on one semiotic end of the 

multiple informatic layers that make up the social media platform: the front-end or 

interface.56 At the back-end database, the user, and with the texts, images, or other media 

objects that make up her online persona are no more than informational patterns of data 

present only as flickering signifiers. The metaphor of front- and back-ends in 

computational rhetoric corresponds directly with the structure of interface and database 

described in chapter one. That is, it refers to the ways digital computers are structured 

through layers of coded information that are processed by the computer at the back-end 

(database) in order to produce and perform an image, text, or other human-accessible 

content that appears at the front-end (interface).57 Despite the rhetoric of user-centered 

                                                 
55 Consider the frequency with which we call for transparency of information in our government and in our 

civil servants. Though these calls are often characterized as calls for accountability, I would argue that they 

carry with them (perhaps subconsciously or merely rhetorically) calls for self-accessibility. This is a point 

that I will return to and develop in my analysis of Jenny Holzer’s work. 
56 For ease of explanation, I will make use, throughout, of Felix Stalder’s metaphor of “front -“ and “back-

ends” to describe the cybernetic, digital sign’s “dual materiality.”  
57 The coded processes that move through these multiple layers of the digital sign are what Hayles calls 

“flickering signifiers .” Noting that floating signifiers no longer a place in a digital system – where 
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control and user-power through which most of these platforms operate at the front-end, 

the back-end is largely inaccessible – opaque or non-transparent – to the everyday 

computer user. Instead, it is a data-based realm of code and algorithms that both 

structures and, to certain degree, controls what can happen at the front-end; further, it is 

accessible only to the programmers and corporate owners of these platforms.58  

The structure of front- and back-end sets up a power dynamic of computational 

usage that many digital media theorists cite as the source of their critical anxiety about 

contemporary digital technology, particularly as it is iterated through social media. Felix 

Stalder, for example, summarily describes the tension between the front- and back-end of 

the social web, noting that “If we look at the front-end, the social media of Web 2.0 may 

well advance semiotic democracy—” Stalder’s term for the user’s ability to create new 

media forms and participate in public discourse. “However,” he continues, “if we 

consider the situation from the back-end, we can see the potential for Spectacle 2.0, 

where new forms of control and manipulation, masked by a mere simulation of 

involvement and participation, create the contemporary version of what Guy Debord 

called ‘the heart of the unrealism of the real society’” (242). Because this back-end is 

never fully accessible to the user and is, instead, locked away and tightly protected as 

corporate intellectual property,59 it is this architecture that many theorists focus on as the 

source of their critical anxiety about social media. Geert Lovink, describing these 

                                                                                                                                                 
ambiguity can rarely be tolerated – Hayles’ flickering signifier indicates the constant negotiation between 

signifier and signified that digital signs go through. 
58 In many ways, it is this digital semiotic duality, and the ultimate inaccessibility of most of the web that 

has led to a reduction of early techno-utopian celebrations for the shift to the user-generated social web 

(Web 2.0) to similarly be a shift in the power dynamics of digital culture. See the work of Axel Bruns, 

Steve Johnson, or Henry Jenkins for examples of this celebratory rhetoric. 
59 See, for example, the protections in place to insure the inability to hack Google’s patented Algorithm.  
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algorithms as “filters,” directly states that, “the danger of filters is their invisibility. What 

we need is a growing awareness of the existence and architecture of the filters that 

surround us” (34, my italics). Note that at its core, Lovink’s anxiety about these 

structures stems, not from their presence, but from their non-transparent, opacity. His 

focus on their problematic circulation through cultural blind spots productively likens 

them to colorblind and post-identity ideologies that circulate through similar logics of 

power and invisibility. Further, where Stalder focuses on this back-end architecture for its 

ability to manipulate and control us, setting the front- and back-end battle as analogous to 

the battle between democracy and totalitarianism, Lovink recognizes that this architecture 

is human-made and therefore culturally and discursively inflected. He likens these 

algorithmic filters to our ideologies and “cultural biases,” arguing that we need to “be 

aware of [them], not to run from” them (34).60 Both thinkers point toward a troubling 

truth of social media today: it is controlled and structured as unforgiving systems that 

both mask their presence behind the rhetoric of democratized, unbiased, user-

empowerment, and are owned by a select few massive companies who use this rhetoric to 

encourage users to hand over their power to the inflexible algorithms that are built around 

and through whatever ideologies support these companies’ interests.  

                                                 
60 The interrelationship between discursive/ideological and algorithmic/technological codes will be an 

important factor throughout this chapter. What is important, for now, is to recognize that algorithmic codes 

are built by human programmers who are, themselves subjected to ideological codes of their cultural 

embeddedness. These cultural codes become even stronger and harder to work against as they are translated 

into algorithms because of the unforgiving, binary logic of informatic structures. As with everything online, 

this becomes evident when the codes hit up against one another and “break,” as when, for example, 

Google+ denied human status to Native American users because it had not been binarily coded to recognize 

Native American names as human names, or when Facebook failed to allow transgendered users to sign -up 

because it could not algorithmically understand their gender.  
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Though their focus is on technological, rather than discursive or ideological 

codes, Lovink and Stalder inadvertently point toward cultural power imbalances inherent 

in the perpetuation of media messages loaded with ideological and discursive codes. 

Building on Lovink’s claim that we can understand technologically coded front- and 

back-ends as similar to and structured through cultural biases, we can also understand 

cultural biases – discursive and ideological codes – to be similarly structured through the 

power dynamics of front- and back-ends. Considering this claim in terms of the mediated 

sign system of language,61 the discursive front-end is occupied by the mark or sign of 

language — the visual text or audible voice — while the back-end is occupied by both 

the object ostensibly signified or denoted by the front-end mark of language, and the 

unspoken, assumed, additional information connoted by this word. This discursive back-

end includes what Saussure calls the “paradigmatic” vector of language. As described in 

the previous chapter, the paradigmatic vector is essentially a virtual cloud of synonyms or 

alternative words a speaker could have used in the place of the one s/he did. More than 

just replaceable synonyms, the virtual cloud of paradigmatic options carries with it the 

connotations, the coded information of myth (Barthes), discourse (Foucault) and ideology 

(Althusser). Though N. Katherine Hayles has shown that (human) language and 

(computer) code have significant differences – most notably in the constraints imposed 

by materiality and their respective abilities to handle ambiguity – that make it ultimately 

incorrect to imagine the two as analogous structures, she effectively builds off of Lev 

                                                 
61 The focus on language here is in keeping with the interest and focus on hypermaterial language art that 

informs this dissertation. As many media scholars have shown, including Stuart Hall whose work I will 

refer to later, discursive and ideological codes are circulated through all mediated messages – image, film, 

music, television, etc. – not just linguistic ones. 
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Manovich’s observations about language to argue that the two systems as informational, 

media structures working on and in culture – working as discourse – may be more related 

than their material and informational processing constraints may suggest. 

Complimenting Saussure’s paradigmatic vector of language is the syntagmatic 

vector – the visual or sonic patterns that make up language as it is actually written or 

spoken. Within Saussure’s linguistic theory, the two vectors work together to form the 

pattern of differentials through which we recognize language.62 In The Language of New 

Media, Lev Manovich observes that we can differentiate the two vectors as encompassing 

actual words spoken within the syntagmatic vector, and virtual words left unspoken on 

the paradigmatic vector.63 Building off of this observation, Hayles argues that, “in digital 

media using dynamic databases, this relationship is reversed. The paradigmatic 

alternatives are encoded into the database and in this sense actually exist, whereas the 

syntagmatic is dynamically generated on the fly as choices are made to determine which 

items in the database will be used,” thus rendering the syntagmatic vector “virtual rather 

than actual” (53). As Michel Foucault demonstrates, however, when language is put to 

work as a media system for disseminating myth, discourse, or ideology, it becomes like 

the dynamic database: the paradigmatic vector becomes actual, as all cultural values are 

“encoded” into the linguistic, media message system. In his Discourse on Language, 

Foucault argues that two different types of discourse exist: “discourse which is spoken 

                                                 
62 This pattern of differentials, as explained in more detail in chapter three, refers to Saussure’s claim that 

we do not recognize words as such; rather, we recognize them as they are not, or as they are different from, 

other words. 
63 To clarify: through the syntagmatic vector of language, we recognize each word as different from other 

words spoken in an utterance. Through the paradigmatic vector, we recognize each word as different from 

other options unspoken in an utterance.  
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and remains spoken, indefinitely, beyond its formulation, and [discourse] which remains 

to be spoken” (220, original italics). When language becomes discursive, Foucault’s 

formulation releases it from its need to become materially actual; it no longer needs to be 

actualized through the sound or image patterns of the spoken or written syntagm. In other 

words, the syntagmatic vector (words present as spoken or written patterns) and the 

paradigmatic vector (words not yet spoken, but present only as virtual entities) are 

actualized when language becomes materially present as discourse. It is in this 

actualization that discourse, enacted on and through language, is able “to abolish the 

sovereignty of the signifier” (229). At the same time, it is the actualization of the 

paradigmatic vector that aligns semiotic language with informatic code, thus creating the 

conditions whereby cultural ideologies can be encoded into discursive language-as-media 

systems, just as they can be encoded into dynamic databases and algorithms structuring 

the web. 

The understanding that media messages are produced, disseminated, and received 

through processes of ideologically influenced encoding and decoding emerges from 

Stuart Hall’s 1973 model of communication. Hall’s model is based on the process of 

broadcasting televisual messages, and Hall essentially argues that media conglomerates 

encode ideologically inflected information into televisual programming. The content of 

the televisual broadcast, in other words, contains coded, layered information that must be 

decoded by the viewer.64 Hall theorizes three positions by which these messages can be 

decoded — the dominant-hegemonic, negotiated, and oppositional positions. The 

                                                 
64 At its core, then, Hall’s formulation positions the viewer alongside Barthes’ heroic mythologist who is 

able to decode (at various levels) the information contained in and  signified by cultural mythologies. 
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dominant-hegemonic decoder “takes the connoted meaning…full and straight, and 

decodes the message in the reference code in which it has been encoded” (59), never once 

critically questioning or engaging with the “politics of signification” infused in the 

message. Decoding from the negotiated position “operate[s] through what we might call 

particular or situated logics” and is structured around “exceptions to the rule” (60) that 

recognize the dominant-hegemonic position but, in particular situations, reject this 

method of decoding. Finally, the oppositional decoder is able to “detotalize the message 

in the preferred code in order to retotalize the message within some alternative 

framework of reference” (61). This ultimately allows this viewer to recognize not only 

the politics of signification, but also what Hall calls “the struggle of discourse.”65 The 

multiple decoding positions in Halls’ formulation suggest that encoded media messages – 

including those that circulate through the media system of discursive language – contain 

the potential for multiple informational patterns to emerge from a single encoded 

message. In other words, his formulation aligns the process of ideological coding in a 

media system with the process of technological coding in a dynamic database: the 

paradigmatic vector of possible decoding positions becomes actual, while the 

syntagmatic vector becomes virtual, “generated on the fly” as each decoder processes the 

message from a different position.   

In addition to recasting discursive language into a code-based, dynamic database 

through the actualization and virtualization of the paradigmatic and syntagmatic vectors, 

                                                 
65 It is worth noting that Hall’s oppositional decoding position strongly informs and influences Muñoz’s 

disidentificatory position, described in Chapter 3, as well as this entire project in its treatment of the politics 

of hypermaterial language art. 
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Hall’s encoding and decoding formulation suggests that discursive language encoded 

with dominant-hegemonic ideologies is further relatable to digital, technological code 

through sharing its structure of front- and back-ends. Indeed, Hall’s “encoding” process is 

based in actual televisual media companies coding an ideological position into their 

media messages at the “back-end,” an actualized process that recalls Lovink’s 

explanation of digital algorithmic “filters” as stemming from and reflecting the biases and 

ideologies of their programmers. What is important to note here are not so much the 

structural similarities, but the power dynamics at work in this structure. In cyberspatial 

architecture, the everyday user is unable to affect the back-end material and can only 

manipulate material at the front-end. Similarly, the decoder of discursive language-as-

media-messages – from any of Hall’s positions – is limited in her ability to affect the 

back-end of cultural ideology, controlled as it is by media conglomerates and 

governmental agencies. This inability also points to another key difference that Hayles 

articulates between computer code and human language: although one programmer can 

significantly affect the informational structures, systems, or processes of digital code, it is 

impossible for one person to significantly affect a change in the structures, systems, and 

processes of language, regardless of its level of discursivity (50). Thinking discursive 

language as a coded structure of front- and back-ends, then, is not so much a 

reconceptualization of structure, as it is an updated model for thinking linguistic 

discourse in the digital, informatic age of computational front- and back-ends that express 

a power dynamic over cultural control.  
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This power dynamic over information housed at the front- and back-ends of 

discursive language and/as code is clearly visible in post-identity and colorblind 

ideologies. Indeed, just as the architecture that makes up cyber-, social spaces wields the 

power to structure, and program, the ways we function and relate to one another in these 

spaces, so to does this architecture of discursive language wield the power dynamics to 

control the ways by which we process and decode information about our world and each 

other.66 What I have been calling a cultural illegibility that is disseminated through post-

identity and colorblind ideologies can be reimagined here as the “back-end” of these 

cultural ideologies, the end in which dominant hegemonic interpretations of data are 

encoded. This end is disseminated through media messages that, as Ashley Woody Doane 

and Amelia Jones argue, use visual signs of “multiculturalism” and “diversity” as proof 

that oppression based on race, gender, and sexuality no longer exists as a cultural 

problem. Of course, this encoded, power-wielding “back-end” is at a dangerous 

disjuncture with the user-accessible, decodable “front-end.” As both Doane and Jones 

note, it is through seeing, recognizing and reading these signs of identity — the exact 

opposite of colorblindness and cultural illiteracy — that this “proof” of post-identity 

discourse functions. The illogical link here emerges from a back-end encoding that 

allows us to “see color” only insofar as, at the front-end, we decode this color as evidence 

that we are and remain “colorblind.” Despite the precarity on which the colorblind and 

post-identity ideological positions balance, the frequency with which these media 

messages are disseminated and decoded in the dominant-hegemonic position (as proof of 

                                                 
66 I should note here that, as Hall’s position reminds us, there are varying degrees of control that we have as 

decoders. 
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colorblindness) suggests an urgency in resisting the urge to dismiss the 

encoding/decoding paradigm as mere metaphor. As Doane’s analysis of televisual 

performances of post-racial logic demonstrates, our cultural moment is one in which very 

real technological and discursive codes circulate, intertwining with one another to form 

the ideological atmosphere in which we live.67  

This multiply coded environment in which technology, discourse, and language 

become inseparable from one another as public, social structures suggests an alternative 

persona by which we can understand Hall’s oppositional decoder: that of the hacker. In 

light of the urgency by which post-identity and colorblind ideologies must be countered, 

particularly as they continue to exert power and control over the mass media and the 

general public, reimagining the oppositional decoder as the hacker increases the activity 

with which she counters the dominant-hegemonic ideological positions. Where the 

oppositional decoder simply decodes a message she has received through televisual 

broadcasts, the hacker de-codes by actively reaching into, disrupting, and re-writing the 

coded message she receives through digital, machinic, and discursive code. It is precisely 

this position of the technological and discursive code-hacker that Jenny Holzer and 

Natalie Bookchin adopt and invite their viewing, reading, participating audience to adopt 

in their site-specific artworks. 

                                                 
67 Recalling from Chapter 2, Doane’s argument is essentially that whenever a racist act of violence happens 

– for example, when Darren Wilson shot and killed Michael Brown – our televisual media casts it as a 

performance of one single racist bigot who is then punished, or outcast accordingly. The danger here is not 

that we do not recognize racism, but that this performance of the individual racist distracts us and elides our 

ability to recognize the structural racism that permeates our country – racism, in other words, at the level of 

code is successfully re-hidden, re-encoded into the back-end of discursive architecture. 
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In their Projections and Testament series, Jenny Holzer and Natalie Bookchin 

(respectively) mobilize visual and sonic hypermaterial language art through physical and 

cyber spaces to explore the way that material language and discursive language function 

as informational, spatial constructs that are made up of the informatic front- and back-

ends of cyber-architecture. In engaging the spatiality of language, these artists expand the 

ability of hypermaterial language art to manipulate the front-end of discursive language – 

the visual and aural patterns and signs – in such a way that they effectively hack into and 

recode the back-end of discursive language – the ideologically-coded “meanings” 

signified by the front-end. In her front-end manipulation of language and physical space, 

Jenny Holzer engages with the power dynamics, politics, and discourses of information 

and its accessibility.68 In this series, Holzer projects lighted text onto façades of public, 

largely urban spaces in a move that aesthetically explores dynamics of transparency and 

opacity, permanence and ephemerality. During these textual performances, the text shifts 

in and out of legibility and illegibility as the light falls on various architectural features of 

the façade, thus rendering the information of the written text accessible in one moment 

and inaccessible in the next. At the same time, whatever information is housed in the 

building — often a library, museum, or other public repository — is resolutely closed off 

and inaccessible. The Projections series takes place all over the world over the course of 

fifteen years (from 1996-2011) and performs the ways discourse flows through us, 

structuring as much as it is structured by, our experiences in the public, social world. As a 

single serial artwork, the Projections both expand and collapse space and time, turning 

                                                 
68 In this political ethic, Holzer’s work is in direct conversation with the language-oriented poetry of Susan 

Howe and Harryette Mullen. 
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contemporary global space into a virtual cyberspace where information is constantly 

present, yet never fully accessible; virtually ephemeral yet, actually material; clearly 

transparent, yet frustratingly opaque. As her lighted text scrolls up and flows through 

various cityscapes around the world, Holzer forces us to not only attend to, but to 

discursively hack into,69 the materiality and inescapability of discursive language and 

techno-ideological codes that structure our physical-spatial world.  

If Holzer’s work focuses on engaging with the anxieties and (largely discursive) 

techno-ideological codes around information and its accessibility in the physical world, 

Bookchin’s Testament series expands on this engagement by exploring the ways techno-

ideological codes continue to structure and inform our experience of the cyber-spatial 

world. Testament is a series of composite videos made up of user-generated video-blogs 

(vlogs) uploaded to and circulating on the video-based social media site YouTube, that 

explore personal, social issues characterizing the hyper-industrial age. The first three 

chapters, produced in 2009 – “Laid Off,” “My Meds,” and “I Am Not” – focus on issues 

of joblessness, psychiatric medication, and sexuality policing, while the fourth chapter, 

produced in 2012 – “Now He’s Out In Public and Everyone Can See” – focuses on issues 

of race and ethnic identity policing. As video art that is made up of information and 

media objects that circulate in digital social media platforms, Bookchin’s artistic 

manipulation of these videos at the front-end hacks into YouTube’s codes of sociality at 

the back-end to produce what I call the technological and discursive “alt-social.” The 

technological alt-social, which is mobilized by Testament’s first three chapters, is a mode 

                                                 
69 I specify, here, that Holzer’s hacking is largely discursive, not to discredit the effects of this hacking, but 

instead to draw a distinction from the kind of technological code hacking that occurs in Bookchin’s art.  
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of social practice online that resists the power dynamics of media conglomerates that 

exploit and profit off of users’ social activity. The fourth chapter demonstrates the 

discursive alt-social, a mode of social performance that, like the technological alt-social, 

resists the power dynamics of oppressive media messages based on a back-end 

(en)coding of colorblindness and post-identity ideologies. In other words, if the 

technological alt-social allows us to be safe from the power-dynamics of techno-

ideological codes in cyber-space, then the discursive alt-social allows us to be safe from, 

or at least more actively aware of and capable of manipulating, these same power 

dynamics in physical space. Because the alt-social mode hacks into both technological 

and discursive codes, it is important to note that it is separated here into two types only 

for the ease of explanation; in actuality, the technological and discursive alt-social work 

together, intertwining in such a way as to be consistently informing one another as 

inseparable activities. Indeed, the performance of sociality through either alt-social mode 

is an activity that aligns with and is produced by the techno-ideological code hacker. 

 

 

 

HACKING A CITY-SCAPE: Jenny Holzer’s Textual Projections and the Discursively 

Coded City 

 

New York-based conceptual artist, Jenny Holzer has long been known for her text-based 

art projects that infuse public spaces and objects with her feminist brand. Whether 
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working in LED lights, silkscreens, bronze plaques, paint, or light, her work often takes 

the form of short snippets of provocative text that both blend in with and stand out from 

the public sites in and on which they are housed. Her first public work Truisms which she 

produced from 1977 – 1979, for example, is made up of several hundred one-liners that 

are “distillations of an erudite reading list from the Whitney Independent Study Program 

in New York City” (Guggenheim Online), and are printed and dispersed throughout 

public spaces in multiple media forms including posters, T-shirts, stickers and park 

benches. Since Truisms, Holzer has worked almost exclusively in linguistic text and 

makes a point of displaying her provocative, artistic texts in highly public places, a move 

that both brings a larger audience to her work and rejects the power dynamics and 

hierarchies at work in modern art cultures. As she notes in an interview with fellow artist 

Kiki Smith, she uses language as her primary visual and artistic material in order to “offer 

content that people — not necessarily art people — could understand” (Holzer). The 

politics of cultural and artistic hierarchies and accessibility run throughout her work, as 

she grapples with larger issues of power, money, the art market, social constructions of 

identity, and the dynamics of public spaces.  

Taking these politics as a launching point, my treatment of her work here is 

primarily concerned with the changing materials, shapes and discourses governing public 

spaces and information access in our digital, informatic cultural moment. Indeed, it is 

towards an examination of the spatial and discursive politics of publicity and information 

access in a moment wherein (discursive) language and digital code are becoming 

increasingly intertwined with and inseparable from one another that I engage Jenny 
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Holzer’s work alongside Natalie Bookchin’s in this chapter. My analysis of Holzer’s 

work focuses on her Projections series. In this series, she continues her political and 

aesthetic practice by projecting lighted, charged, and “easily” accessible texts onto highly 

public city- and land-scapes all over the world: from Florence in 1996, to Buenos Aires in 

2000, to Singapore in 2006, to Portland in 2010. The specificities of each Projections site 

and each textual material work together to examine our ideological, discursive climate 

that is produced by the spaces and places as much as the languages and texts that 

structure our public, social world. As a series, Holzer’s Projections performs the way 

discursive codes of space, place, and text run through us, as much structuring as they are 

structured by the moments and spaces in which they operate.  

Analyzing the Projections, I focus on the ways these textual performances hone in 

on and examine the anxieties produced through the changing politics and power 

dynamics governing space and information access today, as space and information 

become virtual, digital, cyber- structures based in programmed, digital, machine-readable 

code structures of front- and back-ends. Though her Projections remain firmly grounded 

in the non-digitally coded world, in what follows, I explore the ways Holzer’s 

Projections embraces the emergent slippages between these two types of code — 

discursive and technological — as the lighted texts flicker in and out of legibility and 

illegibility, and so require a reexamination of our wide cultural conflation of 

transparency with legibility and (information) accessibility. Throughout this series, the 

text that is truly transparent is rarely also legible. Similarly, it is precisely the physical 

inaccessibility of each facade or site that allows us to access Holzer’s text as legible and 
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transparent. The Projections remind us, then, that values and realities of transparency, 

legibility, and information accessibility are, like all signs circulating in a semiotic cultural 

mythology, always based in negotiated, dialectical processes. In this case, those processes 

balance accessibility and inaccessibility, legibility and illegibility, transparency and 

opacity.70 At the same time, the disjunctures that emerge through the performance of 

these material negotiations amount to a disruption — a hacking — of the very discursive 

codes that govern and inform space, place, and text. I turn now to two representative 

Projections, both taken from the San Diego 2007 series. 

As part of her 2007 Projections in San Diego, Holzer projected text onto multiple 

sites including the Qualcomm Campus, the Scripps Pier at UCSD’s Scripps Institute for 

Oceanography, the San Diego Museum of Art, the San Diego Museum of Contemporary 

Art, and the waves crashing onto Wipeout Beach in La Jolla. Onto each of these sites, 

Holzer projected a provocative text that, through its material and discursive relationships 

to the facade onto which it was projected, produced a disjunctive hacking of the 

discursive and material codes informing the space and the text. On the front facade of the 

San Diego MOCA, for example, she projected a series of lines from her Truisms 

including “Money creates taste.” As the text flows through the museum’s doorways and 

windows, over the guests and passersby, this Projection prompts us to contend with the 

fact that Art — including and perhaps especially that which enters a museum as “Good 

Art” — is subject to the economic market, just like everything else in a capitalistic 

society. Indeed, as everyone walking through this text and the museum’s doors will soon 

                                                 
70 The issue of transparency and opacity as it relates to information accessibility will be recast in Natalie 

Bookchin’s work as a struggle between front- and back-end access to computational processes.  
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learn, even a public institution committed to the accessibility of Art, charges an entrance 

fee, a fact that creates the double-entendre of “taste” in this projection — not only has the 

Art inside been collected due to its monetarily-infused qualification as “tasteful,” but also 

the visitor cannot get a glimpse or a taste of this art, without an exchange of money. 

Through the interactions of the transparent, discursive text with the opaque, discursive 

site, this Projection hacks into the (techno-)ideological codes through which we 

understand, not only the relationship between art and the economic market, but also San 

Diego MOCA as a site that houses publicly accessible information. Further, the material 

specificities of light and the building’s facade prompt us to consider if the value of 

transparency is sufficient for exposing and grappling with class-based discourses that 

structure our cultural production, production that, today, includes both Art and 

Information.  

In Holzer’s Projection at San Diego MOCA, the politics governing cultural values 

of Art, Money, Taste, Information, and Public Accessibility are exposed through the 

conflict that emerges when the discursive, virtual information signified by Holzer’s text 

challenges San Diego MOCA’s own site-based discursivity as a building that houses 

publicly accessible information. This conflict, in other words, emerges primarily through 

hacking the cultural discourses structuring the text and place, rather than the physical, 

“technological” materials structuring the text and place. In her Projection on Wipeout 

Beach in La Jolla, Holzer turns her attention to hacking into the materials that code and 

structure the text and place of the Projections. At Wipeout Beach, Holzer projected a 

textual fragment taken from Adam Zagajewski’s poetry: “Don’t Allow the Lucid 
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Moment to Dissolve.”71 In this Projection, the waves of the Pacific Ocean function as the 

facade that renders the transparent text legible. The text is projected onto the waves while 

at their crest, reminding us that in only a moment the waves will crash into the ocean and 

the facade will dissolve. As the facade dissolves, the text will revert back to becoming 

entirely transparent, yet illegible, inaccessible, scrolling light. In this performance, the 

combination of the text and wave — the full Projection itself — becomes the lucid 

moment, yet it has no choice but to dissolve as opacity, transparency, legibility, and 

physicality wipeout on La Jolla’s shore. Of course, with the next wave, the light-based 

textual information has the opportunity to become lucidly legible once again, but this 

information is accessible only until this wave crashes, as it inevitably will.     

As these two examples from the San Diego series demonstrate, one major cultural 

value system that Holzer’s Projections discursively and materially hack is that of 

publicity. This occurs through the physically and discursively constructed publicity of her 

sites and her texts, and prompts us to reconsider the conflation of information and textual 

publicity with information or textual accessibility. The public sites that she chooses are 

public both in the sense that they are physically accessible to The Public, and in the sense 

that they are discursively and culturally constructed as repositories for publicly accessible 

information. Besides those chosen in the San Diego 2007 series, consider the sites that 

she chose for her 2005 Projection in New York City: The New York Public Library, The 

Bobst Library and Rockefeller Center. Each of these sites is a culturally coded building 

(or set of buildings) that, like San Diego’s MOCA, fulfills the purpose of housing or 

                                                 
71 This poem comes from the Zagajewski’s collection Without End: New and Selected Poems, and has been 

translated into English by Renata Gorczynski, Benjamin Ivry, C.K. Williams, and Clare Cavanagh.  
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disseminating — making accessible — cultural information. The libraries, for example, 

hold archival materials and textual or historical documents, while the multiple media 

conglomerates and publishing companies housed in the Rockefeller Center disseminate 

journalistic, televisual, or textual media.72 Culturally coded buildings such as these, occur 

throughout the series alongside museums, college (or other) campuses, and public parks, 

all of which are doubly-coded public sites onto which Holzer projects fragments of 

“found texts.” Through their light-based multi-vocality, these “found texts” will become 

similarly hacked or re-coded as public, spatial texts.   

The term “found texts” as I am using it to describe the content of Holzer’s 

Projections is meant to signal text that is not written by Holzer for this project, but is 

instead, following the long tradition of “found object” art and collage, re-appropriated, 

recast, and re-coded by Holzer’s use.73 In this process of recasting and recoding, Holzer 

projects her own voice into the text, a move that literalizes and performs Bakhtin’s theory 

of the heteroglossic text. Building on his earlier theories of polyphony and dialogism, the 

heteroglossic text is one that works against the power dynamics at work in a monologic 

textual setting, a setting in which the singular author is promoted as the singular 

authority. Instead, as in the found art and bricolage traditions, the textual author 

“performs a syncretic expression of social heteroglossia” where, “The originality is in the 

combination, not the elements” (Robinson). This performance of “syncretic expression” 

is certainly at work in Holzer’s Projections, where she adds her own authorial and artistic 

                                                 
72 Note, as well, that the Rockefeller Center is precisely the kind of location that Stuart Hall identifies as the 

source of ideological encoding. 
73 In some of her Projections, she uses text from her earlier project, Truisms. Although she has originally 

written this content, that she is recasting it here into a new project and new form leads me to argue that it 

functions similarly as “found text” made public. 
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voice to that of the original text’s author in the very act of de-inscribing the text from its 

original material context and projecting it onto a public site. In other words, Holzer’s 

Projections are textually and linguistically bound to a historical, cultural process of 

disrupting, questioning, and hacking power dynamics of textual information and access. 

As Holzer renders the text heteroglossic, she also renders it public and spatial, a move 

through which she invites her readers to not only read, but also write and add their own 

voices to, the public, social space of the lighted text.      

The use of light in Holzer’s Projections is key to my understanding of her work as 

a public, heteroglossic, spatial text that engages and provokes our cultural anxieties 

around information access. As a material, light is a substance that is at once transparent 

and opaque, ephemeral and durable. In the Projections, light replaces ink as the writerly 

medium in which the text is “inscribed.” As the lighted text flows through, on, over, and 

around the public spaces and physical bodies of Holzer’s audience (her readers), it creates 

what April Durham has called a “trans-subjective” environment. According to Durham, 

trans-subjectivity occurs when “multiple actors in site-specific creative practice (not 

limited to art)…are engaging intensely such that the porosity of supposedly fixed 

boundaries become both visible and permeable” (68). Though I will return to Durham’s 

trans-subjectivity in more detail in my treatment of Natalie Bookchin’s work — the artist 

through which Durham develops the trans-subjective — in terms of Holzer’s Projections, 

the trans-subjective aligns with the heteroglossic, as both emerge through the 

simultaneity of public reading and writing that occurs in these site-specific works. In 

these multi-voiced, public spaces, the supposed boundary separating writer and reader 
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becomes permeable as the voices of Holzer, the text’s original author, and the public 

audience encountering this work converge onto one another. This poly-vocal 

convergence expands from Holzer and the text’s original author to include the readerly 

audience precisely because the light – the writerly medium – touches and connects these 

otherwise disparate bodies, to become, in turn, restructured, rearranged, and rewritten. In 

this way, light provides the basis for the audience to become actors, speakers or writers in 

the trans-subjective, heteroglossic performance. It is also what allows them to become the 

“hacker” who is able to recode the power dynamics structuring textual information and 

its accessibility.  

Besides providing the material conditions by which Holzer’s Projections become 

public, social, and spatial texts, the material instability of light as a writerly medium 

provokes a disruption between values of transparency and values of legibility or 

information accessibility. In terms of contemporary discourses of sociality and publicity, 

media theorist and historian Jose van Dijk notes that, within the emergent ideologies 

perpetuated by social media platforms like Facebook, “the word ‘privacy’” – the very 

opposite of publicity and sociality – “connotes opacity, nontransparency, and secrecy” 

(46, my italics). In Holzer’s Projections, these values get re-inscribed and disruptively 

hacked through the materiality of light. As text made of light, in order for Holzer’s 

Projections to become legible — for the information housed in the text to become 

accessible and public — the text must reject its material transparency and embrace (or in 

some cases produce) the opacity of the facade on which it is projected. As her 2008 

Projections onto the Guggenheim Museum in New York demonstrate, the light is entirely 
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reliant on the opaque, vertical surfaces of the building to produce legibility. To further 

complicate the conflation of transparency with public accessibility, wherever the light 

hits a walkway, window, or doorway – precisely those architectural features that make 

the Guggenheim publicly accessible as a building – the text becomes entirely illegible. In 

other words, it is exactly those architectural features that make up the Guggenheim’s 

architectural, artistic, cultural, and discursive functionality as a public space, that control 

the legibility and accessibility of the information contained in Holzer’s texts. In this way, 

the series engages the qualities that make up language’s visual materiality and spatiality, 

alongside of and in potential opposition to the qualities that make it legible, meaningful, 

and accessible as public, transparent, social information.  

Though she never engages directly with technological code, Holzer’s Projections 

hack into multiple strains of discursive code. By making her art public and easily 

accessible, she disrupts and recodes the power dynamics that govern art, its production, 

and its reception. This disruption ultimately extends to include an interrogation and 

attempt at hacking into the codes through which we value transparency, textual legibility, 

and information accessibility. By insisting on a public setting for her installations of 

textual light, she invites her audience of readers to join in the hacking performance and 

rewrite, or re-code the “found texts” by allowing their bodies to disrupt the light through 

which these texts are written. In this way, her public installations can be recoded here as 

social installations, where reading and writing – both activities of textual information 
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manipulation – become trans-subjective, heteroglossic, social activities.74 Building on the 

ways Holzer’s Projections begin hacking into and recoding discourses governing the 

methods by which we publicly socialize, I turn now to a cultural development by which 

not only the discursive codes, but also the physical, technological codes, through which 

we socialize are being recoded today – the development of online social media and 

Bookchin’s alt-social video art. 

 

CODING A CYBER-SCAPE: The Front- and Back-Ends of Social Media Today  

 

It probably goes without saying that today’s Internet landscape is populated by an 

inescapable push toward social networking, as media platforms wherein personal 

information becomes publicly accessible and users become informational patterns 

proliferate. For some sites, like Facebook, Google+, LinkedIn, Twitter, Pinterest, 

YouTube, Instagram, and Tumblr, the social aspect is clearly articulated as the main 

purpose of the site. Though these sites all serve different focused goals — profile 

building, career development, micro-blogging, link collecting, photo and video 

production — each one clearly announces itself to the user as useful for facilitating social 

connections. Outside of these explicitly “social networking” sites, the insistence that 

online everything be turned social is apparent in the buttons to “share,” “like,” “+1,” 

“pin,” “tweet,” or otherwise link that are ever-present in sites that, considering the 

purpose of their analog doubles, should signal non-social, focused activities like reading, 

                                                 
74 This note brings up another set of ideological codes that are disrupted, as both writing and reader are 

culturally cast as individual, private activities. 
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navigating, or viewing. Consider, for example, the buttons present on textual news outlets 

like the New York Times or Washington Post online, GPS and mapping sites like Google 

Maps or MapMyRun, or film/television viewing sites like Netflix or Hulu.75 What this 

very brief description of the state of today’s Internet is meant to signal is the way the very 

architecture of the web has become social, and practices that were once personal or 

private are now becoming social and public.  

In her critical history of social media, Jose Van Dijk examines this current social 

media ecosystem noting the way “the very word ‘social’ associated with media implies 

that platforms are user centered and that they facilitate communal activities. Indeed, 

social media can be seen as online facilitators or enhancers of human networks—webs of 

people that promotes connectedness as a social value” (11). Certainly, from the front end, 

the user-accessible end, these sites are doing just that. When YouTube invites us to 

“Broadcast ourselves” or Facebook and Twitter ask us, “What’s going on?” these sites 

mobilize what Geert Lovink calls a “subtle play with affect” supporting their rhetorical 

claims to be facilitators of communal activities and human connections, rhetoric that 

aligns them with the public spaces and buildings that feature as sites for Holzer’s 

Projections. This affective play works to “[give] us the energy to express ourselves and 

the warm feeling that we exist, that at least someone cares” (138), a feeling that counters 

the well-documented overwhelming feelings of isolation and loneliness that characterize 

                                                 
75 While the private-analog to public-digital shift in activities like reading may seem to align with Holzer’s 

discursive hacking described above, because of the coding imperatives that push towards sharing in order 

to create profitability for the companies that own these social sites, it carries the opposite politics and, 

rather than recoding power dynamics, strengthens the existent ones.  
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the postmodern, postindustrial condition.76 Neither Van Dijk nor Lovink entirely buy into 

the rhetoric of connection and socializing that permeates the front-end of social media 

outlets because, as both recognize, the front-end is the metaphorical tip of the iceberg of 

online, informatic media, where everything ultimately relies on a well-structured, 

functional, algorithmically coded back-end.  

Building on Stalder’s and Lovink’s anxieties around the front- and back-ends of 

online social media discussed earlier, van Dijk approaches the tension of these power 

dynamics through the respective poles of what she calls sociality and socializing, 

connectivity and connectedness. As she explains, the human practices of socializing and 

forming bonds of connectedness (front-end practices) become translated into corporatized 

and data-based practices of sociality and connectivity (back-end practices) that ultimately 

form the economics of social media profitability. Taking account of what she describes as 

a social media ecosystem – the Internet at large – that is made up of many smaller 

microsystems – the specific social (networking) sites – she argues that connectivity has 

become “a valuable resource” that is algorithmically and discursively coded so as to 

create a “brand…of online sociality” that “is profitable in online markets” (4). As she 

further explains through the slipperiness of the terms “social” and “connection” it is 

“under the guise of connectedness” that social media platforms “produce a precious 

resource: connectivity” (16). To restate this in terms of the social, connectivity signals 

both “users accumulating social capital” as well as “owners amassing economic capital” 

                                                 
76 In addition to canonical postmodern texts, like Frederick Jameson’s Postmodernism, or, The Cultural 

Logic of Late Capitalism, see, for example, Sherry Turkle’s 2012 book, Alone Together: Why We Expect 

More From Technology and Less From Each Other, a text that documents precisely the rise of feelings of 

isolation and loneliness with the rise in online socializing.  
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(16). In other words, as we socialize online through liking, sharing, retweeting, 

uploading, and commenting we produce a data-based, algorithmic currency that Van Dijk 

calls “sociality.” It is through this currency that the social media economy is structured, 

and it is by the affective actions of connecting and socializing through clicks and links 

that we produce this resource to be (data)mined by corporate social media giants. Here 

then, is where the invisible back-end architecture becomes controlling, manipulative and 

exploitative, and it is against this structure that, I argue, the technological alt-social offers 

a recuperative model for socializing online. Before moving on to this alt-social in Natalie 

Bookchin’s composite video artwork, it will be useful to focus some attention on the 

specific site Bookchin’s technological alt-social is working against: YouTube.  

With more than 1 billion unique users visiting the site and over 6 billion hours of 

video watched each month, the nearly one decade old, YouTube is one of the busiest 

social media platforms on the web today. Since its acquisition by Google in 2007, 

YouTube has amassed both cultural and economic credit through its constant social 

traffic and sociality production. The discursive codes for socializing on YouTube are 

captured in its original self-descriptive slogan “Broadcast Yourself,” which has recently 

been replaced with the much wordier description that YouTube “allows billions of people 

to discover, watch, and share originally-created videos,” and at the same time, “provides 

a forum for people to connect, inform, and inspire others across the globe and acts as a 

distribution center for original content creators and advertisers large and small” 

(youtube.com/about). Indeed, though “broadcast yourself” is no longer prominently 

displayed on YouTube’s homepage, a shift that Van Dijk identifies as part of its 

http://youtube.com/about
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December 2011 rebranding to incorporate — rather than work against — the logic of 

mainstream televisual media (visible in its channels and menus directing users towards 

“What to Watch”) (Van Dijk 114), the dual implications of the original motto’s meaning 

are still encompassed in the new, longer description. Consider its claims regarding 

YouTube’s simultaneous functionality as “a distribution center for original content” that 

you can broadcast (by) yourself, and as “a forum for people to connect, inform, and 

inspire others across the globe” and thereby broadcast your-self. It is worth noting, as 

well, the rhetoric with which YouTube describes its function as a social network that 

facilitates users’ abilities to discover, watch, share, connect, inform, and inspire. In this 

shift, YouTube maintains the primacy of its role to facilitate its users’ connections with 

one another, even as it removes the narcissistic implications of the single user 

broadcasting herself into other users’ living spaces. In other words, YouTube supports its 

users not by facilitating “selfie culture,” but by facilitating a social culture of 

connectedness;77 it is not about the individual, isolated user who broadcasts, but about the 

myriad communities formed by multiple users broadcasting. 

Of course, all of this branding and insistence on being a user-focused service is 

limited to YouTube’s front-end, the user-accessible end through which YouTube (and 

most social media platforms) perform their corporate ethos. On the back-end of this user-

centric rhetoric is the algorithm that structures YouTube and ultimately determines what 

                                                 
77 Though a great deal of popular rhetoric discusses the selfie and selfie culture as a narcis sistic activity of 

immature self-promotion, recent trends in academic criticism promote the selfie as a mode of vernacular 

photography that is a paradigmatic form of personal expression for the digital era. See, for example, 

Kimberly Hall’s 2015 article “Selfies and Self-Writing: Cue Card Confessions as Social Media 

Technologies of the Self,” or Elizabeth Losh’s, Alise Tifentale’s, and Nadav Hochman’s essays on selfies 

published as part of Lev Manovich’s big data project, Selfie City (available: selficity.net).  
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videos we are likely to see, what videos will actually amass the social capital necessary to 

“connect, inform, and inspire” us.78 Recalling Van Dijk’s explanation of the way social 

capital becomes economic capital, as we socialize on YouTube through uploading, 

sharing, commenting, “favorite- ing,” or subscribing to various videos and channels, each 

click is converted into data to be mined and converted into sociality — the currency of 

economic capital supporting and turning a profit for YouTube and Google. As videos 

gain social and economic capital, they rise through the ranks of YouTube’s filtering 

algorithms, and it is only in their successful upward mobility that they appear on our 

home pages, ready to be viewed and to amass even more data-based capital. 

The apparent paradox of the algorithmically-enforced catch-22, wherein 

popularity begets popularity, is often what is pointed to as “proof” of the democratic, 

user-run atmosphere of YouTube. However, as Geert Lovink reminds us, we cannot trust 

this algorithmic architecture as “proof” because we do not control how it is run, and we 

can neither access nor affect the process by which our social activity becomes data-based 

sociality. Further, because social capital is essentially just data, it does not actually rely 

on YouTube’s (human) users to produce it. The proliferation of popularity bots for hire 

and traffic generators all over the web suggest that, as with any capitalist-based 

“democracy,” economic capital can beget social capital. The YouTube user, then, is in an 

incredibly precarious position: on the one hand, every time she socially participates on 

the site, she produces more economic capital for YouTube and moves one step closer to 

                                                 
78 It is worth nothing here that the vlogs Bookchin uses as the raw material for her composites are those that 

do not produce sufficient sociality to make to anyone’s “Most Viewed” list. They are, effectively, from the 

trash heap full of digital refuse that takes up space on YouTube’s server and will (likely) eventually be 

tossed out as space becomes too precious. 
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her own obsolescence; on the other hand, YouTube cannot allow her to leave the site, to 

stop socializing there, because its entire corporate ethos and economic strategy is built 

around the user accumulating her “own” social capital.  

Participating and socializing on YouTube is an exercise already mired in a series 

of complex dialectic tensions that Natalie Bookchin brings to the fore in her composite 

videos. Though the economic and social tensions are important to the overall 

understanding of the cultural space of YouTube and its videos, for the purpose of this 

chapter, I will be focusing on one such dialectic as it figures prominently in Bookchin’s 

art: that between connection and isolation. Within YouTube’s discursive architecture, this 

dialectic can be seen most clearly in the slogan change from a focus on the individual to a 

focus on the community. Indeed, as becomes increasingly evident when watching 

Bookchin’s composite videos, the users whose videos Bookchin’s work is made up of 

seem to have been driven to participate in YouTube’s social networking logic in an 

attempt to navigate exactly this dialectic: seeking connection to in the face of perpetual 

isolation.79  

 

TESTAMENT TO THE TECHNOLOGICAL ALT-SOCIAL: On Natalie Bookchin’s Art 

 

LA-based artist, Natalie Bookchin, has become known for her composite videos, made up 

of fragments of video-blogs — vlogs — taken from YouTube and cut together to form a 

                                                 
79 This dialectic desire goes hand-in-hand with Holzer’s exploration of the dialectic between transparency 

and opacity as information accessibility, in that both are issues and anxieties often cited as specific to (or at 

least gaining wider reach in) the age of digital informatics. 
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cohesive narrative. In 2009, she produced the first three chapters of her longer work, 

Testament: “My Meds,” a one- minute video wherein vloggers recite the types and doses 

of psychiatric medication they are taking; “Laid Off,” a nearly four-minute video in 

which vloggers recount the process by which they lost their jobs due to the economic 

crisis; and “I Am Not,” a 2-minute video in which vloggers react to sexuality policing by 

answering the question “Are you gay?” In 2012, she produced the fourth and most 

ambitious chapter of Testament, “Now He’s Out In Public and Everyone Can See,” a 16-

minute looped video wherein vloggers recount high profile news stories about four 

prominent African American men whose racial transgressions caused some sort of 

cultural scandal. Though I will focus on all four chapters of Testament, the three from 

2009 demonstrate Bookchin’s production of the technological, digital code-based, “alt-

social” mode for socializing online; the fourth demonstrates the way the technological 

alt-social can be extended offline to affect discursive codes, particularly those circulating 

today to promote colorblind and post-identity ideologies. 

Because each of Bookchin’s composite videos takes its raw materials from user-

generated video-blogs uploaded to YouTube, Bookchin compiles these raw materials 

through YouTube’s tagging system. This system is primarily user-generated and 

algorithmically-prompted; using it, Bookchin brings together multiple vlogs that deal 

with the same topics. It is important to note that, before Bookchin cuts these disparate 

elements together, the videos exist independently from one another online, connected 

only insofar as they utilize the same words as tags. Indeed, recalling YouTube’s 

interpolative call to its users to “broadcast themselves” and find connection to assuage 
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the isolating effects of digital social media, the tags provide a microcosmic locus for 

considering the ways that Bookchin’s composite videos enact and disrupt the dialectic of 

connection and isolation that forms YouTube’s social community. As tags generated by 

users, they often contain some slippage between terms. For example, where one user 

might tag a video #dance, another might tag #ballet, #moderndance, or #hiphop. As N. 

Katherine Hayles explains, one of the major things separating human from computer 

language is precisely this slippage. As described in the previous chapter, where the 

worldview and (computational) systems of thought enabled through and supported by 

human language can make meaning through the slippages along Saussure’s paradigmatic 

vector of language, “at the level of binary [computer] code, the system can tolerate little 

if any ambiguity” (46). Though she qualifies this statement with the observation that 

some noise and ambiguity are always present in “any physically embodied system” (46), 

what Hayles makes clear here is that, though we recognize #dance, #ballet, 

#moderndance, or #hiphop could all point to similar, even synonymous content, the 

algorithmically structured tagging system used by YouTube cannot recognize this 

similarity or synonymy. Indeed, like the floating signifier, the very concept of semiotic 

synonymy emerges as much from the arbitrariness of the linguistic sign, as form the lack 

of discreteness within the sign; this is the critical conceptual space, in other words, that 

separates informatic code from semiotic language. The inability for synonymous tags to 

connect within YouTube marks a moment where the manipulation and filtering of human 

semiotic expression through machinic informatic expression is what keeps these users 
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“isolated” from one another within the online social network of YouTube.80 

Paradoxically, it is only by utilizing these tags that users are able to successfully 

“broadcast themselves” and forge technological and social connections with other users. 

Thus, due to the technological restrictions and affordances on YouTube, isolation and 

connection are in a constant dialectical struggle with one another, and users must 

constantly navigate this ever-shifting ground.81  

In Bookchin’s composites, the balance between isolation and connection is 

similarly left unsettled. On the one hand, she could be understood as forging new links 

that YouTube’s algorithm leaves broken, and thereby connecting what would have 

remained disconnected, isolated users. As a human, she is certainly capable of 

recognizing that #LaidOff, #Fired, #LostJob, or #Jobless all signify the same state of 

being, even as they are four discrete signifiers that remain isolated from one another on 

YouTube. On the other hand, in each of her videos, she utilizes a grid system that, 

besides visually referencing YouTube itself, keeps each vlogging user and his/her story 

isolated from the others. Besides the black frames that single out each individual video, in 

some of her composites, Bookchin maintains the signifier of “views” in the bottom right 

of each screen. Though referentially present, the views do not continue to count as we 

watch her composite video, so the view count serves only as a reminder of each video’s 

past circulation as social currency, a circulation that mapped and counted discrete 

                                                 
80 I should note here that my description of YouTube’s model is based on the way it was in 2009 when 

Bookchin produced this artwork. Now, the site has turned to a “channels” and “subscriptions” model for 

finding and organizing videos, so tags are no longer the only method for building a network and connecting 

with other users. 
81 Recalling that this constant shifting between isolation and connection is ultimately a shifting between 

accessing and not accessing information patterns of YouTube’s users, this dialectic is not unlike that 

between transparency and opacity that Holzer engages. 
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moments of connection.82 In their apparently “broken” functionality, these ossified view 

counts, present as the trace of their absence in Testament, provide an anchor for my claim 

that Bookchin’s composite videos create an alt-social network that works against the 

exploitative data-mining of mainstream social networks. Although we continue to view 

the videos, the views fail to count for YouTube’s algorithm. In other words, viewing the 

videos in Bookchin’s composite resists a translation of this viewership into the currency 

of sociality, to use Jose Van Dijk’s terminology. 

In her article “Networked Bodies in Cyberspace,” April Durham reads what I 

have been describing as a dialectic of connection and isolation in Bookchin’s work in 

light of “the uneasy relationship [that] exists between the networked, electrified, 

mechanical functionality of computational systems and the material or ‘meat’ bodies of 

humans” (47). Though she locates her argument alongside this polemic between the 

material and the informatic, Durham argues not that Bookchin’s work participates in 

strengthening this polemic, but that “the imaginative, social, physical, and political 

affects reflected in the layered video installation” result in a mode of “trans-subjectivity” 

(67), the same trans-subjective that Holzer produced in her heteroglossic Projections. 

Recall that the trans-subjective signals “a contingent experience that occurs among 

multiple actors in site-specific creative practice (not limited to art) who are engaging 

intensely such that the porosity of supposedly fixed boundaries becomes both visible and 

more permeable” (68). It is not, as Durham further explains “a universalizing condition 

                                                 
82 These counts are most visible in Mass Ornament, another composite produced in 2009 that features 

people dancing in their rooms and that Bookchin cuts together to form a single choreographed dance. 

Because Testament following the same overall formal structure as Mass Ornament in terms of Bookchin’s 

manipulation of YouTube videos, their view counts, though absent, are present as Derridean trace.  
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that replaces individuality or singularity,” but is instead “a playful, if frightening slippage 

that seems unfamiliar but which occurs regularly whether we recognize it or not” (68). It 

is precisely in Bookchin’s composite works which create “a layered body comprising 

multiple networks of engagement” through “filmy deposits of palimpsestic memory” that 

Durham locates the emergence of the trans-subjective. Notably, these palimpsests and 

layers include the vloggers’ vocal and physical gestures, the social networks of amateur 

videography (YouTube) that disseminate and store these videos, the “so-called hand of 

the artist,” as well as “the history of media representation, traditions of speaking the 

‘self’,” and “the unseen movements of pop-cultural, corporate, health-providing, and 

religious bodies constructing dance styles, offering or rescinding jobs, inventing 

medications, and narrating ‘right’ action” (69).  

In Durham’s reading of Bookchin’s composite videos and theorization of the 

trans-subjective, the visual and algorithmic formal representations of isolation and 

connection are re-visioned into Deleuzian flows of networked nomadism, that form a 

connective “body.” Durham insists that this body is neither a literal nor a universal 

construct, a point that informs my own explication of the discursive “alt-social” in terms 

of marked bodies. For thinking about the technological alt-social, it is important to note 

here that Durham’s theorization effectively imagines an alternative form of connection 

that emerges from Bookchin’s art. Though Durham is specifically referencing the 

(semiotic) skins and (informatic) screens that separate us from each other when she 

references the way “the porosity of supposedly fixed boundaries [that] becomes both 

visible and more permeable” in the emergence of the trans-subjective (68), in Bookchin’s 
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work we can also read the black frames delineating each vlogger from the others as a 

boundary that becomes “porous,” a move that relates to the discursive boundaries that 

separate author from reader, or artist and audience, becoming porous in Holzer’s work. 

Further, Durham’s insistence that the porosity of boundaries in the trans-subjective is one 

that merges with but does not consume bodies to and within one another suggests that she 

reads Bookchin’s work as similarly producing a balance between what I am calling the 

dialectic of connection and isolation. In other words, Durham’s reading offers a way to 

think digital social networks outside of the insistent binaries of either connection or 

isolation (either democratic or exploitative, either transparent or opaque) that structure so 

much of the extant criticism that deals with the condition of living-through-

informational-connectivity. It is in this alternative, non-binarized space that I locate my 

own discussion of Bookchin’s work, to which I turn now.  

The first chapter of Testament, “My Meds,” opens with a single frame,83 filled by 

a female sitting at what appears to be a kitchen table. She opens what will become a mass 

recitation of psychiatric drugs with “So, um, without further ado I’m going to introduce 

you to--” at which point she is joined by four more vloggers and four more voices that 

finish the statement “—my medications.” The video continues for one minute as more 

and more vloggers fill the gridded screen to list off the types and dosages of medications 

they are taking. The medications range from “Depakote, 500 mg” (an “add-on treatment” 

for treating epilepsy or bipolar mania) to “Cilexa, 40 mg of Prozac and half a milligram 

of Xanax at night” (all antidepressants used to treat anxiety disorders), to “Ritalin, 

                                                 
83 Note that the signifiers “first, second, third” are the order in which they appear on Bookchin’s website. 

They are not actually numbered chapters, per se. 
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Adderall” (both used to treat Hyperactivity Disorders).84 Though there are moments of 

clarity in the recitation of drugs, what stands out is the chorus of nonsensical drug 

suffixes — “-pan,” “-cor,” “-cin,” — signifying the extent to which pharmaceuticals 

intervene in and structure our world, with the effect that their impact is so wide, it is 

impossible to grasp. What is similarly striking is the tone with which these vloggers 

recount what hits the viewer as an overwhelming amount of pharmaceuticals; only one 

suggests that her medication is anything but a matter-of-fact part of daily life, and as she 

says, this is because she is in the middle of switching medications. The video ends, much 

as it began, with a single female insuring the viewer that, despite the tears running down 

her face, she’s “been feeling—” cue the appearance and voices of four more vloggers, 

“—much better.”  

The second chapter “Laid Off” opens with six vloggers setting the scene with “So 

today really really really really—” at which point the soundtrack gives way to a single 

female, “—sucked.” The narrative continues, across a single line of framed vloggers, 

recounting the way that what began as a normal day, dramatically changed course as they 

got to work and were asked to step into their managers’ offices. Recalling the boss, the 

manager, and HR personnel present for the dismissal, reciting the statistics for their 

departments and places of work, the vloggers eventually announce that they were “Laid 

Off.” On this vocal refrain, the screen lights up with thirty frames in a row so that the 

phrase “laid off” is both sonically and visually loud. The vloggers then cite the reasons 

they were let go: “financial reasons,” “the company is going out of business,” “the 

                                                 
84 All information regarding the conditions these drugs treat comes from each of their pharmaceutical 

companies’ websites and advertisements.  
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position became redundant,” “they have to downsize,” “they’re outsourcing the job,” and 

the viewer is treated to a chorus of corporate rhetoric that echoes the chorus of 

pharmaceutical rhetoric in “My Meds.” At this point, the vloggers express how long they 

have been working at their companies, and the temporalities extend from nine and ten 

years to one year to nineteen years. This leads to expressions of their frustration, feelings 

of betrayal, and questions of societal worth. At this point, the narrative takes a turn, so 

recognizable in practices of rationalization, where the vloggers express all the reasons 

this might be a good thing. Being released of a job will allow time for one vlogger to 

“work on my skills to pursue what I really want,” while another feels “excited to get the 

hell out of there,” and many have been looking forward to “having more time on their 

hands” to do everything from lazing around the house, to spending time with family, to 

going on vacation, to making video blogs. This upbeat is cut off with a chorus of “I guess 

we’ll see,” which leads to the admissoin that on Monday, they will go “start looking for a 

new job, a better job.” The video ends with requests for prayers, expressions of hope that 

the vloggers will last long enough at the next job, and a matter-of-fact “so, anyway that’s 

my story. I wanna turn this camera around. I wanna stop.”    

The final chapter of the 2009 iteration of Testament, “I Am Not” opens with a 

single male announcing, “For those of you who doubt, I’m straight. For those of you who 

don’t know, I haven’t always been straight.” This man is joined by another man whose 

frame will form a central anchor around which the other videos respond to questions 

about their sexuality. The man occupying this central frame, however, walks out in the 

first few seconds and does not reappear or speak until the end. Following the opening 
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explication, other vloggers pop up around the central anchor with responses that range 

from, “I’m such a bad gay,” to “I used to be gay but then I decided it’s wrong,” to “I’m 

so gay,” to “I wish I was gay.” These responses give way to a series of straight vloggers 

announcing that “it’s ok to be gay, but I’m not gay,” a statement that sounds like 

something from an ally but that becomes less convincing with the amount and force of 

protestations in “NOT” that are followed up with “how many more times do I have to tell 

you?” This chorus of intense denial continues for the majority of the video until the 

central character reappears, grabs his camera and yells, “I don’t give a damn! Listen to 

me one fucking time, I don’t give a damn! OK? I don’t care. I’m gay. I’m gay. I’m a 

fucking homosexual. I’m proud of it, baby.” Despite these insistences, this rant quickly 

turns to what seems to be the crux of his reason for vlogging: “I am so sick. And tired. 

And hurt!” At this point, he stares directly into the camera, breathing hard, fuming, 

crying. Just as the other chapters ended on a questionably “positive” note, this one does 

as well, and the fuming, hurt, central character fades out to be replaced by a vlogger in 

the top right corner who says, matter-of-factly, “If someone came up to me and said ‘Hey 

Matthew, are you gay?’ I would basically be like ‘Yeah. Yeah.’ And they would basically 

be like ‘Oh, ok,’” he pauses and the video ends with the qualifier: “For the most part.”   

Formally and narratively, Testament responds to the appeals of YouTube as a 

social media network by maintaining a dialectic tension between isolation and connection 

that is visually achieved through the grid of individual vloggers. Beyond this grid, 

Testament strengthens this tension in the uncanny echoes that emerge throughout the 

composite video. Bookchin creates a series of vocalized, embodied narratives through 
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editing that exposes the way, even as we are disconnected, as disparate as the unrelated 

vloggers, verbal and physical discourse flows through us, a point that Holzer’s 

Projections similarly performed. As discourse flows through us, it structures not only our 

bodies’ movements and our voices’ stories, but also our networked, algorithmically 

coded connections that potentially connect communities in ways the ideologically coded 

offline environment would not. What becomes just as remarkable as the vocal echoes and 

repeated actions emerging from these vloggers is the range of bodies and identities 

represented. The vloggers are not limited to a certain age, gender, or ethnic demographic, 

but instead, represent a diverse English-speaking, digitally connected populace. The 

effect of this range of people is a consistently unsettled fluctuation between two 

seemingly opposite, dialectical poles: normalcy and spectacle. 

As the voices of the vloggers layer over one another and a range of faces populate 

the screen there is an overwhelming sense that the topic being discussed is an entirely 

normal, expected part of everyday life — as naturalized as the YouTube and social 

networking phenomena themselves. The echoes of pharmaceutical names, the scripted 

recitations of losing a job, and the repeated denials or explanations of sexuality become 

almost underwhelming in their repetitiveness, as if to indicate that it is entirely natural 

that we are all medicated, working in a constant state of precarity, and policed for our 

desires. In the first place, the replication of images is primarily the mode by which 

contemporary social media discourse attempts to normalize that which is ideologically 

non-normal, a practice that tends to take place on sites built around sharing visual 
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media.85 In the second place, Amelia Jones has argued that certain kinds of televisual art 

collapse the sense of “those we view on screen as comfortably other” (137), and the 

experience of Bookchin’s vloggers’ recounting an entirely normalized narrative both 

emerges from and enforces this binaristic collapse.86 Indeed, the collapse of binary 

systems of logic is key to the alt-social produced through Bookchin’s work, so will be a 

point to which I return. On the other hand, though, just as Bookchin’s work resists 

settling into the traditional cinematic and televisual binary of viewing self and viewed 

other, it also resists settling into one experiential position. In other words, what appears at 

one viewing as a recitation of normalcy re-emerges at another as a production of 

spectacle.  

The concept of spectacle has a long history in scholarship and criticism of the 

(post)modern condition. Perhaps most famously is Guy Debord’s formulation of 

spectacle as “a concrete inversion of life,” where “everything that was directly lived has 

receded into a representation” (1). Debord further elaborates that spectacle “is not a 

collection of images; it is a social relation between people that is mediated by images,” 

which “[presents] itself simultaneously as society itself, as part of society, and as a means 

                                                 
85 Consider, for example, image-based, hashtag campaigns that take place on Instagram, Tumblr, Twitter, 

and Facebook that attempt to normalize activities or peoples that are considered ideologically non -

normative. A recent example includes images of “brelfies,” a series of breast-feeding selfies that women 

take and post to social media in an attempt to normalize “the spectacle of” breast -feeding. There is a similar 

logic at work in hashtag campaigns like #IfTheyGunnedMeDown which, following the shooting of Michael 

Brown in Ferguson, was accompanied by two images of the original poster that featured conflicting visual 

rhetoric and asked which image would be spread through news media if the user was gunned down. 

Stephanie Vie makes a similar argument in her reading of Human Rights Campaign’s Facebook Logo 

Change in 2013 to counter the Defense of Marriage Act. 
86 Jones’ understanding of experimental televisual art aligns with Durham’s, in that both argue these artistic 

modes produce alternative forms of subjectivity that, in the first place, collapses the binary of a viewing 

self and viewed other, and in the second place, produces a form of subjectivity that does not rely on this 

binary at all, but instead moves us firmly and resolutely out of it.  
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of unification” (1). In light of Debord’s theories, the normalcy that once emerged from 

Bookchin’s composite narratives becomes difficult to re-achieve; instead, given that it is 

through the proliferation of represented experiences that the narratives begin to feel 

“normal,” it is as if normalcy is itself spectacle, or to invert this proposal, that the 

spectacular is the normal. Expanding from Debord’s description of the spectacle as an 

unbiased, non-discriminatory part of modern life, the critical traditions of race and gender 

studies have shifted the treatment and theorization of spectacle to directly engage it in 

terms of the racialized body. Specifically, thinkers like Saidiya Hartman and Elizabeth 

Alexander have argued that the black, tortured, body in suffering has become a(n almost 

normalized) spectacle of consumption for the (white) audience.87 In light of these 

readings of spectacle, the performance of emotional, affective pain throughout these 

videos begins to take on the specific valences of the spectacle of the pained, tortured 

subject whose body and desires do not easily fit into the majoritarian ideologies and 

discursive codes of contemporary society. Once again, though, because these texts exist 

as informational patterns housed both in the front- and in the back-end of YouTube, a site 

that circulates them in order to profit through the conversion of social activity into data-

based sociality, it is impossible to settle the performances into this reading.88 In this 

cultural and discursive context, what fluctuates between normalized spectacle and 

                                                 
87 For Hartman, this is tied to the whipped and tortured slave while for Alexander this is tied to the death 

and dismemberment of Emmett Till. Photographer Ken Gonzales -Day produces art through a similar logic, 

where he photographs hanging trees without their hanged victims in order to spread the history of Latino/a 

lynchings without simultaneously inducing the spectacle of the lynched body. It is also precisely this 

tendency that the #IfTheyGunnedMeDown campaign (referenced in Note  85) works against. 
88 In other words, though each person may fit into this cultural paradigm of the spectacularized other, 

because we are accessing them as informational patterns in the digital video object, we cannot dismiss the 

profit-model by which YouTube codes and circulates these videos as patterns. 
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spectacularized normalcy, captures precisely the problem of Stalder’s “spectacle 2.0:” 

Does Testament reveal that contemporary normalcy is, itself, spectacular? Or is 

Testament no more than the performance of everyday, normal life as spectacularized 

click-bait, designed to increase a site’s traffic and profit?  

Recall that Stalder’s argument is that the problem with social media today is the 

gulf that separates the front-end of user-accessible “semiotic democracy,” from the back-

end of algorithmically-coded and entirely inaccessible “spectacle 2.0.” Indeed, this gulf 

ultimately leads him to argue that the sense of semiotic democracy is, in actuality, no 

more than spectacle 2.0, a new form of societal manipulation and control. What I have 

been calling the fluctuation between normalization and spectacularization effected by 

Bookchin’s composite videos, is exactly a fluctuation between these two poles – the 

promising potential of front-end, semiotic democracy, or its usurpation by the 

informatically manipulative back-end of Spectacle 2.0. This fluctuation occurs in time 

with the “flickering signifiers” — the vlogs as performances of digital code — that form 

both the raw and finished material of Bookchin’s composite videos.89 In other words, 

Bookchin’s YouTube vlog-art, flickering between a performance of spectacle and 

normalcy, is entirely a (tele)visual performance of sociality — a data visualization and 

auralization of everyday life. Lovink has argued that the advent of YouTube has 

revolutionized the cinematic and televisual industries, not by democratizing these time-

based, visual media industries, but by changing the very media that we watch. According 

                                                 
89 The Flickering Signifier is N. Katherine Hayles’ term for the process by which binary code get decoded 

and recoded at multiple levels of machinic “reading” that takes place for an electronic signal to reach a 

computer screen. Everything that we see and interact with through digital computers is made up of 

flickering signifiers. 
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to Lovink, watching YouTube is not so much analogous to watching television or films, 

but is more aptly described as “watching databases” (134). In this light, Bookchin’s 

composites become a cinematic performance of exactly those databases that have formed 

around the user-generated tags at YouTube’s back-end. Further, just as her video 

narratives expose the flows of discourse around and through us, so too do they expose the 

flows of data and technological, informatic code that emerge from these discursive 

expressions. It is precisely in making this data visual that Bookchin’s composite video art 

works against the controlling, exploitative technological codes of YouTube to provide a 

recuperative mode of online, digital socializing: the technological alt-social.  

In making certain databases of YouTube’s vlogged content visible, Bookchin’s 

composite videos form a mode of alt-sociality through two key interventions. First, 

recalling that the culturally exploitative and controlling aspects of YouTube and other 

social media sites are based in the “back-end” processes that are always invisible to the 

everyday user, her project works against this data-mining back-end on the level of 

exposition. As the narrative of her videos emerges through the visual and sonic 

overlaying of voice, text, and (facial) image, her work exposes not only the social data 

being collected, but also the topics and nodes around which it is collected. The former is 

present in her visual layout that recalls both a grid and YouTube’s interface, while the 

latter emerges in the moments when a word or phrase is uttered by many vloggers at 

once, so is both audibly and visually loud. What is particularly resonant about this effect 

is that Bookchin has produced this exposition through a digital process that aligns with 
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the doubled meaning in the cinematic cut, while simultaneously signaling a mode of 

recuperative recoding — the hack.  

Like cinematic cutting, hacking signifies both the breaking apart and the putting 

together of digital code, a process that Bookchin, though not a programmer per se, has 

effectively done in her revision of these data-based vlogs into the composite narrative. 

Indeed, as far as YouTube’s algorithm is concerned, the chapters of Testament are 

entirely new objects that may as well be made of “new” materials; we, however, 

recognize them to be objects made of recycled or found materials, a modality of art-

making that recalls Holzer’s “found texts.” Effectively, then, Bookchin has shifted the 

power and accessibility paradigm between YouTube’s back-end and front-end, a shift 

that points toward the second key intervention that produces the alt-social. Besides the 

shift in the power dynamics of data recognition, by hacking the vlogs out of YouTube’s 

database and reprogramming them into her composite, Bookchin creates a social media 

paradigm in which these videos can continue to circulate and we can continue to watch 

and interact with them — all activities defined as “socializing” through YouTube’s 

structural and rhetorical codes — without producing more data. In other words, we are 

able to “socialize” with these vlogs and their producers, who are similarly able to 

“socialize” with one another in the network Bookchin has created, without that 

socializing being wholly converted into sociality. This is possible because of the material 

conditions of watching a composite narrative, where even as we watch the whole, we also 

watch the parts that constitute the whole; though we view both the vlogs and Bookchin’s 

composite, YouTube’s algorithm, structured as it is through rigid, binarized coding of 
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ones and zeroes, is only able to register and quantify the viewing of Boochin’s piece. 

This disruptive data-collection process that Bookchin’s Testament produces is very much 

in line with Brunton’s and Nissenbaum’s theory of obfuscation, described in the previous 

chapter; this disruption occurs through Bookchin’s purposeful insertion of ambiguous 

data – the composite that is made up of obfuscated, informatically “ambiguous” parts. 

Effectively, then, Bookchin’s Testament create a technological alt-social network where, 

on the one hand, the practice of socializing is not fully or accurately converted into the 

resource of sociality, and on the other, users can resist the technological and, as I will 

show in what follows, discursive codes of cultural ideology.  

 

THE DISCURSIVE ALT-SOCIAL: Now We’re Out In Public and Everyone Can See 

 

If the first three chapters of Bookchin’s Testament produces the technological alt-social 

by manipulating YouTube’s front-end material (the vlogs) in such a way that it hacks into 

and disrupts the codes governing data-mining at the back-end, then her final chapter, 

“Now He’s Out In Public and Everyone Can See,” further develops this code-hacking 

process through a similar method of disrupting the discursive codes governing colorblind 

and post-identity ideologies. Even from its title, the final chapter of her series announces 

itself as one that combats and disrupts questions of publicity and the social aspects of 

being seen in public, a title that becomes even more poignant considering that the piece 

has been put together in an era of mass colorblindness, that insists race not be seen, 

particularly in public. Further, this chapter explicitly and formally connects back to 
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Holzer’s Projections series through its direct examination of contemporary anxieties 

around ideological power dynamics – this time as they circulate around race and identity 

policing, rather than information access and transparency – and its site-specificity that 

transforms the installation’s audience into a discursive-code hacker. Where Holzer’s 

Projections brought her audience into this position through her hypermaterialization of 

discursive language along visual axes, Bookchin will bring her audience into this position 

by hypermaterializing both discursive language’s aural axis, and the sonic valences of 

discursively and technologically coded flickering signifiers of race.90  

  “Now He’s Out In Public and Everyone Can See” was installed at the Los 

Angeles Contemporary Exhibitions (LACE) gallery from March 8 - April 15 2012. 

Expanding the formal scope of the previous three chapters, “Now He’s Out…” is an “18-

channel video installation that weaves together found fragments from online video diaries 

in which vloggers recount a series of media scandals involving African American men. 

The multiple stories originally circulated and enflamed by networks of corporate media 

gone viral, intersect around themes of racial and class identity and explore popular 

attitudes, anxieties, and conflicts about race” (LACE flier). The vloggers’ performance in 

this piece becomes a data visualization and auralization of the ways we talk about and 

conceptualize race today, a provocative move in itself, since within the logics of 

colorblindness and post-raciality, racial discourses today crystalize around its not being 

seen (visualized) or heard (auralized). Indeed, as the vloggers perform the composite 

                                                 
90 The flickering signifier of race is developed in chapter three. It refers to the way signifiers of race flicker 

in and out of meaningful visibility in a colorblind ideological environment. In Bookchin’s work, the largely 

theoretical flickering signifier of race in chapter three becomes material, literal, and actual as race is 

presented through flickers of techno-ideological codes. 
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narrative that Bookchin has built out of their individual threads, it becomes 

uncomfortably clear that the narratives they recite are not exclusively their own, but are 

repetitions and recitations of news performances by such conservative, damaging outlets 

as Fox News, where colorblind discourse and post-racial ideology find their strongest 

supporters and most fervent linguistic recitations (Bookchin). Once again, the chorus 

produced through Bookchin’s videographic hacking points to the inescapable fact that, 

despite techno-utopian dreams that new media would replace and democratize old media, 

or at the very least provide the impetus for more oppositional decoders to emerge, old 

media continues to play an important powerful role in the shaping of cultural narratives, 

discourses, and ideologies through its dominant-hegemonic encoding. Building on the 

ways the previous three chapters of Testament synchronized linguistic rhetorics across 

YouTube vlogs with the effect of exposing the ubiquity with which techno-discursive 

codes flow through and structure our social, psychic, and embodied realities, “Now He’s 

Out…” follows a similar structure of visual and aural synchronicity that exposes and 

hacks into the damaging narratives produced through colorblind discourses and post-

racial ideologies.  

The narrative of “Now He’s Out…” circulates around racial and identity policing 

by recounting infamous scandals of four African American men: Barack Obama’s 

supposed lack of American citizenship; Henry Louis Gates Jr.’s arrest while trying to 

enter his own home in Cambridge, MA; Tiger Woods’ public exposition of infidelity to 

his wife; and Michael Jackson’s child rape and molestation cases. These four scandals 

and the men caught up in them are never explicitly named, and it is only through piecing 
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together the references that the vloggers casually drop that the gallery’s visitor is able to 

recognize the subjects under discussion. As the vloggers’ voices flow in and out of one 

another, recounting the story of a possibly black professor who was arrested trying to 

break into his own house in a white neighborhood, to explaining that "he's not a 

pedophile, he just loves children; he's a kid at heart," to questioning the validity of a 

possibly un-American black man living in a Big White House, to insisting that he 

would've been better off if he'd just left the white sports to the white men, the scandalous 

narratives of these four men become so intertwined that they are impossible to separate. 

Bookchin’s videographic hacking here exposes that when it comes to discussing and 

policing the public lives of black men, specifics are unwelcome and, apparently, 

impossible. Despite the vloggers’ continually echoing refrain that they are “NOT 

racist…”,91 a claim that is always followed by a drawn-out “but…” they continue to elide 

specificity and difference, speaking of each man in (literally) the same terms and thereby 

performing those exact moves that are popularly held up as identifiably racist.92  

 Despite the vloggers’ denial that they are performing colorblind racism, the 

narrative conveys their simultaneous discomfort with not being able to definitively, 

visually, and textually identify these men through their race, nationality, ethnicity, or 

sexuality. The performance begins with vloggers requesting proof of nationality. “Here’s 

my birth certificate,” one vlogger says, holding the sign of her own citizenship up to the 

                                                 
91 This is a common refrain throughout colorblind racist discourse, as demonstrated by Bonilla -Silva’s 

social science research in Racism Without Racists. As Bonilla-Silva demonstrates, this claim is 

paradigmatic of colorblindness, since it is uttered to avoid damnation as a racist in an era where overt 

racism is absolutely inexcusable and to allow the speaker to then “safely” express racist sentiment. It is 

precisely this performance of racial rhetoric that structures “Now He’s Out….”  
92 This dynamic of interweaving that resists mastery, and the chorus of denial, recalls the aesthetics of “My 

Meds” and “I am Not.”  
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camera. These requests bleed into expressions of incredulity that someone could not 

know if they were white or black, so invents a new race altogether to identify as 

“afroblasian.” As the vloggers perform their discomfort and anxiety about being unable 

to master these men’s identities, they are simultaneously denied the ability to name these 

men, precisely the speech-act that serves to signify and define a person.93 Throughout 

Now He’s Out In Public, proper names are demoted to universal common nouns, used 

indiscriminately to signify dangerous, violent, or non-normative behavior, terms which 

are used throughout the narrative as synonymous with “blackness.” As one vlogger so 

succinctly puts it, complete with gestural scare quotes “Then he had what I like to call his 

‘OJ Moment,’” a point that is quickly followed up by another vlogger’s exclamation that 

“the blackness was SPILLING out of him!” The latter exclamation recalls Fred Moten’s 

description of race as “a case of blackness,” an ideological formulation that understands 

blackness as a diseased, infectious material that is rhetorically separate from, yet visually 

and inescapably tied to what Jennifer González calls “the phenotypic performance of skin 

color.”94 As an exhibition that performs contemporary anxieties about race and identity in 

a colorblind, post-identity world, the vlogging chorus find themselves in the position of 

Nicholas Mirzoeff’s historically omnipotent overseer who has been rendered impotent 

through the discursively coded color-blind-ness running through them.95 In their newly 

                                                 
93 To sketch another connection running through this dissertation, Susan Howe’s Thorow (discussed in 

Chapter 2) opens with a speculation about proper names from Deleuze and Guattari in order to connect her 

own poetic “hacking” of Henry David Thoreau’s proper name into “thorough,” and ultimately “Tho row.”  
94 For more on these thinkers, see Chapter 3. 
95 In The Right to Look , Mirzoeff close reads the power dynamics in being able or unable to look, locating 

this power dynamic on the historical figure of then plantation’s overseer. This man would “watch” the 

slaves work while claiming the power of the omniscient panoptic surveyor who sees, and therefore knows, 

all. 
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developed impotence, the surveilling vloggers have been struck with, as well, a form of 

nominative aphasia, so can neither master the visual nor the linguistic identifiable 

information of these men. The semiotic patterns of visual and linguistic codes that 

“define” these men, in other words, escape the vloggers’ grasps. Instead, the vloggers 

find themselves signifying in the post-racial era through the same process as race itself —

flickers that periodically emerge in noisy patterns of visual and sonic materiality that 

Bookchin has hacked together. 

Mirroring the vloggers’ inability to master their narrative subjects, Bookchin has 

manipulated the space and setting of LACE to create a multi-dimensional narrative 

experience for the visitor that places her in a similar position of un-masterability. At the 

same time, the physical conditions of the space combine with the physicality of sound to 

flow on and through the visitor’s body in a manner that recalls the flows of light in 

Holzer’s Projections. Throughout LACE, Bookchin has hung multiple monitors with 

screens throughout the gallery at various heights, depths, and orientations in the room. 

The only thing each screen has in common, in fact, is that they all face the center of the 

room, and thereby require the viewer to stand in the center of the gallery in order to “see” 

everything. Of course, seeing everything at once is impossible, since at any given 

moment, some screens are always behind and to the sides of — at various levels of 

invisibility to — the viewer. Besides this arrangement of the installation’s visual material, 

Bookchin has covered the gallery walls, floors, and ceilings with sound-absorbent 

material, so is able to control the sonic materiality of the installation and its narrative with 

the same precision as the visual material. Standing at the center of a pitch black gallery lit 
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only by the flickering screens as they periodically light up throughout the narrative, the 

viewer finds herself literally in the middle of an ongoing conversation about race, 

blackness, and masculinity, a conversation that flows through her as hypermaterialized 

linguistic sound waves of vocal fragments invisibly, informatically populating the 

gallery. 

Throughout the performance, the visitor inevitably twists, turns, or otherwise 

moves her body in reaction to this sound in an effort to get a grasp on the conversation 

and her place in it. On the one hand, this places her in a position to be controlled by the 

narrative, as her body reacts in response to the various sounds emanating throughout the 

gallery, twisting and turning at each new voice. On the other hand, with each embodied 

movement, she microscopically disrupts the sound waves flowing throughout the gallery, 

a position that, like the audience’s bodies that force Holzer’s lighted text to be rewritten 

around them, places the viewer in a position to hack into and rewrite or recode these 

conversations. The gallery becomes, effectively, a literal heteroglossia with layers of 

voices that include the viewer’s own. Eventually, the viewer’s physical and gestural 

position comes to embody and perform the way her discursive position changes in the 

narrative, flickering between inclusion and exclusion. Just as she is subject to fluctuations 

between controlling and being controlled by the narrative, at any given moment, she is 

invited to join the vlogging chorus. But this invitation is unstable: she may either join as a 

subject who vlogs, or as an object that is vlogged about. This flicker between inclusion 

and exclusion crystallizes around the repetition of the word “you,” as it echoes 

throughout the performance.  
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The word “you” is used throughout “Now He’s Out…” and in each utterance, its 

assumed address changes. Though it is originally meant to signal the social network of 

viewers socializing on YouTube by watching the original vlog, in the gallery that word 

directly signifies the viewer due to her spatial position at the conversation’s center. In 

some iterations, the vloggers appeal to their audience by saying things like “you know 

what I mean,” or “you see what I’m talking about, here.” In this case, the utterance “you” 

signals inclusion by creating a community where you-the-visitor and I-the-chorus-

member form an “us,” a socially networked, informatically constituted group that is “in 

the know.” This community, however, is formed as much by participating in and thereby 

strengthening the informatic codes that form the technological network, as by 

participating in and thereby strengthening the informatic, ideological codes of post-racial 

discourse. In the narrative arc of “Now He’s Out...” this appeal for “you” to “know what 

I’m talking about” is always a request for confirmation of an unspoken, yet no less 

powerful, racist comment that flows along the paradigmatic vector, actualized as 

informatic. This appeal, then is one to decode what remains semiotically unspoken 

through the dominant-hegemonic, colorblind racist lens.  

At other times, this appeal becomes an accusation as the same utterance – “you” – 

becomes one of rejection and exclusion. This “you” is uttered as an objectifying move 

that turns the visitor into that which is talked about (by the chorus) rather than she who 

gets to talk along with (the chorus). In this act of the performance, vloggers look directly 

at their cameras and, as if the screens have literally become the porous membranes 
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Durham describes, directly at the visitor.96 Holding her gaze, the voices boom out, “Yeah, 

black man. I’m talking to YOU! I’m talking to YOU, black man!” In this utterance, the 

“you” shifts drastically and the visitor’s position becomes entirely conflated with that of 

the “black man”: the subject under discussion, stripped of participatory potential and 

rejected from the chorus, present only in his absence. Where at one time, “you” might 

have brought the viewer alongside the vloggers to form an “us,” now “you” forces the 

visitor to join the black men to form a “them.” Far from being invited to join the chorus 

and become a part of the community, this “them” becomes, instead, a group against 

which to form an immunity.97  

As the narrative continues, and the utterances of “you” proliferate, the viewer 

flickers between poles of inclusion and exclusion, never settling at one end as the sounds 

and utterances perform the shifting tides of discourse. The viewer finds herself flickering, 

not only through vocal layers of inclusion and exclusion, but also through different 

significations of race. At one moment she is a member of the racist ideology touting, 

majoritarian vloggersphere; at the next, she is a member of the black, raced, minoritarian 

sphere. She flickers in and out of these positions as each new voice speaks and each new 

screen lights up, her skin itself flickering with the reflected light as the vloggers force 

their views on her body which, in turn, becomes defined, visible, and legible through the 

preset codes governing when and how each screen lights up. As these technological codes 

shifting the visual signification of her skin align with the discursive codes of “you” – 

                                                 
96 Amelia Jones reads videographic art disseminated through screens in  a way that is similar to Durham, as 

an inter-subjective membrane that connects us.  
97 This formulation comes from Esposito’s theory of communitas and immunitas that reminds us of the 

balance between inclusion and exclusion that every community enacts. 
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codes that render her embodied identity “meaningful” within the narrative confines of the 

installation – the viewer finds herself in the position of one who is both subjected to, and 

embodies, the flickering signifier of race(-as-identity).  

In placing the viewer into an embodied position of one whose identity visually 

and discursively flickers, Bookchin’s work extends its hacking of technological codes 

into the hacking of precisely those ideologically and discursively constructed codes that 

govern embodiment and its informatic signification. The extension of this code-hacking 

is notably achieved through Bookchin’s re-wiring and re-coding of the gallery space so 

that the sonic and visual hypermaterialized discursive language flows over and through 

the visitor’s body, changing its own codes of representation, its identifiable information. 

This is not to claim, as some techno-idealists like Mark Hansen have done, that 

Bookchin’s viewer leaves the gallery having experienced what it is like to be a raced 

subject in a colorblind age.98 Rather, it is an attempt to characterize the way that the 

combination of sound and light waves emanating through the gallery in accordance with 

the techno-ideological codes – formed by both Bookchin’s and YouTube’s combined 

digital videographic programming and the ideological encoding of linguistic information 

that is syntagmatically and paradigmatically actualized – affect the visitor’s embodied 

identity. Similarly, it is to materially demonstrate, through a work of hypermaterial 

                                                 
98 In Bodies in Code, Mark Hansen argues that certain interactive virtual reality/digital media narratives 

could create the conditions for everyone to experience race or racialization. He extends this argument to 

claim that in all cyber-spatial interactions, everyone is raced and forced to “pass” due to the condition of 

being rendered informational patterns of digital code. Jennifer Gonzalez rightly identifies this reading as 

predicated entirely on Hansen’s own discursive identity position, arguing that this interpretation aligns with 

what Lisa Nakamura has called “identity tourism,” the process by which cyberspatial users can “try on” 

different identities, but are always able to revert back to their original position when they go back to the 

offline world.  
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language art, how structures and signs of identity become informatic in a culture that is 

ideologically post-identity.  

This combination of coded effects places the viewer’s physically embodied 

identity into an analogous position with her informatically patterned identity. When she 

becomes identified through flickering in the physical space of the gallery, her 

identification, indeed her identity, shifts away from the expected stable signs of 

physicality toward the instable informatic signs of embodied virtuality. That is, she finds 

herself constructed out of the same informational sign(al)s as if she were in a digital 

cyber-space, the space where all signification flickers. Her body becomes a node on 

which the digital and discursive codes of signification meet, intersecting and intertwining 

with one another over, in, and through her body. It is this node-like quality that allows 

her, a subject as much discursively embodied as informatically patterned – as much 

transparent as opaque – to become the discursive alt-social hacker, the post-human who 

can disrupt and hack into the post-identity and colorblind techno-ideological codes. In the 

first place, her presence in the gallery has hacked the processing of these signifying codes 

as they fail to signify, function, or process code correctly; her presence in the gallery, for 

example, hacks and disrupts the codes that signify “you.” This effective disruption of 

discursive codes’ functionality recalls the way the technological alt-social changes 

YouTube’s algorithmic, data-mining functionality. In the second place, because she is 

present as a gesturing, speaking, moving, embodied pattern of flickering signifiers, she is 

able to physically disrupt – hack into, through embodied movement – the techno-

ideological codes that are sonically and visually materialized around her. This aspect 
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recalls the light-based hacker produced through Holzer’s Projections; however because 

Bookchin’s viewer becomes an embodied node through which technological and 

discursive codes flow, her position as a hacker has expanded as well. She is now the 

techno-ideological code hacker, working on and in discourse and/as digitality. 

The empowerment that accompanies the user’s position as the techno-ideological 

code hacker, however, is present only as long as she remains in the gallery, and only as 

long as Bookchin’s looped video continues to produce her flickering, patterned, 

informatic embodiment. What happens when she leaves the gallery and her body is reset 

in its analogue, static, and stable semiotic position? Can she continue to hack techno-

ideological codes and their extended networks of meaning if her body no longer functions 

as a node through which these codes travel? It to these questions that the following, and 

final, chapter turns, in an exploration of an interactive, digital interface that describes the 

anti-racist poetics of hypermaterial language art. Specifically, this final chapter will 

investigate what happens to the empowerment of the techno-ideological code hacker, 

when – as is the case in interactive, digital interfaces – the front-end “hacking” itself is no 

longer a subversive act that challenges the back-end discursive structures and ideological 

systems, but is instead pre-programmed into the structure itself. In other words, this final 

chapter asks: where are the potentials for meaningful intervention in a system that has 

already been designed for, and indeed, relies upon, “meaningful intervention” by the 

user? 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

Hypermaterializing Anti-Racist Poetics: Systems of Reflection and Obfuscation Erik 

Loyer’s The Knotted Line 

 

Throughout the previous chapters, I have applied theories and discourses of informatic 

digitality to works of art across multiple media in order to demonstrate how, as 

hypermaterial language art, these works mobilize the semiotic-as-the- informatic in order 

to disrupt the invisible, naturalized, ideological structures operating throughout and 

(in)forming our cultural world. The intertwining of the informatic with the semiotic 

through the hypermaterialization of language began with Erik Loyer’s Strange Rain, an 

interactive, iOS-based narrative that, through language functioning as the semiotic-

informatic, challenged the easy separation between data systems and narrative systems. 

Embracing this challenge, the following three chapters expanded the potentials and 

specificities of hypermaterial language art as a formal discourse, exploring how it 

functions as a political discourse. These chapters, specifically, demonstrated how 

hypermaterializing language so that its material, semiotic structures could be read 

alongside and through the critical discursive lens of the informatic mobilizes a political, 

disruptive critique – a critical, anti-racist poetics – within this interpretive category of 

artwork. This critique works against ideological systems that dematerialize and virtualize 

systems of violence against raced or gendered bodies to support contemporary post-

identity politics and colorblind racism.  
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Providing the closing bookend to Chapter One’s opening discussion of the 

semiotic and informatic formalisms that emerged in the platform specificity of Strange 

Rain, this final chapter similarly engages these formalisms and the platform specificity of 

another of Loyer’s texts, The Knotted Line. Where in chapter one this platform specificity 

performatively defined hypermaterial language art as such, in this final chapter I focus on 

platform specificity to examine these defining formalisms as they perform the anti-racist 

politics of this art. In other words, The Knotted Line provides the closing bookend in a 

performative narrative signaling the anti-racist poetics of hypermaterial language art. 

Like Strange Rain, the Knotted Line is a digital, interactive text, entirely contained within 

a digital system. Though it is playable on a computer, rather than an iOS touch-screen 

device, it is similarly structured as a front-end, interactive interface to a back-end, 

dynamic database. Together, this interface and database constitute a computational, 

informatic system that is also a narrative system. Confined and defined by the system’s 

software and hardware integration, its narrative system is one in which the cultural 

semiotic and the digital informatic intertwine with one another to perform the history of 

systemic racism in the United States. In other words, this is a computational system that 

performs, not a personal narrative, but a cultural, ideological one; in short, it performs a 

mythology. As such, The Knotted Line is, in many ways, a techno-ideological system, 

that reflectively performs those very techno-ideological codes by which systems of 

racism are, and historically have been, supported and maintained in the United States. 

Produced alongside Evan Bissell, this techno-ideological narrative system 

features an interactive timeline of United States’ history that interrogates, in particular, 
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the ideological tension between structures of freedom and confinement. Spanning from 

1495-2025 (and so, having been produced in 2012, including 13 years of an imagined 

future), The Knotted Line taps into the United States’ strong ideology of freedom and the 

cultural narrative(s)-turned-mythology that support it, asking “how is freedom 

measured?” Detailing events throughout the United States’ history that actively limited 

freedoms for people of color, as well as women, non-Christian, and indigenous 

populations, the Knotted Line effectively narrates the history of structural oppression that, 

in the first place, has led to today’s prison industrial complex — what Michelle 

Alexander provocatively calls “the new Jim Crow” specifically because of the way mass 

incarceration unequally targets populations of color99 — and that, in the second place, 

rarely makes it into popular narratives of American history in part, because it directly 

contradicts American ideologies of freedom, equality, and “justice for all.” This entire 

narrative is presented through an interactive interface that is incredibly challenging to 

manipulate. The challenge of the interface has the effect of complicating the user’s own 

feelings of “freedom,” as the effects of her embodied movements (the methodologies, 

recall, of the techno-ideological code hacker) are limited and confined within the 

project’s machinic system. In other words, the interactive system reflects the systems of 

oppression that the timeline narrates, resisting disruption so that it may reproduce its own 

conditions of existence. This reflection, combined with a narrative of events that are 

                                                 
99 Interestingly, at the time of this writing, United States senator Bernie Sanders has recently described 

contemporary voter identification laws as “the new Jim Crow,” likening them to a modern-day form of 

racially-motivated segregation. This statement was met with unfavorable responses by voters from across 

the US’s political spectrum, but, whether accurate or not, I note here as it points to a very contemporary, 

public-facing attempt to articulate the ways structural racism operates in an era of colorblindness and 

“implicit racism,” as compared to its operations in a pre-Civil Rights era of explicit racism.  
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ideologically inaccessible, despite being materially present in the database – or as Howe 

might say, the textual archive – of United States history, makes The Knotted Line an ideal 

text through which explore the politicized formalisms that signal hypermaterial language 

art’s anti-racist poetics.  

Because The Knotted Line is a narrative system that is also, quite literally, a 

techno-ideological system, it provides a productive locus to further explore both this kind 

of system as such, and the role and practice of the techno-ideological code hacker. 

However, the system’s interactivity, both as such and in its specific confinement of the 

user’s embodied movement, complicates the techno-ideological hacker’s mode of front-

end system disruption. As described, in a digital system, the possibilities for user 

manipulation are materially and physically programmed into the system; they are integral 

parts of the database – the paradigmatic vectors of informatic code – that make up the 

system’s back-end. As such, for a text like The Knotted Line, where the user’s front-end 

interaction is necessary for the narrative system to function, physically manipulating the 

front-end is almost a requirement, in that the dynamic system will not function as it was 

designed to if it is not interacted with. The dynamic environment specifically creates a 

system wherein there is “no fixed starting point” or “default pathway” (Florian and 

Cramer, 147). Instead, it is built so that “the participant can push without breaking the 

system” (146, my italics). That is, the dynamic system is designed so that the user cannot 

change, reform, or otherwise severely disrupt it. It is precisely this final caveat that points 

toward the techno-ideological code hacker’s potential limits within a dynamic, interactive 

system. Indeed, the possibility arises that front-end techno-ideological system subversion 
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may not even be possible for a user operating an interactive interface through a 

dynamically programmed, computational system. Certainly she can use or explore this 

system through its available front-end interface, but to what extent — if any — is her 

usage, her exploration, disruptive or subversive if the system inherently and 

programmatically allows for it, if it is designed to withstand her “push[ing] without 

breaking”? To rephrase this question in the discourse of the ideological is to ask the 

extent to which the user can revise, restructure, or otherwise affect a cultural 

mythological system, when her ability to access and interact with the cultural system is 

conditioned and determined by the very mythological system she seeks to affect.   

These are the questions that inform much of this chapter. Indeed, these questions 

figure both in my own critical discussion of The Knotted Line as a techno-ideological 

narrative system, as well as the narrative of systemic racism’s history in a culture that 

ideologically promise equality, freedom, and “justice for all” that is performed by The 

Knotted Line. This critical discussion begins with an exploration of one final space where 

the linguistic becomes informatic. The counter-part to chapter’s one’s interactive 

interface (and therefore explored through frequent references to this chapter), this final 

space is, of course, the database, the informatic archive of shared memory that stores the 

data of history. To the extent that, as Barthes describes, mythology is history naturalized 

through the semiotic, it is the database of history that provides the informatic source for 

mythology’s semiotic system(s). As such, it is in the database that the infinite system of 

language flickers between informatic and semiotic structures. Following this critical 

discussion, I turn to The Knotted Line specifically, describing both its cultural 
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functionality as an informatic narrative system and as an interactive, computational 

system. This exploration of its functionality eventually reveals, what I understand as its 

reparative ethics, its anti-racist poetics that, through the work of the techno-ideological 

code hacker, performatively imagine and techno-ideologically move towards a cultural 

system other than that which it techno-ideologically performs.    

 

THE INFINITE LIVENESS OF LANGUAGE: The Database of Literary Discourse 

 

In chapter one, Strange Rain demonstrated the functionality of the database as a 

particular kind of electronic textuality that performs a narrative that is, itself, based in 

shared memory. Notably, Strange Rain’s textual revelation emerges through an 

examination of language’s functionality at the front-end of this narrative system — the 

touch-screen interface. Indeed, it is language functioning, not simply through, but 

actually as, the informatic, interactive interface that both constitutes and signifies the 

reader’s ability to affect the narrative system; it is Alphonse’s informatic thoughts 

rendered in semiotic language that signify the feed-forward and feed-back loops at work 

between the user and the iOS device. Though it may be the user’s taps that trigger, and 

the changing colors of a sky that perform, the cataclysmic event, it is ultimately the line 

of linguistic text following the event that reveals the user’s effects on the system — will 

Alphonse go back inside, or remain outside in the rain? And related to this question, has 

he looped through his memories and thoughts sufficiently to calm down, or does he 

remain just as much, if not more, agitated than when he began?  Indeed, it is in 
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Alphonse’s response to the cataclysm – the informatically performed linguistic signs 

“Not yet” or “Ok, I’ve had enough” – that the reader finds her answers to these questions. 

Without diminishing the role of the user’s taps or her ability to affect the skyscape 

and rainfall – elements of the setting that, like plot, are integral to the narrative system – 

my point here is that, because the information in Alphonse’s memory and that within the 

iOS memory are one and the same, the media of language through which Alphonse’s 

memory is made functional as part of the narrative system, is also the media through 

which the iOS’s machinic memory is made legible as part of that same system. As such, 

it is not just that language functions at the interface; it is that it also functions as the 

interface, a position it shares with the iOS touch-screen to connect the reader with the 

narrative system and its database of information. Unsurprisingly, as the interface 

connecting the user to the narrative system, language also functions as that particular 

form of authorial intervention that Abrams and Harpham note is impossible to escape, 

even in a narrative performed as a raw informational stream (of consciousness). 

Language, in other words, works in Strange Rain like a text in the sense that Mieke Bal 

describes: it is a material, media object (or event) that contains (or performs) the narrative 

system. In this way, language shares functional positionality with the iOS device itself, an 

observation that suggests language works, not just at and as the front-end interface, but 

also at and as the back-end database. In the previous chapter, I discussed the structural 

similarities shared between language and dynamic databases, noting that, as Hayles and 

Manovich have argued, Saussure’s syntagmatic and paradigmatic vectors of language 

(language as it is materially actualized in written text or spoken utterances, and all the 
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alternatives that could have been uttered instead that exist in a virtual cloud around the 

syntagm, respectively) are swapped in the dynamic database. In the database, all of the 

paradigmatic options have been actualized in their encoding within the system; by 

contrast, the syntagmatic performance is entirely virtual until generated in the liveness of 

the dynamic moment by the user. As I argued, discursive language — that is, language 

put to work as a vehicle for ideology — is structured through similarly “swapped” 

vectors of information. 

Reconsidering the combined textuality of language and/as dynamic database that 

Strange Rain’s narrative system reveals in light of this point suggests that this language 

feeding forward and back throughout the electronic narrative system is similarly 

discursive, a potential vehicle for ideology. In other words, within this narrative system, 

language functions, not just to perform the data-based information as sequential narrative, 

but also to process and transform that data-based information into sequential, ideological 

narrative. Further, if we can re-imagine the shared memory between Alphonse and the 

iOS in Strange Rain as memory shared amongst a culture outside of the digital system — 

that memory we call history — then this discursive- linguistic information processing can 

also be understood as a transformative performance by which history becomes cultural 

mythology. Before examining the effects of this claim through Erik Loyer’s and Evan 

Bissell’s The Knotted Line, it will be worth critically exploring this point more fully. To 

this end, I turn to a discussion of Foucault’s language to infinity, a particular mode of 

language use that not only stems from a kind of database of literary memory, but that 

also, Foucault describes, perpetuates a sense of infinite liveness (not unlike that of the 
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dynamic database) through which mythology emerges. Thus, Foucault’s language to 

infinity, as I will show by summarizing this theory through chapter one’s primary text, 

Strange Rain, not only strengthens the connections between discursive language and the 

dynamic database as it runs through the narrative system that is also the machinic, iOS 

system, but also explicitly connects this form of information processing to the production 

of narrative as mythology.   

Foucault’s language to infinity describes an ontology of Western literature. He 

describes, in other words, an ontology of a discourse for narrative that is resolutely tied to 

a culture. He gets to the description of this ontology by questioning the relationship 

between speech and death, focusing on the functionality of speech-as-language in The 

Odyssey that works both towards death and as a method to ward off death. This dual 

functionality, he notes, is directly tied to the use of language as a mode of narrative 

transmission. Language use of this sort works both microcosmically within the narrative 

as Odysseus recounts his journey to the Phoenicians, and macrocosmically outside the 

diegesis as Homer, to appease the gods, tells a story that is an expression of their glory. 

At the end of the 18th century, Foucault describes a major change in “the relationship of 

language to its indefinite repetition” (59) that will ultimately produce “the endless 

murmuring we call literature” (60). This “endless murmuring” is the cultural necessity to 

“ceaselessly speak, for as long and as loudly as this indefinite and deafening noise—

longer and more loudly so that in mixing our voices with it we might succeed—if not in 

silencing and mastering it—in modulating its futility” (60). Moreover, “from this 
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moment, a work whose only meaning resides in its being a self-enclosed expression of its 

glory” — a mythological work like the Odyssey — “is no longer possible” (60).  

This major change results, Foucault argues, from the “simultaneous appearance” 

of the words of Sade and the tales of terror (60), though not for the (possibly) expected 

reasons of their “common predilection for cruelty” or “the discovery of the link between 

literature and evil” (60). Instead, it is the functional stylization of language in these texts, 

a change that Foucault notes may be “more obscure and paradoxical at first sight” (60). 

These texts feature languages that “are constantly drawn out of themselves by the 

overwhelming, the unspeakable, by thrills, stupefaction, dumbness, pure violence, 

wordless gestures, and which are calculated with the greatest economy and precision to 

produce effects” (60). Focusing on descriptors like “unspeakable” and “wordless 

gestures” used to describe Sade’s work and the tales of terror, Foucault argues that these 

precisely calculated texts use forms of language that “erase themselves in their writing 

for the exclusive sovereignty of that which they wish to say and which lies outside of 

words” (61). As such, these language forms are “curiously double” (61), as in the texts, 

“the totality of language finds itself sterilized by the single and identical movement of 

two inseparable figures: the strict, inverted repetition of what has already been said and 

the simple naming of that which lies at the limit of what we can say” (62). Through this 

doubling in different directions, Foucault imagines language functioning as through a hall 

of mirrors, reflecting itself amongst its limits, to infinity.     
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Already, the connections between language to infinity and language as an 

informatic, data-based narrative system such as that performed in Strange Rain are 

emerging. In the first place, both the narrative of Strange Rain and the narratives in the 

Tales of Terror and Sade’s writing seek to use language to express the unspeakable. In 

this move, they use language to push against its limits. Further, in both cases the 

unspeakable is such due to its narrative information being overwhelming or thrilling, 

effecting stupefaction or dumbness. For Sade and the tales of terror these effects emerge 

from the pure violence and terror, while for Alphonse these effects emerge from the 

trauma of his wife’s car accident that he tries so hard to make sense of. Besides the 

trauma-induced unspeakability of the narrative information, in Alphonse’s stream of 

consciousness, there is the additional problem of — recall Abrams and Harpham — 

trying to represent non-linguistic thought and memory in the semiotic textuality, and 

informaticity of language. Consider, as well, that with each of the user’s taps, a line of 

textual thought dissipates as another takes is place; the user cycles through the seeming 

infinity of Alphonse’s possibilities for thought. Of course, each of these thoughts, housed 

within the database of the iOS memory, has already been actualized as coded information 

within the system’s paradigmatic vector of possibility; as such, they are finite. However, 

as these actualized, coded thoughts get repeated at the interface, itself the physical limit 

of the system, to perform Alphonse’s attempt to speak beyond the limits of speech, it is as 

if Strange Rain performs the actualization of language(s) that “erase themselves in their 

writing for the exclusive sovereignty of that which they wish to say and which lies 

outside of words” (61). Finally, this erasure and repetition of language pushing its own 
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limits of expression occurs through the apparent infinity of the database (Murtaugh), 

redoubling and reflecting at the reader’s “wordless gesture” of the tap.  

Though the repetition and redoubling of language to infinity is an important 

element of Foucault’s theory, just as important is the seemingly paradoxical erasure of 

language that occurs as it redoubles at its limits, an act that should not happen within the 

hall of mirrors. Imagining this erasure as if an act of thinning to the transparency of pure 

clarity, Foucault notes that novels such as the Tales of Terror, in contrast to the writings 

of Sade, “wished to be read for the things they recounted, for this emotion, fear, horror, 

or pity which words were charged to communicate, but only through their pure and 

simple transparency. Language should acquire the thinness and absolute seriousness of 

the story; in making itself as gray as possible, it was required to transmit an event to its 

docile and terrorized reader, to be nothing but the neutral element of pathos” (63, my 

italics). As it thinned to pure pathos, the language of these texts “never offered itself in its 

own right” (64); “there was no mirror, wedged into the thickness of its discourse, which 

might open the unlimited space of its own image. Rather, it erased itself between the 

things it said and the person to whom it spoke” (64, my italics). In this thinning toward 

purity and erasure, language thus accepted “with absolute seriousness and according to 

the principle of strict economy its role as horizontal language, its role of communication” 

(64). With this latter point, Foucault sets up a clear dichotomy, “as if two twin and 

complimentary languages were born at once from the same central source” (64), that 

source being the 18th century’s production of sadism and Tales of Terror. On the one 

hand is the language of the Tales, the thin, transparent, horizontal line of language that 
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exists only as the neutral pathos of communication and thereby erases itself in its 

performance. On the other hand is the language of Sadism, the thick, opaque, vertical line 

of language that exists to produce limitless meaning as it redoubles upon itself to 

infinity.100 Though these languages may seem unrelated to each other except in their 

contemporaneity, Foucault argues that, in fact, “they lie within each other, share the same 

dwelling, constantly intertwine, forming a single verbal web and, as it were, a forked 

language that turns against itself from within, destroying itself in its own body, poisonous 

in its very density” (64). 

In its performance of redoubled language, and its act of erasing itself at its limits 

to infinity, the narrative system of Strange Rain similarly performs these two languages 

as they intertwine with themselves to form a single verbal web. Indeed, it is as if this 

narrative system constitutes the very dwelling that these two language’s share. While the 

thin language of horizontally communicated pathos of the tales of terror fairly directly 

maps onto the thinness of Alphonse’s lines of thought, raw so as to make the reader not 

only understand but also feel his emotion — a feeling that is, notably, embodied in the 

user’s taps — the thick language of redoubled meaning that reflects infinitely upon itself, 

as deployed in the excess of Sade’s writing, takes on a slightly different form in this 

system. The thickness in this system changes precisely because it is a system in which 

language emerges informatically from the shared memory of Alphonse and the iOS. As 

such, the thickness here may be understood as Alphonse’s linguistically rendered thought 

                                                 
100 In Foucault’s words: "It is as if two twin and complimentary languages were born at once from the same 

central source; one existing entirely in its naivety, the other within parody; one existing solely for the 

reader's eyes, the other moving from the reader's simple-minded fascination to the easy tricks of the writer” 

(64). 
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that has become “thick” or “full” with the iOS programming, the added dynamism of its 

coding that allows it to be processed through not just the semiotic narrative system but 

also the informatic machinic system. In other words, the thickness of Alphonse’s thin 

language results from the machine-readable signals that allow the information to flicker 

upwards (vertically) through the layers of programming that constitute the computational 

machine. It is with this added thickness that Alphonse’s thin language can function — in 

the sense that Alexander Galloway attributes to the calculus of the computational system, 

which, recall, he contrasts to language — to actively affect not just the reader, as it 

triggers her feelings and her tapping, but the narrative system, which similarly “feels” 

and responds to her taps. The dual memory of this system, then, is exactly the 

intertwining of these thin and thick languages, as they form a single verbal web. Notably, 

in this light these intertwined languages reflect the previous chapter’s techno-ideological 

codes, which, as the Knotted Line will reveal, are similarly “poisonous in [their] very 

density.”  

In the combinatory intertwining of these two thin and thick languages, Foucault 

finds not only the language to infinity, but also the emergence of the discourse that we 

call “literature.” As he explains, “that which we should rigorously define as ‘literature’ 

came into existence at precisely the moment, at the end of the eighteenth century, when a 

language appeared that appropriates and consumes all other languages in its lightning 

flash, giving birth to an obscure but dominant figure where death, the mirror and the 

double, and the wavelike succession of words to infinity exact their roles” (66). Because 

this forked language that emerges into Literature moves toward the limit of language by 
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simultaneously redoubling and erasing itself, Foucault argues that it is the language that 

governs Borges’ Library of Babel, the Library that contains “all conceived and imagined 

languages, and even those which might be conceived or imagined; everything has been 

pronounced, even those things without meaning” (66). Noting that this Library’s 

sovereign language is the complete opposite to the language of Rhetoric which, “[for] 

finite creatures and for men who would die…ceaselessly repeated the speech of the 

Infinite that would never come to an end” (66-7), Foucault clarifies that the space of 

language today — the space of the language to infinity from which the discourse of 

Literature has emerged — “is not defined by Rhetoric, but by the Library” (67). It is 

within the specific Library of Babel that contains all possible and imagined languages 

that language “finds the possibility of its own division its own repetition, the power to 

create a vertical system of mirrors, self images, analogies” (67). In other words, it is in 

the space where the paradigmatic vector of language — the vector that contains all 

possibilities for language — is both actualized and realized, that language can produce 

itself along its syntagmatic vector to infinity; it is in the space of the database.  

If the language to infinity is housed in the database, then it is also from the 

database that the discourse we call Literature emerges, in the paradoxical redoubling and 

erasure of language at its limits. To the extent that, following Susan Howe, we can 

understand Literature as not just a discourse, but a specific mythology of Western culture 

and history, then we can imagine that the database, by way of the language to infinity, 

also produces cultural mythology. Indeed, if cultural mythology is effectively a shared 

narrative that emerges from shared memory, then it follows the structural paradigm that 
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Strange Rain performs through its own mobilization of language to infinity. Taking this 

as a starting point, I turn now, away from Strange Rain, to this chapter’s primary text: 

Erik Loyer’s The Knotted Line, a narrative system functionally similar to Strange Rain 

that performs the cultural mythology of structural racism as it emerges, repeatedly, from 

the cultural memory of the United States, only to be immediately erased by the ideology 

of colorblindness. As such, the text offers a zone from which to examine the politics of 

language to infinity, when it gets produced through a mythological system in support of 

structural oppression, such that it becomes the techno-ideological coding of a colorblind 

system. 

 

HOW IS FREEDOM MEASURED?: The Knotted (Time)Line of Systemic Racism in the 

United States 

 

The Knotted Line, as its creators Erik Loyer and Evan Bissell describe, is “a tactile 

laboratory” designed for users to explore “the historical relationship between freedom 

and confinement in the geographic area of the United States.” This exploration takes 

place through a two-tiered interface, presented as though made up of two levels of 

information, one sitting on top of the other, with moments of porosity in the boundary 

separating each level. Indeed, the boundary that separates each level is the titular 

“knotted line,” which stretches horizontally across the computer screen, twisting and 

winding to occasionally loop back on itself, cutting and curving across the screen as a 

line that is anything but straight and “linear.” This line cuts through the seeming 
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“topmost level” of the interface, which features an apparently flat series of black and 

white sketches connected to each other along this knotted line. These sketches eventually 

resolve into recognizable silhouettes of people — some still, others in action, some male, 

others female — skylines, landscapes and other shapes that are largely indiscernible as 

context-less silhouettes. The silhouettes vary in size across the screen, an element of their 

design that implies depth, particularly when read in conjunction with their placement near 

the top or bottom of the screen. In this way, the topmost layer recalls similar art works 

like those by Kara Walker that mobilize the apparent flatness and minimalism of 

silhouettes in space to critique cultural or political characteristics of “the geographic area 

of the United States.” Indeed, just as works like Walker’s 1994 Gone: An Historical 

Romance of a Civil War as It Occurred Between the Dusky Thighs of One Young Negress 

and Her Heart or her 1995 The End of Uncle Tom and the Grand Allegorical Tableau of 

Eva in Heaven make use of silhouettes specifically to call attention to cultural legacies of 

racism in the Antebellum South that are often glossed over in our cultural memory of that 

history, so too do the silhouettes in the Knotted Line signify  “hidden” elements of 

contemporary racial culture that, as the bottom layer reveals, stem directly from this 

history.  

As the knotted line cuts across the screen to connect the silhouettes, it resists 

stillness as surely as it resists straight linearity. It softly pulses, opening slightly with each 

pulse to reveal information contained below that, with some further interaction, may be 

uncovered by the user. Using her cursor to click, drag, and otherwise tactilely engage 

with the line, the user can open it further to eventually reveal an image- and text-based 
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narrative, hidden below the silhouettes. Made up of a series of original paintings by Evan 

Bissell that work as a shadow in reverse of their silhouetted counterparts, this visual 

narrative depicts key events and figures throughout the United States’ history. These 

images are accompanied by a linguistic textual caption that can be triggered by the user’s 

cursor. As the user interacts with the system, a narrative detailing the historical trajectory 

by which structural racism has produced our contemporary state of mass incarceration 

through the prison industrial complex emerges. Through a structural design that recalls 

the Platonic Cave, The Knotted Line reveals the limits of contemporary cultural 

mythologies of post-raciality and colorblindness, insisting, instead, that the US’s 

celebrated mythology of freedom, justice, and equality for all is no more than a myth, a 

“national promise” systematically denied to persons of color. Though Bissell and Loyer 

are careful not to build a narrative that insists on a straight teleological line of cause-and-

effect, what becomes clear through playing and reading The Knotted Line are the 

undeniably racist architectures that have formed and informed the culture of the country 

throughout its short history. Despite this revelation, The Knotted Line is not an entirely 

hopeless narrative; instead, it stretches to 2025, 13 years past its creation, to imagine a 

possible future where grassroots movements open dialogues to repeal outdated, 

oppressive laws and create a country that may finally move beyond its overtly racist past, 

and covertly racist present.  

Through the interrelated levels of its interactive interface, the Knotted Line 

performs a shared, cultural narrative of the United States that is both constructed from 

and contributes to the cultural memory of its history. That is, if Strange Rain casts 
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Alphonse’s stream of consciousness narration as the result of textualized sequences from 

the stream of information contained in the database of his memory (shared with iOS), 

then the Knotted Line casts the US’s cultural mythologies of freedom, justice, and 

equality for all as a narrative system that is similarly structured by sequencing specific 

historical events from the stream of information housed in the database of that shared 

cultural memory we call history. As it rejects the mythologies of post-racialism and 

colorblindness — mythologies that rely on the narrative that systemic and structural 

racism are exclusively part of the United States’ past — by telling the (hi)story of the 

prison industrial complex, the Knotted Line reveals the process by which history becomes 

(or produces) cultural mythology. Notably, this process reflects that by which digital 

information becomes meaningful for a user of a computational machine: it is a process of 

careful sequencing from a stream of information. It is this processual revelation that 

primarily interests me about The Knotted Line, particularly as its narrative content is 

produced through the inseparability of techno-ideological coding that constitutes both 

computational and cultural machinery. Beginning with a narrativized description of 

playing the project, I turn to an investigation of the intricacies by which The Knotted Line 

reveals the processual structure shared between computational and cultural systems. I 

close by turning to the future that the project imagines, wherein the narrative of 

grassroots movements that effect change in the cultural system is reflected in the 

project’s invitations to its users to effect change in its computational system by 

contributing to its database, the shared memory of history. As a future based on changed 
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systems, it is here that the figure of the techno-ideological code hacker reappears to push, 

like language to infinity, against the limits imposed by her system(s). 

Upon launching the Knotted Line, the user is dropped directly into a complex 

timeline of American history. She may start at 1996, as California was spending more on 

prisons and corrections than higher education, a claim supported by the statistic that from 

1984-1996, California built 21 new prisons and only one new university; or she may start 

at the period 1915-1968, a time period that led to “white flight” to the suburbs as black 

migration to cities increased following the decrease in the white work force during the 

two world wars; still another possibility is that she starts at the period 1996-1998, during 

Bill Clinton’s welfare reform, as he attempts to “weed out inmates” receiving 

government financial aid, putting $5 billion towards jobs and $30 billion towards crime 

prevention. In short, she may start at any time along the knotted line of history that begins 

in 1495 and ends with an imagined future in 2025. Of course, when the user launches the 

project for the first time, she does not know that she is in a historical timeline, as each of 

these temporal moments are hidden beneath the flat silhouettes and lines populating the 

screen that she must learn to manipulate.  

If she arrives in 1996, she will be faced with a black and white silhouette of what 

is apparently a male body. This body is holding something visible only as a white square, 

and is posed in front of a lined backdrop, such as that which measures height in mug 

shots. Ripping the jagged line open by dragging and clicking with the cursor reveals this 

silhouette to belong to a black man, dressed in graduation regalia, holding a diploma. 

Though this man has been contextualized as celebrating a moment of educational 
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achievement, he is posed in front of lines that, though they may represent the facade of a 

university building, continue to recall lines for height measurement. In their doubled-

signification, the lines of his photographic backdrop suggest that, though he may be 

celebrating achievement now, he is haunted by an inevitability that he will one day find 

himself similarly posed for a mug shot, his diploma having transformed into prison 

identification information. By hovering her cursor over this image, the user can trigger an 

informational hot spot. In this case, a textual caption appears, explaining a disparity in 

state spending between prisons and universities: “From 1984-1996, California build 21 

new prisons, and only one new university.” Against the contextual backdrop of this 

image, where a man’s once-bright future is threatened by state spending, the user is 

charged with reorienting her understanding of this information from the dry reporting of a 

statistic, to the story of individuals affected by such spending practices. In this case, a 

report on state spending becomes a harbinger of this man’s transformation from 

university graduate to felon. When opened, each silhouetted figure along the knotted line 

acts similarly, revealing a painted image that reflects the original silhouette and is 

accompanied by textual explanations activated by hovering the cursor over the image’s 

informational trigger. Each moment also challenges the user’s orientation towards 

American culture and history, a challenge that, as she navigates the timeline, eventually 

prompts a confrontation with the veracity of the American mythology promising 

freedom, equality, and justice for all.   

If the user travels to the right of her screen, following the line to its temporal 

beginning, she will find herself in the year 1495 as “promising great wealth to Spain, 
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Columbus takes 500 Taino-Arawak Indian slaves to Spain, 200 of which die en route.” 

Upon his return to Hispaniola (present day Haiti/Dominican Republic), “Columbus 

requires that anyone over 14 must find a quota of gold or have their hands chopped off.” 

With this historical beginning, the Knotted Line establishes the United States as a country 

whose foundation is based on the designation of certain (non-white, non-European) 

bodies as less than human, valuable only as they can provide economic gain for Europe 

and wealth for a higher governing authority. More than simply establishing this 

foundation, the text insists that the user recognize these practices as the law of the land, 

as this tradition of financially-motivated “othering” along racial, ethnic, and religious 

lines continues into the next two events. In 1645, the next point along the timeline, “John 

Eliot establishes the first ‘praying town’ to convert and civilize Native people in North 

America,” which will be followed shortly by the First Law of Virginia in 1692. This law 

will enslave “all servants, whether Negroes, Moors, mulattoes or Indians who and whose 

parentage and native countries are not Christian at the time of their first purchase by 

some Christian.” Though these events occurred at discrete temporal moments in the US’s 

history, the knotted line visually reminds the user that they are connected to one another 

as moments of the country’s earliest history that continue to influence and be reflected in 

its current culture. As such, these events are embedded, encoded, and incorporated into 

its cultural mythology. Though the user may be tempted to rip open the entire line to 

reveal a multi-colored canvas that exposes the truth of the United States’ racial history, 

just as cultural mythologies are seemingly omnipotent structures, nearly impossible to 

strip away, so too does the line refuse to be fully stripped away to reveal this canvas. 
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Instead, as if reflecting the anxiety of a mythology losing its concrete grasp on culture, 

the line always bounces back to its closed position, allowing the user mere moments of 

narrative access, glimpses of the canvas beyond the mythological interface.   

This multi- layered, anxious timeline carries the user through the incredibly 

complex, knotted history of the United States. As the user manipulates and engages the 

interface, she uncovers several milestone events of this history that are celebrated as part 

of the country’s national mythology that promises equality, freedom, justice, and 

progressivism — turns, in other words, away from the country’s Eurocentric, racist, 

sexist, and anti-Christian beginnings. These events include, for example, the ratification 

of the United States Constitution in 1788, the abolition of slavery in 1865 with the 

passing of the 13th amendment, and the overturning of Jim Crow Laws with Brown vs. 

Board of Education in 1954. Far more frequently, however, the line reveals lesser known, 

culturally “hidden” events that, having both directly and indirectly laid the foundation 

for, and led to the development of, our current state of mass incarceration through the 

prison industrial complex, contradict the cultural narrative that supports this cultural 

mythology of the United States as an equal opportunity melting pot. Instead, the timeline 

tells the story of the United States as a country that promises freedom, equality, and 

justice, only to a select few — those who are overwhelmingly white, male, Christian, and 

wealthy, and because of this privileged position, educated.  

The timeline, for instance, tells of the 1867 Wines and Dwight report, which 

stated in no uncertain terms that US prisons would no longer seek the reformation of 

inmates as their primary goal. This report provides the roots for a culture that uses prisons 
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as a form of punishment, reflected later in both the entry describing California’s 1977 

Uniform Determinate Sentencing Act, which both lengthened prison terms, and 

legislatively clarified the “purpose of imprisonment is punishment,” and in the 1998 entry 

detailing that many states have stopped “updating law libraries in prisons, and only eight 

states continue mostly volunteer-run degree programs for prisoners.” It tells the user of 

the 1882 Chinese Exclusion Act, which rendered race illegal and defined it as a means to 

deny entry into the county, providing roots for contemporary anti-immigration 

legislation, including the line’s final entry before its imagined future that in 2010/2011, 

“States pass 164 laws (including HB 56 and Arizona’s SB 1070, which is currently [at the 

time of the project] blocked by a federal injunction) that increase criminalization and 

police surveillance of ‘suspected’ undocumented immigrants and deportations.” It 

describes Modesta Avila’s incarceration in 1889, when the 22-year-old Mexican 

American woman became the first felon in Orange County, California as she attempted to 

block railroad tracks crossing her property; she was sentenced to three years in San 

Quentin State Prison where she died of a fever for this act of protest against federal 

encroachment on and takeover of her home and property, a haunting early instance of 

what will become a pattern of prison deaths by persons of color protesting against the 

state’s encroachment of their rights. The pattern of the country’s legislative action to 

stamp out and demonize the cultures of Native populations that began with Columbus is 

continued with the 1895 arrest of nineteen Hopi men who refused to send their children 

to boarding school, while the stakes of the criminalized drug trade are raised with passage 

of New York’s Rockefeller Drug Laws in 1973, which required, for the first time, a 
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mandatory minimum sentence for ‘hard’ drugs. Finally, implicit criminalization of 

poverty is made explicit during the Reagan Era of the 1980s, as “public programs are cut, 

while free-market capitalism expands and corporations’ share of taxes declines,” 

resulting in increased poverty and decreased jobs and industry, social problems for which 

the War on Drugs and prison “come to the forefront as the answer.” This continues into 

later presidential eras, as President Clinton’s welfare reforms over 1996-1998 promise to 

“weed out any inmate” who is receiving public aid.  

Notably, even those events that are most celebrated as having realized — or at 

least, having taken a step towards realizing — the United States’ cultural mythology of 

equal, protected freedoms for all are accompanied by informational details that expose 

the limits of this mythic realization, and as such, are often excluded in the cultural 

recounting of these moments in history.101 The ratification of the United States’ 

constitution, for example, is accompanied by the important, yet often overlooked, detail 

that slaves were written into the law as only 3/5 of a person, and as such, were explicitly 

ineligible for the rights and privileges guaranteed by this constitution. Similarly, the event 

detailing the Abolition of Slavery is located on the line at a crossroads with three other 

events: the advent of the Southern sharecropping system in 1865 that effectively extended 

slavery by maintaining cotton production through cheap black labor; an 1848 law that 

rendered the teaching of slaves or free persons of color to read or write punishable by 

law; and the first compulsory school attendance laws that were passed in 1852 in 

Massachusetts, an event that shares a painting with the 1850 push toward public, 

                                                 
101 When I refer to the recounting of these events, here, I mean specifically in schools, a particularly 

powerful ideological state apparatus, according to Louis Althusser. 
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“common” schools as the counter to the wealthy populations’ preferred private schools. If 

these examples demonstrate the Knotted Line’s use of textual captions and visual layout 

to tell an alternative to the US’s mythologized history, then Brown vs. Board of 

Education demonstrates the project’s use of its sensitive interactivity toward the same 

ends; this event is nearly impossible to see and read on the timeline without also 

triggering the text describing to the use of federal troops to enforce integration by the 

Little Rock 9 in 1957, an event that highlights the violence that emerges as the result of 

the country’s systemic racism and oppression that, in many ways, is the direct result of its 

education system. Finally, the entry for 1917 that details the fight of American suffragists 

for what will eventually become the 19th constitutional amendment guaranteeing white 

women the right to vote, focuses on their imprisonment, and their eventual force-feeding 

that ended their hunger strike in protest of the conditions of their imprisonment.  

These discrete events, laws, and trends along the timeline eventually lead to a 

series of chilling statistics at the turn of the century, all clearly the result of the economic, 

educational, and legislative cultures that have come before. At this point, the timeline 

turns its focus to the effects these trends have had or will have on youth — itself a 

criminalized population. An entry for 2001 states that “A Black boy born in 2001 has a 1 

in 3 chance of going to prison in his lifetime; a Latino boy a 1 in 6 chance; and a White 

boy a 1 in 17 chance. A Black girl born in 2001 has a 1 in 17 change of going to prison in 

her lifetime; a Latino girl a 1 in 45 chance; and a White girl a 1 in 111 chance.” By 2007, 

this statistic will be updated as “Black youth are six times more likely, Native youth four 

times more likely, and Latino youth twice as likely as white youth to be incarcerated.” In 
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the same year, the timeline reports that the effects of valuing the prison system over the 

educational system have created a trend where only “11% of black, 15% of Latino and 

41% of white 8th-graders perform at grade level in math.” Two years later, the timeline 

informs us, “7.3 million adults in the United States, or 1 in 31, are incarcerated or on 

parole or probation (approximately the population of LA, Chicago, and Boston 

combined). The number of women in prison increased by 831% in the preceding 30 

years. Over 7 million children have parents under supervision of the criminal justice 

system. The prison industrial complex is one of the largest growth industries in the 

United States’ economy.” 

The narrative performed by the Knotted Line, then, is that of how the United 

States has gotten to its present moment of mass incarceration and educational disparity 

along racial and gendered lines. Interacting with and playing through the text, it becomes 

incredibly clear that, despite the country’s mythologica l promise to guarantee freedom, 

justice, and equal opportunity for all, the legislation we have put in place, the economic 

environment we have fostered, and the systems of belief that have informed these 

“democratic” decisions have led precisely to this contemporary environment. 

Importantly, however, the narrative of “how” that the Knotted Line tells is not one of 

inevitable teleology, but one of cultural, structural, systemic design. The Knotted Line 

does not simply ask us to understand each discrete event as leading inevitably to the next; 

rather, it demonstrates the ways these events create an atmosphere, an ideological and 

mythological system, wherein structurally enforced racism can be so misrecognized that 

it does not conflict with the cultural mythology of “freedom, equality, and justice for all.” 
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As the Knotted Line shows, the very economic and social culture of the United States 

rests — indeed, has always rested — upon an architecture of Eurocentric, racist, and 

sexist legislation that has produced the contemporary prison industrial complex.  

It is this same racist architecture, recast in the ideological guise of colorblindness 

and post-racialism, that upholds the prison industrial complex, a point that emerges in the 

Knotted Line, not as part of its image or text narrative, but in its interactive performance 

of that narrative. More specifically, the programming that upholds the technological 

system through which The Knotted Line performs this “alternative” history of the United 

States both reflects the same process by which colorblind and post-racial ideologies mask 

the perpetuation of structural, systemic racism in the US today, and is itself reflected in 

the formal specificities of the project’s interactivity. Just as the colorless, black-and white 

silhouettes and the timeline connecting them to one another conceal their historical 

context below, revealing this history only in moments when the user forces the line open, 

so too do colorblind ideologies conceal the realities of structural racism by pointing to 

racial difference named “diversity,” only to conceal this difference as proof of 

“colorblindness.” Similarly, this dialectic of concealment and revelation is what 

Alexander Galloway, through the slightly different phrasing of obfuscation and 

reflection, points to as a methodology of information processing that is enacted, not just 

by cultural ideological systems, but also by computational software systems. 

Through its programmed interactivity, then, the Knotted Line performs the 

information processing as it occurs in software systems and ideological systems in 

general, and in contemporary colorblind ideological systems perpetuated throughout the 
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United States specifically. Further this interactive performance simultaneously tells the 

history of structural racism, that which is concealed by colorblind ideologies, as it has led 

to the prison industrial complex in the United States today — a historical, cultural 

narrative that is itself, concealed by the cultural mythology of progressive, democratic 

freedom it contradicts. It is a tactile laboratory, then, that does not just explore the 

relationship between freedom and confinement, but that explores the process by which 

cultural narrative systems and cultural belief systems — mythologies and ideologies, 

respectively — act like informatic, software systems to conceal and reveal information 

toward their own systemic support. It is an interactive interface, in other words, that 

performs the precise processes by which techno-ideological coding sequence information 

from a database’s stream of memory (history), to create and sustain a certain narrative as 

if at the front-end of an interface (mythology).  

 

OBFUSCATION AND REFLECTION: The Knotted Line as a Performance of 

Ideological Process Toward Mythological Construction 

 

Playing and interacting with the Knotted Line is, in many ways, a necessarily fraught 

experience, in large part because the interface is deceptively simple to operate. The only 

activities required are clicking, dragging, and hovering a cursor. For a short time, the user 

may believe that this really is it: click the line, drag it up, down, or diagonally to open it 

and reveal the painting below, and hover the cursor over this painting to trigger the 

textual caption that explains the historical context. However, it does not take long before 
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the interface begins to “misbehave” as if made anxious by what might be revealed, so 

working hard to keep this revelation from the user. Sometimes the line refuses to open, 

and clicking and dragging does nothing. Other times, the line opens but only while the 

user is holding the mouse’s button down; as soon as she releases, the line bounces back, 

closing the gap before she can trigger the textual caption. Still other times, opening the 

line does not reveal information, but rather obscures an image on the silhouetted surface 

so that the line itself seems to get misplaced. Playing the interface, then, is precisely an 

experience of navigating a seemingly lawless environment of informational freedom and 

confinement, an unfair system where some historical information is “free” and accessible, 

while other information remains confined and inaccessible. The user can never be sure 

what activities will release confined information, and what will, at best, prove fruitless, at 

worst result in increasing informational confinement. That this information is effectively 

history, shared cultural memory that has been confined to uphold a national mythology 

simply raises the stakes of learning to navigate the anxious, apparently unfair system. 

Indeed, as she plays, reads, excavates, frees, and confines, a frustration against this 

systemic bias grows, and she develops an almost overwhelming sense of her own 

powerlessness. The interactive, narrative system has confined her activities and her 

access to information, even as it simultaneously promises that this information, this 

history, is part of the narrative that this system claims to deliver, and thus should be 

accessible to her. It is, in other words, a direct mirror of the ideological system of 

structural inequality and oppression that it narrates.  
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As an ideological mirror, the Knotted Line performs those exact processes by 

which systemic oppression circulates in the United States, simultaneously (yet 

paradoxically) supported by and undermining the country’s over-arching cultural 

mythologies of freedom, equality, and justice for all. In particular, the interactive text 

performs the processes by which the material and cultural realties of systemic oppression 

and structural racism can exist alongside mythologies that they would seem to contradict. 

Reflecting the apparent paradox of such cultural conditions, the Knotted Line’s 

performance is similarly one of paradoxical conflicts, as information flickers throughout 

the techno-ideological system to be, at once open and closed, freed and confined, 

revealed and obscured. Indeed, the tension through which this conflict becomes legible is 

located precisely where the two levels meet, as the line simultaneously reveals and 

obscures the paintings and texts of the bottom layer, while similarly revealing and 

obscuring the silhouettes on top. This process of simultaneous revelation and obfuscation, 

notably, is one that Alexander Galloway uses to describe the processes of information 

production shared between software and ideology, systems that, in their shared informatic 

processes, work through an analogous functionality. 

If the structural functionality of a software system is also the structural 

functionality of a narrative system, then Galloway’s claim can be extended to include, not 

just ideological processes, but mythological processes. In other words, if an ideological 

system describes a cultural atmosphere of beliefs and a mythological system describes a 

cultural narrative through which ideological beliefs are founded, then the Knotted Line, a 

narrative system that triggers an atmosphere (or belief) of unfair confinement and 
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oppression through informatic processes that produce and are reflected in its interfacial 

interactivity, performs this shared informatic functionality amongst the three. Engaging 

the Knotted Line as a performance of these information processes is, simultaneously, an 

engagement of the text as a performance of the techno-ideological coding that (in)forms a 

narrative. As such, the processes of interaction between its layers and the information 

contained in each become active, visual metaphors (informatic signifiers) of the 

structures, materials, and processes through which ideological and mythological systems 

circulate through, take hold in, and thereby dominate a culture. In what follows, I 

examine this claim further, beginning with an exploration of the way The Knotted Line at 

its most user-accessible — its two layers of visual and textual information — recalls and 

performs the production and circulation of cultural ideologies and mythologies, as 

theorized by Louis Althusser and Roland Barthes. Then, building on Alexander 

Galloway’s work describing the relationship between digital software processes and 

ideological processes, I turn to the interactive, processual elements of text to examine its 

critical performance of colorblind and post-racial ideologies, specifically.  

The Knotted Line, as described, appears as a system of layers: a top layer of 

silhouettes and softly pulsing lines that can be opened to reveal a bottom layer of colored, 

realist images and textual descriptions that, together, narrate a history of structural racism 

and systemic oppression contradicting the primary cultural mythology of the United 

States. Of course, these layers are entirely metaphorical, as the Knotted Line is materially 

no more than an interface programmatically bound to a database, performed on the flat 

screen of a digital computer. However, the performative metaphor of vertical layers, 
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where one sits on top of the other, is a productive one, as it describes a structural, multi-

dimensional relationship between different types of information functioning through 

different conditions of accessibility. Indeed, understanding the interface as a vertical, 

layered structure recalls a similar structural metaphor proposed by Marx in his 

description of society – an entity consistently described as machinic, through the repeated 

image of the “apparatus” – and invoked by Louis Althusser in his theorization of 

ideology. As Althusser explains, “Marx conceived the structure of every society as 

constituted by ‘levels’ or ‘instances’ articulated by a specific determination: the 

infrastructure, or economic base (the unity of productive forces and the relations of 

production) and the superstructure, which itself contains two ‘levels’ or instances’: the 

politico- legal (the law and the State) and ideology” (8). Importantly, the metaphor of the 

edifice — what Galloway describes as  “more or less, an architectural drawing of a 

house” (55) — clarifies that the relationship between the infrastructural base and the 

superstructural “upper floors” is one of dependence that is the inverse of the State’s 

power relationship. Essentially, “the upper floors” which represent the superstructure of 

the State, “could not ‘stay up’ (in the air) alone, if they did not rest precisely on the base” 

(Althusser 9).  

This multi- leveled structure, where the topmost level that apparently wields the 

most power, is dependent on the bottom-most level, is reflected in The Knotted Line, as 

both a narrative and a computational system. First, as a narrative system, the topmost 

layer of silhouettes and the pulsing timeline seem to wield power over the user’s access 

to the information below; however this top layer ultimately relies on the information 
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contained below to provide its context and meaning as a narrative. In terms of Bal’s 

theory of narrative, it is this information below that ultimately marks the fabula of the 

historical narrative system that the project performs. Without this level, the project is 

simply a story — an apparently sequential organization of meaningless information — 

performed as an electronic text, without any information or content. Second, as the 

computational system that describes its materiality, the Knotted Line is effectively an 

incredibly powerful interface, a front-end that appears to dominate the user by 

determining when and how she can access information. The entire power structure of the 

interface, however, is only possible because of its back-end programming, its encoded 

database that remains inaccessible to the user, except in its evidential trace of the working 

interface. Though separated, this two-leveled computational system is interrelated 

through feedback and feed-forward loops where, as described, wielding power through 

the superstructural interface affects information processing in the infrastructural database, 

even as this infrastructural database conditions the very possibility for that power. These 

feedback and feed-forward loops, then, effectively demonstrate a critical element of 

Marx’s structural metaphor for society: “the relative autonomy of the superstructure and 

the reciprocal action of the superstructure on the base” (10). This claim describes the 

complex, seemingly paradoxical power dynamic between the two societal (and 

computational) levels; Althusser, thus, expands Marx’s structural metaphor so that it 

might explain this complex dynamics by which the State Apparatus maintains its 

dominance. 
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Despite its dependence on, and determination by, the infrastructural base, the 

superstructural “top floor” of the edifice representing what Marx describes as the 

“apparatus,” is that part of the apparatus which functions through and as power. For 

Marx, this power stems largely from what Althusser calls the “repressive state 

apparatus,” a power-wielding network containing “the Government, the Administration, 

the Army, the Police, the Courts, the Prisons, etc.” (16-7), which maintains its power 

through repression by functions of violence (17). Without rejecting the efficacy of the 

methodologies by which the repressive state apparatus maintains power, Althusser argues 

that it works in conjunction with the “ideological state apparatus” (ISA), a plurality of 

“distinct and specialized institutions” that includes the church, the school, the family, the 

law, the political system, the trade-union, the media (what Althusser specifically calls 

“communications”), and culture (what Althusser specifies as “Literature, the Arts, sports, 

etc.”) (17). Besides the difference in the plurality of ideological state apparatuses 

contrasted with the unity of the repressive state apparatus, the “basic difference” that 

separates the two is that “the Repressive State Apparatus functions ‘by violence,’ 

whereas the Ideological State Apparatuses function ‘by ideology’” (19). This is not to 

suggest that each does not borrow the other’s primary modes of functionality, as, indeed, 

the ideological state apparatuses can “function secondarily by repression” just as the 

repressive state apparatus functions “secondarily by ideology” (19). Instead, the basic 

difference Althusser describes highlights each state apparatus’s predominant and primary 

functionality. Importantly, though the ideological state apparatuses do exist in a plurality, 

“what unifies their diversity is precisely this functioning [by ideology]; insofar as the 
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ideology by which they function is always in fact unified, despite its diversity and its 

contradictions, beneath the ruling ideology, which is the ideology of ‘the ruling class’” 

(20). Further, this ruling class, Althusser explains, cannot “hold State power over a long 

period without at the same time exercising its hegemony over and in the State Ideological 

Apparatuses” (20).  

The modes by which the ruling class exerts its “hegemony over” the ideological 

state apparatuses are varied, specific in form to each apparatus. Yet, Althusser clarifies 

that, regardless of the specific mode of production by which an ideological state 

apparatus wields power, they all “contribute to the same result: the reproduction of the 

relations of production, i.e. of capitalist relations of exploitation” (28). Althusser 

imagines these diverse modes of control that act towards a unified purpose as “a concert 

that is dominated by a single score” made up of “Ideology of the current ruling class 

which integrates into its music the great themes of Humanism of the Great Forefathers, 

who produced the Greek Miracle even before Christianity, and afterwards the Glory of 

Rome, the Eternal City, and the themes of Interest, particular and general, etc. nationality, 

moralism, and economism” (28-29). In other words, the diverse modalities of ideological 

state apparatuses unify their control over society by explicitly imagining their present in 

terms of culturally — that is, ideologically — valued elements of their past, their history 

– or, perhaps more accurately, their desired history. Indeed, it is this specific, focused 

interpretation, or “spin,” through which a unified concert of ideology performs American 

history that The Knotted Line exposes in its narrative. That this history seems 
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“alternative,” is the direct result of its societal dissemination through a specific ISA that 

Althusser argues is dominant — the School.  

Though he is clear to explain that each ISA contributes its own specific 

instrument to the unified, dominant concert, noting, for instance, that the communications 

ISA exerts ideological control by “cramming every ‘citizen’ with daily doses of 

nationalism, chauvinism, liberalism, moralism, etc., by means of the press, the radio, and 

television” (28), Althusser ultimately argues that “in this concert, one ideological State 

apparatus certainly has the dominant role, although hardly anyone lends an ear to its 

music: it is so silent! This is the School” (29). The School is the dominant ISA, in part 

because of its silent role as such, and in part because it has the explicit role of teaching 

not just a culture’s history, but also the ideological codes through which it should be 

interpreted — a dual role that is evident in The Knotted Line’s performance of an 

“alternative” historical timeline. It is in the school, to borrow language from Stuart Hall, 

that a citizenry is taught to “correctly” or hegemonically decode information they may 

receive from various other ISAs. However, just as Stuart Hall imagines resistant modes 

of decoding information against a dominant ideology, modes that he calls “negotiated” 

and “oppositional” and that expose and work through cracks in the ideological 

superstructure, so too does Althusser note that occasionally, the score of unified ideology 

can be “disturbed by contradictions” such as “those of the remnants of former ruling 

classes [or] those of the proletarians and their organizations” (28). Though Althusser 

argues that, ultimately, the harmony of unified ISAs will correct the dissonance that may 

momentarily mar the concert of ideology, what is important to note here, specifically in 
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regards to The Knotted Line, is the potential for dissonance, for the introduction of a 

theme that contradicts the ideological score. In the face of this potential, the question that 

emerges is how? How does a base infrastructure reject or resist the ideological control of 

its superstructure? How does oppositional decoding gain sufficient traction to effect 

actual change? How can an ideologically coded system be hacked?  

  To the extent that we can understand The Knotted Line as a narrative system that 

is invested in performatively disrupting the ideologies of post-racialism and 

colorblindness, then its answer to “how” lies as much in the narrative it tells, as in how it 

tells this narrative. As described, its methodology of narrative performance is based in the 

interactive interface, where the user learns or accesses the narrative by negotiating an 

anxious timeline to open and reveal the narrative information contained below. In other 

words, it is a method that relies on peeling back, exposing, or unveiling layers of 

information. Just as the text’s structural design elicited a metaphor that articulated its 

analogous relationship to Marx’s and Althusser’s descriptions of the apparatuses 

(in)forming society and ideology, so too does this methodology of peeling back or 

removing layers to expose information below articulate The Knotted Line’s relationship 

to Barthes’ description of cultural mythology. More specifically, it is a methodology that 

reflects that which Barthes argues will allow a critical citizen — the figure he names the 

“mythologist” — to get outside of her trappings within mythology, a structure that, like 

ideology, is an inescapable force enveloping a citizenry by those in power.  
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Describing the process by which myth develops, Barthes claims that, “the materials of 

mythical speech (the language itself, photography, painting, posters, rituals, objects, etc.), 

however different at the start, are reduced to a pure signifying function” (223, my italics). 

Effectively, these cultural texts get boiled down to “the same raw material” unified in that 

“they all come down to the status of a mere language” that myth sees as “a sum of signs, 

a global sign, the final term of a first semiological chain. And it is precisely this final 

term that will become the first term of the greater system that it builds and of which it is 

only a part. Everything happens as if myth had shifted the formal system of the first 

significations sideways” (223, my italics). Essentially, then, myth emerges by reducing a 

plurality of texts to a single sign that contains an entire semiological chain, which it then 

turns on its side. Though Barthes is not as reliant on spatial or topographical metaphors as 

Althusser and Marx, this description does suggest that myth — or a mythological system 

— emerges from a layering of the meaning, of the information, contained in the 

semiological chain of textual reduction. Indeed, myth’s implicit reliance on informational 

layering is further conveyed in Barthes’ repeated description of it as something to be 

exposed, deciphered, or demystified. These are effects that the mythologist can produce 

in myth, “if I [the mythologist] focus on a full signifier [of myth], in which I clearly 

distinguish the meaning and the form, and consequently the distortion which the one 

imposes on the other;” focusing in this way, “I undo the signification of the myth, and I 

receive the latter as an imposture” (239). Finally, where ideology takes hold by 

enveloping a culture and a citizenry, myth takes hold by “transform[ing] history into 

nature” (240). 
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Consider this description in terms of the layering of information in The Knotted 

Line, where the user opens up a timeline cutting through an environment of silhouettes, to 

reveal layered images and text, where the topmost layer of silhouettes is exposed as 

distorted versions of the images below. Before its revelation as distortion, however, this 

topmost layer of silhouettes, like the shadows cast on the wall of Plato’s Cave, appear as 

the naturalized vision of the United States and its history that the ISAs of school, 

communication, and culture perpetuate. Here is the world of black and white, devoid, 

blind, of color, where everything is, apparently equal; in the flat, decontextualized zone 

of the screen, no one image is afforded any more apparent value than another. It is only 

by opening the line that history, as such, is revealed, an act that simultaneously exposes 

the top layer as no more than the sign of myth. Ripping open the line to dismantle and 

reject this outermost layer of colorblind myth reveals a writhing, anxious world of color. 

In this world, images become contextualized and their apparent “equality” is stripped 

away. Here, as well, there are images depicting inequality and oppression, complimented 

by descriptive text that narrates precisely what we are witnessing in the imagery. Here, 

then, is the visual and textual narrative that would not — indeed could not — become a 

part of the cultural mythology of the United States; it is the narrative that remained 

history, resisting naturalization into myth. This narrative is, of course, the history of 

systemic racism, the history of structural inequality that colorblind ideology — 

strengthened, as it is, by the United States’ cultural mythologies of freedom, equality, and 

justice for all that so desire (perhaps, require) a post-racial world — actively obscures, by 
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working as myth. It is this history as the fact of is burial by mythology that the user, 

acting as Barthes’ mythologist, reveals.  

Notably, to become Barthes’ mythologist, the user must constantly negotiate the 

opposing forces of revelation and obfuscation in her manipulation of the interface, a 

negotiation that has been programmed into the technological system by which the 

Knotted Line operates. This programmed interactivity is not just a performance that 

reveals the fact of history and its obfuscation by mythology, but also one that reflects 

exactly those practices by which ideology in general, and colorblind ideology in 

particular operate as myth in the US today. It also reflects, as Alexander Galloway has 

shown, the processes by which software operates through a computational system, a point 

that, building on work by Wendy Chun, leads him to argue that software is ideology’s 

allegorical analog. As such, software functions “not merely as a vehicle for ideology” 

(61), but through shared operations and processes as “conceptual interface[s] in which 

theoretical problems arise and are generated and sustained precisely as problems in 

themselves” (58). That is, Galloway’s argument adds an additional element to the 

theorization of techno-ideological coding that began in the previous chapter. 

Technological and ideological coding are not just intertwined with one another through 

the charged information they may convey, but through the processes by which they 

convey this information. Galloway demonstrates that for both ideology and software, 

there is an “object imbued with a complex interface for hiding things, be it the 

commodity object…and its ability to mask its own history of production and the social 

division of labor that generated it” — a point that explicitly recalls Althusser’s 
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description of ideological state apparatuses — “or be it the Java object and its ability to 

cordon off various functionality into this or that site of inscription and execution” (68).  

Galloway summarizes the analogous functionality of software and ideology as 

one based in dual processes of continuous obfuscation and reflection. In terms of 

software, this summation is particularly salient in Galloway’s discussion of source code 

and its relationship to the culturally, if not technically, different kind of code that 

programmers write. He reminds us that, “Code is never viewed as it is. Instead code must 

be compiled, interpreted, parsed, and otherwise driven into hiding by still larger globs of 

code. Hence the principle of obfuscation” (69). At the same time, though, “it is the 

exceedingly high degree of declarative reflexivity in software that allows it to operate so 

effectively as source or algorithmic essence…within a larger software environment 

always already predestined to parse and execute it” (69). Similarly, as shown in Barthes’ 

explanation of the semiotics by which mythology (itself, an analogous force to ideology) 

operates, myth presents itself as naturalized history, a reflective revelation that is 

simultaneously an obfuscation of the fact of its mythology. In terms of mythology, then, 

these dual processes of reflection and obfuscation are exactly what allow a lived, material 

reality to sit comfortably alongside a mythology it contradicts. In other words, it is this 

process that explains the process by which the US can simultaneously operate through 

systemic, structural racism and oppression, while believing itself to be post-racial and 

colorblind.   

Where Althusser’s and Barthes’ theories of ideology and cultural mythology 

provide a lens through which to access the politics of the Knotted Line’s narrative system 
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that denaturalizes American mythology by way of its history, Galloway’s theory of the 

shared functionality of obfuscation and reflection between software and ideology 

similarly provides a lens through which to access the politics of the text’s programmed 

interactivity. More specifically, it reveals the critique of colorblind ideologies through 

which this project operates. As I have described, playing the Knotted Line is ultimately a 

process of enacting obfuscation and reflection: opening the line may reveal or reflect a 

previously obscured event or practice that describes structural racism, while at the same 

time, this same action may obscure images, texts, or silhouettes that had been previously 

revealed. Indeed, we could say that manipulating the interface, playing through the 

Knotted Line, is also an act of performing or playing the processes by which both 

software and ideology function, reflecting information, only to immediately obscure it as 

such.  

Extending this claim so that it speaks to the specific ideology of colorblindness, 

this processual performance becomes even more resonant as it reflects information 

signifying “race” or “racial difference,” only to immediately obfuscate this information as 

such. As Ashley “Woody” Doane has claimed, this is precisely the process by which 

colorblindness functions, particularly within the communications or media ISA. In 

television or film, Doane argues, the truth-claim of colorblindness relies on its viewers to 

understand casting or performances featuring persons of color as evidence of diversity or 

multicultural progressivism; this is a reliance on the recognition, in other words, of racial 

difference that is resolutely not colorblind, since to recognize diversity or 

multiculturalism, the viewer must see race, color, or visible markers of (apparent, ethnic) 
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identity. This moment of racial recognition, the reflection of racial difference recognized 

as such, becomes the obfuscation of color, the proof of colorblindness. As a system, this 

processual negotiation of the visual reflection and obfuscation of racial identity is what 

ultimately works to obscure structures of systemic racism, so that the United States can 

continue to reflect, reveal, and rely on its cultural mythologies of equal opportunity 

freedom, and justice for all. Thus, it is this processual negotiation in reverse that the 

Knotted Line asks its user to perform in her interactions with the interface: the user is 

presented with a history and a culture obfuscated by colorblind mythology, which she is 

invited to rip open and, thereby reflect the underlying system of racism and oppression 

which, in turn, reveals the mythology of colorblindness as such. This invitation is 

simultaneously one that asks her to interact with, to “tactilely explore,” the techno-

ideological coding that allows such a mythological system to develop – by sequencing 

information from the database of history, picking and choosing so that this information 

might cohere into a culturally naturalized narrative, an interface of cultural mythology.  

 

REPAIRING AN OPPRESSIVE SYSTEM: The Knotted Line as a Reparative Techno-

Ideological System 

 

As noted, Bissell and Loyer describe the Knotted Line project as a “tactile laboratory,” a 

place for “exploring” the question, “how is freedom measured?” The programmed 

tactility through which this informatic laboratory explores this question requires a 

negotiation of the opposing processes of reflection and obfuscation, processes that 
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describe the ways techno-ideological codes function through computational and cultural 

systems. As such, exploring the question “how is freedom measured?” is simultaneously 

an exploration of the question, “how does (colorblind) ideology function through a 

cultural system?” or, in terms of mythology “how does a cultural mythology (like that of 

post-racialism) operate to naturalize history?” Implicit in these questions is the question 

of effecting change within a system where freedom in measured differently in different 

contexts, according to the (techno-)ideologically coded environment in which it operates. 

Thus, Loyer and Bissell note in the description of their project that in addition to leading 

users to explore the question of freedom’s measurement, The Knotted Line “imagines a 

new world through the work of grass-roots movements for self-determination” (my 

italics). In other words, the project tactilely exposes both the history of the United States 

that the country fails to tell about itself and the process by which this history gets 

naturalized, while simultaneously imagining and performing a way out of this system. As 

with the historical narrative that the Knotted Line tells, these future possibilities emerge 

as much from the textual and visual narrative content of the project, as from the 

programmed elements of interactivity. Here, though, the interactive elements do not just 

ask the user to obfuscate and reflect information and thereby perform the processes of 

ideological functionality; rather, they ask her to actively contribute to the narrative 

system, to add her own information to the database of history and thereby share in the 

construction of cultural memory.   

In this invitation, the project does two things. First, it expands its attempts to 

effect change in an oppressive cultural system from mere exposure, a model of affecting 
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change that Eve Sedgwick calls “paranoid,” to an actualization of change to the techno-

ideological system it performs. Through this actualization of systemic change, the 

project’s ethic of change becomes reparative, Sedgwick’s proposed counter to critical 

paranoia. Second, it adds a critical element to the reach of the techno-ideological code 

hacker, demonstrating that this figure can effect change, not just by rearranging “front-

end” artifacts to re-code “back-end” processes as in the previous chapter, but also by 

inserting additional information into the techno-ideological system. Following chapter 3, 

this move can be understood as an insertion of noise actualized in the paradigmatic vector 

of the database, in order to force the system to rearrange or reform into a higher level of 

complexity. It is these effects of the project that I examine in this final section, beginning 

first with a description of the grassroots future imagined by the project, noting in 

particular, tensions that arise in the events imagined between the years 2012 and 2016. At 

the time of Loyer’s and Bissell’s production of the text, these years were in the future; 

however, they have since become the present and past in the world. Following this 

descriptive examination, I show how the project overcomes its potentially paranoid ethics 

of change to promote, instead, a reparative mode that extends to the techno-ideological 

code hacker. 

  The final entry along the Knotted Line that, at the moment of its production in 

2012, is actually historical, comes from 2010/2011: “States pass 164 laws (including HB 

56 in Alabama and Arizona’s SB 1070, which is currently blocked by a federal 

injunction) that increase criminalization and police surveillance of ‘suspected’ 

undocumented immigrants and deportations. Many of these laws are supported by the 
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prison industry.” This text is accompanied by a painting that depicts police officers 

stopping cars, shining flashlights into them, and revealing a face that, the user 

understands, belongs to a suspected undocumented immigrant. It is a familiar tableau, a 

scene that depicts, with chilling accuracy, exactly what a culture looks like, as it is 

structured through a history of racism that continues to materially operate through 

ideological, informatic systems. That this is a familiar scene in a culture caught in its own 

ideologically-enforced denial of such systemic oppression renders its effects all the more 

chilling. This final image, in other words, chillingly represents the state of affairs in 

Loyer’s and Bissell’s present, their “today,” through the most up-to-date event on the 

timeline that, as the text explains, is in the process of happening. Rather than ending the 

timeline here, just past this entry the silhouettes give way to a series of lines knotted 

together. This giant, temporal knot signals, among other possibilities, the end of 

documented history, revolution and uprising, and increased structural complexity that is 

impossible to unravel. The tension within this knot seems to erupt out as so many tendrils 

of debris, as the structure enforcing contemporary American culture has collapsed in on 

itself. This is perhaps an implosion as much as an explosion as a system full of 

contradictions finds itself unable to stand through its own tensions. The debris that is 

leftover from this eruption, however, is not dead ash; instead, it pulses lightly, revealing 

bits of green, the (grass)roots of cultural growth following systemic collapse. Like the 

timeline that came before, these lightly pulsing roots invite the user to explore this future, 

to see what the world could look like.    
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As the user opens these pulsing bit of debris, she uncovers detailed information 

recounting the specific events of “grassroots movements for self-determination,” 

presented as if they recount the history of a possible future. These recuperative events 

include national and international reforms to economic, political, criminal, and 

educational politics, many of which are the hypothetical results of work being done in 

actual grassroots movements, organizations, and research operative today. Events in this 

hypothetical future include the legalization of marijuana in 2016, following the 

recognition that the War on Drugs was a “colossal failure.” Despite this event’s basis in 

social and economic research that has already been conducted in the United State, this is 

a legislative change that, as of May 2016, has only passed in twenty-five states; medical 

marijuana has been legalized in twenty-one states, as compared to recreational 

marijuana’s legalization in four states.102 Following this reform in legislation surrounding 

the criminalization of drugs, in 2017  “Movement Generation,” a project currently based 

in Oakland “that inspires and engages in transformative action towards the liberation and 

restoration of land, labor, and culture,” and which is “rooted in vibrant social movements 

led by low-income communities and communities of color to a Just Transition away from 

profit and pollution and towards healthy, resilient and life-affirming local economies” 

(movementgeneration.org), convened “hundreds of organizers across the country who are 

creating jobs that address ecological renewal, justice, and community safety. The 

thousands of jobs are primarily filled by youth of color and the formerly incarcerated” 

(Loyer and Bissell). 2017, thus, sees the actualization of programs that help reduce 

                                                 
102 This is based on information available here: http://www.governing.com/gov-data/state-marijuana-laws-

map-medical-recreational.html 

http://movementgeneratation.org/
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recidivism rates in youths of color. In 2019, Loyer and Bissell imagine further into the 

hypothetical future, reporting “an international popular tax and debt revolt that puts 

money into direct community needs instead of loan payments,” and so “forces the World 

Bank to withdraw economic restructuring programs and cancel debt.” This will lead to 

the development of a solidarity movement in the United States which “[calls] for a shift 

in funding away from prisons, the military, and the war on drugs.” These and other, 

similar events that take place during this thirteen-year period eventually culminate in the 

final entry of the project. By 2025, “Incarceration levels continue to decline in California 

as fewer people are calling for police intervention through the expansion of harm-free 

zones [a form of community-based, restorative justice].103 Juvenile recidivism rates 

negligible due to state-wide restorative justice work.”   

As hopeful as this hypothetical future is, there is a disparity between the imagined 

events chronicled from 2012 to 2016, those years that, at the time of their inclusion into 

the Knotted Line, would have taken place in a potential future, but have since been 

relegated to an unrealized past. The entry for 2014, for example, imagines that “citing 

economic beliefs, a decrease in crime and improved quality of life, Belgium and other 

European nations expand restorative justice processes at the adult level — including in 

cases of murder,”104 a future event whose tone and focus on restorative justice is at great 

                                                 
103 Harm-Free Zones are described and explained here: http://www.southerncoalition.org/harm-free-zone-

roundtable/  and here: https://www.warresisters.org/win/win-summer-2007/harm-free-zones 
104 Though I have not given this element of the project must discussion, each of the textual captions in the 

timeline includes a “Click for More” link that will lead the user to internet sources that support Loyer’s and 

Bissell’s hypothesis. It is this element that, for instance, led to Movement Generation’s web page, 

demonstrating that this was not a fictional, imagined group but an actual one operating today. I bring this 

up here because the 2014 post about Belgium leads to broken link that may or may not have contained 

information about the factuality of this entry. 

http://www.southerncoalition.org/harm-free-zone-roundtable/
http://www.southerncoalition.org/harm-free-zone-roundtable/
https://www.warresisters.org/win/win-summer-2007/harm-free-zones
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odds with the brutal, fatal policing against Eric Garner and Michael Brown that took 

place in the United States that year. At the same time, though, we might locate some 

analogical hope to the grassroots movements imagined in those years with the 

organization of public protests against structural racism like #BlackLivesMatter that have 

actually emerged following Garner’s and Brown’s deaths. Though much of its imagined 

future has not yet happened, the Knotted Line does predict the trend of public protest 

against systemic, racist oppression, though from other populations than those supported 

by #BlackLivesMatter. In 2013, the project reports “Latinos, immigrants and allies set up 

‘free-zones’ in states without harsh immigration and anti-Latino laws for people fleeing 

the repression and violence [of states that do have such laws].” These free-zones lead to 

“a nationwide boycott and the loss of a large part of its populations [that] sends states into 

economic depression.” Though #BlackLivesMatter and similar campaigns like 

#SayTheirNames have not had the economic effects of the free-zone movement imagined 

by the project, these are campaigns that, like The Knotted Line itself, mobilize new media 

technologies to effectively resist the cultural obfuscation of structural and systemic 

racism by colorblind and post-racial ideologies. Despite these potentially recuperative 

analogous events that can be found in reading the Knotted Line’s future against our own 

recent past, the issue remains that these events, like the project itself, rely on an ethic of 

revelation as a means to change. In other words, they seek to mobilize change by 

increasing awareness and exposure of systemic racism and its life-threatening effects — 

an ethic towards change that, though not entirely ineffective, is, in Eve Sedgwick’s 

words, “paranoid.”   
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In its hypothetical future that imagines change actualized through an increased 

awareness of systemic oppressions,105 and in its mode of pedagogical interactivity, the 

text promotes systemic change through the reflection of that which had been — or 

currently is — obfuscated by the force of ideology and its attendant apparatuses. As this 

ethic becomes actualized in the user’s tactile exploration of America’s history of 

“freedom,” she takes on the role of Roland Barthes’ mythologist, negotiating a 

computational narrative system that, in direct reflection of cultural ideological systems, 

obscures moments in history to reflect only those which support a naturalized cultural 

mythology. In this negotiation, she, like the mythologist, “removes” layers of myth to 

reflect and reveal that which was obscured underneath. Though this may be the 

mythologist’s methodology, it is ultimately an ineffective one that, rather than effect 

systemic change, renders the mythologist alone, apart from culture, materially ineffective 

within the system, a point described in chapter two that Chela Sandoval’s Methodology 

of the Oppressed works to correct. In Barthes’ terms however,  

[the mythologist’s] status remains basically one of being excluded. 

Justified by the political dimension, the mythologist is still at a distance 

from it. His speech is metalanguage, it ‘acts’ nothing; at most, it unveils 

— or does it? To whom? His task always remains ambiguous, hampered 

by its ethical origin. He can live revolutionary action only vicariously 

(271).  

                                                 
105 This is evident, for instance, in the citation of actual research that seeks to expose the War on Drugs as a 

failure. 
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In short, the mythological work of revealing that which mythology has obscured results 

in nothing but the mythologist’s own sense of ethical and political justification. Similarly, 

though the Knotted Line’s user/mythologist may come away from the project more 

educated about structural racism than when she began, when she leaves the project, she 

will exit to a world unaffected by her recent revelations, a lack of change represented by 

the Knotted Line itself, as it reverts back to its original position before the user 

intervened.  

In her 2003, Touching Feeling, Eve Sedgwick describes this same problem as one 

that is reflective of critical or political paranoia. Noting that the concept of paranoia is 

directly related to “the methodological centrality of suspicion to current critical practice” 

(125), she argues that academic criticism interested in mobilizing an anti-racist, anti-

phobic, or otherwise inclusive politics, is over-reliant on the imperative to reveal, a 

quality she calls a “faith in exposure” (139). This faith has produced a critical tradition of 

“paranoid readings” that are ultimately ineffective, in large part because they are “at once 

anticipatory and retroactive, averse above all to surprise” (146), and therefore “closely 

tied to the notion of the inevitable” (147). As a counter to the tendency and tradition of 

paranoid readings, particularly those that take place in the name of anti-phobic, queer 

politics, Sedgwick proposes the “reparative reading,” a form of criticism, resulting from 

“a reparative impulse,” that “is additive and accretive,” that “wants to assemble and 

confer plenitude on an object that will then have resources to offer to an inchoate self” 

(149). That is, rather than strip away the layers of information to unveil or reveal that 

which was hidden — the methodological ethic by which the paranoid reading functions 
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— the reparative reading adds information, creates “a plenitude” that may become 

necessary, (life-)affirming resources. Though the Knotted Line may initially be read as 

participating in the paranoid tradition in its attempts to affect systemic, anti-racist, anti-

phobic change through a faith in exposure and revelation, because this information never 

remains fully revealed or exposed, but is instead always re-obscured by the anxiously 

confining line, the project performs an implicit understanding that revelation, reflection, 

and exposure alone are insufficient as methodologies for lasting systemic change. 

Strengthening this implicit message is one final element of the project’s interactivity 

through which it effects a reparative reading. It is also through this element that the user 

may transition from the paranoid mythologist, forever caught in a fixed system of 

revelation and obfuscation, to the techno-ideological code hacker, able to manipulate the 

front-end interface of a system to effect structural change at its back-end database.  

As the user plays the Knotted Line, revealing the mythologically obscured 

narrative of systemic racism and its effects on the United States, there are moments along 

the timeline where a text-based question will appear at the bottom of the screen. These 

questions essentially ask the user to consider the ways structural oppression has affected 

her. Questions like “When have you not been allowed to assemble in public with people 

like you?” or “When have you stood up for your rights when an authority didn’t 

guarantee them?” both ask the user to imagine herself as a participant in the narrative – a 

person affected by oppressive systemic structures – and prompt her to consider how 

“guaranteed” certain rights are for all American citizens. Where the latter question quoted 

above prompts the user to grapple with the possibility that her rights have not always 
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been (or may not always be) guaranteed by an authority, the former directly recalls the 

constitutionally guaranteed right to assembly, and similarly implies that it is not a right 

equally or evenly guaranteed throughout the United States’ citizenry. Accompanying 

each question are two buttons: “I know” and “Tell me.” When clicked, these buttons will 

bring up a separate window that either provides a text box that allows the user to write in 

her own response or a window that lists other users’ responses in their entirety in a slowly 

scrolling feed that signals a kind of liveness to the users’ narrative (similar to an RSS or 

social media news feed). The effects of these questions on the project are multifold, 

particularly in terms of the project’s pedagogical goals of mobilizing systemic change via 

education. In the first place, the direct questions to the user combined with the “live” 

scrolling responses demonstrate that this history of structural oppression in not a history 

exclusively confined to the past — the myth that post-racialism and colorblind ideologies 

purport. Instead, these responses reveal that this is a history that affects, conditions, and 

effectively continues in the present, itself defined as in simultaneity with the user’s 

interactions with the project. In the second, arguably more important place, the questions 

shift the project’s ethic of change from one that is reliant on the paranoid faith of 

exposure or revelation, to one promoting reparative anti-racist and anti-phobic change. 

If the primary methodological shift from promoting an anti-phobic, anti-racist 

politics through paranoid readings to reparative readings is that the reparative reading 

aims, not to remove information and expose oppression, but to collect information that 

may operate as resources for those stuck navigating an oppressive system, then these 

questions effectively move The Knotted Line from a paranoid project to a reparative one. 
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For the user that clicks “Tell me,” the questions operate as a resource, as the “live” 

stream of responses from other users provides additional information from that contained 

in the primary text that details, not only personal stories of those affected by systemic 

oppression, but methods these users have used to successfully navigate this system. 

Indeed, as responses like “In early 1990s in NYC, marching in the first Dyke March that 

did not have a permit. The police tried to corral us with orange plastic mobile fence and 

we broke through it”106 (italics added) demonstrate, some responses (in)forming this 

resource provide practical advice, like breaking through a fence that is supposed to 

contain you. Other responses like “Protesting student fee hikes and being pepper 

sprayed,”107 which may not include advice per se, nevertheless act as a kind of recourse 

for connection, a kind of a (alt-)social network that rescues the user reading these 

responses from becoming Barthes’ excluded mythologist, even as “reading” in this 

project is primarily an action of exposure or revelation. Still other responses like “when 

my teacher asked if I knew who my dad was,”108 act as a resource by providing the user 

another model by which to recognize that these systems of oppression manifest in the 

world as much by legislative and economic policies, as by individuals entirely confined 

within an ideological system, and therefore unable to decode information outside of the 

hegemonic lens provided by ideological state apparatuses. 

                                                 
106 This is an answer in response to the question “When have you not been allowed to assemble in public 

with people like you?” 
107 This is an answer in response, as well, to the question “When have you not been allowed to assemble in 

public with people like you?” 
108 This is an answers in response to the question “When have you been treated differently because of your 

skin color or gender?” 
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Where for the user that clicks “Tell me,” this accretion of information acts as an 

additional set of evidence to reveal or expose systemic oppression, for the user that clicks 

“I know,” the question renders her a participant who can enact this reparative 

methodology. For this user, it is her story, typed into the available text box, that 

contributes directly to this accretion of information describing systemic oppression as it 

affects real, individual people in the world caught within the techno-ideological system; it 

is her story that becomes a resource for the Knotted Line’s subsequent users. As this user 

adds her own story, she also adds information to the database — the shared memory of 

history — through which a mythological narrative system functions. Though perhaps a 

minor change, this addition of information is, nevertheless one that may result in 

changing the system itself. In the first place, this change can emerge through processes 

similar to those of feedback and feed-forward loops, as the dynamism of the system’s 

encoding may render a change to the narrative at the interface. This method of change is 

not unlike that which occurs in Strange Rain, as the user’s taps may affect Alphonse’s 

mood, and therefore the plot or outcome of the narrative itself. In the second place, this 

systemic change may emerge through processes similar to those described in chapters 

two and three — as an insertion of noise in the form of new information, into a system so 

as to force it to reorganize into a higher level of complexity.109 That is, this addition of 

information by the user, though tolerated by the system, will ultimately change it. Indeed, 

the system’s programmed toleration of the additional information does not minimize the 

                                                 
109 This comes from a description by N. Katherine Hayles in My Mother Was a Computer, regarding the 

ways computational systems deal with ambiguity. It is part of chapter three’s discussion of floating and 

flickering signifiers. 
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effects of this change, as this is, in fact, the place where the user’s activity most closely 

aligns with that of the techno-ideological code hacker: she inserts information at the 

front-end of the system’s interface, in such a ways that she effects change in the system’s 

back-end database.  

As described in the previous chapter, systemic change produced through this 

front-end, interfacial manipulation may be incredibly minor. That is, though the user’s 

insertion of information may provide a reparative resource toward systemic change, the 

system of The Knotted Line ultimately continues to function, to operate, just as it did 

before the user intervened. Subsequent users, though they may be able to access and 

contribute to the reparative accretion of information, will still be faced with navigating an 

oppressive system that simultaneously reveals and obfuscates information, freeing and 

confining the user in direct relation to the history of systemic oppression and 

imprisonment that it recounts. This system may have changed so slightly as to be 

unnoticeable, an effect that ultimately strengthens the project’s analogous relationship to 

actualized systems of oppression, obfuscated by the force of cultural mythology. 

Consider, for instance, the insertion of noise into a system to force it to reorganize and 

change as analogous to the insertion of the noise of protest, as in the material, vocalized 

noise of chanting “I am a man,” “I can’t breathe” or “Black lives matter,” in an attempt to 

effect a reorganization or change of an oppressive system. Though not entirely 

ineffective, the analogous limitations to change within the Knotted Line’s system require 

that the user grapple with and recognize the strength by which a techno-ideological 

system will sustain itself; that is, that the insertion of noise is not nothing, but neither is it 
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a direct change at the structural level. Instead, it functions more as a form of pressure 

placed on or in a system in increasing amounts, to force a change. The modality of 

pressure is one that the user is familiar with, as it is only by exerting pressure on the 

interface — through the literal pressure of pushing a mouse or trackpad — that the user 

can move the knotted line. Similarly, the narrative recounts a build-up of pressure that 

eventually leads to the system’s implosion onto or explosion out of itself. Finally, it is 

through repeated pressure throughout the hypothetical future that, by 2025, grassroots 

movements have produced real, sustainable change in a system that, without that 

pressure, without that noise, without the anti-racist poetics of hypermaterial language art, 

will continue looping forward and backwards in on itself, a line of semiotic informatic so 

knotted as to be irreconcilable.  
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CONCLUSION 

 

Throughout this project, I have defined an interpretive category of artwork that I call 

“hypermaterial language art.” This definition has focused on developing this category of 

artistic production, along its formal lines of hypermaterialized language — a term that 

signals both an excess of vision and sound in the material signs of language, as well as 

the interactive slippages between the semiotic and the informatic that this excess 

produces. This project has also sought to develop this category along political lines, 

where by mobilizing these intertwined semiotic/informatic structures, the artworks 

critique techno-ideological systems that support colorblind racism and, the more 

generalized, post-identity politics. As developed throughout each chapter, these formal 

and political lines are only superficially separated, as they come together to perform what 

I call the anti-racist poetics, specific to this category of artwork. These anti-racist poetics 

emerge as these artworks intertwine the (linguistic) semiotic with and as the (digital) 

informatic, such that it becomes possible to see-through, resist, and subvert the rhetorical 

refrain toward colorblindness that supports and naturalizes this ideological system 

throughout the United States. Indeed, nearly every artwork discussed in this project 

imagines a method of resistance against this system, through a poetics that imaginatively 

enact the excessive semiotic structures of language as informatic structures of techno-

ideological code.  

But this begs the very question at the heart of such politically, and formally 

engaged artistic specificity: What good do these enactments of subversion do if they are 
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confined to these specific works of hypermaterial language art? Where (if anywhere) are 

the expansive, generalizable effects of this category? 

  Those effects, I propose, can be found in the interpretive framework both made 

possible by and demonstrated throughout “Hypermaterial Language Art” (both the 

interpretive category of artwork, and the dissertation). Indeed, through the development 

of this artwork’s formal and political specificities, this project models a particular 

methodology for approaching cultural production, beyond and including that which 

specifically and categorically qualifies as “hypermaterial language art.” This 

methodology emerges in the feedback and feed-forward loops of discourse running 

throughout this project that read semiotic production through the logics of the informatic, 

and informatic production through the logics of the semiotic. In other words, this 

methodology emerges as the formal specificities of hypermaterial language art (as such) 

become the project’s theoretical framework for interpreting both this artwork and the 

culture in which it operates. 

As a framework that finds its critical articulation by intertwining the semiotic with 

the informatic (and vice versa), it expands new media criticism into a direction wherein 

these structures can be understood in a complex inter-relationship with one another. In 

other words, this direction is one that no longer relies on defining or determining the 

various ways in which the informatic and semiotic are fundamentally different from one 

another, but rather can critically explore the ways they are intertwined in a complex 

engagement with one another. Recognizing the inter-relationality between these two 

structures becomes increasingly important as the participatory signs of public discourse 
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— civil disobedience, political commentary, and social activism, to name a few — get 

ever-more-frequently enacted through, and therefore intertwined with, the informatic 

structures of digital computers. As such, this framework becomes an important one, not 

just for scholars and critics of new media, artwork, and the ideologies that inform the 

(post-) identity politics of contemporary America culture, but for popular users of the 

social web, particularly those for whom the social web is a space for the consumption and 

production of political media and its attendant ideological forms. 
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